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ABSTRACT 
To understand the political developments of the third 
century we need to re-examine the relationship between 
usurpation and legitimation. The conventional notion of 
legitimacy turns upon recognition by the senate. On this 
basis the old Principate/Dominate dichotomy (which, though 
rarely explicit, still persists) places a radical break In 
the Ideological structure of political authority In the 
empire during the third century; but to accommodate the 
anomalous relgn of Postumus within this scheme requires a 
separatist Interpretation. By surveying the titles, 
Insignia and other verbal and Iconographic Imagery on the 
coins and Inscriptions for the reigns of Valerlan and 
GallIenus, the so-called "Gallic emperors" and Aurelian, I 
find no grounds for "Gallic separatism". Instead what 
emerges Is a greater Insight Into the process of 
legitimation of Imperial authority, of which the formal 
legal ratification by the senate formed merely one aspect. 
Whereas the symbolic representations surveyed are usually 
dismissed as mere trappings, they are In fact Integral to 
the mechanics of authority. The survey reveals that the 
symbolism Is rooted In a profound sense of continuity with 
the past. Above all, the emperor Is represented as a 
restorer and refounder, the reincarnation of the father of 
2 
the Roman empire: Augustus Is the paradigm to which the 
symbolic representation of Imperial authority In the third 
century looks back. Augustus was an Individual who gained 
political authority through military strength; usurpation 
thus became a built-in feature of the empire. Galba had 
revealed the first Imperil arcanum. Postumus merely 
revealed another: as the political significance of Rome, 
and Its senate, waned with the emperors' prolonged 
absences from the city, It was possible for an emperor to 
maintain. his authority without being In Rome, or even 
being recognized there. This provides a vital clue to 
understanding the true continuities In the political 
development of the Roman empire. 
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CHAPTER I 
APPROACHING THE POLITICAL HISTORY 
OF THE MID-THIRD CENTURY 
I. a The HIstorical Reputatlon of the Mld-Thlrd Century 
1) The Roman "Dark Age" 
During the mId-thIrd century the Roman empire was beset 
with troubles, of which one of the most salient and most 
significant was the Insecurity In the tenure of Imperial 
power. Rostovtzeff's characterization of this period of 
almost Incessant coups, Insurrections and civil wars as a 
"Military Anarchy", though tendentious, Is not without 
some foundation. Hobbes' famous description of anarchy as 
"continual] feare, and danger of violent death; And the 
life of man, solitary, poore, nasty, brutish and short" Is 
an overstatement applied to the third century situation as 
a whole; but with respect to the plethora of ephemeral 
would-be emperors who arose during that period It would 
seem to, be singularly apposite. As Gibbon put It: I 
Such was the unhappy condition of the Roman 
emperors, that, whatever might be their conduct, 
their fate was commonly the same... almost every 
reign Is closed by the same disgusting repetition of 
treason and murder. 
6 
In the half century from the assassination of Severus 
Alexander to that of Carinus, that Is from AD 235 to 285, 
some sixty or so Individuals were hailed as emperor In 
various parts of the Roman empire. With scarcely any 
exceptions, these Individuals both assumed and forfeited 
their claims as a direct or at least an Indirect result of 
war, rebellion or assassInatIon. 2 This political turmoil, 
In which civil wars, at times Involving a de facto 
division of the empire, were recurring at a pace not seen 
since the last decades of the republic, must be set 
against the other troubles and vicissitudes of the period. 
The external military threat was mounting, with barbarian 
Incursions penetrating deeper and more frequently Into 
Roman territory than at any time since the end of the 
Second Punic War. Fiscal policy apparently drifted out of 
control, to the point where galloping Inflation and the 
outrageous debasement of the currency all but undermined 
the economy. According to convention, all these Ills, 
collectively labelled "the crisis of the third century", 
brought the political, military and economic 
Infrastructure of the state perilously close to collapse 
In the decade or two following the capture of Valerian by 
the Persians In 260.3 
Making sense of the political tangle of the mId-thlrd 
century AD has proved an enduring problem for historians 
of the Roman empire from late antiquity to the present. 
To a great extent this Is due to the comparative lack of 
reliable Information for the period. Of the contemporary 
7 
literary accounts from this period, notably the work5 of 
Dexlppu5, only the smallest fragments survive. The 
subsequent literary evidence 15 notoriously meagre both In 
detail and reliability. Even though the excesses of 
misrepresentation In the Historla Augusta have perhaps 
been overstated by some modern scholars, the evidence 
scarcely Inspires confIdence. 
4 Other kinds of evidence 
for this same period are also disappointingly 
uninformative: there 15 an appreciable drop In the amount 
of surviving legal texts and other such non-11terary 
evidence; the epigraphic evidence is also wel'I below that 
pertaining to the periods before and after; and although 
the archaeological and numismatic evidence is relatively 
plentiful, It remains difficult to organize and Interpret 
in view of the paucity of other evIdence. 
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The mId-thlrd century was thus not only a period of dire 
political, military and economic Insecurity, but also one 
of the least well documented periods of Roman history. 
The convergence of these two factors is, of course, not 
merely coincidental. The Insecurities of the period were 
conducive to neither the creation nor the survival of 
documentation. On the other hand, this very lack of 
evidence has, over the centuries, helped to promote the 
notion of "crisis" In order to help account for the lack. 
A. H. M. Jones perhaps best summed up the difficulties 
facing ancient historians In this regard with his graphic 
description of the mid-third century as a "tunnel": a 
period of almost Impenetrable gloom separating two periods 
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that are comparatively well lit. The effect of this 
"tunnel" has been to foreshorten the third century, and 
encourage the tendency to pass over with relatively little 
comment the half century that Intervenes between the two 
areas of comparative Illumination at either end. 6 
In thls way, the mld-thlrd century has earned a 
reputation as something of a Roman "Dark Age" In every 
sense of the term. I want In this thesis, among other 
things. to consider not only the validity but also the 
Impact of this reputation, for the underlying assumption 
Is In Itself an Important Issue with which any serious 
Inquiry Into the political developments of the third 
century must come to terms. 
11) The third-century caesura 
The problematic historical tunnel has not merely 
affected the historiography of the mld-third century. The 
history of the whole Roman empire has traditionally been 
divided Into two phases, with a more or less complete 
break towards the end of the third century. The 
justification for placing this caesura after the mld-third 
century has been that there Is perceived to have been a 
constitutional change In the nature and basis of Imperial 
authority at that date. The key determinant In this 
clear-cut perlodlzatlon Is the question of legitimacy. 
Before the mld-third century, the "legitimacy" of an 
emperor Is seen to depend upon, his ratification by the 
9 
senate at Rome; after that time, this "constitutional 
rightu no longer lay with the senate, and the emperor's 
power Is seen as absolute and despotic. This notion of 
constitutional change Is reflected In the traditional 
terminology applied to the two phases: "Prlncipate" and 
"Dominate". This terminology, at one time almost 
ubiquitous, is revealing since It necessarily has 
overtones of moral. censure carried over from the Latin 
terminology from which It derives. According to the 
conventional wisdom, the onslaught of the political 
"crisis" In the mId-thIrd century was responsible for 
bringing about this massive change In the nature of the 
regime Itself. This decisive transformation has sometimes 
been portrayed as remarkably precipitous: In an extreme 
version of this view, written In 1919, Otto Schulz was 
able to affirm with uncanny precision that the 
'Principatell gave way to the "Dominate" In the autumn of 
AD 282. The sole ground which Schulz offered for this 
assertion was his contention that Carus had dispensed with 
the formality of the senate's confirmation upon his 
accesslon. 7 
In recent decades It has begun to seem Increasingly out 
of date to consider the history of the Roman empire In 
terms of a "Principatell and a "Dominate". It Is no longer 
acceptable to dismiss the mid-third century as a mere 
"anarchy" and we are beginning to question more closely 
the effects of Individual elements within the "crIs1su 
without exaggerating their Intensity. In the present 
to 
climate of opinion, In which cultural relativism Is the 
orthodoxy, It has become easier for scholars to take a 
more obJectIve assessment of the available Information. 
Many historians working In the field have come to 
recognize the constraints of the conventional model, and 
have actively sought ways of making better use of what 
meagre evidence does survive from the mid-third century In 
order to try to elucidate the extraordinary events that 
took place In the "tunnel". To this end, they have turned 
Increasing attention upon the evidence furnished by 
archaeology, epigraphy, papyrology, numismatics and 
comparative sociology. 
While new approaches have thus opened up, I fear that 
these have all too often addressed the details rather than 
the larger Issues and that the changes In our underlying 
assumptions have been rather more cosmetic than Is usually 
appreciated. In effect, the heart of the matter, the 
notional caesura Itself, still persists and with It the 
notion of a fundamental and fairly abrupt constitutional 
breakdown In the mId-thlrd century. In such a climate of 
opinion It has been all too easy to overlook what 
significant elements of continuity there may be within the 
structures of Imperial authority running through the 
mld-thlrd century. The strength of the notional caesura 
and the manner In which the assumptions that underlie It 
have evolved and persisted over time are Important Issues 
I wish to re-examine. 
II 
I. b Usurpation and Legitimacy In the Third Century 
1) The conventional dichotomy of legitimacy 
The mid-third century, during which emperors were 
created and dispatched with almost monotonous regularity, 
provides us with a unique opportunity to study Imperial 
authority at a critical and therefore a potentially 
revealing moment In Its history. The key to understanding 
the functioning of Imperial authority during these 
"crisis" years seems to me to lie In the relationship 
between usurpation and legitimacy. On the whole, 
historians have tended to regard these two concepts as 
essentially antithetical. For the sake of bringing a 
semblance of order to the apparent political chaos of the 
mld-thlrd century, the plethora of Imperial contenders are 
almost Invariably separated Into two distinct categories: 
"legitimate emperors" and "usurpers" (or, In terminology 
borrowed from the late Roman literature, utyrants"). This 
dichotomy, which formed the basis of Mommsen's 
'Kalserliste, has been accepted by most scholars working In 
the field, and usually without comment. The simplicity of 
this approach Is attractive; but Is It Justified? 
The notion of "legitimacy" on which the conventional 
dichotomy of thlrd-century-imperial claimants Is based 
turns upon the same single criterion which Is held to 
determine legitimacy In the first two centuries of the 
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empire; that Is, the recognition and legal endorsement of 
the contender by the senate at Rome. In the mid-third 
century the brevity of many of the reigns, the varied 
success with which contenders were able to establish their 
authority and the scarcity of reliable Information have 
contributed to confusions over exactly which contenders 
should be regarded as legitimate; but on the whole, In 
spite of a few minor variations. there Is broad agreement. 
The treatment of the legitimacy Issue by Jones In his 
work The Later Roman Emolre (a modern classic In Its 
field) is typical. Having, In his choice of subject 
matter, accepted the notion of a mid-third century 
caesura, Jones proceeds to discuss the "crisis" In terms 
of the conventional dichotomy as If It were a given that 
required no comment. 8 
In the fifty years between the death of Severus 
Alexander and the accession of Diocletian there were 
about twenty emperors who may be styled legitimate, 
without counting the nominal co-regents that some of 
them created, still less the host of usurpers who 
from time to time ruled parts of the empire, usually 
for brief periods, but sometimes like Postumus In 
Gaul for almost a decade. Postumus' nine years are 
In fact a record, the longest legitimate reigns being 
the seven years of Valerlan and the eight of his son 
GaIllenus: the average, counting legitimate emperors 
only, Is about two years and six months. 
Although In many other ways Jones' work now seems rather 
old-fashioned, with regard to this essential dichotomy, 
however, very little has changed In the quarter century 
since It was written. In the course of this thesis I wish 
to determine how far the evidence supports such an 
axiomatic contrast between emperors "who may be styled 
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legitimate" and the "host of'usurpers", and how far Is It 
In fact an artificial distinction which takes Insufficient 
account of one of the most salient political features of 
the period: namely, that all these would-be emperors came 
to power through the use of force? 
11) Usurpation, legitimacy and secession 
The Issue of the almost constant use of force as a means 
of attaining Imperial power raises some other complex 
questions concerning the nature of usurpation and 
legitimacy and how we should define such concepts which I 
should like to address. These can be summarized by the 
somewhat rhetorical question, when Is a usurper not a 
usurper? Does the almost Incessant run of usurpations and 
civil wars In the mid-thlrd century In practice mean that 
legitimacy was never quite attainable, even given the 
frequent senatorial endorsements? In other words, how 
valid was senatorial recognition received under duress? 
Should the conventional dichotomy of legitimacy based on 
senatorial recognition be modified to exclude the 
seemingly rough breed of army generals who In fact rose to 
power through these constant military coups altogether? 
Jochen Blelcken has, In effect, proposed that we preserve 
the conventional dichotomy on a theoretical level by 
declaring the category of "legitimate emperor" to be empty 
on the grounds that none of the contenders of this period 
deservedsenatorlal recognition. 9 Does this approach 
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significantly advance our understanding of the political 
development of the mId-th1rd century? 
Looking at the problem from the opposite angle, what Is 
the relationship between "legitimacy" and "success" with 
regard to an Individual's claim to power? Lopuszanski 
0 remarked of the Imperial pretender: "Clest la reussite 
seule qui decide au trolsl4me slecle s'll sera reconnu 
comme empereur 1egitime ou fletrl comme tyran**. "10 The 
"reussltell he had In mind was the gaining of senatorial 
recognition; but can we appreciate the complexity of the 
relationship between usurpation and legitimation In this 
period better by defining "success" In a more 
straightforward sense? For Instance, Postumus retained 
the allegiance of most of the western part of the empire, 
from Spain through Gaul and the Germanles to Britain, for 
a period of nine years. During this time he was able to 
overcome more than one attempt to remove him through civil 
war as well as to prosecute several successful campaigns 
In defence of the Rhine frontler. 11 In third-century 
terms this was success Indeed. Is It meaningful, In spite 
of his evident success, to relegate Postumus to the "host 
of usurpers"? Moreover, to a lesser degree, the same 
relative success Is evident for several other contenders 
who have been classed In this way. Among these are 
Victorinus and Tetrlcus, each of whom successively 
Inherited Postumus' position In the western provinces, 
though In a somewhat reduced area, and held It for two 
years or more. 12 Similarly, the brothers Macrianus and 
Is 
Quietus held the allegiance of much of the eastern part of 
the empire for over a year. 13 Even the modest successes 
of these claimants, let alone the achievements of 
Postumus, are In marked contrast to the pitiful attempts 
by certain so-called "legitimate emperors" to assert and 
maintain their authority. 
These points raise another Issue that Is germane to our 
line of questioning here. Were Postumus and his 
successors In Gaul claiming the same Roman Imperial 
authority, and In the same fashion, as their rivals 
elsewhere such as Macrlanus, Qulntlllus or Aurelian? Or 
should the entire sequence of emperors who were recognized 
In the western provinces In the years 260-74 be treated as 
a case apart? If we assume, as many scholars have done, 
that the aim of these emperors was secession rather than 
simply usurpation; If we regard them as attempting to set 
up a new political entity, quite distinct from the Roman 
empire as such (in the, succinct German terminology, that 
they were Sonderkalser rather than Geaenkalser); that Is 
to say, If we assume that the authority these emperors 
were claiming was distinct from that of a Roman emperor, 
then they can be placed altogether outside the "legitimate 
emperor"/Husurperm debate. This contention may be termed 
"Gallic separatism". 
In this thesis I shall therefore pay special attention 
to Postumus and his successors and to the problems of 
NGailiclsin" and "separatismN In the western provinces. 
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Once we have established the relationship between the 
reigns of these emperors ruling In Gaul and the cycle of 
usurpation and legitimation In the empire as a whole 
during this period, we shall be better placed to ascertain 
the true nature of the political development of the 
mId-thlrd century and to assess the role of legal 
ratification within this development. 
The traditional appellation "Gallic Empire", although 
sanctioned by usage, is problematic In that It appears to 
prejudice the outcome of this Investigation. Certain 
recently suggested alternatives, such as "Gallic usurpers" 
or "Romano-Galllc empire", while addressing some of the 
difficulties Involved In the traditional terminology, 
still remain potentially misleading, not least In their 
retention of a specifically "Gallic" Identity-14 So as to 
avoid this complication, I propose to use the neutral 
terminology "western emperors". The term must be 
understood as purely descriptive, referring to a group of 
self-styled emperors whose authority was recognized for a 
time In parts of the western provinces; It does not Imply 
any geographical restriction on their claim to political 
power, any more than does the equivalent term of "central 
emperors", which I shall use to describe the succession of 
equally ephemeral emperors who were recognized at Rome 
during these same years. ' We should, for now, avoid the 
suggestion that any of these emperors ruled over a limited 
political entity referred to as the "western" or the 
17 
"central" empire, since this Implies more than a de facto 
division of loyalties within a single emplre. 15 
I. c Representatlons of Imperlal Authorlty: Verbal and 
Iconographic Imagery as Aspects of Legitimation 
The complexities of the situation In the mId-thlrd 
century require that we consider a broader range of 
subJect matter than can be covered by the 
constitutionalist sense of the terms "legitimacy" and 
"usurpation". We must pass beyond constitutionalism, with 
Its Insistence on the primacy of recognition by the Roman 
senate, to the very nature of political power Itself. To 
this end, we must consider every aspect of the process of 
legitimation whereby power acquired by force of arms was 
translated Into accepted authority. 
The opening move In the bid for supreme power by almost 
all of the Imperial contenders of the mid-thlrd century 
was military acclamation. This ritualized action, whether 
orchestrated or spontaneous, associated the contender with 
certain verbal and visual symbols of "Imperial" authority, 
such as the title Imperator Itself and the wearing of a 
purple cloak. 16 But the effective Impact of these 
symbolic gestures was limited to the arena In which they 
occurred. The would-be emperor had to find ways of 
promulgating his authority that would be both Instantly 
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recognizable and effective beyond the military camp or 
city where his bid for Imperial power was Initiated and 
Indeed beyond wherever he happened to be In person at any 
one time. 
Throughout the ancient Mediterranean world (and In most 
cultural systems, Including our own) social or political 
status was partly conveyed by means of portraits and 
Inscriptions on public display. An Individual's 
particular status was conveyed both by the Iconography of 
the Image or the wording of the Inscription and by the 
context In which the obJect associating the Individual 
with such visual and verbal Imagery was erected. 17 
Certain symbols of this kind were recognized as conveying 
Imperial status, and the representation of an Individual 
employing such symbolism was generally understood, at 
least on the Intuitive level, as a representation of his 
Imperial authority. It was therefore the association of 
an Individual with A-4e these particular details of 
Iconography, wording (especially t1tulature) and context 
that Identified him as the emperor and singled him out 
from the crowd of lesser dignitaries whose portraits and 
Inscriptions filled the public spaces of the ancient 
world. 
There were In fact a number of media through which an 
emperor's authority could thus be symbolically represented 
to and perceived by his subjects. Among them, sculpture 
and Inscriptions were not especially quick or cheap to 
19 
produce or distribute and, once set up, were for the most 
part tied to a fixed location. These disadvantages did 
not apply to the most Important and most extensive medium, 
the context and content of which associated the Individual 
represented with Imperial authority: the Imperial coinage. 
Coins were mass-produced from dies; they travelled faster 
than centrally distributed portraits; through their use as 
currency, they were effectively self-distributing and 
continued to circulate freely. The coinage was thus a 
particularly efficient means of conveying an IndlvIdual'5 
Imperial authority to the widest possible public. 18 
The design of the coin was not merely external or 
aesthetic, but actually formed part of Its functional 
definition. It is crucial to recognize, In this respect, 
that the range and depth of symbolism used on Roman 
Imperial coinage far exceeded anything comparable today. 19 
The representation of the emperor's authority was 
necessary to validate ("authorize") the flan as genuine 
("authoritative") currency. At the same time, the 
acceptance of the coin as genuine currency was, by 
Implication, an-acceptance of the authority of the emperor 
In whose name It was Issued. This association was, for 
Instance, fully appreciated by Jesus and his audience when 
he made his famous reply to the pharlsees: "Whose Is this 
Image and superscription?... Render therefore unto Caesar 
the things which are Caesarls. 11 (I shall return to this 
complex matter In more detail later. )20 
20 
In asserting that some Individual or other made a 
serious claim to wield Imperial authority In the mld-third 
century, the Historla Augusta cites as proof the "fact" 
that the Imperial contender In question Issued coinage. 
Although historians today cannot afford to trust such 
testimony on the basis of this source alone, the 
connection between an Individual's claim to Roman Imperial 
authority and the existence of such coins Is readily and 
universally accepted. Indeed the same connection Is 
applied to Inscriptions and papyri which juxtapose an 
Individual's name and Imperial t1tulature. 21 
The bare' fact that portraits, Inscriptions and coins, 
through their use of certain verbal and Iconographic 
Imagery, suggest that a particular Individual was emperor 
Is but one aspect of the potential significance of the 
symbolism expressed In these various media. The precise 
form of the symbols used, their Interrelation and history 
and where the areas of greatest emphasis lie within the 
overall scheme all tell us a great deal about how Imperial 
power was perceived at any given time. In fact the same 
applies to a wide range of other means of symbolic 
expression: court ceremonial, religious ritual (notably 
the Imperial cult), public festivals and works of art and 
architecture sponsored by or otherwise relating to the 
emperor. All these symbolic forms Illuminate the ways In 
which political authority was perceived, and therefore 
reflect the collective response to that authority? 2 
21 
In recent years a good deal of research has been 
conducted Into a wider understanding of Imperial power 
which pays particular attention to such Ideas. The work 
of such scholars as Simon Price and Paul Zanker, to name 
but two, has opened up the possibility of analysIng 
Imperial power In the light of the full range of rituals 
and Images that helped to make It acceptable In the 
perceptions of those subJect to It. The re-evaluatIon of 
Roman history made possible by this new appreciation of 
what may be termed modes of symbolic representation has 
been particularly profound In respect of the reign of 
Auguatus. 2: 3 This approach has received broad acceptance 
In Its application-to the, flrst two and-a half centuries 
of the empire, and similar Ideas, have also been applied to 
the study of aspects of Imperial power In the late 
empire. 24 The Implications of such Ideas for the 
mid-third century have not yet, however, been fully 
thought through. 
This brings us back to the problem with which we began, 
namely the effect of the "tunnel" In the mid-third 
century. Some of the evidence necessary for the study of 
such symbolic forms has not survived for this crucial 
period. In particular, the literary sources which might 
have helped us to reconstruct some of the ritual and 
ceremonial action and the visual displays that accompanied 
them are largely untrustworthy. 25 For our period, the 
most comprehensive and the most direct evidence for the 
symbolic representation of Roman Imperial authority Is 
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provided by the Imperial coinage and Inscriptions. By 
looking at this evidence In detail I hope not only to shed 
some much-needed light Into our "tunnel" but also to 
re-evaluate the legitimation of Imperial authority In the 
mid-thIrd century, and the rightful place of the political 
developments of that period of Instability In the history 
of the Roman empire as a whole. 
I. d The Purpose and Scope of this Thesis 
The purpose of this thesis Is, then, to study the range 
of verbal and visual symbols, and where the main areas of 
emphasis within this symbolism lie, In order to assess 
what this evidence can tell us about the legitimation of 
Imperial authority In the mId-thIrd century, and above all 
to see what light It may shed upon the reputed 
constitutional break (or "caesura") traditionally placed 
In this relatively obscure period. This analysis will 
also make possible a fresh examination both of the 
conventional distinction between those Imperial contenders 
who are styled "legitimate emperors" and those who were 
merely "usurpers" (that Is, the "dichotomy"), and of the 
relevance to our understanding of Imperial authority In 
this period of the relative success of the western 
emperors (that Is, the question of "Gallic separatism"). 
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Of the six remaining chapters of the thesis, the first 
three are devoted to the analysis of the evidence I have 
outlined, while the last three'are concerned with the 
wider Issues entailed In the Interpretation of this 
evidence. In order to be able to Investigate the evidence 
In some depth, I have chosen to concentrate upon a few 
carefully selected reigns, failing between the years 253 
and 275: those of Valerlan and Gallienus, the western 
emperors and Aurelian. The comparisons offered by this 
selection will particularly help to clarify the questions 
I have raised. Owing to the Increasing Importance 
attached to the women and children of Imperial families by 
this date, It Is not only valid but Indeed most Important 
to consider the symbolism associated with the Augustae and 
the young Caesars In addition to that associated with the 
Augustl. 26 
A comprehensive catalogue of the coins and Inscriptions 
of these reigns Is both Impracticable and unnecessary for 
our present purpose. At the same time the Inadequacies of 
the surviving evidence and of the modern studies devoted 
to various aspects of this evidence also effectively rules 
out any purely statistical quantitative analysis. I shall 
start by offering, In. chapter 2, a more detailed 
examination of the nature of the evidence to be surveyed, 
what It can tell us, what problems It presents us with and 
how It-may be analysed. This chapter thus serves-as an 
Introduction to, the survey that Is to follow In the 
succeeding two-chapters. 
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The symbolic Imagery that we shall be studying In this 
survey falls Into three groups. The first consists of 
those Imperial titles displayed on the Inscriptions, 
papyri and coins. The second consists of the Insignia and 
dress, much of which the emperor probably bore In real 
life at least on certain occasions, and other Iconographic 
devices such as attributes suggesting affiliation to some 
delty. The Information here Is drawn largely from the 
obverse Iconography of the coinage. These first two 
groups will form the basis of chapter 3. The third group 
comprises a range of verbal and Iconographic Imagery which 
Justified the exercise of Imperial authority by the 
Individual ruler In question through his association with 
both the qualities and the successes which were proof of 
hI s capacity and fitness to rule, through his special 
relationship with the gods, In whose lap the destiny of 
the empire was seen to Ile, and through his Identity with 
the quasi-sacral nature of Imperial power Itself. The 
principal source of this Information Is drawn from the 
reverse legends and Iconography. This material will form 
the basis of chapter 4. 
Once this detailed survey has been completed we shall be 
In a position, In chapter 5, to assess the overall picture 
that emerges of the symbolic representation of authority 
In this period and to distinguish what were the main areas 
of emphasis. In the light of the evidence studied It will 
then be possible to draw conclusions with regard both to 
"Gallic separatism" and to the "dichotomy". From these 
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conclusions It will become apparent that a thorough 
re-examInation of the conventional approach to the study 
of Imperial authority In the mld-thIrd century is called 
for. 
In chapter 6,1 shall start by reviewing the extent to 
which the blas In the literary sources might have 
distorted both the role of senatorial recognition as an 
aspect of Imperial legitimacy and the significance of the 
events of the third century In the development of Imperial 
authority. It will then be possible to show how such 
distortions have affected the historiographical tradition 
In which historians In practice operate. I shall then 
suggest, as a way out of the difficulties, a more 
comprehensive way of looking at the central concepts of 
"power", "authority", "legitimation" and "usurpation" 
which allows for a more profound relationship between the 
symbolic representation of authority and the process of 
legitimation. 
In the final chapter I shall apply the findings of the 
preceding chapters to the circumstances of the Roman 
empire of the mid-third century In order to arrive at a 
clearer understanding of the nature and operation of 
Imperial authority at that time. This will enable us to 
see what constitutional requirements were In fact 
necessary for the functioning of Imperial authority at 
this date. We shall be In a position to assess the true 
significance In the m1d-thIrd century of a number of 
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Important factors such as legality, heredity, senatorial 
recognition, the city of Rome and the legacy of Augustus. 
In this way It will be possible to see what the symbolic 
representation of Imperial authority In the third century 
can reveal about the supposed constitutional breakdown In 
that period, and what evidence there may be for 
significant continuity In this respect. 
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CHAPTER 2 
EVALUATING THE NUMISMATIC AND EPIGRAPHIC MATERIAL 
Before we can embark upon a survey of the symbollc 
representation of Roman Imperial authority In the 
mid-third century, we should fully undertand the 
limitations of the evidence we are to use. In this 
chapter I shall discuss the present state of research In 
the relevant fields and clarify my position on certain 
controversies arising from this evidence, Including an 
I- 
excursus on mint location and operation. 
2. a Handling the Material Evidence 
A) Introducing the evidence 
The evidence for our survey, whIchAs furnished by the 
Imperial coinage and Inscriptions of the reigns with which 
we'are concerned (supplemented. to a much smaller degree, 
for, those emperors recognized In-Egypt, by the surviving 
papyri and ostraca), may be referred to collectively ao 
"material" sources, In contradistinction both to the 
literary and to "non-literary" sources. 1 -The most notable 
advantage of such evIdence over that supplled by the 
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literary sources Is the fact that the Information they 
provide Is contemporary. In addition to this body of 
evidence there are other closely allied sources, as I have 
mentioned, which I have excluded from this study. Of 
these, two In particular deserve an explanation. 
The first consists of works of art which In some sense 
refer to the emperor, notably portrait sculpture, but also 
relief sculpture, mosaics and other media. In practice, 
very little survives of such works of art from the reigns 
with which we are primarily concerned, and the little that 
does survive Is so unevenly distributed (there Is more 
pertaining to Callienus than to all the rest put together) 
that the Information supplied by these sources seems to 
me, after examination, to be of very limited use to us In 
the comparative study which follows. Naturally the mere 
existence of such material Is pertinent to our Inquiry, 
but the Increment In our knowledge which this evidence 
would supply Is too slight to make Its Inclusion 
worthwhIle. 2 
The second, and perhaps more regrettable, deliberate 
omisslon Is that of the local "civic" coinage. In 
addition to the Information supplied by the coinage Issued 
from Imperial mints, there Is a considerable body of 
I 
Information to be gleaned from the local coinage, 
I 
referring to the emperor, that was Issued by various 
Individual city and provincial communities In the empire, 
notably in the eastern provinces. Even though the 
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representation of Imperial authority on such coinage Is no 
doubt germane to our Inquiry, there are three reasons why 
I have decided to put this evidence to one side. First, 
the correlation and assessment of the evidence from these 
separate coinages presents grave organizational problems 
which serve to obscure rather than elucidate the lines of 
our Inquiry. Secondly, the period with which we are 
primarily concerned, that is to say 253-275, witnessed a 
dramatic decline In the numbers of local civic mints, 
amounting (by the year 276) to a total collapse of the 
production of such coinage. This fact Is In Itself 
relevant, and we shall return to It shortly, but It adds 
to the complications of assessing the evidence from local 
coinage In this period. Thirdly, as with the sculpture 
and architecture, the Information that can be extracted 
from, this source adds very little to what we can ascerLain 
from the other sources under Investigation. For these 
reasons we may safely omit this evidence from our 
lnquiry. 3 
Of the sources with which we shall be concerned, the 
Imperial coinage Is the most Informative for our present 
purpose, providing both Iconographic and verbal symbolism. 
Some of the coins minted during the mid-third century with 
rather more elaborate designs may have been Issued for 
ceremonial or honorific purposes, rather than specifically 
as currency per se. Modern numismatic studies dealing 
with this period often attempt to differentiate these 
"medallions" from the rest of what we might call coins In 
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the strict sense. In practice, during the period with 
which we are concerned, this distinction Is not very 
helpful. Though many of the objects referred to In modern 
numismatic catalogues as "medallions" may well have been 
struck with a primarily commemorative or honorific 
function, It Is clear that most such "medallions" could 
and did serve as multiple denominations within the 
prevailing currency, or more simply as coins of Intrinsic 
value. 4 Moreover, even where the function was primarily 
honorific rather than currency-related, the design and 
Imagery employed on the disc necessarily forms part of the 
representation of Imperial authority, and thus Is clearly 
equally valid as evidence for our present Inquiry. It Is 
perfectly acceptable, therefore, to treat all the 
numismatic material together and allow such "medallions" 
to be subsumed under the general heading of "coinage", 
notwithstanding the distinction between the monetary and 
commemorative purposes for which they may primarily have 
been minted. 
The relevant Inscriptions of the period, though far less 
abundant and generally less Informative than the coinage, 
nevertheless provide some valuable evidence for the 
representation of Imperial authority'. Not surprisingly, 
In view of the overall relative scarcity of Inscriptions 
from this period, the survival of the epigraphic evidence 
Is very uneven. The symbolism employed on the 
Inscriptions is purely verbal, largely comprising Imperial 
titles. The overlap between the numismatic and epigraphic 
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titulature Is very great, though It Is by no means 
perfect. Since the numismatic evidence we are concerned 
with here Is that from the Imperial mints, the chief 
discrepancy Iles In the fact that, In addition to Latin, 
the epigraphy supplies us with Greek t1tulature, Including 
titles that have no Latin equivalent. Details of where 
and when an Inscription was erected (and even by whom) are 
more freely discernable than Is possible with the 
coinage. This Information can occasionally allow for 
somewhat greater precision with regard to regional and 
chronological variations In the symbolism used. 5 
The connection between the Imperial t1tulature used In 
the papyri and the representation of Imperial authority is 
comparable to that noted, for Inscriptions. Since the 
emperor's name and titles were often employed to ratify 
and date legally binding documents In Egypt, the dual 
"authorizing" function we noted for currency was also 
present to a degree In these documents. However, since 
the titles used In the papyrological evidence vary little 
from those employed In the epigraphy, and since It Is by 
Its very nature confined to Egypt, the value of the 
papyrologIcal evidence Is generally rather limited. In 
fact, Its greatest advantage Iles more In helping to sort 
out the tangled questions of chronology In this perlod. 6 
In order to make use of the material evidence available 
to us It must be arranged In'a systematic way to allow 
simple and unambiguous reference-whIle at the same time 
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conveying the maximum of relevant Information. This 
presents us with few problems with regard to the 
epigraphic evidence. Problems do arise, however, with 
regard to the complexities of the numismatic evidence. Of 
the sources for the mid-third century with which we are 
concerned, the Imperial coinage Is by far the most 
plentiful; but Its comparative abundance Is something of a 
mixed blessing. The quantity and the variety of coins 
minted and the apparent contradictions that their 
classification provides actually render this wealth of 
Information surprisingly Intractable, especially with 
regard to Interpreting the symbolism they contain. 
11) Problems of reference: corpora and catalogues 
, I, 
One of the chief problems confronting the analysis of 
the coinage of the m1d-third century Is the lack of any 
authoritative and comprehensive numismatic corpus for this 
period to which easy reference may be made. Webb's Roman 
Imperial Coinage, volume V, now more than half a century 
out of date, still remains the only possible candidate. 
It Is, however, very unsatisfactory: unreliable and 
lacking In discernment, particularly with regard to 
authenticity, Webb's lack of detail and conflation of 
different types, arranged merely as variant alternatives, 
Is especially frustrating. The new edition, being 
undertaken by Dr. King, Is still In preparation; even when 
It Is finally ready for publication, It will only cover 
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the material down to the end of Gaillenus' reIgn. 7 
Unfortunately the catalogue of Roman Imperial coinage In 
the British Museum currently only reaches down to the 
reigns of Balbinus and Puplenus, though the catalogue of 
the Hunter Collection In Glasgow provides some helpful 
references for the period with which we are concerned. 
For the medallions and related material, the work of 
Gnecchl still remains the standard work. 8 
Monographs concentrating upon the coinage of one 
particular reIgn or, -the output of an Individual mint are 
of Immense value; unfortunately, however, they'show an 
disinclination to correlate with previous work In the 
field, which at times borders on Idiosyncrasy. Go"bl's 
extremely Important monographs on the coinage of the 
reigns of Valerlan and Gallienus are an excellent case In 
point. 9 In these twoýartlcles, which to a large extent 
supplant the earlier work of Voetter-, G"bl employs a P0 
unique and cumbersome'system of. references for his reverse 
Iconography, Involving three-dIstInct, number1ng systems 
and a collection of miniature drawings; although the use 
of, drawings has some advantages, as we shall see, the 
numbering systems are so confusing that GO'bl himself makes 
several mistakes In their application. Certain other 
features of these works also make them harder to use: 
there Is, for example, no numbering system In his 
catalogue to assist ease of reference; furthermore, his 
subdivisions of the Issues and phases at each mint are 
sometimes unnecessarily complicated, and his dating of 
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these unwarrantably precise and on occasion seemingly 
arbltrary. In splte of these defects, however, these two 
articles provide an Invaluable contribution to the study 
of Licinlan colnage. 10 
The numismatic contributions of AlfO'*Idl, notably 
concerning the coinage of the LIc1nlan period, Include two 
very helpful articles on the complex coinage of the 
eastern mints and one as part of a series on the mint at 
Slscla. Regretably, he never compiled the proposed volume 
on the reign of Aurelian In his SIscla serles. 11 In fact 
the study of Aurelian's coinage still remains In Its 
Infancy, In spite of two Important monographs on the 
subject by Manns and Rohde, now fifty and one hundred 
years out of date respectlvely. 12 The coinage of the 
western emperors, by contrast, Is among the 
best-documented of the period. Elmer's monograph on the 
subject, which supplanted the much earlier work by de 
Witte, has stood the test of time remarkably well. In 
addition the contributions by Lafaurle, Bastlen and 
Schulte, among others, have greatlY clarlfled the 
situatlon. 13 
With respect to the epigraphic evidence, In addition to 
the standard corpora and annuals, a few specific studies 
provide valuable reference: for Aurellan'5, reign, the 
catalogue provided by Homo, supplemented more recently by 
Sotglu; for the western emperors, the catalogue provided 
by XO"nlg. For papyrologIcal evidence, besides the usual 
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corpora, the study of Imperial t1tulature by Bureth, 
supplemented by the updates and corrections supplied by 
Sljpesteljn, Is Invaluable. Over and above these works, 
special mention should be made of a very recent study by 
PeachIn which attempts to synthesize all the t1tulature of 
the emperors of the mid-thlrd century from Maximinus to 
Carlnus. This work is Invaluable with regard to the 
epigraphic material, but Is sadly deficient with regard to 
the numismatic evIdence. 14 
111) Problems of lnterpretation 
The coins not only bore the emperor's portrait, his 
titles and Insignia, but also a host of other verbal and 
Iconographic symbolism through which his authority was 
represented. The appearance of symbolic Imagery on the 
reverse as well as the obverse of the coinage greatly 
Increased the potential range of Imperial Ideology which 
c ould find expression. Since the republic, the potential 
for self-advertlsement on the coinage had been very 
clearly understood In the Roman world. The enormous and 
unique potential for the canvassing of support and the 
orchestration of loyalty provided by the associations made 
possible In the combination of obverse and'reverse designs 
was evidently not lost on the emperors. What we are 
dealing with here, however, is not a sophisticated and 
manipulative propaganda machine. There Is an Important 
distinction between the function of such symbolic 
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representations and, what is conveyed by the term 
"Propaganda". This term unavoidably suggests a 
specifically Intentional, fully conscious and more or less 
cynical manipulation of popular responses to authority. 
By Implication this dismisses too easily the Importance of 
social structure and social needs In shaping these 
responses. In the Roman context at least, there Is quite 
simply much less evidence for this kind of construction 
than is usually assumed. Furthermore, although propaganda 
has been put to very effective use at all perlods In 
history, It has acquired overtones during the last one 
hundred years which make It an unsuitable term for a 
discussion of authority In the Roman empire. For these 
reasons, In spite of Its obvious usefulness, I consider It 
advisable to avoid the term "propaganda" altogether. 15 
This brings us to the vexed question of the emperor's 
Involvement In the choice of coin types, and his 
consequent control over the symbolism expressed therein. 
This has been a matter of hot debate since the middle of 
this century. Until that time there was among scholars 
working In the field a broad agreement on what today might 
seem a somewhat naive "propagandistic" understanding of 
the relationshlp-between coin desIgn--and Imperial 
authorIty. 16 
The current debate was opened In 1956 by A. H. M. Jones 
who rejected the very Idea of Inferring anything 
substantial concerning matters of policy or "propaganda" 
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from the choice of coin types as modern wishful thinking. 
He maintained that the choice of coin types was of little 
consequence to anyone and that emperors neither could nor 
would have become Involved In such decisions, which he 
preferred to suppose were taken at a much lower level 
(either that of the mint operator, or even of the 
Individual dle-cutter). This sceptical side of the debate 
has been supported by several others since. 17 On the 
other side of this numismatic debate, championed above all 
by C. H. V. Sutherland, scholars continue to attach great 
significance to the choice of coin types, over which the 
emperor Is seen as exercising his personal and careful 
control. The selection of types at any given time may 
thus be regarded as valuable evidence of Imperial policy. 
Some scholars of this persuasion have even ventured to 
reconstruct the course of events of any given reign on the 
basis of coin types. l. 8 
,. If nothing else, the healthy debate which Jones' 
Intervention has stimulated over the-years has clearly 
demonstrated the lack of Information we possess on so many 
aspects of the operation of mints-In the Roman empire, 
from"the logistical problems of getting bullion to and 
minted coins from the mints, to the executive problems of 
how, where, on what basis and by whom the designs of coins 
were chosen. On the other hand, the debate Itself has 
tended to polarize the approaches of modern scholarship to 
the subject. The arguments of Sutherland and his 
followers remain somewhat unconvincing because they 
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stretch our meagre knowledge too far, while those of Jones 
and his followers are equally sweeping and tend to be 
unnecessarily d1sm1ssIve. 19 
It may be, on a theoretical level at least, that the 
emperor had the ultimate say on what was to appear on 
coins minted In his name; the more distinctive types most 
likely do reveal the personal Intervention of the emperors 
In whose reigns they were minted, or at the very least we 
can assume their tacit approval. (On the face of It, 
subordinates would be unlikely to depart noticeably from 
the norm on their own Initiative. ) We know next to 
nothing, however, about how often, In what ways and to 
what extent any given emperor was directly Involved In the 
routine process of design selection. In all probability 
the frequency of such Interventions must have varied 
according to circumstance and, no doubt, according to the 
temperament of the Individual emperor concerned. That the 
emperor was capable of taking an active Interest In such 
matters, however, Is not to be doubted: the extraordinary 
extent to which the emperor did In fact Involve himself 
personally In what might to us seem relatively unimportant 
minutiae of government has been clearly revealed by Fergus 
Millar. 20 
In view of our Ignorance, we must be circumspect In our 
allegations of direct Imperial Involvement In any 
particular choice of coin type; but we do not need to 
establish that the emperor himself was regularly Involved 
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In the choice of coin types to be able to understand that 
the symbolism used on the coinage was neither automatic 
nor gratuitous, and we are therefore not entitled to 
dismiss It as meaningless. The variety of different coin 
types used on the coinage of the Roman empire was very 
large relative to that found, in other societies, and this 
variety In Itself is suggestive of the Importance attached 
to the symbolism. In this way we can be sure that the 
symbolic Imagery that appears on the coinage has a 
fundamental bearing upon the ways In which political 
authority was viewed In the Roman empire. Futhermore, 
there Is nothing to be gained by adding a specious further 
complexity to the problem by suggesting that In some sense 
the symbols that appear on the obverse are "official", 
while those on the reverse are to be understood as 
"semi-official". The distinction apparently derives from 
the Idea that the emperor might dictate what appeared on 
the obverse but merely allow what appeared on the reverse. 
Whatever we may mean by such terms, the distinction Is 
unhelpful. The obverse and reverse symbolism form part of 
the same matrix; both "represent Images of authorlty". 
21 
,,, While the symbolism used forms part of a complex and 
Intelligible expression of collective representation, 
there Is a common assumption (In fact a further refinement 
of Jones' thesis) that whatever "meaning" might be 
attributed to the types produced In the first two 
centuries of the empire, the Imperial coinage of the third 
century had largely degenerated Into meaningless 
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repetitions of earlier types. Had mere mindless 
repetition been a factor, we would have expected a drastic 
diminution In the variety used during the third century, 
which Is In fact not the case. On the contrary, the 
repeated use of tried and tested types suggests that they 
were, on the contrary, very "meaningful" Indeed. This 
point Is underlined by the fact that we know from the 
Innovative types that were Introduced that novelty was an 
option: It Is therefore particularly noteworthy that It 
was an option that was, for the most part, exercised 
sparingly. 
Today we happen to attach a great deal of Importance to 
novelty (especially with regard to assessing artistic 
Interest), but repetition Is not Ipso facto meaningless, 
especially In an age of uncertainties. We are not solely 
concerned with what Is Innovative In this material. As a 
response to changing circumstances, continuity Is as 
Important as Innovation In respect to the perceptions that 
underscore political authority and thus to the nature of 
authority Itself. Indeed given that repetition and 
continuity are Important factors In this symbolism, our 
study must take full account of the usual as well as the 
unusual. 
At this point I must voice a caveat In connection with 
the Interpretation of the coin evidence for the mid-thlrd 
century. Scholars on the less cautious wing of the debate 
on the Interpretation of coins have tended to assert very 
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precise Inferences from coin designs, not only concerning 
policy but also concerning the train of events. Such 
over-InterpretatIons have led to serious problems 
concerning the nature and dating of such events In this 
period where other sources are so meagre. The situation 
Is rapidly getting better due to the more stringent 
application of Improved methods, but there remains a 
legacy of dubious chronological markers. The unreliable 
nature of most of the evidence for this period, notably of 
the literary evidence, has encouraged historians to rely 
very heavily upon the coinage to supply them with a 
chronological framework. In doing so they have relied 
upon the arrangements which numismatists have made. 
Unfortunately some of the absolute dates that numismatists 
have attached to Individual coin types have been arrived 
C-ý' 4 
at by relating the Iconography of the coins to specific 
historical events (notably military campaigns). In doing 
so, they have had to rely upon the chronology supplied by 
hl storlans. Quite apart from the problems of Interpreting 
Individual coin types In this way, the evident circularity 
resulting from this Interchange has proved unhelpful; 
particularly so In the case of the western emperors, for 
whom there Is no papyrological evidence. 
- Another bone of contention In the hermeneutlc debate Is 
the Intended "audlencell-that some envisage for the Imagery 
with which we are dealing. Theýobvlous candidate for such 
a specific audience would have been,, the soldiers. - a large 
proportion of the coins minted In the, mid-third century 
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were Indeed Issued for the express purpose of paying the 
troops. On the other hand, the lmperatlvcu of taxation 
ensured that the coinage had a circulation that vastly 
exceeded the soldiery and civil service Into whose hands 
It was first paid. However Important we take the role of 
the armies to be, no explanation which requires the 
soldiers - or any other single group - to be the sole 
"target audience" can suffice to meet the complexities of 
the situation. 
From a quite different and more Interesting perspective, 
It Is possible to see the emperor himself as an Integral 
part of the "audience" for whom the symbolism on the colns 
was Intended. There can be no denying that, at least to 
some extent, legitimation must depend upon the perceptions 
and desires of the ruled as well as those of the ruler. 
It Is perfectly reasonable, therefore, to Interpret at 
least some of the symbolism on the coins as representing 
how the public, or sections of It, would like to see the 
emperor, In addition to how the emperor would like to be 
seen by his subjects, or how they might Imagine that he 
wished to be seen. 22 This Idea Is all the more attractive 
when we consider the verbal imagery that appears on 
Inscriptions, where the desire to Influence the divine or 
quasi-dIvIne powers In the world Is often expressed. On 
the whole It Is preferable to see all those Involved In 
the ramifications of Imperial authority, from the emperor 
himself, through senators and army officers down to 
merchants, farmers and leglonaries, as potential 
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"audiences" for the symbol Ism minted on the coinage. In 
practice there is no need to see the symbolic Imagery as 
necessarily aimed at only one specific audience In order 
to consider It "meaningful". 
The question is not at whom the symbolism may have been 
targeted, any more than It Is precisely how the choice of 
symbolism was reached, but rather what patterns In the 
symbolic representation of authority can be discerned In 
the verbal and Iconographic Imagery that appeared In the 
designs. There Is no validity In the objectlon, raised by 
Jones and his followers, that the ancients were not 
conscious of the question of signification In this sense, 
or-at least that we have no evidence that they expressed 
any such awareness. This, apparent lack does not entitle 
us to suppose that such matters were of no Importance to 
them. Notions of signIfIcation and symbolic 
representation are, -An, their expliclt, forms, modern , 
concerns and we should not expect to see them reflected 
overtly In the ancient literary accounts. Whatever the 
precise significance of this symbolism, at whomever It may 
have been directed, and however the choice of what was 
represented may have been arrived at, this material Is a 
direct reflection of the prevalent contemporary attitudes 
towards Imperial authority. 
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2. b Numlsmatlc Classificatlon and Arrangement 
1) Problems of classIfIcatlon and arrangement 
Roman lmperlal coInage Is class1fled accordlng to the 
emperor or empress In whose name the coin was minted, the 
, type Ots deslgn and denomInatlon), and the detalls of 
where and when It was Issued. The fIrst step In the 
ý classificatlon of types Is the denomInatlonal value of the 
coln, which for this period Is based on the metal (gold, 
debased silver, or "billon", and various base-metal alloys 
of copper collectively referred to as "bronze"), weight 
and certain features of the design. The sharp debasement 
of the Imperial coinage In thelmiddle of the third 
century, Involving both metal, content and weight 
standards, has allowed a certain degree of confusion and 
Inconsistency In modern nomenclature, of, the denominations. 
To speak of "silver" coinage at all for this period Is 
misleading: towards the end of Gallienus' reign the silver 
content of the antoninianus, the standard denomination In 
circulation, sank to about 1.5 3%, amounting In some 
cases to no more than a thin wash. The denominational 
value of these coins was signalled by the emperor's 
headgear which was In this case a radiate crown, whence 
t he alternative name of Oradlatesn. This Iconographic 
distinction was, almost certainly, Intended to denote 
twice the value of the smaller coins on which the emperor 
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As represented wearIng the laurel crown, a similar 
distinction appearing In other metals. Production of the 
denarlus, the older "laureate" coin, had all but ceased by 
this period. While the notations'whlch appeared on the 
OsIlverm coinage after the reform of-Aurelian have helped 
In the relative chronology of the coinage of his reign, 
the confusion arising from the possible denominational 
significance of these notations has done nothing to make 
the task of sorting out the precise relationships of these 
denominations any easier. In all probability, such 
confusion was also felt In ancient times, and can have 
done nothing to help steady the monetary uncertainty and 
N 
concomitant Inflatlon. 23 
-The purity of the gold coinage'of'this period also 
fluctuated but never fell drastically. The fluctuations 
In weight standard, however, make'certaln coins-dlfflcult 
to categorize with absolute certainty; the difficulty Is 
especially acute with the larger denominations (multiples) 
and-I'medalllons". On the whole'the designs used for gold 
vary-little from the standard billon types, the exceptions 
being mostly linked to Imperial celebrations and 
anniversaries, and presumably represent the coinage struck 
for the donatives associated with these occasions. In his 
article on the joint reign of Valerlan and Galllenus, GO'bl 
suggested that the minting of gold coinage only took place 
when the emperor was at hand. There may well be some 
truth In this allegation, which Is supported by other 
scholars In other contexts. CertaInly, If true, It would 
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not be without Its Implications for the significance of 
the gold types. There Is, however, very little evidence 
to go on either way. On the whole It appears unlikely 
that there was any such strict rule, and It remains 
dangerous to presume where corroborating evidence Is 
wanting. 24 
The "bronze" coinage had been virtually squeezed out of 
the bottom end of the market by the Inflation, and was 
consequently minted In much smaller quantities In this 
period than heretofore. With a few rare exceptions, their 
types tend to follow the lead set by the antoninlanl. 
Most notable among these exceptions are the bronze 
"medallions" and the occasions when coins were minted In 
bronze using dies apparently Intended for gold, to Judge 
by their fine workmanship and Iconography. These 
*Abschla'ge", as they are generally known, may have been 
Intended as trial runs; though the surprisingly large 
number of such types attested only In bronze, notably for 
Postumus, has given rise to much controversy and 
confuslon. 25 
The great abundance of coins from this period Is due In 
part to the augmented rate of production during the 
mid-thlrd century. The Increment was Itself both a cause 
and an effect of the Increasing debasement and spiralling 
Inflation of the period. 26 This vicious circle had 
several effects, both direct and Indirect, upon the 
coinage. 
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Increased output, no doubt aggravated by haste, 
contributed to a decrease In the quality of some (though 
not all) of the operational management of the mints, which 
has marginally contributed to the confusion. As a result 
of carelessness or fraud In the production of coinage In 
this period, there Is a surprising number of coins In 
which the reverse and obverse do not properly belong 
together (hybrids and mules). Although these make It more 
difficult to assign reverse types to Individual emperors 
or to Individual Issues, they do also add some extremely 
useful extra Information with regard to relative dating. 
The ancient habit of restriking without melting down, 
which the Increased output also encouraged, can add 
Information regarding relative chronology, but all too 
often It produced coin types that are difficult to 
decipher. Counterfeiting was not at all uncommon at this 
date, made easier by the political confusions of the 
period. Vast numbers of so-called "barbarous radiates" 
were created, and these along with other possible (but 
rather better) ancient counterfeits, and together with a 
significant number of modern (that Is post-medlaeval) 
forgeries, have greatly added, to the confuslon. 27 
To a much lesser degree, the quality of the die-cuttIng 
Involved In the production of the ordinary billon and 
bronze types was also affected by the increase In output. 
However, the opposite Is to some extent true for the dies 
destined for gold types In this period: the care and 
attention lavished on these dies actually Increased as the 
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designs themselves became more adventurous, especially 
under GaIllenus and postumus. 28 
The greater volume of output also necessitated the 
multiplication of mint operations, and this In turn has 
added to the confusions over coln classification. The 
period with which we are concerned coincided with the 
fastest growth In the number of separate Imperial mints 
operating at different locations around the Roman empire, 
as well as the fastest Increment In their combined output. 
The Identification of the Issuing mint Is complicated by 
the fact that, In spite of the proliferation of Imperial 
mints at this date, the practice of mlnt-marking was 
sporadic; Indeed It did not become a standard feature of 
Roman currency until the end of the third century. 29 The 
assignment of coins to specific minting operations and the 
location of these minting operations are to be 
distinguished, In that there Is sometimes agreement on 
whether certain coins were minted at the same place but 
dispute as to where that place was (see below, 2. c). 
The arrangement of the coins within Issues and the 
relative sequence of these Issues within the output of a 
particular mint Is very often a question of relative 
rather than absolute chronology. The length and style of 
the obverse legend can be an Indication as to the 
(relative) date, and even to the place of Issue, though a 
certain amount of caution must be applied here. The 










notable as a feature of GallIenus' sole-relgn coinage, can 
be both a help and a hindrance In sort Ing, out, place and 
date of Issue. Stylistic analysis, also helpful In this 
respect, demands a highly experienced eye, and there 
clearly still remains a subjective element In the 
arrangement of the coinage within mints, sequences and 
dates. 30 
The problems confronting numismatists concerning mint 
allocation, dating and issue sequence to some extent stem 
from an Imperfect understanding of the workings of the 
Imperial mints In this period. Although mint output In 
this period does not appear to fall Into any neat and 
comprehensive pattern that can be readily discerned today, 
many scholars have still tried to Impose one. The r1gours 
of arrangements whereby numismatists restrict an Issue to 
minimal variations of obverse or reverse legends, or 
divide the material Into annual Issues seem to owe more to 
neatness of form than to any evidence In the material 
Itself. 31 However, recent advances In both technique and 
methodology are now gradually clarifying the situation. 
11) Advances In numlsmatlc-technlque'l-, 
One of the most fruitful areas of research In recent 
years has been the opportunities provided by the careful 
analysis of coln hoards. In addition to Increased output, 
the comparatIve abundance. of, mld thlrd-century coInage Is 
slmply due to-the better rate of survIval, resultIng 
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chiefly from an Increase In the Instances of hoarding 
during this period, or rather In the number of hoards that 
were never recovered In antiquity. This fact In Itself is 
naturally a testament to the greater Insecurity of the 
period with which we are concerned. The potential value 
of the careful analysis of coln hoards Is now also rapidly 
becoming clearer. If carefully handled, the hoards can 
reveal a considerable amount of Information about 
(relative) dating and the relationship of different coin 
Issues; with due caution, they can even tell us something 
concerning mint location. In this way, thanks largely to 
a much greater attention to. detall, the excellent results 
of these studies are currently making among the most 
significant contributions to the subject. Among the 
hoards recently published which have made considerable 
contributions to our understanding of the coinage of this 
period special mention should be made of four. Two large 
hoards analysed by the British Museum (the Cunetlo and the 
Normanby hoards), both rich In the bIllon coinage of the 
LIclnII and the western emperors In particular, have 
revealed a very great deal of Information concerning the 
coinage of these emperors, Including a serious revision of 
the location and Interrelation of the mints operating for 
them (below, 2. c and 2. d). Two others (the SIrmlum and 
the Maravellle hoards) have between them shed some much 
needed light on the coinage of Aurelian's reign. 32 
The study of die-llnklng Is another area In whIch 
numIsmatic research has recently made great advances. 
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These studies can be especially useful In determining the 
sequence of coln Issues and the workings of the Individual 
mints. Outstanding among the works on our period which 
make extensive and Instructive use of die studies are 
Schulte's painstaking study of the gold Issues of the 
western emperors, the studies by ShIel and Gilijam on the 
coinage of Saloninus as Augustus and the monographs by 
GIIIJam on the coinage of Laellan. Die studies have also 
been used, together with the Information from hoards, to 
draw Inferences concerning the quantities of coins minted 
In particular Issues, though the usefulness of such 
Inferences is severely limited by our lack of precise 
knowledge on the operation of mints In this perlod. 33 
As the mid-thlrd century Is a period of particularly 
drastic debasement, both In terms of weight and fineness, 
It Is possible to gain some additional Information on the 
date and location of Issue of the coins based upon the 
variations that can be detected by "scientific" analysis. 
Recent Improvements In the techniques of numismatic 
analysis offer considerable scope. For example, the 
weighing and measuring of coins has become a much more 
precise and reliable numismatic tool due to the Increased 
accuracy of modern electronic equipment. The use of 
applied statistics has also greatly helped. Even more 
Important are the Improvements-in the analysis of the 
varying proportions In the metal content of coins. 
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Great advances have been made both In well established 
techniques, such as gravImetrIc analysis, and above all In 
the Introduction of new technologies such as chemical 
(nitric acid precipitation) analysis, x-ray fluorescent 
spectrometry (XRF), proton Induced x-ray emission (x-ray 
crystaltography) and neutron activatlon analysls. Even so 
It should be borne In mind that such techniques are still 
far from perfected, not least because of the bias produced 
by factors like surface enrichment In certain techniques 
(notably XRF). The standard methods of reducing the III 
effects of this factor, namely the removal of the 
outermost surface of the coins under examination, Is 
particularly problematic for this period when coins appear 
to have been "washed" In silver to Improve, thelr 
appearance. Furthermore, the alloy mixtures In the bIllon 
of the mid-thlrd century antoninlanus are far from uniform 
within any particular coin, so that the results so far 
obtained from many studies have often been bewildering If 
not erratic, and must still be treated with caution. 
Within cautious limitations, however, studies that reveal 
such details as the presence and proportions of certain 
trace elements can be very helpful Indeed. 34 
The refinements In modern numismatic methodology and 
techniques, especially In the areas of metrology, chemical 
analysis, hoard analysis and dle studies, are being 
applied to an ever Increasing data-base. The result Is a 
rapidly Improving clarity, from which no period of Roman 
history has benefited as much as the third century. 
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2. c Controversies of Chronology and Mint Location 
Due to the present state of the materlal-sources (the 
unrellablIlty of the Ilterary accounts and the 
self-contradIctlons of eplgraphic, numlsmatic and 
papyrological testlmony), the chronology ofthe mld-thlrd 
century is notoriously problematic. However, a broad 
consensus Is finally beginning to emerge. ' Thelocation 
and operation of the mints of this period present two 
major areas of contention which'cannot conveniently be 
dealt with under the heading I of Individual mints. These I 
shall consider here separately along with some other 
comparatively minor details. A full discussion of the 
location and operation-of each of the mI Ints-in this period 
will then follow In the next section (below, 2. d). 
Consular, trlbuniclan and Egyptlan regnal datIng 
The chronology of this period depends to a great extent 
upon the enumeration of the reigning emperor's trIb unIclan 
power and of his consulshlps. The former was augmented 
annually, though there Is considerable debate as to 
whether or not this augmentation continued, during our 
period, to take place on the traditional day of 10 
December, the beginning of the republican trIbunIcIan 
year. Imperial consuiships were also enumerated, the, 
tally being augmented each time the emperor took another 
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consulship. These tallies were often, but by no means 
always, mentioned on*the coins and Inscriptions. There 
are, however, a bewildering number of errors, Including 
numerous Instances where the combination of tribunIclan 
years and consulships Is simply Impossible on any 
reckoning. Two factors have complicated the situation: 
first, the relevant numerals are sometimes placed before 
rather than after the title to which they refer; secondly, 
the numeral Is often omitted from one title but Included 
In the other (almost always In such cases It Is the 
trlbunlclan power whlch lacks enumeration). 
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Various attempts have been made to resolve the resulting 
chronological perplexities. It has been argued, for 
example, that Gallienus broke with the tradition of the 
trlbuniclan year using, at least from 260, his gLL= 
Imperil or some other date. The same notion has also been 
argued for Aurelian. The evidence for such departures 
from tradition is very Inconclusive, and It Is preferable, 
on balance, to continue to regard 10 December as the 
beginning of the trIbunIcIan year for all the reigns with 
which we are directly concerned, Including those of the 
western emperors. 36 
Similar chronological tangles involving the computation 
of Egyptian regnal years are also known for this period. 
The chronology of events surrounding the accession and 
regnal dating of Aurelian have proved perplexing, although 
the circumstances are now becoming clearer. Until late 
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June 272 It was assumed In Egypt that his dies Imperil 
followed that of QuIntIllus (who was proclaimed In Rome 
after 29 August, that Is In the Egyptian year 270/71). 
From late June 272, when he recaptured Egypt from the 
Palmyrenes, Aurelian's regnal years were calculated on the 
basis of 269/70 being his year one, Implying that he had 
been proclaimed at Slrmlum directly following the death of 
Claudius there (presumably mid-to-late August 270). The 
timing of this change and the reasons for It are somewhat 
obscured by the domination of Egypt by Palmyra, but It 
probably represents a conscious policy on the part of 
Aurelian to marglnalize the reign of Quintlllus. 
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11) The eastern mints, 253-68 
The location of Imperial mints In the eastern provinces 
during the period of GaIllenus' reign, their 
Interrelation, the dates of their activity and even their 
number are currently undergoing considerable rethinking. 
There are at least seven, possibly nine distinguishable 
series of coinage Involved. Conventionally they are 
arranged as follows: 38 
At Antioch In the Joint relan: 
a) Three Issues covering the early years of the Joint 
reign of Valerian and Gallienus (253-5). 
b) Two Issues covering the period 256-8. 
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At a second eastern mint: 
c) Three Issues (the last with distinctive marks) running 
from ca. 255 to the capture of Valerlan In 260. 
d) An Issue for Galllenus as sole emperor, which from Its 
marks and Its obverse and reverse typology appears to 
continue on from the preceding series (c). A small 
number of these coins differ stylistically 
sufficiently for some scholars to believe them to be a 
separate mint operation. 39 
e) A series of coins Issued In the names of Macrlanus and 
Quietus, clearly from the same mint operation as (d). 
Among these also the same stylistic varlents are found 
as In series (d); again these may represent a separate 
mint. 40 
At Antioch In the sole relan:, 
f) A series of Issues for GaIllenus and SalonIna covering 
the period from 263 to Galllenusl death In 268.41 
At a new eastern mint: 
g) A series of coins, usually arranged In two Issues, for 
GallIenus and Salon1na with the mark SPOR In the 
exergue dated to the end of the sole reign. 
--The location of-the joInt, reIgn series (a)-and the sole 
reign series (f)-at, Antioch Is secure,, due to the 
continuity from-the coinage of--Trebonlanus Callus and 
Voluslan In the-former-case, and to Claudius and beyond In 
the latter. In addition to these, two series, however, a 
recent and'as yet, unpublished revision assigns (c) and 
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(d), as well as the-Macrianic coinage (e), to Antioch, 
while placing (b) alone at a "second mlnt". This 
arrangement, which will essentially be that employed In 
the new edition of RM now In preparation, Is the one I 
42 have followed here. 
The SPOR coins (g) have a close correlation with the 
other eastern coinage of this date (alongside which they 
were once placed), but they clearly represent the output 
of a new mint. By the reign of Claudius II, judging by 
the distribution of these coins In hoards, there can be 
little doubt that the mint respo , 
01ble for these coins lay %k4 
somewhere In western Asia Minor, probably CyzIcus. Where 
It was under Callienus remains more problematic: CyzIcus 
was rejected by Alfo'*ldl and by G8bl, who settled upon 
Ephesus; locations further east have also been 
suggested. 43 
111) The western mints, 257-75 
The mInts In the western provinces at this date have 
also proved problematic and their traditional arrangement 
has also undergone a similar revision In recent years, 
though In this case the revision Is more widely 
acknowledged. We know that the main body of the mint 
Gallienus set up In Gaul to finance his military 
operations on the Rhine In the late 250s passed Intact 
Into the hands of Postumus in 260.44 Some of Postumus, 
last Issues bear marklngs IndIcatlng that they were mInted 
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at Cologne, and since we are told In some of the literary 
sources that Saloninus was besieged In Cologne In 260, the 
traditional assumption has been to place GallIenus' (and 
therefore Postumus') mint at Cologne. 45 A separate series 
of coins was also minted for Marius, VIctorinus and the 
Tetricl, and since It Is known that some mint activity was 
operating around this time at Trier, the traditional 
assumption here has been that a second subsidiary mint was 
operating at Trier at least from the reign of 
VIctorInus. 46 
Recently, however, It has been proposed that Trier was 
the location of the principal mint In the area right from 
the time of Its establishment by Galilenus, and that 
Cologne was a subsidiary mint set up by Postumus In 268 to 
-be nearer his military operations on the middle RhIne. 47 
TKIs revision Is compelling, and Is now beginning to meet 
with wide acceptance, It fits the chronological 
requirements of the autumn of 260 far better. 48 It Is 
also supported by various numismatic observations 
concerning the revolt of Laellan. 49 
There remains the question of a mint operation located 
at Lugdunum at this time. Webb locatated the LlclnIan 
mint here, allowing Postumus to transfer the mint to 
Cologne at the end of his reign;, but this notion is no 
longer tenable. Others have suggested that the western 
emperor's second mint was transferred to Lyon at some 
point during the reigns of Marius, Vlctorlnus or Tetricus; 
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but this too Is Improbable In view of the proximity of 
Lyon to the forces loyal to the central emperors. 50 
Furthermore, the substantial number of hybrids between the 
types of the two mints operating for Tetrlcus towards the 
end of his reign point to the proximity of the two mints, 
If not to their actual amalgamation. It was Aurelian, 
therefore, who transferred the mint south. 51 
lv) Other numismatic controversies of the period 
COINS MARKED SP, PII, RP (ca. 265): A small number of 
coins were minted for GaIllenus and Salonlna with the 
distinctive marks SP and PII, having affinities to the 
coinage of Siscla, where they were once allocated. In 
workmanship and type, they also closely resemble 
contemporary coins from Rome, and are not out of place, In 
either weight or alloy, beside their, Roman counterparts. 
Alf8ldl attributed them to a short-lived mint In Pannonia 
Inferior (thus SEecundal PEannonlal) at SlrmIum (Sremska 
MitrovIca). However, the analogous mark RP for Salon1na 
on coins usually allocated to the-last Latln-marked Issue 
from Rome has encouraged speculation that all these coins 
represent the work of Roman personnel. If theýplace of 
these coins In the transltlon, 1rom Latin to Greek marks at 
Rome Is accepted, their,. relatlonshlp to the SIsclan mint 
remains unclear. 52, 
MINT-RELATED EVENTS IN THE REIGN OF AURELIAN: At some 
point during Aurelian's reign, we know from the literary 
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sources, there was a large-scale revolt of the mint 
workers at Rome led by one Felicissimus. There Is a 
suggestion that this event was connected to the monetary 
reform Aurelian Introduced towards the end of his reign, 
now dated convincingly to the early spring of 274 (just 
prior to his Invasion of Gaul). 53 There are now good 
grounds, however, for linking the mint workers' revolt 
with a much earlier event. When Aurelian first reached 
Rome, which was not until the summer of 271, he found It 
In the grIp of serious sedition. The otherwise 
unexplained closure for some two years of the mint of 
Rome, which took place precisely In the summer of 271, 
might be due to the Involvement of the mint workers In the 
civil unrest of that year. 54 Recent numismatic evidence 
concerning the level of fraudulent minting Involved In the 
Roman output of the DIVO CLAVDIO Issue supports this 
hypothesis. The types Initially Issued for Aurelian from 
the four mlnts under his direct control which he Inherited 
from his predecessors (Rome, Milan, Slscla and CyzIcus; 
Antioch was under Palmyrene control) continued much as In 
the previous reigns. This has made the great consecration 
Issue for Dlvus Claudius, minted at the same four mlnts, 
difficult to date with precision. However, the evidence 
now conclusively lndlcated, that the consecration Issue 
dates from early In Aurelian's reign, following and to 
some extent overlapping the first Issues In Aurelian's own 
name at these mInts. 55 
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THE MURDER AND POSTHUMOUS COINAGE OF AURELIAN: As he 
mustered his troops for an eastward ass4lt against the IL4 
Persians, late In the autumn of 275, en route from 
Perinthus (Heraclea) to Byzantium, Aurelian was 
assassinated at Caenophrurlum, apparently the outcome of a 
private plot rather than a political coup. 56 The news of 
this act, In a world well used to regicide, still is said 
to have caused sufficient shock for some time to have 
elapsed before a new emperor was finally proclaimed In the 
person of the elderly and Ill-fated Tacitus. The length 
(and even existence) of this reputed "Interregnum" remains 
controversial: Aurelian was still alive In September and 
TacItus is Ilkely., to-have-accea(ded before (perhaps some 
time before) 10 December; theAnterregnum, If there was 
one, Is likely to have lasted less than six weeks rather 
than over six months. 57 Late In 275, apparently after the 
Aurelian's murder, there Is some evidence that a final 
Issue was minted for Severina alone, at least at Rome and 
TIcInum. This coinage Is thought bY some to represent the 
output for the "Interregnum"; the evidence for such an 
Issue Is slight, however, and the notion cannot be pushed 
too far. 58 
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2. d Excursus on the Roman Imperial Mints, AD 253-275 
1) The mints of Valerlan, Callienus and family, 253-68 
ROME (Rom): Rome was unquestionably the most Important 
Imperial mint during these reigns, apparently In operation 
continually throughout. From Valerlan's accession until 
several years after his capture, the mint at Rome operated 
with six offIcInae (often Identified by Latin ordinal 
marks: P, S, T, 0, V, VD. In the the middle of sole 
reign (perhaps In 265-6) the practice changed, though 
precisely how and when is still disputed. It seems the 
number of workshops was augmented, probably first to nine, 
then to a total of twelve (employing a combination of 
Greek and Latin marks: A-H; N-XII respectlvely). 
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VIMINACIUM (Vlm): It Is now generally agreed that the 
Balkan mint which was the first to start Issuing coins In 
the name of Valerlan when he revolted against Aemlllanus 
had been established some tlmeýearller at Vlmlnaclum 
(Kostolac) In Moesla Superior. This mint continued In 
operation, Including Issues for Valerlan II, until 
approximately 257., No further coins were Issued from here 
after the death of Valerlan II, but It Is not likely that 
this event was the occasion of the mint's closure. 60 
THE GALLIC MINT (Tre): The Gallic coinage of the joint 
reign was produced at a-single, mlnt, apparently operating 
with three offIcInae. It was established by Gaillenus to 
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satisfy the needs of his Rhenish campaigns, probably at 
Augusta Treverorum, (Trier) some time early In 257. The 
workmanship of this new, mint seems to be-a continuation of 
that at Vlmlnaclum, the employees of, which, we may thus 
assume, accompanied Gallienus, to Gaul. 61 This mint 
continued briefly to Issue for the LIc1nII after 
Valerlan's capture and was the only mint to Issue coins 
for Saloninus as Augustus. 62 
MILAN (Med): Towards the end of"the Joint reign 
(probably late 259) a: new mint was set up, very likely by 
removing workmen from the mints In Rome and Gaul. This 
mint must have been located at,, Medlolanum (Milan), since- 
Its production continued unbroken down to the 
Introduction, late In the sole reign, of distinctive mint 
63 marks. It had time for but one Issue before the news of 
Valerlan"s fate arrived from the east. Thereupon It began 
to mint a series of legionary types. Early In 268, If not 
Just before, the mint ceased abruptly to coln for 
Gallienus. The explanation Iles In the revolt of 
Aureolus, the cavalry commander stationed at Milan. The 
city and Its mint were not recovered from the rebel until 
64 after the murder of Galllenus. 
SISCIA, (Sis)*. 
- 
The, Danublan, reglon remalned w1thout an 
Imperial mint after the, removal-of the, Vlmlnaclum mint 
untll one was set up at Slecla (Slsak) In the sole relgn. 
The location of the mint Is Indicated by the sporadic 
appearance of the mint mark S and by the early reverse 
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legend SISCIA AVG. The timing of the event Is less 
certain, but may be placed In 262 at the earliest. The 
workmanship clearly Indicates that It was set up by 
personnel sent out from the mint of Rome. The mint 
operated more or less continuously for the rest of the 
reign. 65 
ANTIOCH (Ant)t The mint at Antioch operated without 
significant break from Its first Issue for Valerlan down 
to the seizure of the mint by the Macrlanl In the late 
summer of 260. Late In 263 Antioch recommenced minting In 
the name of Gallienus, which It continued to do until his 
death; In reality, however, his political control of this 
area remained tenuous. 66 
A SECOND (? ) EASTERN MINT. (Sam): A subsidiary mint 
operation was set up by Valerian, possibly In the middle 
of the Joint reign (ca. 256), presumably to be closer at 
hand for hls, fleld operations on the Euphrates border. 
This may perhaps have been a moneta comitatensis drawn 
from the main mint at Antioch, with which It clearly 
maintained a close connection. If Indeed geographically 
separate, the location of this "second eastern mint" may 
have been at Samosata (Samsat), though Emesa (Homs) Is 
also a candidate; a site any further from Antioch Is 
extremely Improbable. This series of coins ended In 
258.67 
THEýASIAN MINT (Cyz): ,, The, SPOR CoInage dates from the 
last years of the sole relgn:, three trlbuniclan years are 
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attested on these coins, but the evident errors Involved 
In their computation make dating difficult. The location 
of this mint remains uncertain; In the absence of a 
consensus "Cyzlcus" at least serves to Identify the coins 
In question and to Indicate Its relation to the AurellanIc 
series (see below). 68 
11) The mInts of the western emperors, 260-74 
THE PRINCIPAL GALLIC MINT (Tre): Postumus Inherited the 
bulk of GaIllenus' mint operation In Gaul (probably 
situated at Trier). This continued to function for 
Postumus without perceptible breaks down to his death In 
269, the last Issues being of lower weight standard. On 
Postumus' death the operation of this mInt passed directly 
over to Marius, thence to Victorinus and finally to 
Tetrlcus. After four Issues for TetrIcus (Including one 
for his son), the weight standard was slightly 
Increased. 69 
THE SECOND GALLIC MINT-(Col):, In 268 Postumus set up a 
subsidiary mint., It was most likely this workshop, rather 
than the principal mint, that was located at Colonla 
Agrippina (Cologne). - In 269 this secondary mint fell Into 
the hands of Laellan, -who either continued 
to operate It 
from Cologne or, as seems more-Ilkely, transferred It to 
his stronghold at, Mogontlacum: (MaInz). Subsequently it 
continued to function for Marius and his successors at 
Cologne until, after minting six relatively brief Issues 
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for Tetr1cus I, the last Jointly with his son, the 
workshop was almost certainly amalgamated with the main 
operation at Trier In the winter of 273/4.70 
MILAN (Med): The Mllan-style coinage In the name of 
Postumus Is now, following AlfO"Idl, universally accepted 
as the product of the Milan mint during the occupation of 
that city by Aureolus In 268, who apparently did not feel 
strong enough to withstand GaIllenus on his own and threw 
In his lot with Postumus. The coins, In five Issues, 
almost all praise the cavalry, units of which had been 
stationed In Milan by Gallienus to form a mobile strike 
force to deal with the threat to Italy posed both by 
Germanic tribes such as the Alamannl and by Postumus 
himself. 71 
111) The mints of Aurelian's reign, 270-75 
GALLIC MINTS (Tre; Lug): Following the battle of 
Chalons Aurelian gained possession of the Gallic mint 
ý0, 
which, after one brief Issue, he relocated to Lugdunum 
(Lyon) In the late summer of 274. Though there had been 
no Imperial mint here since the defeat of Clodlus Alblnus 
In 197, the addition of the letter L to the officina marks 
renders the attribution secure., Here the mint Issued one 
type each for Aurelian and, Severina In three quick Issues, 
differentiated only by their mint marks. Numerically 
speaking, the colns, produced for, Aurellan from the Gallic 
mlnt, at elther location,,, were Insignlflcant. 72 
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ROME (Rom): After the Initial Issues the mint of Rome 
was closed down. After a gap of two years, minting 
recommenced at Rome In the summer of 273, with two very 
brief Issues, containing a variety of types; thereafter 
the types produced were almost exclusively solar. 73 Some 
months Into the reform period, perhaps at the end of 274, 
the mint began to Issue coins for Sever1na as well. The 
output of the Roman mint was never very great during this 
reign, though It did Issue some rare denaril. 74 
MILAN (Med): After the Initial Issues the number of 
workshops at the Mlian-mlnt was Increased to four. The 
mint continued to operate down to the beginning of 274, 
when It was transferred. Its last Issues were exclusively 
solar. 75 
TICINUM (Tic): At the, 'moment ofý_the monetary reform the 
Milan mint was transferred to. Ticinum,, (Pavia). Once again 
the types were almost, exclusIvely solar. As at Rome, 
coins were minted for, SeverIna alongside-those for her 
husband from the end of 274. Studies of hoards have shown 
that the mints of the Po, valley. account for perhaps 40% of 
all the antoninlani minted, for, Aurellan*76 
SISCIA (Sls): The mint of Siscla appears to have been a 
very Important mint for Aurelian, responsible for 
approximately one quarter of the coinage of his reign. 
After the Initial Issues'It produced. coins for Aurelian 
with a range of types which, 'as'elsewhere, became 
predominantly solar. from the: summer of 273. After the 
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first post-reform Issue, Siscia also began to mint for 
Severlna. 77 
SERDICA (Ser): Having pulled back from trans-Danublan 
Dacia and set up a new province south of the river In 271, 
Aurelian established a mint at the newly elevated capital 
city of Serdica (Sophia), with workmen apparently taken 
from Rome. The first coins Issued here bear the mark SERD 
In the exergue. Though Jupiter dominated the early 
Issues, the connection between this mint and Sol Is 
especially pronounced. Coins for SeverIna are very rare 
from this mint, but many of the most remarkable coins 
78 Issued In Aurelian's name were minted here. 
UNCERTAIN (BALKAN) MINT (Byz): As he prepared for his 
eastern campaign against Palmyra at the beginning of 272 
Aurelian set up a new mint In the eastern Balkans, 
apparently consisting of personnel withdrawn from Milan. 
In Its earlier Issues, which probably lasted through the 
summer, this mint occasionally placed a dolphin In the 
exergue. Callu suggested this most probably Indicated 
Byzantium, though other locations have been put forward. 
The last Issue from this mint closed early In the spring 
of 273, late enough to hall the emperor as Restltutor 
Orble, but not late enough to embark on the predominantly 
solar programme found at every other mint. 
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CYZICUS (Cyz): After the early Issues, the mint at 
Cyzlcus operated with two, three, four and later (from mid 
273) five workshops, by which time Its types were, as 
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elsewhere, dominated by Sol. There were two post-reform 
Issues, the second of which also contained coins for 
SeverIna, though as at Slscla the number of coins minted 
for her here Is srnall. 80 
ANTIOCH (Ant): The first issues of this reign from the 
mint of Antioch recognized Aurelian and Vaballathus 
Jointly, then Vaballathus and Zenobla alone. From early In 
273, however, once the area had been wrested from 
Palmyrene control, coins began to be minted for Aurelian 
and, towards the end of 274, for Severina also. 81 
TRIPOLIS (Trp): Early, in 274, shortly before the 
reform, a supplementary eastern mint was set up at 
Tripolis. Only two reverse types can be Identified for 
certain as the work of this mint for Aurelian; the 
sequence of these, may.. be determIned-from the mint marks. 
No coins were minted here for Severina. 82 
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CHAPTER 3 
SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATIONS OF IMPERIAL AUTHORITY: 
I. TITLES, INSIGNIA AND ATTRIBUTES 
The strong correlation between the prevailing 
perceptions of Imperial authority, ln a given period and 
the symbolic Imagery used In,, among other media, the 
contemporary coins and-inscriptlons enables the analysis 
of this symbolism to reflect, upon the nature and workings 
of Imperial authority at that time., In order to assess 
the symbolism associated with Imperial authority In the 
mld-thlrd century It Is necessary to consider the evidence 
supplied by the coins and Inscriptions In some detail. 
Since the classification and the arrangement of this 
material evidence are at present still problematic (for 
the reasons given above In chapter 2) and thus Inadequate 
for the purpose, a systematic presentation and analysis of 
the evidence is required. It will thus be possible to 
arrive at a proper assessment-. of, the emphasis within the 
symbolic representation of authority and to draw 
comparisons between the casesýof'the', central and the 
western emperors, The present chapter, deals with the 
titles and lnslgnia; the following chapter deals with 
other,, symbolic. means, ofýassoclating, the, "emperor with 
perceived sources of. power, tsuch as the, armyýand the gods. 
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Of the numerous titles attested for Roman emperors 
during the mid-third century, certain may be regarded as 
the core elements of Roman Imperial titulature at this 
date. These I shall refer to as "standard" titles. 
Beyond these there are a large number of other titles that 
may be termed "sporadic". These terms do not have a 
strict correlation with frequency, because occasionally 
certain titles of the second category may have a 
particular vogue for a while, as with the title Rest1tutor 
Orbls during the latter half of Aurelian's reign. Having 
dealt with these titles In the first two sections of this 
chapter, I shall then go on to review the Insignia, dress 
and attributes used on the coinage of these emperors and 
finally I shall turn to the titles and Insignia employed 
for other members of the Imperial house. 
3. a Standard Roman Imperial Tltulature 
1) PrincIpal elements of the standard t1tulature 
Though the arrangement and number of titles can vary 
from one document to another, the following generic 
reconstruction Illustrates the typical arrangement In 
which the principal elements of the standard t1tulature 
are found: Imperator caesar, [the emperor's personal names] 
Pius-felix auaustus Pontlfex maxlmus tribunIcla Potestas 
consul Pater Patriae Proconsul. Of these, the titles down 
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to and Including the title Augustus may be regarded as 
"primary"; these appear on the coin obverses and are found 
In Inscriptions throughout the empire and also ln-the 
papyri. 
Those that follow the title Augustus may be referred to 
as "secondary". They are also found In Inscriptions, but 
with much less regularity; In the (largely Greek) 
Inscriptions from the eastern provinces of the empire they 
are very rarely to be found, and In the papyri not at all. 
This geographical bias strongly Implies that the 
significance of these secondary titles was far less In 
this region. Since the majority of these secondary titles 
ultimately refer to positions of authority originally 
associated with the city of Rome, this Is perhaps not so 
surprising. With the exception of proconsul (an exception 
which dates from the beginning of the empire), the 
secondary titles are also found on the coinage, but here 
again far less frequently than the primary titles: for the 
most part, the secondary titles are to be found only on 
certain specific "titular" reverse types (PM TR P COS PP, 
or some variant). 
Most of these standard titles can be traced back to the 
canon laid down In the reign of Augustus. Only two 
elements of this titulature enter the canon substantially 
later: Plus was first taken as a cognomen by Antoninus, 
and subsequently adopted by Commodus who added Felix; the 
standard use of this pair of titles was confirmed by 
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Caracalla. The symbolism of the emperor as both Plus and 
felix, however, originated with Augustus. The title 
Pontlfex Maximus remained the sole property of the most 
senior emperor down to the third century. Starting with 
the joint reign of Balblnus and Pupienus Maximus (AD 238), 
however, the title had come to be shared by all reigning 
Augustl. The title conveyed much more than the 
designation of a priestly office, with specific religious 
duties In Rome: It formed a crucial part of the 
representation of Imperial authority which stressed the 
emperor's association with the gods who governed Rome's 
destiny and with the eternity of Rome Itself (symbolized 
In the Vestal fire). By the mid-thlrd century It had 
clearly come to function as part of the sine qua non 
t1tulature suggesting Imperial status. 1 
As a general rule on mld-thlrd century coinage, the 
earliest obverses of a relgn would be likely to give the 
fullest rendition of the emperors personal names and 
appropriate titles. Thereafter successively fewer names 
and titles are Included. The measure of Importance 
attached to the primary titles can be Judged by which 
titles are most frequently omitted and which, conversely, 
are the most Indispensable. By this token, the titles can 
be arranged In ascendlng-order of Importance as follows: 
Felix, Plus, Caesar, Imperator, Augustus; so that, at Its 
minimum, the obverse legend could simply read the 
emperor's personal cognomen together with the title 
Augustus. The paramount Importance of the title Augustus 
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In the overall scheme of Roman Imperial titulature 
suggested by this fact Is IllumInatIng. 2 
Imperial consulships retained a particular symbolic 
significance In this period. Among the prerogatives a 
Roman emperor enjoyed was that of designating the consuls 
and of taking the consulship for himself whenever It 
suited him to do so. The exercise by any would-be emperor 
of this Imperial prerogative was a vital aspect of the 
manifestation of his Imperial authority. As a measure of 
the Importance attached to this prerogative, a newly 
established emperor customarily assumed the ordinary 
consulship In the very first January following his 
accession; the LIcInII did so In 254 and Aurelian In 271. 
Since Valerlan had held a consulship prior to his 
accession, he was COS II In 254. Aurelian's first 
consulship Is noteworthy for being taken In absentia: 
retained on the Danube by barbarian Incursions, he assumed 
his first consulship at his winter headquarters In Siscla 
without yet having set foot In Rome. 3 
In addition to this first Imperial consulship, the 
emperor would often also assume a second one In the very 
next year, as Valerian and Galllenus did In 255. It was 
also customary for emperors to assume the consulship to 
coincide with their quinqennallan and decennallan 
celebrations, though the evidence for this custom Is not 
conclusive In the mld-thlrd century, due to the 
Insecurities of dating and the brevIty of most of the 
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relgns. 4 The evidence for the reigns with which we are 
concerned here, however, does corroborate the Ideat 
Valerlan and Gallienus In 257; Galllenus again In 262; 
Aurelian In 274. The pattern of Imperial consulshlps 
dictated by these concerns can be seen In table 3: 1 below. 
Table 3: 1 
Imperial Consulships AD 254-75 
Showing the years In which emperors took Imperial consulshIps 
with special reference to the significant regnal years: 










254 Cos II 1 (1) 
255 Cos III 11 (2) 
256 




261 Cos IV (*a) Cos 11 (1) 
262 Cos V (D) Cos 111 (2) 
263 
264 Cos VI (Q! ) 
265 
266 Cos VII )? Cos IV [I] (*b) 
267 
268 
269 Cos V (D) 
270 )? Cos II (*c) 
271 Cos 1 (1) 
272 Cos 1 (1) 
273 Cos 11 (2) 
274 Cos 11 (0) Cos III I (*d) 
275 Cos III 
KEY: V, Valerlan; G, Callienus; A, Aurelian; 
P, Postumus; VI, VIctorlnus; T, TetrIcus I; T2, Tetricus II. 
(1) Indicates first consular year of reign; (2) Indicates second; 
(0) Indicates quinquenna)lan year; (D) Indicates decennallan year. 
NOTES: 
(*a) The first consular year of Gaillenus' sole reign. 
(*b) P's Cos IV (year uncertain) was VI's (non-Imperlal) Cos I. 
(*c) VI's Cos II, date uncertain: on both his Coss, see Ch. 3, n. S. 
(*d) The Joint consulship of the TetrlcI was associated with 
decennallan vota (though not actually In a quinquennallan year). 
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That the same concerns, manifested In the same pattern, 
applied to the western emperors as well (see the right 
hand side of table 3: 1) Is very relevant to our 
understanding of both the authority of the western 
emperors and the function of the consulship In this 
period. The western emperors were represented as adhering 
closely to the Roman model of Imperial consulshIps even 
though In reality their "consulships" bore no relation to 
the office of consul at Rome. Postumus and Tetr1cus 
assumed the ordinary consulship In the first January of 
their reigns, and both went on to take another consecutive 
consulship In the following year. Postumus' first 
Imperial consulship, In 261, Is In fact recorded on his 
coins and Inscriptions as his second overall. Whether the 
general had been granted consular honours by Valerlan 
prior to his usurpation, or whether he assumed them In 260 
as a result of It, is not certain. Although the evidence 
Is Inconclusive, It Is possible that Victorinus delayed 
his first Imperial consulship until January 271, which 
would have been unusual. 5 Postumus also took the 
consulshIp In honour of hIs decennalla In 269, as lmperlal 
custom dictated, though he had declined to take one In his 
quinque nnallan year (table 3*41, above). 
TetrIcus' assumption of a third consecutive consulship, 
at first sight unusual, was taken to mark the elevation of 
his son to the consulship, and as such was In keeping with 
Roman Imperial custom dating back to the first century. 
It Is highly significant that this Joint consulship was 
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associated on the coinage with vota decennalla (su5centa). 
Some scholars have suggested that references to these vota 
Imply that Tetrlcu5 celebrated a qu1nquennalla. However, 
Pace Elmer and others, the chronology of the western 
emperors precludes any Idea of TetrIcu5 getting more than 
half way through his fourth tribuniclan year, and even the 
theory that Tetricus might have chosen to hold his 
quinquennallan celebrations prematurely Is not wholly 
satisfactory. The Idea that TetrIcus needed an excuse to 
reward his troops early In the face of Internal political 
threats and the Imminent contest with Aurelian Is not 
unlikely, and may Indeed partially account for the vota 
(and the accompanying donatives) but this does not require 
there to have been a quinquennalla: the occasion Is more 
likely simply to have been the joint consulship of father 
and son Itself. On any Interpretation, the link between 
the vota and the consulship, In the spirit of standard 
Imperial practice, Is decialve. 
6 
Once an emperor had determined to hold the consulship, 
he might also be referred to as consul designatus on coins 
and Inscriptions, In anticipation of Its assumption In the 
following January. Both the senior LIcInII and Aurelian 
are rec I or ded as such. 7 From the moment when an emperor 
had assumed his first consulship, the title consul was 
given great prominence In this period both on Inscriptions 
and especially on the coinage. Unless the Issue preceded 
the emperor's first consulship, titular reverse legends 
would almost always mention the title consul at the least. 
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Numerous examples of such reverse types exist for Valerlan 
and GaIllenus, and several are known for Postumus, 
Victorinus, Tetricus and Aurellan. 8 Occasionally some of 
these titles, notably consul, were appended to otherwise 
unconnected reverse legends. 9 
Although down to the early third century, following the 
example of Augustus, the assumption of the title Pater 
Patriae had often been deferred (sometimes Indefinitely), 
from the reign of Maximinus (235-8) It became standard 
practice to assume It Immediately upon accession. 
Material evidence for our period shows that the emperors 
of this period In fact assumed all the relevant standard 
titles Immediately upon being acclaimed emperor. 10 This 
might be some significant time prior to their recognition 
by the senate; Indeed, as we can see In the case of the 
western emperors, they might never receive that 
recognition at all. 
One point, however, Is already abundantly clear from the 
standard t1tulature we have reviewed so far, namely the 
extent to which the principal elements of the t1tulature 
of the western emperors, -as represented on their coins and 
Inscriptions, conforms to the standard pattern. Laellan, 
It Is true, provides a sllght-devlatlon from the usual 
t1tulature, In that his earliest--antoniniani lack the 
title Augustus. ý We are unlikely ever to know the reason 
for thls, omisslon, and Its significance must remain 
unclear. Other than this, his use of the primary titles 
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Is canonical# as is that of Marius. We are not In a 
position to Judge their use of the secondary standard 
titulature, since neither produced reverse legends of a 
titular kind and no Inscriptions survive for elther. 11 In 
general, the conformity of the western emperors Is 
remarkable. The correlation Is not confined to the choice 
of titles alone, but extends also to how they are 
presented: the order of the titles on the Inscriptions and 
coins Is canonical; the choice of which titles are placed 
on the obverse, which on the reverse of the coinage, and 
In what arrangements, Is the same; the obverse legend Is 
shortened precisely according to the standard pattern; the 
numerical tallies are calculated In the traditional 
fashion. 12 
11) Other elements of the standard titulature 
In addition to the standard titles mentioned above, a 
few titles quite regularly make an appearance In the 
titulature of this period and have a regulated place 
within this general arrangement. These titles do not fit 
precisely Into the above pattern and their use Is somewhat 
more Intermittent. Nevertheless, their frequency and the 
degree of their Integration within the standard t1tulature 
Is such as to require us to treat them alongside those we 
have already mentioned. They are dominus noster, 
Invictua, the various cognomlnaývlctorlarum and the 
acclamation Imperator. All are found on the Inscriptions, 
so 
all but the acclamation Imperator on the papyri; on the 
coinage, only the last two are found in the normal way, 
and even then not often. 
In the third century, the title dominus noster was a 
firmly established part of the Imperial titulature on 
Inscriptions, and the Greek form (o KIL)C-LO5 Jý-rjv) had been 
regularly used, for example In papyri, from a much earlier 
date. The title was never, however, as widely used In the 
western provinces as In the east. Its location within the 
Imperial t1tulature Is almost Invariably at the very 
beginnlng. 13 It Is attested on a few Inscriptions for 
Postumus, but is found for neither Vlctorlnus nor 
Tetricus. Given the paucity of surviving Inscriptions for 
these emperors, It seems reasonable to conjecture that It 
was applied to them also, but that no examples survive. 
This Is lent further credence by the use of this title on 
a single InscrlptIon, for TetrIcus 11.14 
The eplthet Invictus (Greek: aYLwlrc), 5 or CL)Tr$IT'0,9) had 
had a long association with Hellenistic rulership 
stretching back to Alexander the Great. As such It was a 
concept that had many times been associated with Imperial 
authority In literary contexts. It was first Introduced 
on Imperial coinage during the civil war between 
Pescennius Niger and SeptImIus Severus, and began to be 
used as an Imperial title from the early third century. 
By this date the epithet had acquired divine connections 
beyond those associated with the deified king of Macedon: 
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It had become a recognized epithet of Hercules, of Mars 
and, above all, of Sol. From the reign of Gordian III the 
Imperial title Invlctus took a settled place In the 
standard epigraphic titulature, usually lying between Plus 
Felix and Augustus, though It never became as common as 
these. Its position In the epigraphic t1tulature might 
suggest It should be found on coin obverses; In our 
evidence, however, It makes no appearance here except for 
Aurelian (see below, 3b). The verbal symbolism created by 
the Juxtaposition of these titles suggests an emperor who 
Is not only nundefeated" but *Invincible" because he Is 
blessed with the divinely Inspired luck that his piety 
towards the gods has earned him. This symbolism played a 
central role In the representation of Imperial authority 
during this perlod. 15 
The Imperial title InvIctus (or Its Greek equivalents) 
is attested In many Inscriptions and papyri of Gallienus, 
both alongside Plus Felix and alone, and for Aurelian also 
with even greater Insistency. By the middle of the third 
century the association of this title with the cult of Sol 
InvIctus had come to dominate, and this Insistency Is 
almost certainly a reflection of the strong association 
between these emperors and Sol. 16 The triple title Plus 
Felix Invlctus'also appears on aAarge proportion of the 
extant Inscriptions for the western emperors. 17 
The hitherto sporadic use of cognomina victorlarum 
became a fairly standard feature of Imperial titulature 
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from the relgn of Marcus, from which time also they tended 
to acquire the suffix maxlmus, with which they are almost 
Invariably associated In the mId-thIrd century. The 
accumulation of such titles and the frequency with which 
they are paraded on the Inscriptions of third century 
emperors could be Impressive. The standard arrangement 
for victory cognomina on the Inscriptions was between 
pontifex maximus and the tribunlclan power, but on papyri 
and on some Greek Inscriptions they follow directly after 
the emperor's personal names. Where the various cognomina 
victorlarum were recorded on the coinage, the standard 
format was for them to appear on the reverse, each victory 
title having one reverse type all to Itself. Just as with 
the tribunlclan power and the consulship, the repeated 
accumulations of the same victory congnomen were 
enumerated. 
The most commonly cited example In this period was 
Germanlcus Maxlmus. ý Galllenus Is frequently accorded It 
on Inscriptions and papyri throughout his fifteen-year 
reign. The tltle-also, appears on his coinage. During the 
Joint reign, colne were minted for both emperors with the 
reverse GERMANICVS MAX TER at Rome, and later for 
Gallienus alone as GERMANICVS MAX V at the Gallic mint. 
These reverse types cease, with the. loss of that mint to 
Postumus and are not repeated at other mints even though 
the Inscriptions persist, albelt, somewhat less frequently, 
during the sole, reign. 18 Two other titles of this kind 
are attested on the Inscriptions of GaIllenus: Daclcus 
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Maximus and later Parthicus or Persicus Maximus. There 
can be no doubt that Parthicus and Persicus are 
Interchangeable versions of what Is essentially the same 
title; that Is, that they celebrated the same event. 19 
Postumus too was hailed as Germanicus Maximus on both 
coins and Inscriptions, but he was the only one of the 
western emperors to receive this title. The absence of 
other coonomina victorlarum for the western emperors Is 
perhaps not surprising, given their geographical location 
and their preoccupation with the Rhine frontler. 20 
The Importance of such victory titles for Aurelian can 
be Inferred from the Insistence with which they appear In 
the material evidence of his reign: even the comparatively 
laconic titulature used In the papyri and ostraca make use 
of them surprisingly often. No emperor since Caracalla 
had received (let alone earned) so many victory cognomina 
as Aurelian managed to accumulate. Scholars have 
traditionally divided these between "official" and 
"unofficial", but-the, distlnction Is somewhat problematic. 
The four so-called "official" titles - Germanicus Maximus, 
Gothicus Maximus, ParthIcus Maximus and CarpIcus Maximus - 
are certainly better attested than any others, and are In 
fact the only ones to appear In the papyri and ostraca. 
This Is not, however, conclusive evidence for "official" 
status, especially as the format In which they appear is 
far from uniform and the evidence often attests other such 
titles alongside some of these four. 21 
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Of the other coonomina victorlarum mentioned In the 
material evidence, Persicus Maximus, as we saw above, Is 
to be understood as an alternative form for Parthicus. 
Similarly, Arabicus Maximus (attested on two Inscriptions) 
Is almost certainly the equivalent of Palmyrenlcus Maximus 
(attested on one). There Is no doubt, however, that this 
latter pair does not equate to Parthlcus/Perslcus, as 
some have tried to suggest', slncelon, one Inscription 
Arabicus and PersIcus appear together. - In all probability 
the Persians whom Aurelian Is credited with defeating were 
(at least reputedly) a,, contingent that had come to the aid 
of Palmyra. By presenting the-Palmyrenes as the allies of 
the Persians, Aurelian was able to claim the far more 
glorious and resonant title of'Parthlcus (Perslcus). 
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Of the remaining victory titles possibly attested for 
Aurelian - Dacicus Maximus, Sarmaticus Maximus and 
BrItannicus Maximus - Dacicus at least Is secure. No 
major campaign beyond the Danube Is known for Aurelian, 
but the, -tltle most"Ilkely refers to the defence of the 
region against the Incursions of transdanublan tribes. 
The two other, tltles. of this klnd"sometlmes ascribed to 
Aurelian on the basis of the material evidence are rather 
less secure. 23 In addition to Sarmaticus and three of the 
four "official" titles, the Historla AuQusta attributes 
two other such titles to Aurelian that are without support 
In the material evidence: Armenlacus and Adlabenicus. 
Although these are probably fictions, we should perhaps 
keep an open mInd. 24 
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The acclamation Imperator Is to be distinguished from 
the Praenomen Imperatorls not only by Its position In the 
t1tulature (usually between trIbunIcIa potestas and 
consul), but also by the Iteration which often accompanies 
It. On the coinage It Is Included among the secondary 
titles on certain titular reverses. As with the victory 
cognomina, the enumeration helped to stress the stability 
and efficacy of the emperor's reign In this troubled 
period. There is some evidence to suggest that the 
enumeration of this title may sometimes have been reckoned 
annually, perhaps along with the tribuniclan power or 
calculated from the dies Imperil, but there Is good reason 
to suppose that at least some of the examples record 
actual military victory salutations In the original sense 
of the title. It Is very rare to find this title In Its 
acclamatory form In Greek epigraphy. 
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3. b The Sporadic Titulature 
1) Non-standard uses of standard tItles 
In an Interesting departure from standard practice, 
certain exceptional obverse legends minted for Galllenus 
Include verbal references to titles that are normally 
reserved for the reverse. Obverse legends employing a 




to his title 
Germanicus Maximus were Issued at several mints In both 
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the Joint and the sole reign. In addition, COS V Is also 
found on certain obverse types of the sole reign. 26 The 
extra emphasis granted to these titles, especially to 
GermanIcus Maximus, In this way is an example of the 
general tendency towards hyperbole In the t1tulature of 
the period. 
An example of Innovation lnýobverse t1tulature In 
addition to those mentioned earlier for Gall1enus, can be 
seen In the Inclusion of the title Invictus on certain 
obverses for Aurelian., A few rare coins of SeptIm1us 
place this title on the obverse; but-appart from these 
Severan examples (with the possible, though dubious, 
exception of a single coln. of Claudius II of rough 
workmanship and with the Impossible reverse legend COS 
III) these Aurellan1c coins are without precedent In their 
transposition of-this title to the obverse. 27 
11) Restorer. and saviour 
The title RESTITVTOR GALLIARVM Is attested for Gallienus 
on coins minted during the Joint reign at the Gallic mint. 
After the loss of the Gallic provinces to Postumus, the 
title makes no further appearance In the Gallienic corpus; 
It does, however, reappear for Postumus and again for 
VIctorinus. The Iconography associated with these titles 
on the coin reverses of the western emperors matches that 
prevIousl1j used for Callienus. In this Iconography, which 
we might term the standard "restitutor" type, the emperor 
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Is shown raising a kneeling female figure, In this case 
Intended to represent Gallia wearing a mural crown. An 
Inscription from Narbonensis has recently been restored to 
reveal the title applied to Aurelian also. 28 
Callienus and his father were each acclaimed as 
RESTITVT(or) ORIENTIS on coins minted In the east. For a 
short time after his father's capture the legend continued 
for Gaillenue, but It made no reappearance once the revolt 
of Macrianus and Quietus had been put down. 29 Not 
surprisingly the title is not known for the western 
emperors, but It played a significant role In the symbolic 
representation of Aurelian's authority during his 
Palmyrene campaigns, and even began to be mlnted In 
anticipation of the outcome of these as early as the 
winter of 271-2 while he was mustering his forces for the 
first campaign (see Appendix, table A: 2). 
Valerlan was hailed as RESTITVTOR ORBIS; the first time 
this title had appeared In the numismatic record since the 
reign of Hadrian. Although the same reverse type, 
depicting the standard restItutor Iconography, appears on 
coins minted for Galllenus, these are probably hybrids. 30 
More or less the 'same type-Is known for Postumus. 31 It 
was not until the sole reign that Gallienus was 
definitively credited with the title In his own right, and 
even tI hen only two Instances a re known. 32 It Is Aurelian, 
however, who really made this title his own. From the 
moment of his Initial victory over Palmyra and the 
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reintegration of the eastern provinces, restItutor orbis 
quickly became one of Aurelian's most advertised titles. 
For a while In the middle of his reign, RESTITVTOR ORBIS 
became the commonest reverse coin legend In use at the 
various mints operating for Aurelian at that time, and It 
remained one of the principal types for the rest of his 
reign. 33 The title is also attested on numerous 
Inscriptions, Including one at Rome. 34 
For Gallienus and Aurelian In particular, variations on 
the theme of "Restorer of the World" are also conveyed by 
several other titles, some of them apparently new to 
Imperial titulature: among the others we find RESTITVT(or) 
GENER(Is) HVMANI for Valerlan and GaIllenus; the similar 
RESTITVTORI GENTIS and RESTITVT(or) SAECVLI for 
Aurellan. 35 On another coln type Aurelian Is declared to 
be RESTITVTOR EXERCITI, perhaps a reference to Improved 
morale under his leadership. On these coins Mars, as the 
symbolic embodiment of military might, Is depicted 
offering the emperor a globe, symbolizing the power which 
the newly Invigorated army was entrusting to the 
emperor. 36 On one Inscription Valerlan Is halled as 
restitutor Publice saecuritatis ac libertatis conservator, 
and on another Gallienus Is Protector Imperil Romani 
omnlumque salutIs auctor; elsewhere Gallienus Is hailed as 
conservator Pletatls. 37 A recently discovered Inscription 
for Aurelian from Gaul may supply another title of this 
kind: the t1tulature Includes the letters IIPRL, 
Interpreted as denoting I(ndulgentissimus) I(nvIctIssImus) 
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P(rInceps) R(estltutor) L(lbertatis). 38 Victorlnus Is 
accorded the novel title of DEFENSOR ORBIS on his colns. 39 
A medallion of GaIllenus addresses him as CONSERVATORI 
ORBIS, a theme echoed on another which reads (obv. ) 
GALLIENVM AVG PR, (rev. ) OB CONSERVATIONEM PATRIAE. 40 
Conservator Orbis Is also recorded for Aurellan on an 
Inscription from northern Italy, and several other 
variations on this theme are recorded for him elsewhere. 41 
This entire group of titles representing the emperor as 
restorer and saviour, which made such a strong showing In 
the Latin sources, is much less common In Greek documents: 
there are In fact only two possible surviving examples for 
these reigns, one for GaIllenus and one, from Andros, 
which can only, tentatively be assigned to Aurellan. 42 
Thematically connected with the notion of restoration of 
the emplre through mIlItary vIctory Is the tItle Pacator 
orbis, first attested as an Imperial title for Commodus. 
It appears on the reverse of coins minted In the names of 
Valerlan and Galllenus depicting Jupiter (or the emperor 
as Jupiter). The same title Is found on coins for 
Postumus, though In this case It Is not the LIcInIan, but 
a Severan prototype which was copled. 
43 It may be 
significant that all the Instances of this title from the 
reign of Aurelian occur In, sources of Gallic origin. On 
Aurelian's Inscriptions-the title Is coupled with 
reatitutor orbis. -These-InscrIptions date from late In 
the reign, and most likely post-date-the reintegration of 
Gaul, although-ItAs Impossible, to tell precisely enough 
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from Internal evidence or from their location (since both 
examples come from Narbonensls). 44 The novel title 
PACATOR ORIENTIS Is also briefly mentioned on the'reverse 
of rare coins minted for Aurelian after the first 
Palmyrene campaIgn. 45- Certain Inscriptions from North 
Africa also grant Aurelian the novel title Pacatissimus 
Imperator, again stressing the role of the emperor as the 
provider of peace. 46 
111) Formulalc and exaggerated tItles 
Much of the sporadic t1tulature Is concentrated upon the 
victorious nature of the emperor's reign. This Is 
especially true for Aurelian, who received the title 
victorlosus. 47 As well as the usual victory acclamations 
and other more Involved uses of the title Imperator, 
Aurelian Is referred to on one Inscription as Imperator 
horlentis (sic), a reference to his victories over 
Palmyra. 48 Another title w Ith 1. strong military 
connotations attested on coins and Inscriptions for 
Aurelian and for Gallienus Is Princeps luventutis. The 
application of this title to Augustl Is very rare; 
normally'It was reserved for Caesars (see below, 3. d). 
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I One class of sporadlc-"tltulature occaslonally attested 
on lnscrlptlons, for emperors of the thlrd'century makes 
use of superlatlve. adjectlves-or other, simllar 1nflated 
language, often. arranged-ln'ýformulary patterns. Many such 
formulae, whIch are-sometlmes-quite, lnvolved, date back to 
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the early third century, where several examples are known 
for Septimius and Caracalla, though certain examples 
represent new Improvements on these old themes. For 
Gallienus we find the title victorloslsslmus on a couple 
of Inscriptions, and several more Involved formulae are 
also known both for him and for Valerian. 50 Gallienus Is 
called clementissImus PrInceps and, In Imitation of 
TraJan, optimus Princeps; he and Valerlan are Jointly 
referred to as nobilissiml PrIncipes nostri. 
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Though such formulae are generally fairly sporadic In 
most reigns, their use for Aurelian is outstandingly 
prolific. Many of the same Individual elements within 
these formulary titles turn up again and again In 
different combinations. Among the more frequent of those 
recorded for Aurelian are -olorlosissimus, 
fortisslmus, 
Indulgentissimus, victorlosissimus and the somewhat 
tautologous Invictissimus. 52 On one such Inscription 
Aurelian is styled both magnus Augustus and PrInceps 
maximus, a combination of titles that Is testament to the 
general Inflationary tendency of t1tulature In this 
perlod. 53 In addltlon4ýto his many Individual acclamatlons 
as lmperator,, Aurellan was--also, -acclaimed with 
the 
unprecedented, title Perpetuus Imperator on a good many of 
the Inscriptions which carry. these formulae. The title 
Perpetuus Imperator, the semantic connotations of which 
prefigure the fourth century semper triumphator, Is also 
known from other Inscriptions of this "most victorious" 
emperor. Itýls striking to, note that, with one exception, 
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all the Inscriptions that bear this title for Aurelian are 
from North Afrlca. 54 
An unprecedented coin type from the sole reign gives 
GaIllenus the title RECTOR ORBIS, depicting the laureate 
emperor standing naked, holding the long sceptre In one 
hand and the globe In the other: that Is, a representation 
of the emperor with the attributes, of Jupiter. The same 
title Is repeated on an Inscription from Falferil, 
accompanied by the extra title dominus terrarum, and a 
Greek equivalent Is. also attested on an Inscription from 
Thrace. 55 Similarly Valerlan and Gallienus are given an 
even more sweeping title, once again borrowed from Severan 
t1tulature: lord of the land the sea and the people of the 
world. A shorter version of this title is also found on 
an Inscription for Valerlan and a similar title Is 
attested for Aurellan. 56 
Iv) Tltles suggestIng dlvlne or quasi-dlvlne status 
Just as the tltle-Invictus was'assoclated with Alexander 
the Great, the double. tltle%Magnusýet Invictus, recorded 
on a few, inscriptlons for Gaillenus and Aurelian, was 
doubly sIgn1flcant-as an element,, of Imperial Imitatio 
Alexandri. 57, Valerlan and', GallIenus were also styled 
jAfiyL(rTO> KML.. O*LOrd-To5; andon: a, recently discovered 
statuetbase, which once held a statue of Aurelian, this 
emperor Is accorded the same title. 58 The quasl-sacral 
nature of Imperial authority, Implicit In the title 
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Augustus Itself, was heightened by the application of the 
terms sanctus, sacer and their respective cognates to the 
emperor and to matters Imperial. In view of the general 
tendency to Inflation of titulature In this period, It is 
not surprising to find references to Galllenus and to 
Aurelian as sanctissimus. 59 
The worship of a reigning emperor as divine was a matter 
of course In the Greek-speaking area of the empire, where 
(from the time of Augustus) the Sebastol, collectively or 
Individually, whether living or dead, were worshipped as 
theol; the distinction drawn In Latin between deus and 
divus Is not reflected In Greek terminology. For this 
reason It Is not always easy to tell whether references to 
an emperor as such as are occasionally found for 
Galllenus and Aurelian, were posthumous or not. 60 
Aurelian was honoured with senatorial consecratlo, but 
Gaillenus was not. The western emperor Victorinus was 
also honoured as DIVO VICTORINO PIO on posthumous coins 
Issue early In the relgn'of TetrIcus. 61 Senatorial 
decrees and confusions over the translation of the term 
divus Into Greek do not, however, help to explain the 
existence of several, lnscriptions from the Latin West 
(Italy, Spain and North Africa) which refer to jd= 
Aurellano, In addItIon, to those which call him divus. 
Whether these Inscriptions were put up In his lifetime or 
were In fact posthumous Is Impossible to say for 
certaln. 62 
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The material sources do, however, provide us with 
unequivocal evidence that Aurelian was Indeed given the 
title gLQ= In his lifetime: certain coins minted towards 
the end of his reign with the obverse legends IMP DEO ET 
DOMINO AVRELIANO AVG and DEO ET DOMINO NATO AVRELIANO 
AVG. 63 These coin types are the most striking example of 
Innovative obverse t1tulature, and quite without precedent 
In Imperial coinage. The use of dominus as an Imperial 
title was nothing new, as we have seen, and In the late 
first century DomItIan had wished to be styled dominus et 
deus noster, but these titles as such had never before 
appeared on Imperial coinage for a reigning emperor. The 
use of the dative case Is extremely rare In obverse 
t1tulature, though other Instances are known In our 
period. Moreover, the co Ins themselves are rare and were 
only produced at Serdica, a mint set up by Aurelian and 
responsible for a good many of the more unusual coins of 
his reign. These points render the significance of these 
, colns difficult to assess. 
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3. c Imperial Insignia, Dress and Attributes 
Insignia and dress 
In the standard obverse Iconography of the mid-thlrd 
century the emperor Is sometimes depicted In a toga or, 
more often, In a cuirass; the paludamentum, the military 
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cloak symbolizing his Imperlum, Is often shown over his 
armour In the latter case. Though of a different origin, 
this cloak was by this time almost certainly Identical 
with the Imperial purple, a particularly Important 
InsIgne. 65 During the reigns with which we are concerned, 
the military style predominated, and Indeed In the case of 
Aurelian almost exclusively so. 
For headgear, the emperor is usually depicted wearing 
either the laurel wreath or the radiate crown. The 
laurels had been an emblem of victory (and Indeed 
associated with the triumph) since the republic, and had 
been consistently displayed as an element of Imperial 
Insignia since the time of Augustus (and Indeed had been 
occasionally used In Hellenistic royal portraiture prior 
to that). The emperor was frequently depicted laureate In 
reverse Iconography also; on many occasions, particularly 
those associated most directly with the notion of Imperial 
victory, the emperor Is shown In the act of crowning (a 
trophy) or being crowned (by Victoria) with this Imperial 
emblem. 66 The oak wreath had also been used In 
Hellenistic ruler portraiture, but the Roman Imperial use 
was more directly connected to the corona civica, which 
had been an Integral part of Imperial symbolism since the 
reign of Augustus. Though It does not appear as Imperial 
headgear on obverse coln portraits of the mid-thlrd 
century, the Augustan symbolism Is reflected In the 
clipeua-style reverse legends. 67 . 
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The use of the diadem as Imperial headgear In the 
mid-third century raises a number of problems concerning 
the term "diademu Itself. Many different fillets were 
worn as headgear In the ancient portraiture, for example 
by victorious athletes. In this form It Is attested In 
third century Imperial sculture, as In the colossal statue 
of Severus Alexander now In the Naples Museum. An oblique 
reference to ImItatio Alexandr. L Is Implied In this 
sculpture, no doubt, Just as In this emperor's cognomen. 
Nevertheless what he wears Is not that very specific Item 
of Hellenistic regalia for which the term "diadem" should 
rightly be reserved. There is, In fact, no known example 
of portraits In which a Roman emperor Is unquestionably 
depicted wearing this precise symbolic headgear. Three 
factors complicate the matter. First, the headgear that 
Constantine adopted In the early fourth century was termed 
a udladem" by contemporaries and Is still so termed today; 
although presumably modelled on the Hellenistic diadem, 
Constantine's headgear is none the less quite distinct 
from the Hellenistic emblem of kingship. Secondly, there 
are reports In the literary testimony that Aurelian was 
the first Roman emperor to wear a diadem, along with 
splendidly beJewelled attire. From the context It Is 
clear that a forerunner of the Constantinian headgear and 
not a revival of the Hellenistic one was meant, but It Is 
difficult to Judge how far the testimony can be trusted. 
Thirdly, the situation Is further confused by the 
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conventional numismatic use of the term "diadem" to refer 
to the headgear worn by Imperial women at this date. 68 
In the material evidence with which we are concerned 
here, only one Instance exists of an emperor wearing 
something that could be thought to resemble a "diadem": on 
a medallIon Issued for Galllenus the emperor appears 
bare-headed except for a small band or fillet, only 
visible at the back of his head, which Is tied at the 
nape. Whatever this portrait may have been Intended to 
convey, the die cutter was evidently In two minds. To 
load this unique specimen with the Interpretation of the 
first numismatic depiction of "the diadem" Is patently 
going too far, and going beyond this to Infer Ideas about 
GaIllenus' political programme Is simply to Indulge In 
Idle speculatlon. 69 
The coinage occasionally represents the emperor with 
Insignia and dress suggesting certain Important offices 
mentioned In his t1tulature. Reverse types are known 
showing the emperor, capIte velato, In the act of 
sacrificing to the gods. The Iconography, which probably 
depicts the emperor In his capacity as Pontlfex Maximus, 
served to stress the emperor's piety. 70 In a similar 
fashion the emperor Is represented In his capacity as 
consul on certain specific reverse types of this period. 
Here he Is usually depicted In consular robes seated In 
the curule chair holding a globe and sceptre. Such 
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reverses are attested for Valerlan and Gallienus as well 
as for Postumus and Tetricus. 71 
An Interesting variation of this Iconography appears on 
a gold coin type for Postumus with the reverse INDVLG PIA 
POSTVMI AVG, depicting the emperor seated In majesty an a 
sella curulls while a diminutive figure, a subject or a 
captive, kneels before him aftd with both arms raised, 
presumably bowing down before the emperor. This may be 
the earliest depiction In any artistic medium of deep 
obeisance before a Roman emperor, representing some form 
of Imperial adoratio twenty years before Dlocletlan. 72 In 
addition, the emperor Is Iconographically represented as 
consul on certain rare coln obverses, again wearing the 
trabea and sometimes carrying a globe and sceptre. Coins 
of this type are known for Valerlan, Gallienus and 
Aurellan. 73 This Iconographic representation Is also to 
be found on several types for the Tetr1cl. minted In honour 
of their Joint consulship In 274: on some the two emperors 
are shown together, on others Just the son alone. 74 
The sceptre and the globe were emblems of political 
authority which had been associated with Imperial 
authority for a long time. Both are found on certain 
obverses of Galllenus and Aurelian, and both are regularly 
found In the reverse Iconographic representations of these 
emperors. The globe Indicated world dominion (and as such 
Is often associated In Roman art with Dea Roma); It was 
also an attribute of Sol. It Is found associated with the 
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emperor on several coin reverses, especially In scenes 
depicting divine aid or divine InvestIture. 75 
The emperor Is often shown In reverse Iconography 
holding a spear, symbolic of his role as defender of the 
empire. In place of, or In addition to, the spear, 
certain reverses also depict the emperor with military 
standards, emphasizing the close ties that needed to exist 
between the emperor and his armles. 76 More significant 
are those obverse portrait types In which the emperor Is 
shown armed. Besides the standard culrassed portraits, 
certain obverse types represent the emperor carrying 
either a spear or a shield, or sometimes both. Such types 
are known for Gallienus from the Joint as well as from the 
sole relgn and also for Postumus, VIctorlnus, and 
TetrIcus. 77 On one level these coin types represent the 
emperor simply as the provider of military protection for 
the empire through his victorious rule. On another level, 
however, they may also hint at a more far-reaching 
symbolism, In which the emperor Is represented, If not 
precisely as an Incarnation of the god Mars, then at least 
as his earthly counterpart and companion-at-arms. 78 
Divine attributes 
One example where the assoclation between the emperor 
and Mars Is taken a step further can be seen on the 
obverse, of a fewýrare antoniniani for Aurellan where, In 
addItIon to the emperor carryIng the weapons mentloned 
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above, he Is depicted In heroic nudity. These coins 
suggest that the emperor was god-like In his role as 
protector of the empire, and the deity to whom he most 
nearly approximates Is Mars. 79 The close association, or 
even Identification, between the emperor and Mars Is made 
even more clear on certain other coins of this period on 
which the emperor Is portrayed wearing a helmet (usually 
In addition to his other weapons). These helmeted obverse 
portraits, though never common, are to-be found most 
frequently for Gallienus; several are also known for 
Postumus and a few for Victorinus. More rarely still, 
such helmeted busts are to be found as coin reverses 
also. 80 On certain of the helmeted types this 
Identification Is made more explicit through the use of a 
distinctive, elaborately decorated helmet of a classical 
Greek style, which Is worn elsewhere on this coinage by 
divine beings, notably Mars. 81 The close relationship 
between Imperial vIrtus and Mars Implied on these coins, 
central to the Imperial Ideology of the day, will be 
discussed more fully In the next chapter (below, 4. b). 
Gallienus Is Identified with Hercules In obverse 
portrait types which show the emperor with a club over his 
shoulder or wearing the Nemean lion pelt over his head. 82 
Postumus Is also similarly portrayed In the guise of 
Hercules. In the case of Galllenus, the divine 
Identification Is one among several; the Iconographic 
portrayal of Postumus' special relationship with Hercules 
on his coinage, of which the obverse types referred to 
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were but a small fraction, went far further. 83 Certain of 
the portraits where the emperor wears the lion pelt are 
especially Interesting, since they Imitate the obverse of 
the Herakles tetradrachm types minted In the name of 
Alexander the Great and subsequent types for other 
Hellenistic kings. This aspect of Imitatio Alexandr. L was 
first Introduced to Imperial obverse Iconography under 
Commodus who, like Alexander before him, claimed a special 
relationship with Hercules. Both Alexander and Hercules 
were archetypes of the mortal who had conquered death 
through deeds of valour to Join the Immortals. As with 
Mars, the Identification of the emperor and his virtus 
with Hercules appears to have had a great appeal In the 
third century. 84 
Another example of the use of Insignia to suggest the 
divine origin of the emperor's victories can be seen In 
those portrait types which depict the aegis on his armour. 
This mark of divine power, associated with both Jupiter 
and Minerva, was certainly well-establ1shed as an Imperial 
attribute by the mId-thIrd century. It can clearly be 
seen on certain obverse portraits of Gallienus. It has 
also been suggested that the small, usually tear-shaped 
device on the shoulder of most of Aurelian's obverse 
portraits represents a highly stylized rendition of the 
aegis, though this remains unproven. However there can be 
no doubt that the gorgonelon, Iconographically associated 
with the aegis, appears occasionally on both the shield 
and the cuirass In certain Aurellan1c obverse portraits. 85 
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Both the long sceptre (with which the emperor Is shown on 
certain reverses) and the eagle-topped short sceptre (with 
which he is occasionally shown In both reverse and obverse 
Iconography) had associations with Jupiter, and these 
insignia therefore likewise Imply the divine guarantee of 
Imperial success. 86 
Certain coins obverse portraits of Galllenus depict the 
emperor as Mercury, naked but for a cloak, carrying a 
caduceus over his shoulder. 87 Mercury was closely 
associated with trade In the ancient world. For this 
reason, besides Indicating the assimilation of the emperor 
to the delty, these coln portraits may also suggest the 
benefits of the emperor's care of the empire. However, 
the precise significance of this association between the 
emperor and Mercury, which dates back to the reign of 
Augustus, Is too Intricate to permit any single 
Interpretation. The same Iconographic representation Is 
also found for Aurelian, though In this case they are only 
known on antoninlanl. 88 
A particularly remarkable, and as yet not fully 
explained, series of obverse types minted at Rome In 
approximately AD 266 and echoed at S1scla, perhaps a 
little later, apparently bear portraits of Gallienus with 
the attributes of Demeter (Ceres). On the Roman coins, he 
wears a crown woven from what appear to be ears of wheat. 
The Iconography shows a marked resemblance to that of 
Demeter on fourth century BC tetradrachms from Syracuse 
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and also recalls the "Triptolemos" diadem of Ptolemy IV. 
The exact Interpre lon of these coins Is In some doubt, 44 
but they have most plausibly been connected with 
Gallienus' Initiation Into the Eleusinlan Mysteries. The 
Roman mint Issued reverse types with the legends VICTORIA 
AVG and VBIQVE PAX. The obverse legends that accompanied 
these coins Included the unique and somewhat curious 
legend GALLIENAE AVGVSTAE*89 This may constitute a 
feminine dative, emphasizing the close association between 
the emperor and the goddess. However, other explanations 
have been offered, such as the more prosaic Idea that the 
legend Is Infact a masculine vocative, or the more far 
fetched notlyon that these coins were the work of 
Gallienus' detractors; though why these "detractors" 
should have gone to such artistic lengths to produce such 
cryptic "propaganda", and still more how they could have 
gained access to the mints, are quite unanswerable 
questions. 89a Three aurel minted at Siscla with reverse 
legends FIDES MIL, MARTI PROPVNATORI (21S. -) and PM TRP VII 
COS PP are accompanied by obverse portrait busts which 
recall the GALLIENAE AVGVSTAE types from Rome. 90 
Rays emanating from the head had long been associated 
with the concept of godhead In the ancient Mediterranean, 
and for centuries this symbolism had been particularly 
associated with the solar deities Sol/Hellos and Apollo. 
Through Its associations with divinity, and especially 
solar divinity, the radiate crown formed part of the 
Imagery associated with the dIvInIzatIon of Alexander. In 
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this way his Hellenistic successors came to wear radiate 
diadems. This Imagery was Increasingly taken over Into 
Imperial Iconography, most obviously In the form of the 
standard radiate crown. A form of radiate crown had been 
used on first century Imperial coinage, where It had been 
associated very strongly with the Imperial divi, as a 
symbol of their dIvInIzatIon. Although somewhat weakened 
by Its denominational function, the divine and Indeed 
expressly solar associations of the radiate crown 
persisted throughout the third century. 91 
On certain laureate obverses of Postumus thin rays are 
shown In addition to the laurel crown. These clearly 
represent some form of radlate crown, slmllar to that he 
wears wlthout the laurels on another obverse (E. 538), 
which more closely resembles the crown of Sol than the 
common Imperial radiate of this period, Implying a more 
Intimate Identity between the emperor and the god. 92 On 
another coin obverse type, Postumus is shown with his hand 
raised In salutation; similar types are also known both 
for GallIenus and for Aurelian. Here again the 
Iconography was probably Intended (albelt somewhat 
obliquely) to suggest solar affiliations, since the same 
raised hand Is common In representations of the sun-god, 
for example In the depictions of Sol (or the emperor as 
Sol) In reverse lconography. 93 
Finally we should not overlook a highly controversial 
set of obverse portraits, which have been placed In 
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various different contexts, Including the suggestion that 
they be dated to the Interregnum of 275, but which on 
grounds of metal content and style must certainly date 
from the latter part of Gallienus' sole reign. These 
unique bronze coins, bearing the obverse legend GENIVS 
P R, have received several Interpretations. The obverse 
portrait Is of Genius Popull Romani, usually wearing a 
mural crown, sometimes radiate (of denominational 
significance again). Although the bust Is always 
clean-shaven, Its features bear an unmistakable likeness 
to Gallienus In a sizeable proportion of the extant 
examples. Gbbl had no doubts concerning the Intentional 
Identity of the emperor with the genius and dated the 
coins to the new year, AD 266, In which Gaillenus took up 
his seventh consulship having returned from his tour of 
Greece. The curious reverse, INT/VRB 2LQ (Intravit urbem, 
or perhaps more likely Intrata urbe), may refer to the 
occasion of his Imperial adventus Into Rome. More 
recently Younge has questioned the Intentionality of the 
Gallienic features and places the coin at the very end of 
the reign after the news of the battle of Nalssus (which 
he places In 268 before Gaillenus' death) had reached 
Rome. Whether the approximation of Gallienus to Genius 
Popull RomanI was Intentional or not, the symbolic 
association was still present. 94 
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3. d Titles and Insignia of Consorts and Princes 
1) The Augustae 
In the representation of Imperial authority In the Roman 
empire of the third century the part played by the 
Imperial women was not Insignificant. This was to a great 
extent a legacy of the powerful role enjoyed by the women 
of the Severan dynasty In the early decades of the 
century. The two empresses with which we are chiefly 
concerned, Salonina and SeverIna, the consorts of 
Gallienus and Aurelian respectively, were no exceptions In 
this. In their standard obverse titulature the only title 
recorded Is Augusta. The only coinage minted for Imperial 
women during these reigns which deviated from this was the 
posthumous coinage for Marlnlana, Valerian's wife and the 
mother of Gallienus, which bears the obverse legend DIVAE 
MARINIANAE. 95 
In terms of Insignia and other Iconographic traits, the 
obverse busts of the empresses are very conservative, 
compared to those used for the emperors. It had long 
since become a standard feature of the coin portraits of 
Roman empresses to show them wearing the stephane, an 
element of regalia adopted from Hellenistic royal women. 
Both Salonina and Severina are regularly so portrayed on 
the obverse of the coinage minted In their names. It Is 
unfortunate that this headgear has conventionally come to 
be referred to In numismatic texts as a "diadem": while It 
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Is true that It resembles what is generally meant today by 
the term "diadem", It Is strongly to be distinguished from 
the true diadem, the Hellenistic royal headband tied at 
the nape. This confusion aside, the stephane does none 
the less represent an Important association between the 
Imperial house and the Images of Hellenistic royalty. On 
those denominations where the emperors would wear the 
radiate crown, a crescent moon Is placed under the obverse 
bust of the empress. The double solar/lunar symbolism 
thus created dates from the coinage of Septimius and Julla 
Domna In the early third century. 96 
The titulature for the Imperial women preserved In the 
epigraphic record provides a rather greater variety of 
titles; most of these are variants of titles their 
husbands bore. Here they are also called Augusta/Eeýcxr"",, 
and In one particular case Salon1na Is given both forms of 
the title on the same Inscriptlon. 97 Both SalonIna and 
Severina are regularly represented In terms of their 
relation to the the emperor, most often In the formula 
conlunx domini nostri. 98 Both also held a title which 
expressed their relationship with, the Imperial armles, 
mater castrorum. Thls. tltle hadýbeen applied to Imperial 
women fairly regularly since It was-gIven to Faustina by 
Marcus Aurelius a century earlier. An expansive 
variation, first used for the Imperial women of the 
Severan dynasty, was applied, to SeverIna: mater castrorum 
et senatus et Patriae. This longer version mirrors the 
associations of the. imperial title, pater Patrlae. 99 On 
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rare occasions both Salonina and Severina are referred to 
as domina or Its Greek equivalent. 100 
Like their Imperial husbands, these two empresses also 
received titles which are couched In the form of 
superlatives. Salonina Is granted the title of 
sanctlssima, on several Inscriptions; Severina Is both 
sanctlssima, and Plissima. 101 Severina Is given the title 
a title more usually reserved for young 
princes of the purple, and SalonIna Is sometimes accorded 
the tItIe 066-4(Xý-ý"r*j , wh I ch aga 1nIs more usual Iy 
associated with her children (see below). 102 One 
remarkable Inscription from Thrace Is dedicated toOvXecdY 
Y-tV,? ee-LYCt4V IVELKj V Z-,, e 10 3 
11) The Caesars 
The titulature of the young princes, as that of their 
mothers, tends to be fairly simple on the coinage, while 
retaining a much greater range on the Inscriptions. The 
title Caesar, without the accompanying title Augustus, had 
been granted to an emperor's son (natural or adopted) or 
to a political heir presumptive from the time of Hadrian. 
During the Joint reign, Gallienus associated his two sons 
Valerian and Salon1nus each In turn with his authority, 
and as such each successively received the title of 
Caesar, often recorded as nobllissimus caesar on coins and 
Inscriptions. There Is no evidence to suggest that 
Gallienus ever raised either of these youths to the 
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position of full co-rulershlp with himself. However, on 
several occasions each In turn apparently received the 
title Augustus and the Praenomen Imperatorls, both titles 
appropriate only to a full Augustus. These Instances 
occur on Inscriptions from Africa and the eastern 
provinces as well as on papyri. In most cases this can be 
put down to error or to confusion caused by concision 
within the document (the latter accounts for most of the 
papyrologIcal Instances). The only Instances that cannot 
be thus explained away are those coins minted In the name 
of SalonInus Augustus. This coinage was apparently 
produced while the prince was under attack from Postumus. 
There Is, however, no evidence to suggest that SalonInus' 
adoption of the full titles of an Augustus was ever 
recognized outside Cologne, where It seems the unfortunate 
prince was besleged. 104 
The title Princeps luventut_LM often formed part of the 
titulature of Imperial princes In the third century. It 
Is attested on coins and Inscriptions for both Valerlan II 
and Saloninus. In the Iconography of such coins the 
prince Is regularly shown armoured holding a spear and 
sometimes military standards. The Implication of this 
Iconography Is of a successor In the making being schooled 
In-the arts of war: not only did It associate the young 
prince with the army but It alsoýhelped to promote the 
Idea of his adolescent virtus; Indeed the symbolism Is 
strongly reminiscent of certalnývlrtus types Issued for 
their father. 105 
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The standard titles appropriate to an Imperial prince 
are likewise attested for TetrIcus H. The youth received 
the titles caesar (coin obverses) or noblllssimus caesar 
(Inscriptions) and PrInceps luventutls (both coin reverses 
and Inscriptions). The reverses and even the obverses of 
certain coins minted for the Tetricl during their Joint 
reign sometimes use the plural of the title Augustus 
(denoted by AVGG), even though we can be quite certain 
that Tetricus Junior never personally received the title. 
This use of the plural form Is attested In other such 
cases In the third century, however. The elevation and 
t1tulature of Tetricus Caesar, like that of his father, 
can thus be seen to follow the usual pattern of Imperial 
tradItIon. 106 Unlike the sons of Gallienus, Tetricus 
Junior was elevated to a Joint consulship with his father 
In 274. As we noted above for his father (above, 3. c), 
his role as consul was reflected In the Iconography of 
certain obverse types mlnted at the time. The title 
consul Is also mentioned on an Inscription for TetrIcus 
11.107 Both the Licinlan princes and Tetrlcus Junior are 
also enjoy the Imperial title domInus-noster or Its 
equivalent. 108 
In addition to the standard titulature we have seen thus 
far, certain papyri and Inscriptions give the two LIcInlan 
princes some more exaggerated titles. On several 
Inscriptions one or other of them Is referred to as 
Kekcme. 109 On one Inscription from Greece 
Valerlan Junior Is given the title KAL e 
III 
GeLO-raxo5. On certaln papyri. he Is also referred to as 
1 .0 LkeLa-ro--ros Kd: Laae_, (In place of the more usual 
Valerlan Junlor was consecrated on hIs 
death and subsequently both coin obverses and Inscriptions 
give him the title divus. 111 
Summary, Chapter 3 
The most significant feature of the titles and Insignia 
employed for these emperors on their coins and 
Inscriptions was the strongly conservative nature of most 
of the symbols and"the retrospection that naturally 
accompanies this. There Is considerable emphasis on the 
role of the emperors as restorers and protectors of the 
empire through their victories. The use the many of the 
more elaborate titles, Insignia and attributes, for both 
emperors and empresses, can be traced back to the reigns 
of Commodus and the Severans, and many of these can be 
seen to have their origins In Hellenistic royal symbolism. 
Through the use of both t1tulature and attributes the 
association of these emperors and their families with the 
divine Is remarkably pronounced. Finally It should be 
noted that, with respect to the material surveyed thus 
far, Postumus and his successors In Gaul conform exactly 
to the model provided by those emperors who were 
recognized at Rome. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATIONS OF IMPERIAL AUTHORITY: 
II. THE VICTORIOUS EMPEROR AND THE DIVINE 
Beyond the symbolism expressed In the t1tulature and 
Insignia of the Imperial family, the material evidence 
preserves a range of symbolism representing the emperor 
and his family In ways which helped to enhance and 
reinforce Imperial authority. In this second part of the 
survey of the material evidence I shall consider this 
range of symbolism In four parts. First, I shall look at 
the symbolic relationship between the emperor and the 
armles whose loyalty was crucial to his authority. 
Secondly, I shall review the Imperial Ideology of victory, 
especially with regard to the emperor's relationship with 
three deities strongly linked to his military fortunes: 
Victoria herself, Mars and Hercules. Thirdly, I shall 
consider the complex symbolism which associated the 
emperor with the foundation of peace and prosperity, with 
the mythology of the restoration of the "Golden Age" and 
with the mythical and historical Roman past. Finally, I 
shall turn to the symbolic relationship between the 
emperor and those deities who are represented as most 
Intimately bound up with the tutelage of the Imperial 
destiny of Rome: notably Jupiter, Apollo and Sol. 
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4. a The Symbolic Ties Between the Emperor and his Armies 
The association between the emperor-and the Roman 
armies, which emerged as a theme of the Imperial 
titulature (above, Ch. 3. a-b), was carried to great lengths 
In the coins and Inscriptions of the mld-third century. 
It must be stressed, however, that this theme Is central 
to the symbolic representation of Imperial authority from 
the earliest years of the empire and, while the references 
to the loyalty of the troops and the symbolic relationship 
between Individual army units and the emperor was given 
greater prominence In this period, such aspects were not 
new developments so much as Intensifications of existing 
trends. 1 
Like most other emperors In the mld-thlrd century, the 
emperors with whom we are here concerned came by their 
Imperial power as a direct or Indirect result of armed 
rebellion. Not surprisingly, therefore, the coinage lays 
great stress upon the loyalty and support of the armies, 
expressed by such legends as FIDES MILITVM and CONCORDIA 
EXERCITVS. Such types were, In fact, among the first 
minted for Valerian In 253.2 Analogous legends continued 
to be a common feature In the coinage of Valerian and 
Gallienus throughout their reigns. They played an 
especially prominent role In the coinage minted for 
Gallienus from the capture of his father to his own 
decennalla In 262, among which were some that singled out 
the oaths of loyalty sworn by the Praetorlans.: 3 One 
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particular FIDES MILITVM type from the Joint reign, minted 
over a number of Issues for GaIllenus at his Gallic mint, 
depicted an eagle on a globe (In place of the more usual 
personification Fides), between two military standards on 
the reverse. Essentially the same type was later minted 
(In gold) for Victorinus also. 4 Indeed this theme Is well 
represented In the coinage of the western emperors In 
general. A revealing titular reverse type for Tetrlcus 
employs the standard Fides Iconography, emphasizing the 
emperor's reliance upon the loyalty of his troops. 5 
The theme of military support Is likewise a prominent 
and more or less constant feature of the coinage of 
Aurelian's reIgn. 6 Indeed the concordla types were the 
only ones to be minted throughout the entire length of the 
reign, and for a brief while early In the reign they 
dominated the colnage. 7 By far the commonest reverse 
legend minted for Severina was CONCORDIAE MILITVM, the 
last Issues of which may possibly, as mentioned earlier, 
have been produced In the confused and potentially 
volatile circumstances that followed Aurelian's 
assass1natIon. 8 
The emperor's relationship with his troops Is alluded to 
on various types depicting Imperial adlocutio. These 
occasions would also have been an excuse for donatives, 
which presumably explains the existence of such coln 
types, attested for Valerlan and GaIllenus and for 
Postumus. 9 The coinage also pays tribute to the'flghting 
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capability (virtus) of the soldiers, thereby associating 
the emperor's authority with the military prowess of his 
armies. In certain cases this association Is taken a step 
further: the VIRT(VS) MILITVM types for Aurelian share the 
same reverse Iconography with certain contemporary VIRTVS 
AVG types, suggesting a close parallel between the 
emperor's virtus and that of the soldiers upon whose 
fighting capacity his victories also depended. The most 
common Iconography of these types depicts Mars - as the 
personification of Rome's military achievement, and thus 
to some extent of the Roman army Itself - handing a small 
victory to the emperor. Such types not only express the 
close relationship acknowledged to exist between the 
armies and Imperial military success, but also stresses 
the fact that this success is under the tutelage of the 
gods. 10 A similar parity between the emperor and his 
crack regiments may have been Intended by types minted for 
Aurelian which refer to the prowess and presiding spirit 
of IllyrIcum. Once again It Is Mars who Is portrayed. 11 
Another example of the parallel between emperor and army 
Is provided by a pair of types minted for Postumus placing 
the good health of the emperor and of his soldiers 
respectively under the protection of Aesculaplus, using 
the same Iconography In each case. Furthermore, the SALVS 
AVG (Aesulaplus) type from Milan was minted alongside 
coinage that otherwise exclusively referred to the 
cavalry. These types may possibly suggest at least the 
threat of pestilence, of which there was a great deal at 
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this time (not forgetting that only a few years later 
Claudius II died of the plague). Equally, however, they 
may be no more than a reference to, or symbolic prayer 
for, the general fitness and good health of both the 
emperor and hIs troops. 12 
Another aspect of the close association between emperor 
and army which symbolically bound the troops more closely 
to the reigning emperor can be seen In the nomenclature of 
army units. From the end of the second century the 
practice of naming army units after the emperor 
responsible for raising them was taken a stage further by 
the expediency of renaming such units In honour of the 
reigning emperor. By the early third century this 
practice of renaming had become widespread, and In our 
period there are several examples which survive In the 
epigraphic record. An Inscription from the year 254 
accords the Praetorlan cohorts the cognomen Valerlana 
Gallena (sic). 13 Four Instances of this also appear on 
Inscriptions for the western emperors, all from northern 
Britain: a cavalry ala Is named as Sebusslana Postumlana 
(though the Imperial cognomen was subsequently erased); 
and the Cohors I Aella Dacorum is twice recorded as 
Postumiana and once renamed In honour of TetrIcus. 
Similar associations are also found for Aurellan. 14 
A particular feature of this period Is the production of 
coins which single out an Individual army corps for 
special mention. Among the coins minted at Milan as part 
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of the special series celebrating Gallienus' decennalla 
were some with the unprecedented reverse legend FIDEI 
EQVITVM, marking the first time that the cavalry had been 
especially singled out on Imperial coinage. GallIenus had 
stationed mobile cavalry units, apparently drawn from a 
number of army units around the empire, as a strategic 
reserve at Milan at this time. It Is probable that the 
ALACRITATI type (depicting Pegasus), which is unique to 
this same Issue, was similarly Intended as a tribute to 
the preparedness and fighting capacity of these units. 
15 
The series of coins minted at Milan by Aureolus In the 
name of Postumus at the very end of Gallienus' reign 
refers almost exclusively to these same cavalry units 
which Galllenus had stationed under Aureolus' command. 
16 
Special mention for the vlrtus of the cavalry Is again 
made under Aurelian on coins which depict the emperor on 
horseback In his role as cavalry commander. 
17 
The all-important Praetorlans, whose special 
relationship with the house of Valerian has already been 
referred to, are cited on gold coins Issued at Rome very 
early In the sole reign of Gallienus; these may have 
formed part of a donative Intended to calm the situation 
created In the capital by the news of Valerlan's 
capture. 18 The Praetorlans are likewise among several 
army units singled out for "special mention" In the famous 
-legionary Issue for Gaillenus from the mint of Milan. 
This remarkable series of coins drew Its Inspiration from 
-the legionary Issue of Septimius Severus, and as with the 
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original It must have been Intended as a donative to 
ensure the loyalty of the troops at a critical moment. 
The Issue almost certainly represents the first new types 
to be minted at Milan after the shock of the news from the 
east. 19 
The makeup of the units mentioned and the significance 
of the suffixes added to their names poses some 
Interesting questions (see table 4: 1 below). The units 
honoured are not confined to the Rhenish and Danubian 
legions, as two of the units were stationed In Italy; nor 
are they simply all the units under PaIllenus' direct 
control: the III Augusta, stationed In Numldla, Is absent 
and some of those which are mentioned were, as such, 
clearly no longer under GallIenus' control. The most 
convincing explanation Is that the reference Is not to 
whole legions, but to vexlllatlones withdrawn from the 
named units and stationed at Milan as a reserve against 
the anticipated attacks of the Alamanni and, later, of 
Postumus. If so, It was probably these units which were 
honoured later under the general label of cavalry (see 
above). Even this solution, however, does not altogether 
explain the absence (to date) of the other western legions 
(the II Augusta, the VI Victrix and the XX Valerla VIctrIx 
stationed In Britain, and the VII GemIna In Spain), since 
vexillations taken from these are also known to have been 
with Galllenus. Each of these army units Is accompanied 
on the coins by a numeral suffix, given either as V P(Ia) 
V F(Idells), VI P VI F or VII P VII F. These numbers most 
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likely referred to victories, though this explanation Is 
not without Its difficulties, and we are certainly very 
far from knowing which, If any, victories were meant. 
Only the predominant suffix "VI P VI P covers all the 
military units honoured. It has been suggested, In view 
of their rarity, that the Instances of the suffix "V P 
VP are In fact die-cutters' errors, though this remains 
controversial. 20 
Table 4: 1 
Legionary Issue of Galilenus at Milan, 260-61 
showing the geographical distribution 
of the amy units mentioned 
Reverse leg. / Locatlon of Reverse Iconography/emblem: 
Army unit Permanent camp (Principal) (Subsidiary) 
COHH PRAET (Rome) Radiate lion 
LEG II PART (Italy) Centaur 
LEG I ITAL (Moesla Inf. ) Boar 
LEG XI CL N Neptune 
LEG IIII FL (Moesla Sup. ) Lion 
LEG VII CL N , Bull LEG V MAC (Dacia) Victoria + eagle 
LEG XIII GEM 0 Victoria + lion 
LEG I ADI (Pannonia Inf. ) Capricorn 
LEG II ADI 0 Bull 
LEG X GEM (Pannonia Sup. ) Bull 
LEG XIIII GEM NI Capricorn 
LEG II ITAL (Noricum) Wolf & twins 
LEG III ITAL (Raetla) Stork 
LEG VIII AVG (Germania Sup. ) Bull 
LEG XXII U Capricorn 
LEG I MIN (Germania Inf. ) Minerva 






NOTE: For the distribution of the suffixes VPVF, VI P VI F, 
VII P VII F, see King, C. (1984), 120-25. 
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Gallienus' legionary series was, In Its turn, the 
Inspiration behind another such series: the legionary 
aurel minted for VictorInus with two obverse types and a 
range of reverses. Almost certainly the reference Is once 
again to detachments under VIctorinus' control rather than 
to the whole legions, since In this case also the legions 
represented were stationed all over the empire. 21 A type 
minted for Laellan, depicting a female figure (Germania? ) 
holding a spear and a standard on which Is Inscribed XXX, 
almost certainly refers to the Leglo XXX Ulpla VIctrix, 
stationed at Xanten; but again a detatchment of this 
legion, perhaps stationed at Mainz, may have been meant. 22 
The strong symbolic association between the emperor and 
his armies expressed In the coins and Inscriptions 
surveyed here stresses not only the emperor's role as 
supreme commander but also the crucial Importance of the 
loyalty of the armies In this period of political 
Instability. In this context the two "legionary Issues", 
for Callienus and VictorInus respectively, are especially 
noteworthy. The renaming of army units In honour of the 
reigning emperor symbolically represented the emperor as 
the Individual responsible for raising the unit concerned, 
a relationship which bound such units closely to the 
emperor. In a similar fashion, the strong showing of the 
legend CONCORDIAE MILITVM for SeverIna recalls her title 
of mater castrorum. The representation of the emperor as 
supreme commander of the armies, the significance of which 
has already been noted with regard to Imperial t1tulature 
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(above, Ch. 3. a-b), Is Inextricably linked to the most 
central symbolic theme In the representation of Imperial 
authority, namely the emperor's success In military 
affairs. 
4. b The Divine Inspiration of Imperial Victory 
1) The victorious emperor and the goddess Victoria 
The central Importance within the scheme of Imperial 
Ideology of the representation of the emperor as 
essentially victorious and of Imperial victory as divinely 
ordained, what Gage termed "the theology of victory", Is a 
widely accepted view. Without the support of the gods, 
which he earned through his piety, the emperor could not 
expect to be victorious; conversely his vIctorlousness was 
Itself a testament to the favour of the gods, and with 
this favour he was Invincible. It has been argued that 
the Imperial theology of victory underwent a serious 
change In the third century away from victory as a 
military reality towards a more ethereal notion of 
victory. Certainly the notion of eternal victory, which 
we find expressed In this evidence, Implies not only a 
strong element of divine guarantee, but also a timeless 
and arguably abstract quality to the notion of victory, 
linklng the emperor's victoriousness to the destiny of 
eternal Rome. We must recognize, however, that In this 
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period victory was celebrated both as an abstract concept 
and as a real event. The two are complementary, and more 
often than not both were meant simultaneously, even If the 
"real victories" were sometimes, as we can better perceive 
with hindsight, of negligible strategic Importance. 23 
As one of the most crucial aspects of the representation 
of Imperial authority at this time, Imperial victory was 
alluded to on Inscriptions and was a constant theme of the 
coinage. The theme of Imperial victory received a 
sustained emphasis In the Joint reign of Valerlan and 
Gallienus, and Indeed an Inscription stressing this aspect 
of their rule Is among the earliest known for these 
emperors. It was stressed with even greater Insistence on 
the coinage minted In the period Immediately following 
Valerian's capture. 24 Coins bearing the legend VICTORIA 
AVG were among the first to be Issued In the name of 
Postumus, and the emperor's victorlousness remained a 
constant feature of the coinage of all the western 
Augustl. 25 Aurelian also Issued VICTORIA AVG types, 
though given the pervasiveness of the theme of victory In 
the titulature attested for Aurelian In the material 
evidence (above, Ch. 3. a-b), the number of types which 
specifically refer to Imperial victory In this way In his 
coinage Is surprisingly srnall. 26 
The fact that most of these references probably allude 
to victory In the field does not give us the licence to 
specify with any precision which victory (If any) may have 
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been the occasion for any particular victory coin type or 
epigraphic reference. 27 Some VICTORIA reverse legends 
Include a numeral; but while It Is likely these Indicate a 
particular victory, there Is little guldence as to which. 
The various numberings of the victories of Gallienus In 
particular have posed severe difficulties, which In spite 
of much effort have not been definitively resolved. 
Legends apparently celebrating a "seventh" victory for 
Galllenus early In the sole reign perhaps correspond to 
the "VII P VII P of the legionary types mentioned above 
(4. a). However, these coincide with other coin types 
which refer to a "third" victory; futhermore, these latter 
continued to be minted over a considerable period of 
time. 28 To these must be added types referring to an 
eighth victory from the decennallan Issues and the various 
citations of Imperator and Germanicus Maximus with their 
enumerations (above, 3. a). In practice It must be 
admitted, even after all due allowances have been made for 
errors on the part of both the ancient stone and dle 
cutters and modern scholarship, that several different 
numbering systems must have been In use at different times 
and places during Gallienus' reign. 29 The finer details 
of the dating are not our concern here; what matters Is 
that specific victories were celebrated and that such 
tallies were kept at all. 
Other victory types which may be presumed to refer to 
actual victories specify the vanquished foe (see Appendix, 
table A: 8). Even here, however, one cannot always 
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correlate these types precisely with campaigns known about 
from other sources (especially literary and 
archaeological). Occasionally references can be still 
more helpful: an Inscription for Aurelian specifies his 
victories over Zenobla and the Carpi In 272.30 Aurelian's 
hard-won defeat of the Germanic Invasions of Italy In the 
autumn of 271 was probably the occasion for the 
Inscription from PIsaurum, a town directly threatened by 
the Invasion, In which Aurelian's victories are 
represented as eternal. The same Idea Is also found on 
the coinage of Valerlan and Callienus. 31 
It Is Important to remember, In this context, that 
Victoria was a goddess In her own right who had long 
received cult worship at Rome. 32 Many reverse types, 
besides those noted above, depict Victoria herself as the 
guarantor of the emperor's victories. A coin type for 
Postumus, on which Victoria Is shown leading the emperor's 
horse, bears the legend VICT COMES AVG, and she Is 
referred to In this same role on several occasions on the 
coinage of VIctorlnus and Tetricus. 33 Often she Is shown 
crowning the emperor with a laurel wreath as a token of 
his victories; on one such type for Postumus the emperor 
rides with Victoria In a quadrIga. 34 Though such 
symbolism Is Idealized, these types are unlikely to be 
mere abstractions with no reference to victories on the 
ground. 
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This last type Introduces another aspect of the 
relationship between the emperor and the concept of 
victory: the legend reads VOT PVBL, suggesting a direct 
link between the acceptance of the emperor's authority and 
his success on the battlefield. This theme Is amplified 
on coins minted for GaIllenus, and later Postumus and 
Tetricus, on which their quInquennallan and decennallan 
vota are associated with divinely Inspired victory. On 
these coins Victoria Is depicted Inscribing the relevant 
vota on a shield. The legend usually refers to the vota 
also, though titular reverse legends are also used and In 
at least one case the legend refers directly to victory. 35 
On another type associating these vota with military 
success, the whole reverse Is taken up with the Inscribed 
shield surrounded by a victory laurel wreath. This type 
was first produced for Valerlan at the very beginning of 
his reign In anticipation of his decennalla; though It was 
not to be, the answering vows were recorded on similar 
coin types Issued In 262 for his surviving son and 
co-ruler. The emphasls placed on GaIllenus' decennalla on 
his coinage Is scarcely surprising: no emperor since 
Severus Alexander had reigned long enough to, celebrate ten 
years of rule. 36 
,A similar association between victory and the vota can 
probably be seen In the coInage'of Aurelian. Of the small 
number of denaril mlnted after his currency reform, the 
majority of which bore theýlegend VICTORIA AVG, several 
display, the curious mark VSV In the exergue. One possible 
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Interpretation Is to see this as a value-mark, 
corresponding to those which appear on the reformed 
antonlnlanl. A more likely explanation, however, Is that 
these coins were produced to coincide with the emperor's 
quinquennallan celebrations. In this case the mark 
represents the fulfilment of the vows taken at the 
beginning of his reign: vota soluta V (sc. 
, qulnquennalia). 
37 
Victoria Is not by any means the only delty to be 
singled out on the coinage of this period as the emperor's 
military companion and the divine sponsor of his 
victorious exploits. Particularly noteworthy In this 
regard are Mars and Hercules, two deities closely 
Identified with the courage and military excellence of 
third century emperors. These both deserve special 
attention In this present context, which we shall come to 
directly. We shall see later that Roma, Venus, Apollo, 
Jupiter and Sol were also explicitly associated with 
Imperial victory (below, 4. c/4. d). 
11) Mars as the InspIration of Imperlal vlrtus 
The central Importance of Imperial virtus In the 
representation of the emperor as supreme victor goes far 
beyond the references we noted above In the context of the 
emperor's symbolic association with the armles. The 
emphasis placed on this quality played a key part In the 
Image of all third-century emperors, but It was a theme 
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especially strongly stressed for Gallienus, whose virtus 
was even referred to on one Inscription as lnvicta.: 38 On 
the coinage of Gallienus It was personalized as VIRMS) 
GALLIENI AVG(VSTD, which appeared on the coinage for the 
first time at the Gallic mint late In the Joint reign and 
was later repeated elsewhere. Some time later the same 
mint, by now In the hands of Postumus, produced analogous 
legends for GaIllenus' rival. 39 
The Iconography of the numerous coin types which refer 
to Imperial virtus, both for Galllenus and for the other 
emperors with whom we are concerned, Is of particular 
Interest for our present purpose because of the way In 
which It reflects the close relationship between the 
emperor and Mars. The description of these types In 
modern numismatic accounts, however, has produced some 
serious difficulties which must be overcome before we can 
appreciate the full significance of these types. In order 
to do this we must consider them'alongside a wider range 
of closely related types (Appendix, tables A: 6, A: 9-11). 
I 
problems. On certain coins the emperor Is shown as the 
victorious warrior In the heat of battle: he Is shown on 
horseback charging down his enemy, whom'he mercilessly 
spears, In Iconography familiar from Hell. enlstic art and 
foreshadowing later representalons of'St George. On 
others the emperor Is shown on horseback, still with his 
spear, his hand raised as-if receiving acclamatlons from 
Some of the vlrtus types provide relatively few 
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his vIctorlous army (iconography associated equally with 
the virtus of both the emperor and his troops, see above 
Ch. 4. a). Other types emphasize the same theme by 
depicting the spoils of the emperor's victories, sometimes 
accompanied by captlves. 40 
Most of the remaining types, actually the vast majority, 
have proved more perplexing, though the anomalies and 
difficulties have passed virtually unnoticed. In most 
cases the figure on these reverse types Is conventionally 
described In numismatic texts as "Virtus". This 
description Is misleading. In the first place, In spite 
of Its manly connotations, the word virtus Is feminine, 
and like the personifications of other feminine abstract 
nouns on the coinage, one would expect a female figure If 
a simple personification were Intended. In the second 
place, the Iconography of types described as "Virtus" 
overlaps with that of a number of types with other legends 
which clearly Indicate that the figure depicted Is either 
Mars or the emperor himself as the god of war. The 
conventional descriptions of such "Virtus" and Mars types 
are thus both Inconsistent and confusing. 
These Inconsistencies and confusions can be removed at a 
stroke If we reject the notion of an abstraction labelled 
"VIrtus". We have already seen that the portraiture on 
this coinage drew a strong analogy, amounting more or less 
to Identification, between the emperor and Mars (above, 
3.0. We observed that the helmeted bust obverse and 
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reverse types for Callienus and Postumus, notably those 
associated with VIRTVS legends, portray the emperor as 
Mars. This point can now be reinforced by comparing such 
types to the bust types that unquestionably refer to Mars 
(Appendix, table A: 9, no. 10a, cf. 10b-d). In fact, there 
can be no doubt that the reverse Iconography of a 
substantial proportion of the so-called "Virtus" types 
(and Indeed other closely related types) deliberately 
associate the emperor and his virtus with Mars. This is 
achieved either by representing the emperor In the guise 
of Mars, or by depicting the god as the Inspiration and 
guarantor of the emperor's virtus. 41 
In some Instances where Mars Is portrayed as the 
emperor's companion and the guarantor of his virtUs the 
god Is represented at the emperor's side. An example of 
this symbolism has already been alluded to In connection 
with the emperor's association with his armies (above, 
n. 10). The exceptional DEFENSOR ORBIS reverse type for 
Vlctorlnus Is In essence also a portrayal of Imperial 
virtus, and again (though the lconography,. Is 
controversial) It almost certainly displays Mars as the 
emperor's divine comes. 42 (A type minted for Gallienus In 
the Joint reign likewise shows-Mars as the emperor's 
companion-at-arms, urglng'him to great, de I eds of valour. 
42a) 
Much the same symbolism Is found elsewhere on the 
coinage of the same emperor: the title of COMES AVG Is 
given to Mars on a reverse type depicting a bust of Mars, 
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and the obverse of another aureus type, depicting the 
Jugate busts of the emperor and Mars, coupled with the 
reverse type VICTORIA AVG (half-length bust of Victoria). 
This jugate pairing had earlier appeared, for Postumus on a 
virtus type. Mars Is similarly Jugate with Victoria on 
the reverse of another type for Postumus with the legend 
CONSERVATORES AVG, once again stressing the close 
association between Mars and the emperor's capacity for 
winning victories. 43 Mars Is further associated with the 
emperor's rule, and with his success In battle In 
particular, on many other types. In some cases the god Is 
depicted on the emperor's titular reverse types; In others 
the reverse legend accords the god some appropriate 
epithet (such as Propugnator, Victor and Paclfer), by 
which his role as the emperor's divine helper Is 
emphasized. 44 
The most remarkable feature of the various coln types 
that associate Mars with Imperial success Is the 
Iconographic fluidity through which Mars, the god of war 
and the bringer of peace, Is Identified with the emperor's 
virtus (Just as he was also Identified with the virtus of 
the Imperial armies). The close association between the 
emperor and Mars which we found on the obverse Iconography 
(above, Ch. 3. c) Is taken to the point where the emperor 
and his divine companion are seen to be more or less 
Interchangeable. In these various ways Imperial authority 
Is symbolically represented as under the tutelage of Mars. 
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In practice, as we shall see, Mars Is not the only delty 
to be so represented. 
111) Hercules as the Inspiration of Imperial vIrtus 
The case for Identifying the figure of "VIrtus" with 
Mars (or the emperor as Mars) Is strengthened by the 
association of similar types with other deities, for 
example Dea Roma (see below, Ch. 4.0. By far the most 
Important of these Is Hercules. The connection between 
Hercules, the divine hero who laboured to rid the world of 
evil, and the emperor's courage and military success has 
already been noted (above, 3.0. 
As with Mars, the fact that the Iconography of the types 
which mention Hercules directly and those which refer to 
the emperor or his virtus are Interchangeable Is of great 
symbolic significance. Such Herculean types can be found 
for Aurelian and Tetricus, though, Just as with the 
Herculean obverse styles, It Is Gallienus and above all 
Postumus (whose coinage took this analogy to quite 
extraordinary lengths) who are most closely associated 
with Hercules In this way on the reverses (see Appendix, 
table A: 11). As noted with the Mars types, Hercules Is 
sometimes here associated with the,,. peace that the 
emperor's victories have woný(table A: 11, no. 5). 
One reverse type for GaIllenus (one of the many to be 
minted with the Alexander-Herakles obverse type) 
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associates the weapons of the divine hero with the 
emperor's own vlrtus through the legend VIRTVS FALERI. 
Falerius was probably Intended as a sobriquet of 
Gallienus, who maintained a strong attachment with Faleril 
In northern Italy; this attachment Is reflected In many 
ways In the material evidence for his reign, and almost 
certainly stems from the fact that It was the emperor's 
native area. The weapons of Hercules are displayed again 
on certain types for Postumus, with a titular reverse 
legend or HERCVLI ROMANO AVG. These types show clearly 
how the Hercules coinage of Postumus drew Its Inspiration 
45 from that of Commodus. 
An Inscription from northern Italy for Aurelian, set up 
alongside the one commemorating his-"eternal victories" we 
noted above, presents Hercules as an equal partner In 
Imperial rule, thereby lending the emperor a share In his 
divine authority. 46 This Idea was expressed graphically 
and remarkably often on the coinage of Postumus. The 
close association between Postumus and Hercules on his 
coinage Is such that It could form a complete subject of 
Inquiry on Its own. 47 Hercules Is represented as the 
companion and divine counterpart of the emperor, whose 
deeds of valour on behalf of mankind are deliberately 
equated with the feats of Hercules. The overt nature of 
this programme, the Iconographic relation of the various 
types and the Interrelation of the symbolic connotations 
preclude the rather crude distinction sometimes drawn by 
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modern commentators between Hercules the war-god and 
Hercules the world-ruler. 48 
In addition to the obverse types where Postumus was 
represented as Hercules which we mentioned (above, 3.0, a 
surprisingly large proportion of Postumus' gold types, and 
several other coins of his besides, depict the emperor and 
his divine comes together on the obverse as Jugate busts. 
There was an especially high concentration of such types 
on the aurel In the second half of the reign. 49 The same 
Jugate palring Is found on the reverse of his coins which 
refer to Hercules directly as COMITI AVG and CONSERVATORI 
AVG, while on others with the legend FELICITAS AVG the 
busts of Hercules and Postumus face each other. 50 
Hercules Is also represented In this role on an 
exceptional bronze type with the legend HERCVLI COMM AVG 
COS III, depicting a sacrificial scene attended by 
Hercules. On a coin type bearing the legend AETERNITAS 
AVG Hercules crowns the*emperor with a laurel wreath. 51 
The Identification between Postumus and his divine alter 
ego, taken to great lengths on his coinage, represents a 
truly remarkable symbolic affinity between the two, 
especially by comparison with the other western 
emperors. 52 
The coinage of Postumus also mentions Hercules with the 
uncommon epithets Magusanus and Deusonlensls; both are 
apparently local cults. The HERCVLI MAGVSANO coins are 
exceedingly rare. The various forms of the reverse legend 
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HERCVLI DEVSONIENSI, by contrast, are among the commonest 
mlnted for Postumus. They are attested In all metals 
(copper, billon and gold) and several different 
Iconographic types. It seems that he felt some special 
and personal attraction for this cult: one of the 
Iconographic types shows a cult statue of the god within a 
tetrastyle temple, probably referring to the dedication by 
the emperor of a temple to Hercules Deusonlensis. Among 
other types, there Is also one which depicts a half-length 
bust with lion pelt and club which might be either the 
emperor or his tutelary god. The Interchangeability of 
the two Is reinforced by the contemporary type with the 
same Iconography but bearing the legend POSTVMVS 
AVGVSTVS. 53 
Certain rare aurel and bronze medallions, types probably 
Intended for gold, depict the god In the act of carrying 
out some of his labours. 54 Towards the end of his reign, 
probably In 268 and perhaps In anticipation of his 
decennalla, Postumus Issued a truly unique and quite 
remarkable series of coins In this vein, representing each 
of the divine hero's labours In turn. On each of the 
types In; thIs Justly, famousillilabours of Hercules" series, 
the reverse legend gives Hercules a more or less 
appropriate epithet. It was minted In gold and base 
metal, while four Individual examples, covering Just two 
of the types, are known also as antoninianl. 55 
*** 
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The emphasis placed upon Imperial victory and upon the 
emperor's divinely Inspired virtus Is a central theme of 
the symbolic representation of Imperial authority In this 
period, as Indeed at all periods In the Roman empire. The 
emphasis given to these themes complements and amplifies 
the symbolism of the t1tulature explored In the previous 
chapter (in particular the titles Plus Felix InvIctus, the 
acclamation Imperator, and the varied and numerous 
cognomina victorlarum: Ch. 3. a-b). The representation of 
Imperial virtus as being closely associated both with Mars 
and with Hercules Is likewise an extension of the 
Iconographic use of the attributes of these deities In the 
Imperial obverse portraiture of the period (above, 
Ch. 3. c). Although the Intimate and highly personal 
association between Postumus and Hercules is taken further 
than was customary, the basis of this symbolic 
representation Is not a new departure, but rather an 
exaggeration of an existing trend. 
4. c The Mythology of Re-foundatlon: The Emperor and the 
Eternal Destlny of Rome 
1) Eternal peace and security 
Ever since the-time of Augustus, Internal peace had been 
the most cherished of all the benefits of Imperial rule: 
the-closing ofýthe doors ofýthe temple of-Janus and 
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supremely the construction of the Ara Pacis had been among 
the many ways In which Augustus himself had laid stress on 
the centrality of this Idea. Coins minted at the 
beginning of Gallienus' sole reign with the legend IANO 
PATRI may, by reference to Augustus' symbolic action, 
signify a promise of Imperial peace. 56 In the political 
Instability of the third century It may at times have 
seemed somewhat Idealistic, but It must have been all the 
more valued for that. Not surprisingly, therefore, the 
legend PAX AVG(VSTI) figures prominently on the coinage of 
all these emperors; Indeed It completely dominates the 
billon Issues of VIctorInus. 57 
This vital symbolic concept of peace, occasionally 
referred to as "eternal" and "everywhere", was represented 
as being procured as a direct result of the emperor's 
victories: thus the MOVE PAX types minted for Galllenus, 
representing Victoria In her charlot. Analogous symbolism 
recurs on titular reverse types minted for Postumus and 
for Tetricus, In which the emperor, holding the olive 
branch of peace, rides In victory's charlot. 58 
A more mysterious and decidedly novel way In which the 
Imperial family was linked to the concept of peace Is 
provided by a long series of coins minted for SalonIna at 
Milan during the sole reign. These bear the legend 
AVG(VSTA) IN PACE, depicting the empress enthroned as Pax, 
holding a branch and sceptre. This type has no parallel 
In Roman coinage, and the exact significance Is disputed. 
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It has been suggested that the type might convey a cryptic 
Indication of the empress' conversion to Christianity; 
without further evidence, however, this seems an 
over-InterpretatIon. A more likely explanation Is simply 
that the empress Is here represented as presiding over the 
peace that the emperor's victories have provided. 59 
As well as peace, the emperor's vlctorious rule was 
represented as bringing security. The coinage echoes this 
concern with a variety of types, some again suggesting 
that the achievement was everlasting. 60 The emperor's 
maintenance of public security was represented on the 
coinage as a cause for reassurance, trust and popular 
support. 61 The concept of public support was also 
conveyed by coin types referring to concordla, which could 
likewise be represented as eternal. 62 
Through his provision of public security the emperor was 
associated with the welfare of the community In a way 
which helped to cement the bond between the local 
communities and the emperor. Coins referring to SALVS 
PROVINCIARVM, one of Postumus' earliest types, and DACIA 
I 
FELIX, minted for Aurelian, reflect this concern. 63 The 
relationship between the emperor and an Individual 
community could be represented as especially close, as on 
those Inscriptions and coins which linked Gallienus and 
his family to Faleril, or those Inscriptions which 
represent the emperor as a new founder of a town or city: 
as with the mllltaryýunlts (above,. 4. a), this entailed the 
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town taking the emperor's name. A few examples are 
attested In these reigns, Including one from Verona of 
AD 265 which mentions the building of the town's 
fortification walls. 64 
The coinage of these reigns represents a host of other 
benefits arising out of the emperor's provision of 
Imperial peace and security: from the abundance provided 
by the trade that flourished under the umbrella of 
Imperial security to the happiness and well-being ushered 
In by the emperor's care for his people. 65 The 
cornucopia, as a symbol of plenty, Is a common device on 
coins advertising such benefits. A type for Vlctorlnus 
with the novel legend GAVDIA PVBLICA depicts four maidens, 
representing the seasons, supporting a giant cornucopia 
66 between them. Typical of this entire category Is the 
concept of fellcltas, mentioned frequently on the coinage 
In various forms, Including AET(erna); on many of these 
types the personification of FellcItas Is shown holding 
the cornucopia, and sometimes a caduceus. FELICITAS AVGG 
In particular was minted In great numbers and over a long 
period for Valerlan at the mint of Rome. In one Instance 
at least, on a gold type for Postumus, the contingency of 
this concept upon the emperor's military achievements Is 
made explicit. 67 
A type minted for Postumus, depicting simply a winged 
caduceus, bears the unusualAegend SAECVLO FRVGIFERO. 68 
Traditionally, however, the caduceus was most closely 
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associated with Mercury, whose relationship with trade we 
have noted (above, 3.0. As the herald of the gods, 
Mercury may also have been thought of as the emperor's 
divine lntercessor'wlth the other deities of the pantheon, 
and thus as the guarantor of the emperor's ultimate 
success In providing peace and security. 69 A titular 
reverse aureus depicts Postumus sacrificing at an altar 
attended by Mercury. Another contemporary reverse type, 
INTERNVTIVS (, pLg. ) DEORVM (Mercury with-caduceus), probably 
reflects the same symbolic associations, though It has 
also been Interpreted as a specific reference to the 
negotiations that Postumus Initiated with Gallienus after 
the latter's Inconclusive campaign In Gaul. 70 
The foundation myths of eternal Rome: Imperial 
destiny as the fusion of past, present and future 
The safety and security of the empire were seen to rest 
not only on the emperor's efforts In the present, but also 
on his provision for the future. The most obvious 
manifestation of this Idea was conveyed by the promotion 
of dynastic Ideals. The legend SPES PVBLICA, strongly 
associated with the young Caesars, must be understood In 
this light: the young prince himself was represented as 
the future hope for his people. Coins bearing this legend 
were mlnted for Salonlnus In Gaul and, much later, for 
both Tetrici simultaneously; SPEI PERPETVAE Is also 
attested for Tetrlcus 11.71 
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Dynastic claims were also fostered by those Inscriptions 
mentioning several members of the Imperial family, either 
together on a single Inscription, or Individually on a 
group of parallel Inscriptions. Coinage was also Issued 
In honour of two or more members of the Imperial family at 
a time, the concept of Imperial concordla being used to 
stress the harmony between members of the ruling family. 72 
In addition to the obverse types depicting the two TetrIcI 
together (above, 3. a), the dynastic Ideal was promoted on 
reverse types which represented the emperor and his son 
together, as well as on coins minted In their names with 
the legend NOBILITAS AVGG, showing the personification of 
noble lineage (or the prince In this guise) carrying a 
sceptre and globe. 73 
Both the happiness of the times and the provision of a 
secure future helped to contribute to the representation 
of the emperor's relgn as a "golden age". Certain coins 
minted for Valerlan and Gall1enus associate the eternal 
benefits of their reIgn with a return to the Golden Age of 
Saturn. 74 Similarly, their reign was represented as a 
reflection of the eternity of Rome Itself: the authority 
of GaIllenus and Aurelian Is represented as eternal, 
stretching back to the very foundation of the city, 
through the Iconography of the she-wolf suckling the 
Infants Romulus and Remus. The strong association we 
noted with Mars (above, 4. b), reinforces this link, since 
Mars was the mythical father of Romulusi, Indeed the 
symbolic connection is made explicit on a type minted for 
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Gallienus depicting Mars and Rhea Sllvia. 75 Coins for 
Salonina with the legend VESTA, or VESTA AETERNA, likewise 
associated the imperial house with a deity who symbolized 
the eternity of Rome. 76 
Such allusions to Roma Aeterna were simultaneously 
guarantees for the future and evocations of the past. The 
various reverse types which directly mention ROMAE 
AETERNAE usually depict the goddess seated, often with a 
spear and shield, sometimes also holding a vIctrIola; 
occasionally the emperor stands before her. The emperor's 
victorious achievements are thus blended with the glorious 
and eternal destiny of Rome (see Appendix, table A: 13). 
Such types are also known, for Postumus and TetrIcus; given 
that these emperors never actually'ruled at Rome, this Is 
highly significant. The TetrIcus type-has Roma holding a 
victriola, but on the Postumus type she holds the 
palladium, the very symbol of Rome's eternity. Other 
types with the same legend for-Galllenus,, Postumus and 
Victorlnus depict a bust of Dea Roma. 77 
The association also extends to other coln types that do 
not name the goddess directly. For example, the same bust 
of Roma is shown, this time Jugate with Diana, on a 
reverse type for VIctorInus with the legend VOTA AVGVSTI. 
The emperor's authority Is simultaneously linked to Dea 
Roma and to the Institutions of her c Ity: titular reverse 
types for both Galllenus and Postumus depict the goddess; 
another type associates her with Victorlnus' second 
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consulship. Doubts have been expressed about the 
Identification on the PostumlanIc type, but the 
Iconography Is unmistakable: the goddess Is seated, this 
time upon a cuirass, against the back side of which rests 
a shield; In her free hand she holds a spear, and her 
drapery Is shown drawn down to expose completely her right 
shoulder. This "amazon" style drapery is very 
characteristic of Roma on the coinage of this perlod. 78 
Roma Is also depicted on coins minted for Gallienus with 
the reverse legend VIRTVS AVG, so that Dea Roma Joins Mars 
and Hercules as an example of the divine personification 
of Imperial virtus. Dea Roma Is almost certainly to be 
Identified on another type behind the misnomer "VIrtus" as 
the figure leading the triumphant Galllenus back from the 
scene of his victories: In this case the legend (ROMA 
REDVX) Is self-explanatory. The problematic description 
", Vlrtus" has also allowed three further types, all for 
Tetricus, to go largely unnoticed In this context. The 
legends of the first two refer directly to virtus, but as 
with the Gallienlc type the Iconography points 
unmistakably to Dea Roma: on one she Is seated as on 
Postumus' titular reverse type, except that In addition 
she holds an olive branch; on the other she stands erect 
holding a shield resting on the ground In her left hand 
and a spear In her right. The third Instance Is a titular 
reverse. Again the standing helmeted figure, holding a 
sceptre (or spear) and an olive branch, Is quite certainly 
Roma: again her drapery, extending to the ankles, Is 
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pulled down to expose the right shoulder and breast, while 
her right foot rests on a globe. 79 
In many parts of the empire the worship of the emperor 
had long been associated with that of Dea Roma In civic 
cult practice, especially In the eastern provinces. It 
was not until the reign of Hadrian, however, that Roma 
acquired a temple In her own city. On the festival of the 
Parilia, that Is on the dies natalls urbis (21 April: from 
that date renamed the Romala), Hadrian dedicated a new 
temple to the east of the forum to Venus and Roma. Venus 
had been Intimately associated with the history and 
destiny of eternal Rome from the foundation of the empire. 
As the mother of Aeneas, she was connected with the 
foundation not only of Rome Itself, but of the gens Iulla, 
and-therefore of the entire lineage of Augustl who claimed 
symbolic descent from Augustus and thus from Caesar. As 
such Venus was already worshIpped-at the temple of Venus 
Genetrix, and as such she had-been associated with 
Augustus (as the New Romulus) In'the Forum Augusti. In 
this, way the urban cult of Venus et'Roma became a 
counterpoint to the provincial cult'of Roma et Augustus. 80 
The strong triple association between the Imperial 
house, Venus and the foundation and eternity of the city 
was thus well established by the mld-thlrd century. Coins 
minted for Salonina refer to Venus GenetrIx, Implying that 
Salonlna too was to be the mother of a long line of 
emperors. 81 The association between this delty and the 
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fortunes of the Imperial house Is further reflected on 
those types which mention the goddess In her martial 
capacity as the divine guarantor of Imperial victory: 
Venus VIctrIx was prominent on coins of Salonina and 
appears also on coinage minted for Gallienus; It is almost 
certainly Venus Victrix again who Is depicted on a coin 
for Aurelian with the legend PROVIDENT AVG. 82 Hadrian's 
temple was In fact dedicated to Venus Felix; the epithet 
has connotations of fecundity and thus may also relate to 
the empress' role as the founder of a dynasty. Coins with 
the legend VENVS FELIX are known for both Salonina and 
Severina, and the Iconography of the former, closely 
resembling that of the Venus Genetrix types, perhaps 
suggests procreation. 83 
Salon1na Is associated with other deities strongly 
linked to fertility and fecundity: In the sole reign she 
Is linked to Ceres; earlier, In the joint reign, a type 
for Salonina honouring Dea Segetla was Issued at the 
Gallic mint alongside analogous types for Valerlan and 
Gallienus which honour Vulcan and Mars respectIvely. 84 
The Importance attached to the empress as the provider of 
Imperial heirs, which was suggested by some of the Venus 
types, must also be the significance of FECVNDITAS AVG 
types (identifying Salonina with the personification of 
fecundity, depicted with one or more children), while her 
suitability as the mother of future emperors Is stressed 
by references to her PVDICITIA and PIETAS. 85 
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The symbolic connection between the emperor and the -qens 
Iulla not only linked the reigning emperor to the mythical 
beginnings of Rome but also served to relate him directly 
to the founder of the empire as such, Augustus. Galllenus 
even Issued coins which specifically emphasized the close 
association between himself and the divine Augustus. 86 
The association with former emperors was undoubtedly a 
motive for the Issue of coins commemorating the 
deification of a predecessor. As noted above (Ch. 2. c), 
the massive coin Issue In memory of the deified Claudius 
Gothicus has now been dated convincingly to the first 
twelve months of the reign of Aurelian. Since the Issue 
was produced simultaneously at-all four of the mints under 
Aurelian's direct control at the outset of his reign, the 
directive may be presumed to have come from the emperor 
himself. It may be, therefore, that this Issue represents 
a deliberate attempt on the part of Aurelian to associate 
himself with his revered and popular predecessor, and It 
must have formed part of a public relations exercise to 
reinforce the Impression that Aurelian had succeeded 
Claudius directly, thereby minimizing the significance of 
the brief usurpation of QuIntl1lus. A similar, though 
less Intensive Issue was minted In the early stages of 




The evidence surveyed presents the emperor as the 
provider of peace and security, the founding-father, the 
hope for the future of the empire and, In himself, the 
eternity of Rome personified. As with Mars and Hercules, 
the extent of the relationship between the emperors 
considered here and Dea Roma, as represented on their 
coinage, had become somewhat disguised by the Intrusive 
misnomer "Virtus". The empresses and junior emperors are 
also represented In prominent roles In the symbolic scheme 
of hope In an eternal Imperial peace and security. As In 
the previous section, It Is clear that these main areas of 
emphasis flesh out and reinforce the symbolism of the 
titulature. 
4d., Divine Tutelage, Divine Sanction and Predestination 
The protection of the gods and their aid In making 
possible the emperor's endless and supremely victorious 
reign Is a very Important aspect of third-century Imperial 
symbolism. At times this theme Is extended to one of 
divine ordination and even predestination. -Apart from 
Hercules, Mars and Roma, whose roles have already been 
reviewed, the principal divine sponsors In this symbolic 
representation were Jupiter and Juno, Apollo and Diana 
(both luminary deities, sometimes equivalent to Sol and 
Luna) and Sol. As we noted In the previous chapter (3. c), 
this close association could at times take on the form of 
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assimilation, and In this material the emperor Is often 
presented as godlike or even divine. 
1) Divine protection and assistance 
Imperial vietas lay at the foundation of the emperor's 
relationship with the gods, and this quality Is 
represented on the coinage In several ways, Including 
those scenes where the emperor Is shown sacrificing to the 
gods. 88 Certain types with the legend PIETAS AVG(G) 
display sacrificial Implements; this type, especially 
associated with young Caesars, Is attested for Valerlan 
II, -Salonlnus and Tetrlcus H. 
89 
The safety and health of the emperor were of genuine 
Importance to his subjects whose own safety to some extent 
depended upon them. Many Inscriptions beseech the gods to 
protect the emperor, whose well-being was also represented 
on the coinage as under divine protectlon. 90 Usually such 
coins depict the personification of health, Salus 
(Hygle1a), but some from the sole, reign of Gallienus place 
the health of the emperor underýýthe, dlrect, protectlon of 
Aesculaplus. Similar types are also, known for Postumus. 
Aesculaplus Is also among-those, delties represented on the 
coinage as CONSERVATOR AVG. On coins mlnted for both 
Valerlan and Gallienus, the guardlanýof the emperor's 
health Is sometimes Apollo,, Aesculapius, '-. -father, who - 
played a significant role eslewhere on this colnage. 91ý 
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The goddess Minerva was particularly associated with 
war. Although she was never actually depicted on a VIRTVS 
type as such, the Minerva types for Galllenus, Postumus 
and Aurelian are Iconographically closely related to some 
of those we considered above associated with Mars (above, 
4. b). 92 Minerva Is one of several deities whose support 
for Gallienus' authority is represented through her 
appearance on his titular reverse types; others Include 
both Neptune and, perhaps more surprisingly, SerapIs. 
Neptune Is similarly associated with Aurelian, and on the 
coinage of Postumus both Neptune and Serapis are halled as 
the emperor's companlons. 93 Another rather unusual deity 
mentioned on the coinage of Postumus Is Castor. The type 
depicts Castor with a horse, an animal strongly associated 
with the Dloscurl; but whether the type was Intended to 
honour Postumus' cavalry, or to ask for the protection of 
Castor for a sea Journey, or simply to associate the 
emperor with another deity whose valour served to win him 
Immortality, It Is Impossible to say. 94 
, -Juplter, as the most powerful deity of the Roman 
pantheon, was regularly associated with Imperial authority 
In. a great many ways on-the coinage and Inscriptions of 
the period. In most, of these he-is presented as the 
emperor's divine patron and supporter. -In this respect 
the mention of Jupiter's epithet Stator on the coinage Is 
very relevant, and on one type for Gallienus the legend 
refers to IOVI PATRI. 95 Jupiter Is also found on titular 
reverse, types for Valerian and GallIenus. 96 More 
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commonly, he Is represented on the coinage as the 
emperor's divine conservator. On some of these the 
Iconography reinforces the Idea by showing the god and the 
emperor together. One such type for Postumus has their 
two busts Jugate on the reverse, and the same Iconography 
reappears on an obverse type for Victorinus. 97 A very 
Important series of coins with the reverse legend IOVI 
CONSER(VATORD was minted for Aurelian at most of his 
mInts over a long perlod from late 271 to the summer of 
273. These Aurellanlc types depict what amounts to divine 
Investiture, with the god handing the emperor a globe. 
The same scene Is repeated on certain coins with the 
legends CONCORD MILIT and FIDES MILIT, Implying, perhaps, 
that since Aurelian's reign. was ordained by Jupiter the 
support of the armles must-follow as a matter of rellglous 
duty. A fragment from Peter the Patriclan lends support 
to thIs Interpretatlon. 98 
Throughout the coinage of this period Jupiter is often 
represented as the guarantor of Imperial victory by means 
of the epithets Propugnator and Victor-. -99-. The connection 
between Jupiter and Imperial victories Is represented on a 
remarkable'pair of types minted'in_Gau-1--over a 
considerable period of time during the joint reign of 
Valerlan and GaIllenus. These coin types probably 
celebrate a significant series of victories won by 
GaIllenus during his campaigning on the Rhine frontier In 
the late 250s. Those minted In the name of Valerlan read 
GALLIENVS CVM EXER SVO and depict a statue of Jupiter 
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holding a victriola mounted on a base which Is Inscribed 
IOVI VICTORI. The corresponding type for Gallienus has 
the legend IOVI VICTORI depicting an exactly analogous 
statue of the emperor Inscribed IMP C(um) E(xercitu) 
S(uo). The parallel between emperor and god Is 
striking. 100 On a type minted for Gall1enus at the 
beginning of the sole reign Jupiter Is referred to as 
Ultor, possibly In anticipation of a campaign of 
retribution against Valerlan's captors that never In fact 
materlalized. 101 On one Aurellanic Inscription, Jupiter 
Optimus Maximus Is called upon to protect the emperor, and 
on another It Is almost certainly the same god to whom 
thanks are offered for Aurelian's victories over Palmyra 
and the Carpl. 102 
Jupiter Is also mentioned with these specifically 
Capitoline epithets on the coinage of Postumus, where he 
Is represented as the sponsor of the emperor's "golden 
age". The design of the coin was based on a an earlier 
type minted for Commodus, though In fact the copy Is 
Inexact, possibly due to error rather than Intent. 103 In 
a similar vein, Jupiter is associated with the eternity of 
the emperors Valerian and Gallienus-104 Other coin types, 
minted In the name of the young Valerian Junior and 
bearing the reverse legend IOVI CRESCENTI, represent 
Amalthea with the Infant-Juplter. - This symbolism, which 
links the return of the Golden Age to the dynastic hopes 
of the Llcinian house, was repeated on coins with the 
legends LAETIT TEMP and PIET SAECVLI minted In the name of 
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Callienus, but evidently referring to his son. It Is 
possible that a sole-reign medallion coupling the same 
reverse Iconography with the legend PIETAS FALERI may 
carry the same significance, since the obverse has a 
dynastic theme (CONCORDIA AVGG, Joint portraits of 
Gallienus and SalonIna); If so, It must refer to the birth 
of Marlnlanus, GaIllenus' youngest son. 105 
The Iconography of some of the consecration Issues 
minted In the name of the delfled Valerlan Caesar takes 
the form of an eagle. The bird of Jupiter was 
traditionally associated with Imperial divination. An 
Interesting parallel Is drawn by the consecration Issue 
for his grandmother MarInIana, which depicts a peacock, 
Juno's sacred bird. 106 Juno appears regularly on the 
coinage of Salonlna at several mints, by far the most 
common delty to appear on coinage minted for the empress. 
The coins mostly refer to IVNO REGINA, who Is likewise 
associated with Severina, but with considerably less 
frequency. The cult of Juno Regina was strongly 
associated with Roman victories, In a similar fashion to 
the cult of Capitoline JupIter. 107 The parallel between 
emperor and empress on the one hand and the king and queen 
of heaven on the other, which Is Indicated on several of 
the types we have mentioned, was reinforced by coins for 
GaIllenus and Salonina minted simultaneously from the same 
officina (N) at the mInt. of Rome. On these coins the 
emperor Is represented as under the protection of Jupiter, 
while his consort Is protected by Juno. 108 
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A most remarkable example of the representation of 
Imperial authority under divine protection Is to be found 
In the unique series of coins which constituted the entire 
last Issue minted at Rome for the Emperor Gallienus, 
probably dating to the last couple of years of his reign. 
Each coin type was dedicated to one of a select group of 
nine deities In their role as protector of the emperor and 
his consort. The unusual reverse Iconography of this 
Issue depicts a variety of symbolic animals, both real and 
mythical, which correlate to the deities named In a more 
or less straightforward way (table 4: 1, above). 
Table 4: 2 
The -CONS AVG series minted at Rane 
AD 267-8 for GaIllenus 
Reverse leqend Alternative lconoqraphies 
For Gaillenus 
APOLLINI CONS AVG 
DIANAE CONS AVG 
HERCVLI CONS AVG 
IOVI CONS AVG 
IVNONI CONS AVG 
LIBERO P CONS AVG 
MERCVRIO CONS AVG 
NEPTVNO CONS AVG 
SOLI CONS AVG 
For Salonina 
Centaur; Griphon; Winged horse (Pegasus? ). 
Doe; Stag; Antelope; Boar; Goat? 
Boar (Erymanthlan? ) ; Lion (Nemean? ) 
Goat (Amalthea? ) 
Goat (or stag? ) 
Tigress U sometimes called 'Panther") 
CrIocamp, 
Hippocamp; Capricorn 
Bull; Winged horse (presumably from Sol's charlot) 
DIANAE CONS AVG Doe (hybrld? ) 
IVN0NI CONS AVG Doe 
On reverse lconography, see Besly & Bland (1983), 188-94. 
On arrangement of types at the varlous offlclnae, see Cunetlo 1336ff. 
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The exact significance of the various types In this 
"animal series" Is not entirely clear, though It has been 
suggested that It might have something to do with 
propitiation rites and games held to enlist the help of 
the deities mentioned to deal with plague and military 
Invasions. In practice, however, there Is Insufficient 
evidence to secure any one explanation; all we can say for 
certain Is that It represents the most comprehensive 
expression of Gottesanadentum In this perlod. 109 A few of 
the types from this Issue were also minted at SIscia, but 
only mentioning Diana, Apollo, Liber Pater and Neptune. 110 
Besides these two Issues from Rome and Siscla, no other 
mention Is made of Liber Pater (Dionysus) on the coinage 
of GallIenus, and both Neptune and Mercury also make 
relatively few appearances on his coinage. The other 
deities mentioned In this special series, however, are 
precisely those who figure most prominently elsewhere on 
the coinage of the LIcInII: Hercules, Jupiter, Juno, 
Apollo, Diana and Sol. Of these, Diana Is the best 
represented In this "animal series", both numerically and 
In terms of variety of reverse lconography. 111 
Coins reading DIANA FELIX were minted at Milan for 
Gallienus In the joint reign and were among the very few 
types atýthls mint to. be retained after his father's 
capture. Diana Is also depicted on a type minted for 
Valerian bearing the legend RELIGIO AVGG. 112 Contemporary 
with this last type, and from the same offIcIna, coins 
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with the legend CONSERVAT AVGG depict either Diana and her 
twin brother or just Apollo alone. Elsewhere on the 
coinage of these emperors Apollo Is accorded the same 
tutelary function. He Is also represented as Propugnator, 
that Is as a divine aid In Imperial victory. 113 Apollo Is 
once again portrayed as the emperor's tutelary deity on 
the coinage of Aurelian, and he Is also presented as the 
sponsor of the same emperor's reign on a titular reverse 
type. 114 
Although Apollo and Diana were distinct from Sol and 
Luna, they nevertheless had strong solar and lunar 
affiliations. Particularly Interesting In this respect 
are types which portray a goddess holding a torch, bearing 
the Interchangeable legends DIANA LVCIFERA and LVNA 
LVCIFERA. Diana Is also hailed as both LucIfera and Redux 
on the antoniniani of Postumus. 115 She Is acclaimed as 
ADIVTRIX AVG on some unusual coins of Victorinus, and 
coins minted for the same emperor with the legend VOTA 
AVGVSTI depict her bust Jugate with a bust of Victoria or 
opposing one of her divine brother; this latter pairing Is 
also found among several types minted for Postumus with 
the legend CONSERVATORES AVG. 116 
11) The emperor and Sol 
The Importance attached to light and solar Imagery 
generally In the representation of Imperial authority at 
this date Is reflected In the emphasis given to Sol on the 
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coinage. By the middle of the third century various cults 
of Sol were firmly established throughout the empire, 
especially In the eastern and Danubian provinces. From 
early In the century the cult of Sol In the Roman empire 
had become strongly Influenced by various oriental solar 
cults: notably, but not exclusively, the Syrian cult of 
Baal (Elagabalus). 117 
The LIcInlan coinage specifically mentions'Sol Invictus 
and also draws a highly significant analogy between the 
emperor and the rising sun with coins reading ORIENS 
AVG(G) depicting Sol (or the emperor as Sol). This 
symbolism was a common feature of third century Imperial 
Ideology, but was given particular emphasis under 
Valerlan. This legend had an obvious semantic link with 
the representation of the emperor as Restitutor Orlentis 
(a link that Is made explicit for GallIenus)'. As part of 
the general solar Imagery surrounding Imperial authority, 
however, It had no particular connection with the eastern 
part of the emplre. 118 The analogy between the emperor 
and Sol was also expressed'on coins of Valerian and 
Callienus proclaiming them'RESTITVT GENER HVMANI. The 
close association wasýalso reflected on titular reverse 
types. for Valerlan and on numerous types referring to the 
aeternitas of the emperors. 119 II 
This solar affinity Is well represented on the coinage 
of the western emperors also. The legend ORIENS AVG Is 
attested at least for Postumus, and the Sol types for 
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Victorinus with legend INVICTVS are among the most common 
antonlnlani for his reign; an aureus type for Vlctorlnus 
with the same legend depicts the bust of Sol. 120 On 
certain gold obverses of Victorlnus, the bust of the 
emperor Is shown Jugate with that of the radiate sun-god. 
The bust of Sol Is also represented on several other types 
for Postumus: PACATOR ORBIS, an Imitation of a type minted 
for Septlmlus Severus; AETERNITAS AVG, depicting three 
radiate busts of Sol, the outer two facing In towards the 
central one, perhaps In reference to the morning, evening 
and midday sun; CLARITAS AVG, with jugate busts of Sol and 
Luna, a pairing which recalls Postumus' CONSERVATORES AVG 
type showing Apollo and Diana mentioned above. 121 
The relationship between Aurelian and Sol, as expressed 
In particular on the coinage of the latter half of his 
reign, Is of a quite different order to that of the other 
emperors of this period. The symbolic expression of the 
special relatlonship, between Sol and Aurelian began to 
gather momentum In 272, as Aurelian's eastern campaign got 
under way, with the production at two of the Balkan mints 
of coins with the legend ORIENS AVG; this was the earliest 
appearance of the legend that was to come to dominate the 
coinage of Aurelian's reign. 122 From the summer of 273 
until his death, with the exception of the two eastern 
mints, coins bearing tfils legend were mlnted at every mint 
that operated for Aurelian. The reverse Iconography 
varied subtly according to date and place of Issue, but 
the symbolism remained essentially the same: that of Sol's 
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paramount role In bringing about Aurelian's spectacular 
military successes and of a working partnership between 
emperor and god that was so close as to be percelved 
almost In terms of common IdentIty. 123 
Aurelian's association with Sol was also graphically 
portrayed on many other coin types. The SOLI INVICTO 
types, Including some where the sun-god Is depicted riding 
In his chariot, though minted at many mints In all parts 
of the empire, cannot compare with the Orlens coins In 
either number or varlety. 124 Sol Is represented as the 
sponsor of Aurelian's reign on a titular reverse type, and 
as Aurelian's conservator. The Idea of Sol as Aurelian's 
personal tutelary delty Is supported also by a couple of 
Inscriptions that specifically call on Sol Invictus to 
protect the emperor. 125 Late In his reign Aurelian's new 
mint at Lyon produced solar types with the legend PACATOR 
ORBIS. The bust of Sol Is seen above the emperor and 
empress as they clasp hands on a late bronze type with the 
legend CONCORDIA AVG. 126 
An Important aspect of Aurelian's special relationship 
with Sol can be seen on several coin types which depict 
Sol handing a globe, the symbol of world dominion, to the 
emperor. Though these coins never became as common as 
those depicting Jovian Investiture with the legend IOVI 
CONSER(VATORD had been earlier In the reign, there can be 
no doubt that Sol took over from Jupiter the role of chief 
sponsor of Aurelian's rule during the summer of 273 
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(Appendix, table A: 16). The supremacy of Sol over the 
other gods of the pantheon In the last two years of 
Aurelian's reign Is manifested In the exceptional 
preponderance of types referring to this one deity, a 
preponderance which outdoes even the affiliation of 
Postumus and Hercules. Various types reflect this 
supremacy Iconographically, by depicting Sol handing the 
globe not to the emperor direct, but to one of the other 
deities elsewhere portrayed as Aurelian's ally: notably 
Mars and Hercules. 127 On coins bearing the legend 
PROVIDEN(TIA) DEOR(VM), a female figure holds a military 
standard In each hand, greeted by Sol carrying his globe. 
The scene as a whole represents the divine preordination 
by which Sol guaranteed Aurelian's authority and required 
the allegiance of his soldiers. It has been noted that 
this type combines the Iconography of Severinals principal 
type, CONCORDIAE MILITVM, with that of Aurelian's ORIENS 
AVG. This observation helps to explain the Imagery and 
Its symbolic value, but cannot be pressed to support the 
Idea of "Interregnum" coinage minted under Severlna-s 
auspices after Aurelian's death. 128 
Sol, as a deity whose--daily triumph-over darkness was 
naturally associated with the east, was an obvious choice 
of divine patron for an emperor, determlned to reassert his 
authority In that part of the empire. The connection 
between Aurelian's solar Imagery and his subjugation of 
Palmyra and reclamation of the eastern provinces Is made 
abundantly clear. Sol stands In place of the usual 
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Iconography on a few extremely rare RESTITVTOR ORIENTIS 
types, the earliest of which was minted at Cyzlcus as the 
emperor prepared his first eastern campaign at the end of 
271. Similarly, Sol is depicted with the emperor on a 
select few of the numerous coin types referring to 
Aurelian as RESTITVTOR ORBIS, a title that was also 
associated with his eastern successes. 129 On many of the 
ORIENS AVG types, and on several other solar types, Sol Is 
shown with a captive or two. These captives are 
Invariably shown In "Persian", that is oriental, dress and 
often In a pose which graphically Illustrates their 
subjection by the emperor with the aid of his divine ally. 
This Iconography, together with the timing and persistence 
of the production of these types, bears out the testimony 
of the literary sources that Aurelian specifically sought 
the aid of Sol In his campaigns against Palmyra and that 
he personally attributed his successes to an alliance 
between himself, Invictus Augustus, and the god, Sol 
InvIctus. 
This personal bond between emperor and deity was made 
amply clear not only on Aurelian's coinage-but also 
through his actions. He constructed a-splendid temple to 
Sol Invictus In Rome In which, according to one tradition, 
he dedicated the treasures taken from the temple of Bel, 
the prIncIpal'deIty of Palmyra. It Is conceivable that 
Aurelian vowed to construct the temple-at Rome as a form 
of evocatio, since Bel was also a solar deity (like Baal 
of Emesa). A statue which Aurelian set up In his new 
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temple In Rome apparently had some unusual features which 
may have owed their origin to a syncretistic alignment of 
Bel with the principal deity of Rome, Jupiter. On the 
other hand there Is some evidence to suggest that the 
temple was based upon that of the sun-god at Heliopolis, 
and the date of the dedication, 25 December (AD 274), 
suggests an Egyptian rather-than a Syrian calendar. The 
most likely explanation Is that, as Zosimus relates, the 
temple had two cult statues, one of Sol/Hellos and one of 
Bel (perhaps syncretized with Jupiter), the latter perhaps 
removed from Palmyra. 130 The construction and dedication 
of this magnificent temple at Rome formed the culmination 
of Aurelian's association with Sol, together with the 
Initiation of new games In honour of Sol and the 
Institution of a new priestly college, the Pontifices del 
solls, to administer the new cult and to supervise the 
games. Thus Aurelian ostentatiously acknowledged his debt 
of gratitude to his divine patron. 131 
The position of supremacy apparently accorded to Sol 
over all other gods (including Capitoline Jupiter) by 
these symbolic gestures and by the testimony of the 
material and literary evidence for Aurelian's reign may 
also be corroborated by a few rare and highly distinctive 
coins from SerdIca. The obverse of these coins bear the 
legend SOL DOMUNVS) IMP(ERD ROMAND; the reverse, with 
the legend AVRELIANVS AVG CONS, shows the emperor 
sacrificing, presumably In his capacity as head of the new 
pontifical college. 132 Though these coins are of great 
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Interest In the context of Aurelian's relationship with 
Sol, some caution must be applied to the Interpretation of 
these coins as a representation of Sol as the presiding 
deity of the Roman state. The types Involved may have 
originally been Intended for Issue In gold, but the only 
extant versions are In bronze, and these are very rare 
Indeed. Given this, and the fact that they were only 
produced at Serdica, a mint that was particularly given to 
Innovation and experimentation as we have noted before, 
there are scarcely grounds for seeing In them the Imperial 
declaration of a new solar monotheism which certain 
scholars have suggested. 133 
Summary, Chapter 4 
The emperors are represented In this material In a way 
which gives the greatest prominence to their success, as 
the commanders of Rome's mighty armies, as the providers 
of peace and security and as the Incarnation of Rome's 
glorious and eternal destiny. Each emperor Is represented 
as the most fitting successor to the long line of AugustI, 
stretching back to Augustus, the second founder of Rome, 
and through him to Romulus and Aeneas the forefathers of 
Rome. The emperor's association with Mars formed part of 
this symbolism, but was also a reflection of divinely 
Inspired and Indeed Innately divine Imperial virtus. In 
this same way the emperors are also earthly counterparts 
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to Hercules, the hero of mankind who rld the world of 
evil; none more emphatically or more Ingeniously than 
Postumus. The emperors' achievements are also likened to 
the effect of the rising and unconquerable sun. This 
accounts for the strong showing of Sol as an Important 
Imperial deity, reflecting the Importance attached to 
solar deities In the Hellenistic world generally and 
formerly In Hellenistic royal Ideology In particular. 
Nowhere Is the association between Imperial authority and 
the sun-god taken to greater lengths than In the reign of 
Aurelian, as shown not only by his actions but by his 
coinage, which for the entire second half of his reign was 
completely dominated by Sol. 
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CHAPTER 5 
SYMBOLISM AND LEGITIMATION IN THE MID-THIRD CENTURY: 
THE QUESTION OF WESTERN SEPARATISM 
5. a Inferences Drawn from the Foregoing Survey 
, Over the course of 
the previous two chapters an outline 
of, the symbolic representation of Imperial authority In 
the mId-thIrd century has emerged. Within this, It Is 
possible to discern several prominent areas of emphasis 
which are mutually Interdependent, but which, for the sake 
of clarity, may be treated sequentially under separate 
headings. In addition to these points, the evidence from 
the survey also sheds considerable light on the situation 
In the western provinces at this time. 
: -, D The principal features of the symbolic-Imagery 
The first noteworthy feature of the symbolism concerns 
the military representation of the emperor. In the 
Imperial t1tulature, Insignia and dress that appears on 
the coinage and Inscriptions of the period there Is a 
remarkable concentration upon representations of the 
emperor as a general. In the coin Imagery overall, the 
quantity and the variety of the references to the military 
role of the emperor and to the loyalty of the soldlers 
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confirm the crucial symbolic Importance of the emperor as 
supreme commander of the armles. 1 
The second feature amounts to the representation of 
success: In the context of the third century, as the 
previous paragraph confirms, by far the most significant 
criterion by which success was measured was unquestionably 
victory. To some extent this reflects the popular desire 
for protection from the ravages of war, both foreign and 
civil, and for the security and peace that the emperor's 
victories might secure. The centrality of the 
representation of success In the prevailing symbolism Is 
manifested In the constant references on the coinage and 
Inscriptions to the emperor's vIctorlousness and to 
benefits that his victories made possible. 2 
The third feature Is the special relationship with the 
divine; this was represented as*a relationship between the 
emperor and the gods or godhead In general or as a 
relationship between the emperor and one or more deities 
In partIcular. 3 The special relationship between the 
emperor and the divine Is already Implicit In his 
relationship with victory, which lay In the gift of the 
gods. It Is through victory above all that the emperor Is 
represented as especially favoured by the gods: he Is 
marked as their chosen champion to further the glorious 
destiny of Rome; and It Is through his piety towards the 
gods that the emperor earns their assistance. 4 
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The fourth feature of the symbolism of this period Is 
repetition. The same symbolic Imagery Is constantly 
reiterated with only subtle variations; not Just the same 
titles and Insignia, but the same wider spectrum of 
symbolic representation appears again and again both 
within a reign and carried over from reign to reign. 
Titles were granted to the emperor over and over again, 
each new occasion being enumerated In the material 
sources: this applies particularly to those titles 
connected directly with victory, the cognomina victorlarum 
and the acclamation Imperator. 5 
The fifth is amplification and hyperbole, which must be 
understood as reflecting an Inflationary tendency In this 
symbolism, arising partly from Its characteristically 
repetitive nature. 6 One aspect of this feature Is the 
constant use of superlatives In the. Imperial titulature: 
not only In such titles as victorlosissimus and 
lnvIctIsslmus but In the use of the term maximus, applied 
as a matter of course to almost all theAmperial coQnomln_4 
victorlarum at this time and also used on Its own or In 
conJunction with other superlatIves. 7 -Another strand of 
this feature Is the representation of the, emperor's 
successes In war and peace as eternal. ý 
The sixth feature which has emerged from the survey Is 
the strong showing, especially In coin Iconography and In 
the more exaggerated titles on Inscriptions, of elements 
adopted or adapted from Hellenistic royal symbollsm. 9 In 
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part, the appearance of Imitatio Alexandr-L in the symbolic 
representation of Imperial authority In our period Is 
Inextricably linked to the association with the divine and 
the emphasis on victory which we have already noted. 
Equally It must be understood that, In the eastern part of 
the empire at least, the representation of Imperial 
authority through the use of Hellenistic royal symbolism 
Is a manifestation of the prevailing response to 
overwhelming political power which had developed In this 
area over many centurles. 10 
The seventh and most Insistent feature of this symbolism 
Is the emphasis placed upon continuity. This feature Is 
both a cause and a natural corollary of the repetitive and 
hyperbolic nature of the symbolism; more than this, It Is 
fundamental to the complex structure of the symbolism as a 
whole. Not only do we find an emphasis on continuity from 
one reign to the next, as we might perhaps expect, but 
there Is also a much deeper-running sense of continuity, 
amounting to a Justification of the present by reference 
to the past. This manifests Itself partly In a constant 
stream of references back to past emperors, to the extent 
of apparently deliberate "borrowings" from predecessors 
both In the epigraphic titulature and In the symbolic 
representations on the coinage. Significantly, these 
numismatic "borrowings", and also the use of the formulaic 
titles we noted on Inscriptions, tend to look back most 
often to the Anton1ne and Severan eras: that Is, to the 
period that was generally recognized from the perspective 
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of the mid-third century as being the last period of great 
prosperity and security. " It also manifests Itself as an 
association of the reigning emperor (partially via his 
predecessors) with the eternal destiny of Rome, stretching 
back to Its mythical foundation, through references to 
Venus and Mars, Romulus and Remus and Roma Aeterna 
herself. 12 It Is In the context of this overriding sense 
of continuity that we must understand the emphasis on 
restitution In the mid-thIrd century symbolism: the 
emperor Is represented as responsible for the restoration 
of the army, for the rehabilitation of Roman military 
glory, for the restoration of peace and security to the 
empire, or to parts thereof,, and for making possible the 
return of the "Golden Age"; In effect, the complete 
restitution of the (Roman) world. In this way the emperor 
Is represented as the (re-)founder of the empIre. 
13 
The quintessence of this emphasis on continuity so 
Important a feature of the symbolism that It requires a 
special mention - Is the notion of Augustus as the 
paradigm of Imperial authority. This feature not only 
reflects but In a crucial sense epitomizes all the other 
features we have noted. As we have seen, the title which 
most accurately signifies a senior emperor In the 
mid-thIrd century Is "Augustus". Overall the symbolic 
representation of Imperial authority In this period, 
conveyed by the verbal and Iconographic Imagery on the 
coins and Inscriptions of these reigns, remains 
unequivocally traditional. The tradition and even much of 
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what we might term Innovative In the material we have 
surveyed points directly or Indirectly to Augustus; 
Indeed, the symbolic representation of Imperial authority 
In the mid-third century Is effectively Incomprehensible 
without reference to ImItatio Augusti. 14 
Comparison of the symbolism used for the western 
and central emperors 
One further point which emerges from the above 
Investigation Is the degree of correspondence between the 
symbolic representations of authority employed for those 
emperors who did and those who did not achieve senatorial 
recognition. Neither the continuity of mint personnel nor 
the Innate conservatism of-such symbolism Is adequate to 
explain the degree of correlation we have found. For It 
Is not simply that the symbolism used for the western 
emperors copies that which prevailed Immediately before 
the revolt of Postumus: as we have seen, there were 
references back to earlier Imperial traditions and there 
were also variations Introduced under the western emperors 
which reflected changes we noted elsewhere at this date. 15 
Moreover, the degree of experimentation within the 
traditional symbolism Introduced to the coln Imagery under 
the western emperors Is no greater than one finds among 




To Judge from the titulature attributed to the western 
emperors on their coins and Inscriptions, there Is nothing 
to suggest that the authority they sought to exercise was 
anything but the customary authority of Roman emperors. 16 
Indeed the overriding Impression given by the whole 
spectrum of the symbolic representation of their authority 
on their coins and Inscriptions is that the western 
emperors were perceived (even, probably, by themselves) as 
Roman emperors: as far as the evidence we have been 
surveying goes, therefore, they must be understood as 
Geaenkalser and not as the rulers of a Sonderrelch. 
This conclusion Is not In Itself particularly 
surprising, Indeed the use of the traditions of Roman 
Imperial symbolism by the western emperors has never 
really been questloned. 'ý The problem Is ratherýhow 
significant this use Is In the present context; In spite 
of the symbolic representations we have seen here, were 
these emperors really separatists after all? The answer 
to this question falls Into two halves. First we must 
reconsider the few outstanding arguments which remain In 
support of the separatist thesis. Even though the tide of 
scholarly opinion has for some years now been moving away 
from the separatist Interpretation of these events, the 
Insistence with which this Interpretation has been 
championed heretofore, as well as the relevance of this 
entire debate to the question of legitimacy and usurpation 
In the, third century,, compel us, to review the-case once 
more. Secondly weFmust, - In the--light. of our-fIndings, 
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reconsider the significance of the symbolism we have 
reviewed In relation to the nature and workings of 
Imperial authority In the third century and beyond. The 
discussion of these points will help us to a better 
understanding of the true relationship between the 
phenomenon of usurpation and the legitimation of Roman 
Imperial authority In the mId-thIrd century. This In turn 
will permit a long-overdue revision of the rightful 
position of the third century within the history of the 
Roman empire. 
5. b Gallic Separatism Reconsidered 
1) Separatist elements In the symbolic representation 
The use of standard titulature and Iconography for the 
western emperors which we noted In their coinage and 
Inscriptions, together with the numerous Instances of 
numismatic evocation of the Imperial past, would seem to 
argue against the separatist thesis. Besides these, 
however, there are also certain elements within the 
symbolic representation of these emperors which might be 
held to Indicate a parochial rather than an empire-wide 
political platform. These refer to specifically local 
concerns or local deities. 
t "ý I 
", - ýIt Is Important In thIs context to dIstIngulsh between 
appeal to local concerns and llmlted polltIcal ambitlon. 
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For example, coins mentioning victorla -Qermanica or giving 
the emperor the title Restitutor GaIllarum do not suggest 
separatism for Postumus any more than they do for 
Gallienus. There might have been a slightly different 
case to be made for Postumus' reverse type SALVS 
PROVINCIARVM, depicting the personification of the Rhine, 
which were among the very earliest of his reign. For all 
Its novelty and parochial flavour, however, this type was 
too Isolated and too short-lived to sustain a separatist 
Interpretation: It must rather be understood as a 
variation on the well established theme of Imperial care 
for local Interests expressed elsewhere on the coinage of 
these emperors and of other emperors of the period who 
were recognized at Rome. Conversely, there are several 
Instances of Imperial titles on'theýcolnage of the western 
emperors which apparently suggest, the very opposite of 
separatism through their reference to the whole (Roman) 
wor I d. 17 
The vast majority of the divine personae represented on 
the coinage and Inscriptions of the western emperors are 
drawn from the standard Roman pantheon which regularly 
graces the coins and Inscriptions of: Roman emperors at 
, this date. The only references to. specifically local 
deities here are to two separate local cults, both 
assimilated to Hercules, -In which'the god bears-the 
epithetszDeusonlensls and Magusanus. ', Apart from the 
names, -we know very-little about'these two cults, not even 
their, -exact locations. The former cultIs associated 
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exclusively with Po3tumust It Is not attested elsewhere 
than on his coinage, where It played a dominant role 
(above, 4. b). The latter Is attested on a few 
Inscriptions. the distribution of which leads one to 
suspect the lower Rhine an the centre of the cult. Why 
the unknown Hercules Dousonlenals was very much favoured 
over the established Magusanus, where precisely Deuso may 
have been, what the nature of Po3tumus' connection with 
these cults and their lc>calltleo was and whether there Is 
0=0 direct correlation between the locality of these 
cults and the ethnic origin of the troops under his 
cocnand, are all matters of speculation, The extant 
Inscriptions elsewhere that mention Hercules Magusanus at 
least suggest a military connectlon. 10 A possible clue In 
support of a military connection may be given by another 
similar mention of a regional cult on the coinage of this 
Perlodi the IOCYD CAUTABCrorum) type Issued under 
0411lenuco probably In honour of Cantabrian cavalry troops 
stationed In the Balkans. With these coins at least there 
can be no reason to Inter latent separatlem-19 
To offset these references to specifically local 
CQltleo, we should also recall that Postumus issued 
several coin types which rotor to Hercules with the 
epithet ROmanuu. s. Interest 0"'0 Two other deltles Of special 
to Us In this prevent context, since they apparently link 
the woutern emperors directly to the destiny of Rome, are 
Jupiter C)Ptimuo Maximus and Do& Roma. The references to 
Jupiter In his specifically Capitoline form and the 
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various associations drawn on the coinage of these 
emperors with Dea Roma, which are more frequent than 
previously supposed, wouldseem to-argue against a 
separatist programme. 21 
11) "Gallicism" as a factor in western separatism 
The Issue of ": separatism" In the western provinces 
between 260 and 274 has become clouded by notions of 
"Gallic" Identity. The conventional designation of these 
events as a "Gallic Emplrell-is largely derived from a 
specious comparison between the events In the mid-third 
century and the disturbances In Gaul during AD 68-70.22 
One Idea behind this comparison is the Important role 
attributed to the Batavi In the third-century events, for 
these people were the strongest supporters of the earlier 
revolt, and Indeed Civills himself had been a Batavlan. 
Furthermore there Is a generally accepted supposition that 
Postumus and Indeed all, or at least most, of the 
protagonists In the so-called "Gallic Empire" were of 
specifically "Gallic" origin. The evidence Is largely 
conJectural and In the context of this Inquiry therefore 
somewhat circular: Postumus' reputed connections with the 
Batavi, for example, has undoubtedly been Influenced by 
23 the comparison with CivIlls. 
Although some slight evIdence? does exist to suggest a 
western, (but not excluslvely Gallic)-orlgln for several of 
the princi6al actors-in these events, this fact requires 
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no elaborate "Gallic separatist" explanation. Local 
recruitment was standard, and promotion through the ranks 
was common at this date, facilitated by exigencies which 
brought men of military background to the highest 
positions of command (Including, of course, emperor). 
Since military events had a high profile during these 
fourteen years, the advancement of men of western origin 
within the western provinces Is scarcely remarkable; still 
less so when we recall that the emperors based In Gaul did 
not have access to the rest of the empire In which to 
exeýlse their patronage. Therefore, even If we allow the 
Patr-La of all those who played a prominent role In these 
events to lie within the territory which supported 
Postumus' revolt, this does not suggest a deliberately 
separatist programme on their part, still less one based 
on some notional "Gallic" Identity. 24 
-. ý, -Another aspect of the Idea of a "Gallic Empire", lies In 
the'nature of the support the emperors enjoyed In Gaul. 
TheýHlstorla Augusta asserts that these emperors enjoyed 
the unqualified support of the "Gallic peoples", adding 
that these peoples were a troublesome and wayward lot who 
enJoyed-subvertIng the authority of Rome. This Is 
scarcely a testimony by which to-, put much store, not least 
because It belongs to a tradition compiled from a Roman 
perspective after the reunification of the empire. Once 
again this perspective relies heavlly, on the comparison 
with, events from other perlods: -not only those of two 
centuries before, but also those of a century later. 25 
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This Is not to deny that Postumus and those that succeeded 
him'enjoyed a considerable measure of popular support, 
though In practice there Is no way to Judge the extent of 
such support. The distribution of the Inscriptions which 
recognize the western emperors give an Indication of the 
geographical area over which these emperors held sway, but 
they do not tell us about the depth of the allegiance 
Involved, still less Its underlying motives. It Is likely 
that western provIncials saw In Postumus and his 
successors leaders who would satisfy their needs, above 
all the need for security, more fully than would other 
contenders elsewhere. This does not In any way suggest 
that these needs were perceived In terms of the creation 
of a separate, autonomous and territorially self-contained 
state. 26 
.A more significant flaw In the argument for a link 
between Gallic support and an explicitly "Gallic" 
separatism can be seen In the fact that support for these 
emperors was by no means coextensive with Gaul (even If, 
by this, one means the three Gauls'and the two Germanles). 
In the first place, at least parts of the provinces of 
Spain and Britain acknowledged Postumus, and while It Is 
true that Spain reverted to Claudius on (or about) the 
death of Postumus, Britain apparently remained loyal to 
Postumus' successors at least well Into Tetricus' reign. 
Furthermore, under Tetricus at least the western part of 
Narbonensis owed allegiance to him, while the eastern part 
of the same province remained loyal to the central 
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emperors. 27 In the second place, support was by no means 
even or constant within the Gallic region. Arguing from 
the lack of epigraphic evidence in certain areas cannot 
tell us much, but the revolt of the Aedul against 
Victorinus (in favour of Claudius) at least suggests that 
the western emperors could not count on the wholehearted 
allegiance of all tres Provinclae Galliae. It was only 
after a long siege by the Rhine army loyal to Victorlnus 
that Autun was compelled to return once more to his 
fold. 28 
All this not only makes It difficult to speak of a 
"Gallic Empire" ruled over by "Gallic emperors", but even 
undermines the notion of what has been termed "un Empire 
romain transpose aux lImItes terrltorlales de la Gaule", 
or, an "Empire romaln des Gaules". 29 Nor are there 
sufficient grounds to believe that Postumus Ilse consid6re 
comme Empereur des Gaules". 30 In such modern 
descriptions, the Ill-defined concepts of regional, local 
and "Gallic" Identity have become confused with the 
sentiments of patriotism If not actually of nationalism. 
,,, -, "Nationalism" Is, of course, an entirely anachronistic 
notion; but even "patrlotlsm",, was, essentlally-a rather 
localized affair In the Roman emplre,. as Is made 
abundantly clear, for Instance, In the nature of the 
Aeduan"revolt and Its subsequent reports In the Latin 
Paneavrics. 31- Even while accepting that the, concept of 
"nationalism" as such could not have affected the 
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attitudes of those who took part In these events, certain 
scholars have allowed something very like It to Infuse 
their own attitudes to these events. It Is perhaps more 
than a coincidence, therefore, that the scholars who have 
most strongly advocated the theory of a specifically 
"Gallic" separatism have tended to be those whose own 
origins lie within the territory of this supposedly 
distinct empire; In particular, support for this 
Interpretation has been suspiciously strong among French 
scholars. 32 One Is obliged to conclude that the notion of 
a specifically "Gallic" Sonderrelch Is In fact a modern 
Invention and that the entire Issue of "Gallicism" Is at 
best a distraction. 
111) The ev1dence for a separate, "Galllc senate" 
It has been suggested that, In order to facilitate the 
secession of the western provinces from the Roman empire, 
the western emperors set up a rival senate In Gaul, 
modelled on but totally Independent of that In Rome. The 
notion rests primarily upon the presence of the letters SC 
on-the bronze coinage of Postumus. These letters, -It 
Is 
argued, usually connote senatorial endorsement, of the 
Issues thus marked, but since Postumus' rule Itself never 
received the endorsement of the senate at Rome, they could 
hardly have sanctioned his bronze Issues. It follows that 
the letters SC on the bronze, coInage of Postumus must 
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refer Instead to the endorsement of a separate senate 
whIch he hImself had created ln Gaul. 
This theory, set out most forcefully by Alf8ldi, Is 
attractive for two reasons. First, It offers an 
expla nation for the set of ordinary (that Is eponymous) 
consuls, Including the western emperors themselves, who 
were recognized In the western provinces during these 
fourteen years and who, as the epigraphic record proves, 
were quite distinct from those registered In the official 
fastl at Rome. As the consulship normally Implied at 
least ex officio membership of the senate, and as there Is 
little reason to credit most of these "western" consuls 
with prior membership of the senate at Rome, It has been 
readily assumed that these same Individuals must belong to 
a separate senate convened by the western emperors In 
their new Gallic capital. Secondly, It reinforces the old 
-1 1 
constitutionalist dichotomy of legitimate emperor/usurper 
by assuming that the western emperors must have required 
the formal recognition of gL senate In default of that of 
the senate. 33 
-There can be no doubt, however, that the existence of 
such a "senate" Is no more than a'conJecture put forward 
to explain the facts outlined above; as an explanation It 
Is, both unlikely and unnecessary. The use of the letters 
SC, on the bronze coinage Is better explained as part of 
the, wholesale adoption'of the symbolism traditionally 
associated with Roman Imperial authority. Indeed the 
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connection between the letters SC and senatorial authority 
on the Imperial bronzes of any period Is doubtful. In 
this present context, at least, It is best understood In 
terms of the continuity In the symbolic representation of 
the period combined with the conservatism of the medium. 
Similarly, conformity to the normal Imperial pattern of 
the-period lies behind Postumus' appointment of himself 
and, a colleague as the ordinary consuls for January 261, 
for even the fact that this consulship was taken In 
absentia was not a violation of thlsýtradltlon_ Where 
Postumus' action differed from the--norm was that he had 
not first secured the recognition of-the, city of Rome 
where the fasti were kept.. The Inhabitants of the western 
provinces who accepted the authority,, -of Postumus and his 
successors as Iha emperor would, as a matter of course, 
have accepted the western emperors and. theIr nominees as 
the consuls. Postumus' arrogation of the ordinary 
consulship therefore quite naturally,. Inaugur. ated a rival 
dating system which was bound to, persIst, ofAts own 
momentum, as long as Postumus**. ImperIal, clalm, or that of 
his successors, remained undefeated and yet unrecognized 
at Rome., The'problem here Is-In fact one of our, own 
historical perspective, which Is far too legalistic and 
far, too Romanocentrlc: ýthe use of-SC on the bronze, 
coinage,. the rival set of1consuls and, indeed, al. 1 the other 
lesser anomalies of. thIs kind can, more,, sat_lsf. actorlly be 
explained by regarding them as anatural outcome of the, 
western emperors' exploitation of, Roman Imperial custom 
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if they had been recognized at Rome. There are certainly 
no substantial grounds for believing In the existence of a 
separate "western" senate as such. 34 
Iv) The evidence for deliberate political partition 
We have no hard evidence for the representation of a 
separatist programme nor for any specifically "Gallic" 
Identity In these events. This leaves us with the bare 
fact of the existence of the two sets of emperors 
recognized In different parts of the empire over the same 
period of time. During these fourteen years an uneasy 
military stand-off persisted between the western and the 
central emperors, apparently Interrupted only once when 
GaIllenus led a brief and Inconclusive campaign against 
Postumus, In the mid 260s, but was forced to withdraw, 
apparently due to his being seriously wounded. Neither 
the stand-off Itself nor the abrupt cessation of 
hostilities on the one occasion when they had broken out 
can be taken as evidence of any formal arrangement to 
partition the empire between the two parties directly. 
Rather, what we find Is a policy on both sides amounting to 
wary mutual containment: the stationing of Aureolus at 
Milan under Galllenus and of Placldlanus In'Narbonensls 
under Claudius and Aurelian exemplify this policy, as does 
Claudius' non-Interventlon In the Aeduan revolý. 35 There 
Is absolutely no evidence, such as we might expect to find 
on the coinage of one or other side, to suggest the kind 
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of mutual accommodatlon that had been reached between 
Septimlus and Albinus, or even the kind of unilateral 
recogn1tIon whlch Carauslus was later to apply to 
Dlocletlan and Maximlanus. 
There are, however, two other Indlvlduals wlth whom the 
western emperors may have come to an arrangement to 
partition the empire In such a way as to allow the 
devolution of the western provinces. According to one 
theory, coins with the legend ORIENS AVGG Issued by 
Regallan Imply that he had reached an understanding with 
Postumus whereby he himself would rule the eastern, half of 
the empire, leaving the western provinces for Postumus (to 
whom,. according to this hypothesls, -the second "G" of AVGG 
referred). The hypothesIs Is at best, fanclful and has 
been convincIngly demollshed. 36 
The other theoretical accomplice was GaIllenus' 
brilliant If unreliable general Aureolus, who according to 
the literary tradition was suspected of treachery prior to 
his eventual revolt at Milan. Whether this refers to 
Aureolus' half-hearted prosecution of the afore-mentloned 
campaign against Postumus, or even to a secret deal 
between the two at that time, there is Insufficient 
evidence to say. One thing, however, does now seem clear: 
when Aureolus finally did revolt In Milan at the end of 
GaIllenus' reign, he apparently Issued coinage In the name 
of Postumus. Even If we are to recognize In this act the 
outcome of some prearrangement between these two, such an 
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agreement does not particularly Imply territorial 
partition of the Roman empire. On the contrary, the 
strong Implication Is that Aureolus submitted himself and 
his troops to Postumus' authority and recognized him (In 
place of Galllenus) as sole ruler. The most likely 
explanation for this action, therefore, Is not some form 
of political partition, but a unilateral decision on the 
part of Aureolus to throw In his lot with Postumus as 
being his enemy's enemy. 37 
In point of fact, therefore, the evidence for such 
arrangements of political partition, Intended to effect a 
kind of western seccesslon, Is as flimsy as that for all 
the rest of the suppositions upon which the notion of 
separatism has been based., For what It Is worth, with the 
possible exception of the passage of'Eutroplus mentioned 
above, the literary sources lend little support to the 
Idea of a secessionist "Gallic empire". It Is perhaps 
better (for once) to accept the testimony of the Historla 
Augusta, for all that It stems from a hopeles's bias 
against GallIenus, that Postumus and his successors, far 
from being separatists, were actually adsertores'RomanL 
nominis. In so doing we are not obliged to regard 
Postumus as a saint who placed the good of the-Roman 
empire above his personal ambition; we'are obliged, 
however, to make serious adJustments to our'view of the 
context In which Postumus had to calculate how best to 
serve his personal ambItIon. 38 
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, Taking all the evidence together, therefore, It can be 
seen that the case for Gallic or western separatism does 
not stand up to scrutiny. The consequences of this 
conclusion for our Investigation of usurpation and 
legitimation In the mId-th1rd century are profound. 
5. c Beyond Separatism: Conventions of Legitimacy 
ý., For almost a decade and a half, a series of Individuals 
were able to assume the titles, Insignia and prerogatives 
appropriate to a Roman emperor. They Issued coinage, for 
all Intents and purposes corresponding, to the coinage 
produced previously In the Roman empire (even down to 
deliberate mimicking of previous types) and to that which 
continued to be produced elsewhere ln-the empire at this 
time. They were able to assume command of Roman legions, 
conduct wars and make peace, like any other emperor (and 
Indeed, more successfully than most In this period). They 
could appoint not only themselves but others to the highly 
prestigious consulship (and no doubt to many other 
Important posts and offices besides). In exercising this 
Imperial prerogative they succeeded In binding to 
themselves men who thereby had a vested Interest In 
. supporting their claims to the Imperial authority (the 
authority by which they had acquired that prerogative). 
In short, In every respect they exercised the authority of 
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a Roman emperor, but exclusively within an area of the 
western provinces without ever being recognized at Rome. 39 
During this same period other Individuals conducted 
themselves In much the same manner elsewhere In the 
empire, and of these, four In particular - GallIenus, 
Claudius, Quintillus and Aurelian - were recognized by the 
senate at Rome. The fact that different emperors were 
recognized In different parts of the Roman empire at the 
same time Is not In Itself problematic and requires no 
special explanation; Indeed It was commonplace In this 
period of frequent usurpation. The problems arise only 
with the duration of the division of loyalties between 
those who recognized the central emperors and those who 
gave their allegiance to the western emperors and with the 
apparent willingness by both parties to accept this de 
facto division. Since we have found that the separatist 
argument will not stand, the only alternative explanation 
Is one of pragmatism. 
We have already noted that, due to the Internal 
Insecurities and external military threats, the central 
emperors evidently considered that the risk Involved In 
marching against their western rivals was simply too 
great, preferring on the whole to concentrate on holding 
their precarious position In the rest of the empire while 
containing the potential menace that the western emperors 
posed without acknowledging their authority (above 5. b). 
A similar and reciprocal pragmatism must be credited to 
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Postumus and his successors. Not once during these years, 
as far as the evidence can testify, did any of the western 
emperors make a serious attempt to march on Rome In order 
to make good their claims. Postumus must have perceived 
the, risks Involved In a march on Rome as outweighing the 
reward. In choosing to remain In Gaul, he not only 
thought to defend the province against the raids of the 
transrhenane tribes, but to prevent himself being cut off 
In the rear by further coups like his own. For nine years 
his gambit paid off, and even on his death his comparative 
success In turn allowed his position to be taken up by 
others and perpetuated. It may be that for the later 
western emperors the situation had acquired a certain 
Inertia of Its own which must have acted as an additional 
deterrent to Invading Italy. 40 
In accepting this pragmatic Interpretation as the only 
alternative to the separatist explanation, we must 
recognize that It entails an apparent shift In 
perspective. Until Postumus' revolt In 260 It had always 
seemed more or less axiomatic that an Imperial contender 
would seek the recognition of Rome, by force of arms If 
necessary. For Postumus to have seen the situation 
differently Implies a highly significant shift In the 
balance between the risk and the reward Involved In 
marching on Rome. This might be because the risks were 
perceived to be higher, or the reward of less value, or 
both. Postumus' comparatively long-lived "success" not 
only In maintaining his political authority for many 
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years, but In appropriating explicitly Roman Imperial 
authority, apparently demonstrates that It was feasible at 
that time to rule a large area of the Roman empire, as a 
Roman emperor, without the recognition of the senate at 
Rome. 41 
The rejection of the separatist explanation leads us 
back to the wider Issues of legitimacy and usurpation with 
which we began (above, Chapter 1. b). If-Postumus and his 
successors were not attempting to set up an Independent 
empire, their pragmatism In Ignoring the verdict of Rome 
places the debate on the meaning of usurpation and 
legitimacy In the m1d-thlrd century In a very different 
light. In failing to take adequate account of this 
complex relationship between usurpation and legitimation, 
the conventional approach, with Its dichotomy between 
"legitimate emperors" and "usurpers" and Its strong 
caesura, obscures the significance of the third century In 
the overall development of Imperial authority. 
The overwhelming message of the numismatic and 
epigraphic evidence, a message that Is not contradicted by 
the literary sources, Is that legitimation In the 
mld-thlrd century could actually be meaningful without the 
recognition of the senate at Rome (or Indeed any other 
"senate"). That these emperors were able to maintain 
their claim to Roman Imperial authority for so long, 
without ever gaining political control of-Rome, was to 
have. cruclally Important repercussions for-the-future 
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development of Roman political power In Europe and the 
Medlterranean. 
More Importantly for the matter In hand, this situation 
has particularly significant Implications for the study of 
the symbolic representation of Roman Imperial authority. 
Postumus' assumption of the standard t1tulature 
appropriate to Roman Imperial authority, like his exercise 
of the prerogative to designate the consuls, and even the 
appearance of the mark SC on his bronze coinage, Indicates 
with great clarity that these symbols of his authority had 
a much looser correlation with Imperial power than a 
purely legalistic Interpretation allows for. Just as the 
SC on his bronze coinage had more to do with the "look" of 
Roman Imperial bronze coinage than with notions of 
senatorial endorsement, so the style "consul" or, "pontifex 
maxImus" had more to do with the symbolic Imagery of 
Imperial authority than with Individual offices. It was 
not that Postumus' rebellion, through a conscious break 
with, Rome, artificially created the circumstances In which 
this use of the symbolism became possible; It was rather 
that this facet of Imperial symbolism In the mid-thlrd 
i I", , 1, - 
century made It possible for Postumus "successfully" to 
adopt-such Roman Imperial symbolism iAthout reference to 
theýlphyslcal city of Rome, -'Its offlces'of`stateýor its 
, 42, senate. 
, The conventional way of viewing Roman Imperial authority 
is both too static and too strongly bound by narrowly 
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constitutionalist Interpretations. It concentrates on the 
literal and legalistic aspects, without taking adequate 
account of the context In which Imperial authority was 
operating at the time. In truth the usefulness of the 
dichotomy of legitimacy based upon the sole criterion of 
senatorial recognition is stretched beyond all credible 
. limits by the career of Postumus, and to a lesser degree 
also by those of certain other thlrd-century pretenders. 
If we are to make any, meanIngful progress In our 
comprehension of the mid-third century, we must find a 
quite different approach that does not rely upon this 
conventional dichotomy. It has become Increasingly clear 
that the Imperial contenders of the mid-third century 
cannot In any simple fashion be divided Into two distinct 
groups according to the ultimate "success" (however 
defined) of their ventures. We must recognize that It Is 
quite Impossible to treat the succession of usurpations In 
the mid-third century as a series of unconnected 
Incidents, springing from the'ambItIons of Individual 
candidates or any other such Idiosyncratic circumstance. 
We should see them rather as part of an Integral 
phenomenon. 
-, Several scholars deallng, wlth the complex Issues of, this 
period have recently attempted to Incorporate this 
understanding Into their approach. ý Unfortunately, these 
efforts have not been carried far-, enough. 43 Although the 
simplistic model suggested by,, the PrIncIpate/DomInate 
terminology has now been rejected by many, the Ideas 
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embedded In It continue to exercise a profound Influence. 
This Is partly due to the very real requirements of 
historical analysis. In order to make the past more 
accessible, historians have always divided It up Into 
temporal blocks. This periodization Is both natural and 
desirable, but there Is a price to pay: such temporal 
blocks are liable to become more or, less self-contained. 
Often this results In an exaggeration of the Internal 
uniformity accorded to each of the two periods on either 
side, of the divide and a corresponding minimalizatlon of 
the, continuity from one period to-the next. Though the 
presence of such a stark break In the history of the Roman 
empire at the point marked by the lacuna Is 
understandable, It Is also regrettable, since the effects 
of the "tunnel" and the caesura are mutually reinforcing, 
as we have seen. 
At the same time, the persistence of the old model Is 
partly due to a particularly persuasive kind of Inertia. 
Old patterns of perception die hard, and a declaration of 
Inadequacy Is rarely enough to finish them off. In spite 
of a general dissatisfaction with the limitations of the 
traditional approach, scholars of Roman history have 
seldom taken adequate account of the constraints Imposed 
on one's thinking by longstanding patterns of thought. 
Thus, among scholars writing In English the explicit use 
of, the terms "PrInclpate" and "Dominate" has outwardly 
lost ground In favour of the more neutral "Early Empire" 
and "Late Empire". To a great extent In practice, 
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11 
however, the change In terminology has merely masked how 
much the traditional sentiments have persisted. This 
persistence is more openly acknowledged In German 
scholarship, where the old terminology Is to a greater 
degree still current; similarly the traditional French 
terminology (le Haut-Empire, le Bas-Empire), while It Is 
prima facie no more than a simple perlodlzation, also 
remains Intrinsically loaded. While the underlying Ideas 
of the traditional approach remain essentially 
unchallenged, the shift In terminology (in recent 
English-speaking scholarship at least) has actually made 
It harder to bring about effective change In the attitudes 
people actually bring to bear on the subject. Once the 
cosmetic changes have become generally accepted, to press 
for a genuine change of attitude Is all the more difficult 
and can lead to charges of flogging a dead horse. The 
mechanism by which this Ironic mind game operates, 
together with Its academic Implications, wer 
,e 
pointed out 
by Arthur Koestler In his brief study "On Not Flogging 
Dead Horses". 44 The challenge before us Is, therefore, to 
find a way of analysing the political upheavals of the 




BREAKING THE MOULD: 
TRANSCENDING THE HISTORIOGRAPHICAL TRADITION 
Modern scholarship has not found It easy to accept the 
Implications of the essential parity of Postumus with any 
other Roman emperor who had seized power by force In this 
period, such as Valerlan or Aurelian. - Given the 
fundamental Importance of these Implications for the 
understanding of usurpation and legitimation In the third 
century, how can one account for this reticence? To 
answer this we must consider the nature of the 
historiographical tradition within which the history of 
Imperial Rome has been written, both by ancient and by 
modern writers. This chapter - examlnes'týe' relat-lonshIP 
between authority and legitimation: first (6a, 6b), 
according to the conventional view which has .c, 8nstralned 
the traditional hlstorlography*P secondly (6c), In the 
light of recent sociological research. 
6*a',., The Senatorial Viewpoint 
1-, ý, The conventional approach toRoman-Imperial. authorlty 
andýto. the, nature of, legitlmacy,., wlth-which the. 1-evidence 
we have been considering appears to be at odds, owes a 
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great deal to the values and bellefs expressed In the 
survlvIng Ilterary sources and to the ways In whIch these 
have been Incorporated Into the structure of western 
education over the last few centuries. Before we can hope 
to tackle the problems of Imperial authority In the third 
century we must, therefore, consider how It Is that this 
historiographical tradition came to take the form It has 
and what Its significance Is for our present undertaking. 
-I 
D- The senatorlal scheme of values 
The later writers whose accounts have formed the basis 
of our understanding of the third century, principally the 
Greek and Latin historians and chroniclers from Cassius 
Dio and Herodlan In the early third century through 
Aurelius Victor, Eutroplus and the author (if not authors) 
of the Infamous Historla Auausta In the fourth century to 
Zosimus and others later still, shared a surprisingly 
consistent outlook on the world they described. This was 
not simply because for the most part they came from 
reasonably similar social backgrounds, but because they 
were all writing within a given literary tradition.. This 
tradition consisted of works written by Individuals who 
either belonged to or Identified themselves-with the Roman 
senateop more significantly still, the readership at whom 
these works were addressed would have been drawn almost 
exclusively from this exact social stratum. The 
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prevailing view expressed In this tradition may therefore, 
for the sake of convenlence, be termed "senatorial". 1 
The viewpoint expressed In this senatorial tradition was 
redolent with judgements based on a tacitly assumed scheme 
of values, reflecting the prejudices and aspirations of 
the'empire's educated elite, which'influenced both the 
choice of subject matter and Its treatment. These values 
were articulated through a complex'skeln'of rhetoric. In 
origin this "rhetoric" was far-from disingenuous: an 
effective formulation of a particular set oUldeas rather 
than a mere cynical manipulation of words. Due to the the 
highly traditional educational'system, however, this 
outlook remained substantially'unaltered for centuries. 
As-the social structure of the Roman-emplre gradually 
changed, the rhetoric became Increasingly removed from the 
reality It was Intended to quallfy;, that: ls to say It 
became Increasingly rhetorIcaV1n-the'*colloqu1aI sense of 
the word. These values were, -Inseparably bound up with a 
conceptual Identity which we may, term the senatorial 
Ideals of Romanlty. This protean concept had, llttle to do 
with nationality$* rather 1t, expressed an attitude of mind 
and: a code of practice (derived ultimately from the, same 
roots as Cicero's conceptýof mos, malorum). --Theýldealsý'of 
Roman1ty could be'easlly, equatedýwith"clvlllzatlon" 
Itself (as defined by the wrlters`ýthemselves: -that Is from 
the perspective of the urban elltes of the Mediterranean 
heartland of the empire). The scheme of values that was 
perpetuated In this tradition had two determinant 
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characteristics: first, It was Inherently conservative, 
looking back to the past, sometimes to a distant, even 
seml-myth1cal past, for Its models; secondly, It regarded 
the Roman senate as the repository and Indeed the very 
embodiment of Its most cherished Ideals. 
The cultural elitism Implied In this rhetoric, which 
tended to disparage the contributions of outsiders 
(especially "uncouth northerners" and "degenerate 
easterners"), had continued and even Intensified as the 
empire had developed, a process which had occurred against 
the backdrop of an ever-increasing Influence of the 
peoples and cultures of the north and east over the 
centre. As the number of senators who came from the 
northern and eastern parts of the empire became 
proportionately more significant, the continuity In the 
senatorial rhetoric became more paradoxIcal. 2 The 
complexities of this problem owe a great deal to the way 
In which the provincial elites sought, to, gain local 
prestige within their own communities by associating 
themselves with the ruling Roman senatorial elite. This 
association encouraged the provincial elites to align 
their values with the senatorial Ideals of Romanity, and 
thereby allow the latter to stand for, the conceptual unity 
of, the empire. This provided a, powerful Incentive for the 
fostering and promotion of the senatorial rhetoric. 
3 
The Idea of "llberty" 
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,, The articulation of the senatorial viewpoint must be 
understood above all as an assertion of what the elite had 
always taken to be Its rightful place of pre-emInence In 
the political structure of the empire. This pervasive 
pattern of thought regarded the senate as the champlon, of 
two, cherlshed and concomitant Ideals, libertas and = 
Publica. Traditionally It had placed the highest premium 
uponýthe preservation of the auctoritas and dlqnltas of 
the senate as a corporate body by anathematizing dominatio 
by any Individual member. 4 Although It addressed Issues 
of safeguarding personal civic rIghts, and the public 
Interests, It had never been remotely egalitarian; often 
vociferously antl-monarchlcal, It was equally 
anti-democratIc. Its principal concern was the 
quintessentially aristocratic Issue of preserving the 
political and social standing of the elite, and the 
per , sonal freedom of action and privileges of Its members. 
5 
This perspective Is common to all the most Influential 
authors of the senatorial tradition from the republic on 
down, through the empIre. 6 Under the empire, however, It 
had required some significant adjustment. The disruption 
which, -the very existence of an emperor 
had caused to this 
Ideology had come to be contained by Incorporating. the new 
political reality within the rhetoric so as to preserve 
the,, self-esteem of the elite. This was effected In two 
waysýwhlch, though-seemlngly Incompatible, were often used 
simultaneously. Either the position of the emperor was - 
presented as dependent upon the authority of the senate, 
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thereby seeming to restrict his power within 
constitutional bounds, or the absolute power of the 
emperor was openly admitted, even while placing the 
greatest stress upon the emperor's deference to the 
senate. According to these two versions, an emperor who 
disregarded or offended the senate, or who was seen to 
depart from or subvert the senatorial Ideals, was acting 
either beyond his "legitimate competence" or simply In bad 
taste. In either case, the least palatable consequences 
of, Imperlal power could be denounced as the wicked foibles 
oUwayward Individual emperors, rather than demonstrations 
of the senate's weakness. 7 In the early empire an emperor 
who, acted thus was liable to have his rule branded with 
the name of "tyranny", a virtual antonym of "llberty". 8 
By presenting the "tyrant" as an aberration the 
senatorial rhetoric could plausibly embrace the 
"prIncipate" as a system In which the emperor was the 
leading senator whose civilitas In his dealings with the 
senate proved him to be the foremost champion of libertas 
and res PublicA. 9 Since these two Ideals were highly 
relative terms, there was no contradiction In presenting 
the reign of Augustus as the triumph of libertas when 
contrasted with the licentla In the period of civil war 
that preceded It. Similarly Tacitus could claim that 
Nerva had reconciled the previously Incompatible notions 
of libertas and P Incipatus, and emperors such as 
Antonlnus and Marcus could be admired for their defence of 
senatorial Ideals. 10 
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During the first three centuries of the Roman empire the 
senatorial monopoly of military commands was gradually 
eroded and an Increasingly large proportion of the senate 
ceased to have the military experience that had once been 
an Integral part of the senatorial career. 11 The divorce, 
which by the mld-third century was almost total, between 
the senatorial elite and an Increasingly professional (and 
eventually largely mercenary) army allowed the later 
senatorial writers to draw a stark dichotomy between- 
military and civilian that would have been meaningless, If 
not Impossible, earlier. Their complaints against the 
brutality and greed of the soldiery and the folly of 
emperors who encouraged It by giving large donatives were 
not without foundation., Nevertheless, "theIr growing 
distrust of the army and of military Intervention In the 
political arena must be understood In relation to the 
broader context of their outlook and their diminishing 
access to military power. 12 
-IID The Idea of "decllne" 
Across a wide spectrum of fields In antiquity, Including 
artistic, literary and educational as well as political 
matters, the retrospective nature of the senatorial 
outlook had always encouraged the presumption of a general 
state of decllne. 13 The writers of the later Imperial 
period, Imbued with the senatorial perspective, were 
filled with a morbid retrospection tinged with nostalgia; 
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they came to view the senate Itself as the last bastion of 
their beleaguered values against what was presented as the 
corruption of an ever less "civilized" (that Is less 
senatorial) Imperial despotism. The "decline" they 
perceived In the political field was measured almost 
exclusively In terms of the gradual erosion of the 
privileged status and political power of the senatorial 
eilte. The later senatorial writers explained the 
Ideological rift between emperor and senate which resulted 
from the Increasing dislocation of their own rhetoric from 
the social, political and military realities of the day by 
contrasting their own times with the past In terms of a 
"decline". One of the earliest examples of the 
articulation of this view, and also perhaps the most 
succinct and the most graphic, was expressed by Cassius 
Dlo. 14 
As the dislocation between the static rhetoric and the 
dynamic reality grew ever more substantial, the discourse 
was employed simultaneously to deny and to compensate for 
the-changlng actuality. One of-the. prlnclpal accusations 
levelled at the emperors of the latter., half of, the third 
century was that their appearance, and behaviour was out of 
keeping with the senatorial Ideals and thatabove all 
their treatment of the senate lacked the. necessary. degree 
of clvilitas. 15 By the time the writers of the later 
senatorial tradition came to look back at the plethora of 
Imperial claimants In the third century,, they had narrowed 
the1r, rhetorIcal formulation ofý-the distinction between 
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Princeps and tyrannus down to the single criterion of 
senatorial recognition as a reflection of Imperial- 
deference to the senate. 16 ý "". 1 1ý 
The values and prejudices Incorporated In the senatorial 
tradition have come to exercise an extraordinary Influence 
upon the conventional understanding of Roman Imperial 
history In our own day. They have affected our 
understanding of authority and legitimation and have 
encouraged a distorted view of the "decline and fall" of 
the Roman empire. In order to set aside the more harmful 
aspects of this Influence, we must briefly trace the 
course of this legacy. 
6. b Prejudice and Tradition In the Current Attitudes 
Prevailing In the Historiography of Imperial Rome 
The cultural and Intellectual context 
. -The blas of the senatorlal. vlewpolnt'has presented'us'ý' 
wlth historlographIcal problems-which, have beenýgreatly 
exacerbated through the heavy'rellance'traditionally 
placed-. upon the llterary-evidence In-, the, modern study, of' 
ancient history. At least until comparatlvelyrecently'ln 
the, tradltlonal structure of western education, the study 
oflanclent history has beený'regarded"as, ýa'subdlvlslon of-', 
the classlcso., hlstorical inquiry wasIntended, to-provIde a 
better understanding of the classical texts, rather than 
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the classical texts functioning as a tool of historical 
Inquiry. Although scholarship In recent decades has 
turned more often and with Increasing benefit to other 
types of evidence, the legacy of the text-based 
historiography remains decisive. At the same time the 
relationship between the modern historiographical 
tradition and the literary sources from antiquity must be 
seen as part of a highly complex cultural phenomenon, a 
vitally Important part of which Is the extraordinary 
fascination that the ancient world In general and Rome In 
particular have exercised over subsequent European and 
European-influenced cultures throughout the ages. 
., The generalized "Cult of Antiquity' which had arisen 
during the Renaissance gradually crystalized, under the 
constraints of the educational system, of-the following 
centuries, around a much narrower canon of works. The 
models of excellence, In art and Ilteratureo, -In philosophy 
and In politics, were drawn from what were regarded as the 
cultural apogees of, Greece and Rome., The Intertwining of 
these two concepts Is clearly reflected In the evolution 
of,. the terms "class1c(s)" and. Ilclasslcal. 11.17, The canon of 
works upon which the history of the Roman empire has very 
largely been based was not representative. Not only did 
lt.,, reflect the views of a small, If Influential, minority 
In the Roman world comprising, as we have seen, the 
limited social stratum of the empire's educated elite, but 
It also favoured earlier works over later. ones and works 
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whIch vlewed the Roman world from the centre over those 
which reflected a more provincial point of view. 
The view of the Roman empire which has predominated In 
the western educational establishment over most of the 
last few centuries has been to some degree moulded by 
wider cultural attitudes to the past. Steeped In the 
world of "classical" antiquity, the governing classes of 
Europe and Its colonles came to view themselves as the 
direct cultural and political heirs of the Roman ellte. 18 
Over the last few centuries the great preponderance of 
those who have studied or written about the Roman empire 
have belonged to a class similar to that of the ancient 
authors whose texts they have studied, and have therefore 
tended to share the cultural and political prejudices 
contained In these texts. The primacy of what we may 
Justifiably continue to term "senatorial" attitudes has 
constrained the development of modern polItIca I theory 
within rather narrowly "constitutionalist" bounds. As a 
result of the confluence of this view with the reliance 
upon the ancient senatorial sources, the historiographic 
tradition that has arisen on the political developments of 
the Roman empire, and In particular the role of the events 
of the third century within those developments, has 
suffered serlous dlstortion.,,,,, 
The ancient senatorial conception of political authority 
In terms of a debate between "tyranny" and, "Ilberty" has 
hadý'a profound effect,. not, onlyýupon, the modern 
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historiography of the Roman empire, but upon modern 
political thought In general. Notions of personal and 
political rights, and the Ideal of free men obedient to 
the law rather than to other men, have exercised a 
powerful and abiding Influence In the modern world. As In 
the ancient rhetoric, such Ideals were not regarded as 
pertaining to everyone: the meaning of the term "liberty" 
remained highly selective even as It has become 
fashionable among scholars and politicians alike over the 
last three hundred years. 19 Political power In general 
came to be seen In terms of the conventional perceptions 
of the classlcal, past, as a-struggle between "tyranny" and 
, 
"llberty". 20 In the English and French speaking worlds In 
particular, this reiteration of the ancient rhetoric 
encouraged a climate of opinion which amounted to a 
mistrust of executive power. 21 At-the same"'time, a 
divorce between civil and military power over theýlast few 
centuries, similar to that which developed under the Roman 
empire, has encouraged a distrust, of mllltary-lntervention 
In-polltlcal affairs among modern Western'-politlcal 
analysts similar to the prejudiced reaction found In', the 
later writers of antlqulty. 22 
"Llbertyl and "decllne* In the modern 
h1storlographical tradltlon 
Not surprisingly such a climate of, oplnlon has been 
carrIed over Into attItudes to the"Roman Imperlal past, 
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where It has reInforced the prejudlces'existlng In the 
ancient literary sources. Ideas of an aging empire, 
propped up by a rapacious and largely alien army, 
corrupted by "oriental" Influence and ripe for destruction 
by barbarian Invaders, have come to be commonplace among 
educated people today; the popular mythology, based partly 
on a legacy from the English Romantics of the nineteenth 
century, is even more lurid. Although both the ancient 
texts and the modern historiographical tradition have 
acknowledged the military achievements of the so-called 
"soldler-emperors", the situation which brought these same 
Individuals to the fore, that Is the situation that 
permitted what Is sometimes presented as the total 
"militarization" of the government, and more especially of 
Its chief executive, Is Inevitably abhorred as an element 
and a symptom of the political degeneracy of the Roman 
empire. 23 The conception that the Roman empire did 
eventually Ofallm, ever since It was first expounded In 
the Renaissance, has virtually demanded the existence of a 
period of "decline" leading up to this ultimate 
catastrophe. Although we have now begun to call Into 
question the perceptions of both a "decline" and a "fallu, 
In their traditional and straightforward senses, the 
weight of the tradition has rendered them difficult to 
remove. For too long the Roman empire has been held up as 
the ultimate proof of Lord Acton's overworked dictum, 
_ 
"power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts 
absolutely", Its udecline and fall" used as an example to 
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warn against the corrupting evil of despotism 
everywhere. 24 
The conventional approach to Imperial authority has thus 
become locked In a debate the language of which Is almost 
entirely Inherited from the ancient rhetoric of liberty. 
Nowhere is this debt more clearly shown than In the 
traditional approach to the history of. the third century. 
The legacy of these attitudes has shaped an 
historiographical tradition In which Roman Imperial power 
has been treated with a suspicion which could only be 
assuaged as long as the emperor's authority could be 
presented as constitutionally dependent upon the legal 
sanctions of the senate. The exercise of-the emperor's 
autocratic power without reference to the senate, could 
only be regarded as both an aberration and an abhorrence. 
When, from the end of the second century, such-"abuses" of 
Imperial authority became too common to be regarded as 
aberrant, and when, above all, from the middle of the 
third century the senate finally ceased to be In a 
political position to act as even a nominal constraint 
upon these excesses, the entire political system could be 
said to be In a state of degeneracy: the "crisis" was to 
be understood as a "catastrophe". In the conventional 
view of the modern historiographical tradition, therefore, 
the development of Roman Imperial authority Is represented 
as a degeneration from a morally Justified and "legally 
sanctioned" monarchy, for the most part led by responsible 
(that Is 'senatorial") emperors epitomized by AntonInus 
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Plus and Marcus Aurelius, to the "absolutist" monarchy of 
the late empire. This view Is Inextricably linked with 
the tendency to vlew the later h1story of the'Roman emplre 
largely In terms of the gradual decline and eventual 
25' disintegration of "classical civilization 
In practice the concept of decllneAs complex and 
subtle, Involving quantitative and qualitative dimensions, 
the assessment of which Is necessarily both relative and 
subJectlve. 26 In the Roman empire of the third and fourth 
centuries It is not possible to speak meaningfully of 
universal decline. Both geograph1cally, and across the 
spectrum of human activities such vague presumptions of 
decilne are as untenable as they are unhelpful. 
Furthermore, subjective value'Judgements about'decline 
have occasionally been applied from one field to another, 
Implying a parallel without supplying plausible causal. 
links. Such lrresponsible', cross-references,, partlcularly 
prevalent In soclo-polltlcal analyses of late Roman art; 
have done much to obscure-the significant developments of 
the, thlrd century. 27 
The conception of the Roman empire In-terms of a single' 
dominant society embracing "classical" culture has been 
another of the problematic legacies of this senatorial 
rhetoric. Even to speak of uRoman soclety", ls misleading: 
the Roman empire was not a tightly-knit homogeneous unit 
but a loose conglomerate of Interlocking_. social networks. 
Some of these networks may be labelled "Roman"-more 
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meaningfully than others. The conceptual unity of the 
empire was real enough,, built up through a variety of 
political, social, economic and cultural channels; but the 
relationship between this conceptual unity and something 
that can be Identified as "Romanu Is far from 
straightforward. Expressions like "the Romanlzation of 
the provinces" are unhelpful because they Imply a fixed 
quality "Roman" towards which the provInclals were 
gradually being won over. The reality was very much more 
complex. The periphery and the centre combined to form 
something entirely new, and did so not once but In a 
continual process of successive recombinations. The term 
"Romanu should not be taken as a constant: It meant quite 
different things to different people In different 
contexts. 28 
It Is clear that the historiographical tradition, with 
Its longstanding assimilation of the ancient rhetorical 
concepts of "Romanity", "liberty" and "decline", has 
failed to do Justice to the Interrelationship between 
Imperial authority and the processes of usurpation and 
legitimation under the Roman empire. The preservation of 
the ancient rhetoric has obscured the extent and the 
significance of the shifts In the political role of the 
elite, In the make-up and function of the senate and In 
the Importance of the city of Rome. It has thereby 
disguised the changes lnýthe social and political 
structure of the empire without reference to which the 
events of the third century are unintelligible. Above 
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all, the conventions of this tradition have perpetuated a 
narrowly constitutionalist approach to Imperial authority 
at Rome which has been especially problematic for our 
understanding of the political developments of the 
mId-thIrd century. 
At the heart of the matter lies a confused and, In every 
sense, partial understanding of the key concepts Involved: 
notably "power", "authority", "legitimacy" and 
uusurpation". In the essentially liberal traditions of 
western political thought there lurks a strong distrust of 
power (encapsulated by Acton's dictum). By limiting the 
scope of the term "powerm, this tradition has sought to 
deny the extensiveness of the phenomenon Itself; 
"authority" Is restricted to the "legitmate use of power", 
and the concept "legitimacy" Itself has been shrunk to the 
equivalent of ulegallty". A fundamental reappraisal of 
the meaning and Interrelation of these key concepts and 
their application to the field of Roman Imperial history 
Is long overdue. 
6. c A General Analysis of Political Authority and 
Legitimation: the Symbolics of Power 
Modern sociological research has been much concerned 
with the nature of power, authority and legitimation. The 
bibliography on this subject Is enormous; and here Is not 
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the place for a full and detailed analysis of the 
sociology of power. On the other hand, the Implications 
of this research are particularly germane to the subject 
of this thesis. The semantic configurations of the 
terminology Involved are both too controversial and too 
Inextricably Interwoven to allow the simplified 
definitions supplied by dictionaries to be more than a 
starting point. What follows, therefore, Is an 
exploration of the meaning of these central concepts. 29 
1) The sociology of power and authority 
At Its extreme, the suspicious view of power regards Its 
exercise as necessarily confrontational, and ends up by 
collapsing the concept "power" Into mere I'vIolence". 30 To 
be sociologically useful, the term "power" should be 
understood In a less hostile and at the same time far 
broader sense. There Is no need, for example, to restrict 
Its meaning to Intended action. In practice, (as Freud 
among others has demon strated) questions of 
Intentionality, whether on the part of an Instigator or a 
compiler, are far from clear-cut. This point has been 
overlooked, however, by most of those who deny the 
possibility of unintended power action. Following 
Bertrand Russell, Wrong argues against the concept of 
unintentional power: "Power relations would then become 
Identical with the entire subject matter of sociology as 
the study of how human action (Including beliefs and 
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emotions) Is generated, shaped and constrained by the 
structures and networks of social relations In which we 
are all of us enmeshed from birth. " Far from proving Its 
Intended point, however, this statement admirably 
surmnarlzes the pervasive and vital nature of power. 31 
The ubiquity, and even to some extent the desirability 
of power In social Interaction has long since been 
accepted by analysts with such contrasting views as 
Hobbes, Marx, Durkhel m, Weber and CollIngwood. 32 We can 
take this a stage further: social Interaction Is pervaded 
and animated by relationships of power In such a way that 
social order Itself Is structured through Interlocking 
networks of power relations. In social Interaction, the 
desire for order Is central. By "order" In this context I 
do not mean either "moral order" or "social control", but 
rather a more or less predictable pattern Involving the 
minimalizatlon of both fear and conflict: "Men need an 
order within which they can locate themselves, an order 
providing coherence, continuity and Justice. "33 The 
structuring and maintenance of social order Is dependent 
upon the networks of power relations and the patterns of 
behaviour they set up. In all societies, therefore, power 
Is perceived as being "the central order-related event". 34 
Put simply, power lies at the very centre of social 
existence. 
Though central, Indeed due to Its very centrallty, the 
concept of power Is far from easy to pin down; In Weber's 
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words, It Is "soclologIcally amorphous".: 35 Power operates 
In a variety of forms, which In any given situation are 
almost always found overlappIng and relnforclng one 
another. 36 Coercion (the use or threat of force) Is 
merely the most overt of such forms, and l1kewlse the 
least efficient. 37 Persuasion (which appeals to rational 
conviction) Is likewise Inefficient. To be truly 
efficient, a prerequisite of effective rule, the 
deployment of power primarily rests neither upon coercion 
nor upon rational conviction, but upon belief. Where this 
crucial fiduciary element In the operation of power Is 
predominant In a power relation, we may properly use the 
term "authorlty". 38 
Like other aspects of power, authority Is necessarily 
relational, existing as a pattern of behaviour between 
IndIvIduals or groups, and also hlerarchical, In that It 
operates between non-equals and In such a way as to 
reinforce the Inequality. 39 It must be stressed, however, 
that although authority relations are necessarily 
asymetrical, they must also simultaneously reveal some 
degree of reciprocity. As with any kind of power 
relation, the pyramidal structure of the power networks 
Inherent In authority relations operates constantly In 
both directions at once: even In cases of extreme 
Imbalance, such relations are always two-way. 40 
As the structure of society depends upon the order and 
hierarchy Inherent In power relations, the natural desire 
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for order ensures that people at all levels of society are 
predisposed to accept the necessity for authority and to 
attach the awe and, bellef that sustain authority to an 
Individual or Institution perceived as providing that 
order. 41 In this way, human beings engaged In social 
Interaction Intuitively seek to find a place within 
relations of authority for the sake of the order these 
relations provide: the will to be dominated Is as much 
part of the power matrix as the will to domInate. 42 
Social Interaction Is formulated In the first place 
according to normative power relations Internalized from 
birth. "Submission toýpower Is ... the earliest and most 
formative experience In human life. "43 Our earliest 
experiences of authority determines the model by means of 
which we are thenceforward able to recognize and respond 
to authority In a variety of other circumstances. The 
archetype of all authority Is thus the parent/child 
relationship. This provides us with a model which we 
retain throughout our lives: on which we may gradually 
modify In the light of subsequent experience, but which Is 
never wholly overturned. 44 
While various aspects of the Idea. of "liberty" have 
exercised strong appeal for some people at certain times, 
there Is always a strong social desire among human beings 
to live within the structures of authority relations, what 
Freud termed the search for the "father", which Is related 
to a desire to avold, the anxiety associated with choice 
and responslbllity. 45 Neither moral rectitude nor 
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legality nor rational conviction are Involved In the 
mechanism of authority at this level. The fiduciary 
nature of authority does not allow It to rely entirely, or 
even largely, on reasoned self-Interest: In such cases the 
relationship ceases to be Inherently authoritative. The 
mechanism of authority Is ultimately to be understood as a 
more or less automatic response to commands emanating from 
a source In which-the subJect has ultimate confIdence. 46 
In practice, therefore, the operation of authority owes 
more to habit and Imitation than to rationally based 
calculation. The constraints of habit are as real for 
those who command as for those who obey, for social order 
depends upon the recognition of an established way of 
doing things. 47 
Although It Is permissible to say that someone "has 
authority" or Is "In authority", this must be understood 
as a kind of shorthand. Strictly speaking, neither 
authority nor any other form of power can be possessed 
since, In a sociological context at least, these terms 
refer to relationships rather than commodities. Only the 
resources and symbols of power can be possessed. 48 The 
Innate human propensity to anthropomorphize power 
encourages the perception of political, social and 
religious power-actlons In terms of the Individuals who 
are seen to guide them. Yet this conceptuallzation is 
more than a convenient shorthand: It conveys a very real 
attitude of mind which Is none the less a distortion. 49 
Power Itself Is neither an Individual nor a resource: 
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"Resources are the media through which power Is excerclsed 
and the structures of domination reproduced. "50 It Is 
through the control of these resources that authority 
relations are formed and that the patterns which these 
relations continually reproduce are able to be translated 
Into durable social structures. The operation of 
political authority is best seen not as a series of 
Isolated Instances of command and response, but as a 
durable pattern of such Instances. 51 
11) The relationship between authority and the 
symbo)lcs of power 
We have noted that the operation of authority Is 
dependent upon belief, which Is not given Indiscriminately 
but Is governed by the model of authority internalized 
primarily In Infancy. The process of recognition Involved 
In the fiduciary response to authority Is based almost 
entirely upon symbolism. In practice all social 
Interaction Is dependent upon collective thought, which Is 
Itself not merely expressed by, but actually constituted 
In symbolic conduits such as language, mythology, ritual 
and art. 52 Our Internal model of authority thus consists 
of symbols, and It is largely to these symbols that we 
respond when we judge something to be authoritative. The 
symbolism Itself may thus be seen as a kind of resource 
through which authority operates; Indeed, It Is the most 
significant resource upon which authority relations 
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depend. Within relations of political authority, certain 
resources like wealth and armed force are liable to 
attrition as a result of deployment. Other resources 
which rely more on symbolism, such as prestige, are more 
complex, frequently being augmented rather than depleted 
In successful deployment. 53 The relationship between 
symbolism and authority Is reciprocal: authority Is 
dependent upon the use of symbols, while the successful 
exercise of authority reinforces the effectiveness of the 
symbolism. The symbolics of power, as we may term this 
kind of symbolism, are not mere "trappings", external to 
the mechanism of authority; they are an Integral part of 
the operation of authority, Inseparable from the 
"substance" of authority Itself. 54 
The accumulation and manifestation of significant 
symbols Is thus a vItal aspect of the malntenaýe of K 
authority relations; symbols can even be procured by the 
expenditure of other resources, such as physical effort 
and economic captial. The accumulated symbolic capital 
can then be translated Into power-action; this translation 
and the enhancement of the value of the symbolism 
resulting from Its successful outcome together form one of 
the most central mechanisms of authority. 55 Relations of 
political authority must therefore be understood to rely 
to a very real extent upon the perceptions of those 
subject to It. It Is through the constant articulation 
and the constant perception of symbols that the repetitive 
pattern constituting the relationship between ruler and 
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ruled In the polItIcal sphere Is transformed Into the 
capacity to rule. Where this process Is allowed to lapse, 
the network of relatlons through whIch authorlty Is 
exercised risks becoming atrophled. 56 This constant and 
repetItIve process Is what I understand by the term 
"legltlmatlon" 
The relationship between authority networks and social 
structure ensures that we Invest the symbolics of power 
with "meaning" which reaches beyond, and thus serves to 
Justify, the hierarchy Inherent In social Interaction. We 
can avoid the anxiety of Individual responsibility only If 
we Justify this by placing our trust In successively 
higher levels In the hierarchy. This dynamic of self- 
Justification, which is part of the parental archetype of 
authority, affects even the most powerful within the 
social power system. Social Integration Is only possible 
If those Involved at every level justify Its perpetuation 
by searching for meaning both within and beyond social 
structure. 57 In this way the authority relations In which 
we are Inextricably enmeshed as members of a social group 
are symbolically linked to a higher level of meaning. 
Ultimately these higher levels of meaning are represented 
In terms of ldeologlcal-bellef: that Is beliefs such as 
"the good of society", uthe rule of law" and uthe glory of 
God". 58 
Within the structure of this dynamic Imperative, human 
beings In a social system are apt to perceive a strong 
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relationship between order on the social level and order 
on a cosmic level. Indeed the Greek term cosmos applies 
equally to the structure of social order, Including 
government, and to the structure of the universe, In both 
the physical and metaphysical sense of the concept. Due 
to this relationship, political authority Is often seen as 
transcendent and even, In Durkhelm's phrase, as sacred. 
The perception of the Intimate link between social and 
cosmic power Is explored, often by means of conscious 
parallels, not only through effective government 
Institutions and legal systems, but also through religion, 
science, philosophy and history. 59 On the political 
level, It is through the perception of the symbolIcs of 
power that the essential link between the ruler and the 
transcendent order-related centre Is created and 
maintained. This link serves to demonstrate the 
relationship between authority and the higher levels of 
meaning, which In religious terms may be referred to as 
divine grace; that Is to say It Is, In the broadest sense 
of the term, charlsmatic. 60 
The symbolics of power do not, however, have a strlct 
correlation with meaning; their Interpretation Is In 
reality a further extension of their symbolic value, 
Itself requiring Interpretatlon. 61 For this reason the 
context In which the symbolism appears not only adds 
Information but actually provides an essential part of the 
Interpretative process. While the "text" could remain the 
same In a given symbolic action, such as a ceremony, an 
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alteration In context might radically shift the 
accompanying cycle of Interpretation and meaning. 
Symbolism Is thus Intimately bound up with a particular 
cultural context and Is to this extent culturally 
specific. Though the need for a symbolic structure within 
which authority can be located Is universal, the 
hermeneutIc relatlvlsm of symbollc representatlon ensures 
that the precise form of this structure varies from one 
culture to another and even, to some extent, within 
cultures. 62 For this reason authority must always relate 
to the traditions of the society In which It operates; 
however, such a relationship can amount to Inversion or 
even Inventlon. 63 In view of the Inevitability of both 
charismatic and traditional aspects of the symbolic 
representation of political authority, It Is better to 
regard tradition and charisma as essential Ingredients, 
rather than alternative forms, of the same phenomenon 
(even on a theoretical level, pac Weber). 64 
111) The process of legltlmatlon 
It Is now possible to relate this discussion to the 
central question of legitimation. The concept of 
"legitimacy" Is too easily accorded an absolute value. It 
has often been equated with legality, which Is unhelpful 
even though etymologically understandable. Since 
Institutions, such as a legal system, derive their 
authority through association with the central symbollcs 
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of power In the same way as Individuals do, the concept of 
legality must be seen as dependent upon the operation of 
authority, not the other way round. "Legality" must 
therefore be understood as a mode of representing 
authority, rather than a quality of authority Itself. 65 
It Is therefore better to use the concept In Its verbal 
sense: as "legitimation" and "legitimating", rather than 
as "legitimacy" and "legitimate". As we have noted, the 
term "legitimation" Is best understood In a pragmatic 
sense, as that ongoing process whereby the awe and belief 
necessary for authority to function are associated with 
Individuals or Institutions by means of symbolic 
representation. 
It Is not, however, that the symbolics of power In 
themselves confer authority In any absolute way. In cases 
of highly Institutionalized political authority, certain 
specific symbols may become Invested with such overriding 
Importance that the operation of the authority Is, for 
practical purposes, Impossible without them. In such 
cases, the process of legitimation naturally reflects 
this, Incorporating the necessary symbolism. These might 
be In the form of Insignia (a crown, a sceptre), dress 
(ceremonial robes), procedures (elections), ceremonies 
(inaugurations, coronations), titles (president, party 
chairman), claims (divine right, heredity), and many 
others besIdes. 66 The concept of "legitimacy" In respect 
of a title Is, In effect, a notion borrowed from the 
concept of Inheritance. The claim to legitimacy of a 
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sovereign's title may Indeed rest very largely on 
hereditary rights, but this will only be the case where 
heredity Is generally recognized as the overriding 
determinant In the symbolic representation of authority 
within a particular soclo-polItIcal context. In practice, 
however, even In predominantly Institutionalized settings, 
only part of the process of legitimation derives from such 
uformal" symbols. The complexity of power networks 
ensures that, even where authority has a clearly 
defined 
public dimension, the relations that sustain It 
simultaneously operate through more amorphous channels (In 
Weber's term); and this other "private" dimension of 
authority Is just as Important. The less 
Institutionalized the authority, the greater the scope for 
less "formal" aspects of legItImatIon. 67 The less 
concrete and formalized the modes of power-transference In 
a regime, the greater the symbolic Importance of the 
founder within the overall representation of political 
authority. 68 
Reference to some legal codification may or may not play 
a significant role In the process of legitimation; but It 
must be emphasized that even where It does have such a 
role, It Is as part of a much larger symbolic mode of 
representation. The most essential element In the , 
legitimation of political authority, and perhaps the only 
one that is universally Indispensable for the operation of 
authority, Is the perception of success. The fiduciary 
nature of authority relations requires the operation of 
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authority to be seen as a more or less consistent pattern 
of success. Prolonged failure will clearly undermine the 
efficacy of authority; and although Isolated Instances of 
failure are not In themselves crippling, for authority to 
function properly failure must be masked or blame 
apportioned elsewhere. It Is nevertheless the perception 
of success more than success Itself which Is the most 
vital element. 69 
The process of legitimation necessarily Involves a great 
variety of symbolism, the make-up of which rarely remains 
entirely static over long periods of time. Although the 
symbolism reflects the needs of society as a whole, those 
with the greatest access to power In a given social 
structure have the greatest Influence upon the prevalent 
representation of authority. For this reason, the 
representation of authority will naturally respond to, 
changes brought about In the power relations within the 
soclo-polItIcal structure. Such changes occur as a result 
of shifts In the distribution of power resources due to 
alterations In economic, demographic, social, political or 
military circumstances. However, because of the 
Inherently traditional nature of symbolism, the changes In 
the symbolic construction will always lag behind changes 
In the socio-political structure, and may serve to obscure 
them. Indeed this Is precisely their value In such 
circumstances, whether or not It Is consciously so 
employed. 70 
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Since the acceptance of authority Is located In 
perceptions, It cannot be Imposed, It can only be 
orchestrated, from above. Furthermore, this orchestration 
can operate effectively only where It Is addressed to the 
deep-seated needs and desires and to the modes of 
perception that prevail In the social structure within 
which It operates. An Illuminating parallel may be drawn 
with radio transmission, where clearly messages can only 
be successfully broadcast on a wavelength which the public 
are tuned In to. For this reason It Is mistaken to talk 
In terms of the "creation" of such bellefs. 71 The process 
of orchestrating the beliefs necessary for the maintenance 
and reinforcement of authority may be carried on at many 
levels (Including the unconscious) and with varying 
degrees of sophistication. 72 This does not require us to 
view Ideology as simply a cynical and fraudulent 
manipulation of Ideas and emotions: for the process of 
legitimation more usually Involves an orchestration In 
which both the powerful and the power-subjects possess a 
genuine will to believe and partlclpate. 73. 
None of the above discussion of legitimation precludes 
the occurrence of an abrupt change of leadership, 
regardless of how this might be-brought about. On the 
contrary, It helps to explain the comparative ease with 
which essentially the same channels of legitimation as 
were employed for an,,, Indivldual whose authority was 
established may be-redirected towards a successor or a 
challenger. This process of transition Is not always a 
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simple or smooth affair. The attempt to appropriate the 
symbolics of power may readily Involve the use of force, 
or at least of some kind of overt display of coercion. In 
such circumstances we tend to speak of "usurpation". 
lv) Usurpation 
According to the M, the term "usurpation" should be 
understood to mean the "unlawful or forcible seizure or 
occupation of a throne, sovereign power, etc. " All too 
often, however, the term "usurperu Is employed as a 
synonym of "Illegitimate [in the sense of wrongful or 
unlawful] ruler". This conflatlon Is problematic 
precisely to the extent that the term "Illegitimate" Is 
open to such varying Interpretations; but It has come to 
be Increasingly acceptable, since we live In a society 
where the use of force for political ends Is generally 
regarded as suspect and easily equated with Illegality. 
Indeed such a definition of usurpation, as we have already 
noted, begs the Issues In the Roman empire of the third 
century, much as It does In Cromwell's Commonwealth or In 
modern Latin America. In order to tackle the phenomenon 
of usurpation In the Roman empire of the third century, It 
Is best to restrict the use of the term to Instances of 
"forcible seizure" of political power, that Is the 
arrogation of the symbolics of power through the use of 
armed force, Irrespective of contemporary or modern 
notions of the "legality" of such acts. 74 
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Summary 
Both power and authority, which Is a special Instance of 
power relying primarily upon trust, function within 
relationships which form part of the constructive matrix 
upon which social order depends. Authority depends upon 
the response, often subliminal or habitual, to a nexus of 
symbols recognized are within any cultural setting as 
"powerful"; In general this Involves an element of both 
transcendence and tradition (even If the tradition Is 
"Invented"). To be effective, political authority 
relationships depend upon the constant articulation and 
reaffirmation of the link between an Individual and the 
symbolics of power: legitimation is thus to be understood 
as an on-going process rather than as an Initial 
assertion. In certain political contexts one may speak 
loosely of "legitimate accession" due to the symbolic 
weight placed upon certain criteria (such as legal or 
religious ratification, heredity and so forth); but even 
In such cases the confusion between "legitimacy" and 
"legality" Is misleadingby, for legitimation continues to 
be a reiterative and ceaseless process. In other 
contexts, and the Roman empire Is a case In point, such 
Initial criteria are far outweighed by other aspects of 
the symbolism In response to which authority relations 
function. In view of the difficulties Inherent In the 
Interpretation of "legitimacy" as an absolute, the term 
cannot meaningfully be employed as part of the definition 
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of "usurpation"; Instead we must restrict the latter to 
Instances of the seizure of power Involving a substantial 
measure or show of mllitary force. 
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CHAPTER 7 
USURPATION AND LEGITIMATION IN THE MID-THIRD CENTURY: 
THE LEGACY OF AUGUSTUS 
7. a Assessing the Situation 
We must begin this final chapter by taking stock of the 
situation as It now stands. I set out originally to take 
a fresh look at the political upheavals In the mld-third 
century and to shed some light on the development of 
Imperial authority In this period. I wished to determine 
what validity there was In the almost universally accepted 
notion of a rupture In the constitutional development of 
the empire, a mId-thIrd century "caesura", formerly 
expressed In terms of the abrupt transformation from 
"PrIncipate" to "Dominate". 
The first problem with which this endeavour was 
confronted was to determine what evidence was available to 
penetrate the gloom of the mld-thlrd century, an 
historical "tunnel" for which lack of reliable sources Is 
a conspicuous feature. The evidence supplied by the 
contemporary coins, Inscriptions and papyri, though not 
without Its difficulties, provided the means to analyse 
the broad outlines of the symbolic representation of 
Imperial authority In some of the key reigns of the 
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period. The same Information opened the way to the 
exploration of two further questions of key Interest with 
regard to the political developments of this period. 
First, how helpful Is the application of the conventional 
dichotomy between "legitimate emperors" and "usurpers" to 
the Imperial contenders of this period? Secondly, can the 
anomalies which the career of Postumus, and to a lesser 
extent those of his successors, presented to this 
dichotomy be explained away by reference to "western 
separatism"? Our strongly negative answer to the second 
of these questions obliged us to reconsider the 
relationship between legitimacy and usurpation Implied In 
the first. 
In order to do this effectively, we had first to 
consider the reasons for the prevalence of the 
conventional dichotomy and the Ideas that sustained It. 
This Involved a review of the historiographical tradition 
which has encouraged a narrowly constitutionalist view of 
political power on the one hand and a view of the 
political (and cultural) developments of the Roman empire 
as a catalogue of decline on the other. Together with the 
paucity of evidence which Is the historical "tunnelu, 
these Ideas helped to sustain the notion of a 
third-century caesura which became enshrined In the 
historiographical tradition and preserved by the Inertia 
of that tradition In spite of efforts to question Its 
validity. By returning to the basic concepts upon which 
any analysis of, polltlcal authority must be founded and 
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conducting a fundamental review of their nature and 
Interrelation, I have been able to demonstrate that the 
symbolIcs of power are Integral to the operation of 
authority and that the legitimation of political power Is 
always a process, operating through symbolic 
representalon, and that legal codification must be 
understood as a part of this wider on-golng process. 
We are now In a position to apply these findings to the 
particular situation of the Roman empire, to Investigate 
the proper relationship of Imperial authority to the 
symbolic representation found there. In this way It will 
be possible to tackle the problem of the political 
"caesura" of the mld-thlrd century and to determine what 
the symbolic representation of Imperial authority In that 
period can tell us about political continuity In the 
Roman empire. 
7. b The Legitimation of Authority In the Roman Empire: 
The Legacy of Augustus 
Applying the foregoing analysis to the situation In the 
mid-third century of the Roman empire we can appreciate 
the full significance of the symbolic representations 
which we have surveyed In the previous chapters and better 
understand the true relationship between them and the 
formal recognition by the senate. Far from being the acid 
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test of "legitimate authority" In the Roman empire, 
senatorial recognition Is but one functional part of the 
process of legitimation (albeit one that was for some time 
of great Importance). For our understanding of the 
political developments In the third century to benefit 
fully from these Insights, we must first consider them In 
respect of the empire as a whole; Indeed we must begin at 
the beginning with the situation that confronted the Roman 
world after the battle of Actium. 
Legality and ambiguity In the foundation of the 
empire 
During the civil wars that dominated the last century of 
the Roman republic, the senate as a corporate body had 
perforce relinquished much of Its authority to a 
succession of Its most powerful members. The last and 
most powerful of these was Julius Caesar's heir and the 
ultimate victor from a series of bloody civil wars 
culminating In the battle of Actium: the names by which 
the future emperor Augustus styled himself, Imperator 
Caesar divi fillus, clearly reveal the symbolic basis of 
the young usurper's power. 1 Hope for the restoration of 
peace and stability was universally acknowledged to rest 
with this man. His newly established order could only be 
effective or lasting If accompanied by a return to a 
situation recognizable as political "normality"; and 
therefore, to consolidate his position, the young 
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Imperator- needed to present his power In a way which drew 
upon recognized traditions, rather than subverted them. 
At Rome this Implied the reconciliation of his position of 
Indisputable and overwhelming pre-emInence with the 
tradltlons of the senatorlal rhetorla. 2 
What resulted was Indisputably an absolute monarchy, but 
one that was represented ambiguously enough to avoid the 
more damaging associations that monarchy held at Rome. 
But we must remember that monarchy held more positive 
connotations elsewhere In the empire, especially In the 
Hellenistic east. That Actium had Irrevocably changed the 
Roman world was recognized emplre-wide, even at Rome 
Itself. The universal acknowledgement of the power and 
the novelty of the victor's position was spontaneous, 
Immediate and unequIvocal. 3 In effect what the senate did 
was to acknowledge thIs fact. 
Augustus was shrewd, and he was able to exploit the 
ambiguities Inherent In political power to his great 
advantage; but he was not disingenuous In his dealings 
with the senate. The formal legalities which Augustus 
arrived at as a result of these dealings codified a 
complex collection of disparate powers which were later 
modified, reproduced and added to for successive 
emperors. 4 These legal clarifications were far from being 
empty charades. They were clearly of great Importance to 
the empire's elite, which Included not only Augustus 
himself but also those whose accounts represent our 
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literary sources; the views of such an Important sector of 
society could not be Ignored then and cannot lightly be 
dismissed now. Their value, however, Just like that of 
the potent symbolism of res Publica restituta which In 
some senses they embody, Is to be seen not In any absolute 
notion of constitutional law but as part of a w1der 
symbolic justification of Imperial power. Dlo, and many 
since him, have spoken, of "the semblance of legality" with 
which Augustus cloaked his powert but surely this misses 
the central point. With regard to political authority, 
"legality" LM a semblance, In the sense that It Is a 
construction placed upon obedience to authorlty. 5 
The legal construction of Roman Imperial authority was, 
as In all political systems, but one aspect of a broad 
symbolic process: sl rather than Jh_Q mechanism through 
which authority was legitimated. In the context of the 
Roman empire, however, to speak of "legitimacy", as 
opposed to a process of legitimation, Is especially 
misleading. This was as much a difficulty for the ancient 
commentators as for historians today: the concepts 
Princeps and lealtlmus were apparently never Juxtaposed 
until, at the end of fourth century, they appear thus In 
Ammlanus; even then the sense Is negative and applied only 
to a fourth-century context. This suggests that the 
juxtaposition held little meaning until that date. 6 The 
reason for this Is that, to a far greater degree than In 
most political systems, Augustus was able to maintain and 
legitimate his authority without sacrificing, Indeed while 
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continually enhancing, the ambiguity which was precisely 
Its main strength. In this way his authority vastly 
exceeded anything quantifiable In law. He himself 
maintained that while he excelled others In his 
auctorItSAM, his Individual "powers" had been 
constitutionally entrusted to him by his fellow senators 
and the people of Rome, as to any ordinary magistrate. 
This classic understatement carefully refrains from 
revealing both the accumulation of such "powers" Involved 
and by how much his authority exceeded the sum of their 
Individual capacitles. 7 
11) The political legacy of Augustus 
Augustus** position was essentially a paradoxical one 
which left a legacy of ambiguity for all the emperors who 
were to come after him. The emperor was Primus Inter 
Pares (a paradox In Itself); a citizen, a senator and a 
magistrate, and yet an absolute monarch whose word was law 
and who retained an almost complete monopoly over the 
access to military power; he was the empire's (and the 
senatels) lord and master, though he could also present 
himself as the servant of the state; he was a mortal, but 
was also the son of a god and himself dIvIne. 8 
As a direct result of the fundamental ambiguity In the 
position of the emperor, rulership In the Roman empire was 
never properly Institutionalized. Imperial authority 
remained peculiarly personal, so that the creation of a 
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governmental and administrative apparatus to meet the 
needs of Imperial rule was both minimal and gradual. 9 The 
distinction between the emperor's "private" power and his 
"public", "governmental" or "official" power (which some 
have equated with "formally bestowed authorlty"), ýa 
distinction of dubious value In any theatre of power, Is 
therefore particularly Inadequate with regard to Roman 
Imperial authority. This point more than Justifies our 
reJectIon of the conventional distinctions between 
"official" and "unofficial" In this context. 10 
The most significant drawback of this deliberate lack of 
Institutionalization, as Tacitus so acutely observed, lay 
In the matter of succession. In the Roman empire, even 
down to the Byzantine era, no overriding prescriptive mode 
of succession was ever formalized: there was In effect "no 
constitutional procedure for choosing an emperor". 11 Nor 
was the position of the Roman emperor clarified by the use 
of specific concrete regalia, such as, a crown or a throne, 
the Intrinsic value of which would permit their possession 
to be generally recognized as determinative In conferring 
authority. Moreover, there was no specific and decisive 
ceremonial Inauguration, such as a coronation, that could 
be recognized as normative until at least the second half 
of fifth century. 12 
Even In the case of t1tulature the ambiguity precluded 
precision: no single designation, In Latin or Greek, 
answers to what we mean by the term "emperor" today. Our 
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modern terminology (emperor, empereur, Kaiser, prince, 
principe), derived from the ancient titles that formed 
part of the representation of Imperial authority, Is 
anachronistic In that It has become Inevitably Imbued with 
associations derived from the application of these terms 
to the more formalized Institutions of medieval and modern 
monarchies. The title which most exactly Indicates the 
position of the Roman emperor, then as now, Is Augustus 
(Sebastos). Octavian, aware of the potential power of 
such symbolism, chose the title with care. It was 
perfectly suited to the ambiguities of Roman Imperial 
authority: In origin Indicating something more than human 
and semantically linked to auctoritas, the title had no 
prior history and thus was open to any Interpretation, 
Including Immeasurable power. 13 
The ambiguity In the title "Augustus" allowed the 
emperor to be all things to all men; and to people of 
different outlooks, In different parts of the empire and 
at various times he was perceived very differently. What 
It most clearly came to signify, and certainly what It 
meant by the third century when It was the most pregnant 
and most Indispenslble of all the Imperial titles, was 
"successor to the position of Augustus", or perhaps even 
more accurately "successor In the line of AugustP. 14 
Imperial authority could only be represented as a kind of 
Imitatio Auqustl,, and thus the fundamental ambiguity In 
the authority of Augustus was perpetuated, Its 
representation serving as a paradigm. Roman Imperial 
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authority, whether In the third century or the first, Is 
thus Intelligible only with reference to the symbolic 
representation of the authority of Augustus. 15 
The range of possible symbolic meanings In the 
representation of Augustus' authority defies discrete 
categorization. However, there are three accents within 
this range which stand out among the rest. Each of these 
can be associated with one of the other three titles which 
the founder of the empire favoured above the many he bore, 
and understandably, therefore, the same three from which 
our modern terminology derives: Princeps, Caesar and 
Imperator. 
The title "Princeps" symbolized that aspect of the 
emperor's authority that was most "senatorial", without 
Itself having any legal force. In his own Res Gestae 
Augustus repeatedly laid great stress on the Idea that his 
extraordinary (and largely extra-legal) position was not 
Incompatible with the Ideology of the senate, of which he 
himself was the principal member (Princeps senatus). He 
could thus justly say that he had refused all titles and 
honours that went beyond these bounds (even when such 
modes of representation were urged upon him by the senate 
and people). 16 
The title Caesar symbolized above all the hereditary 
aspects of Imperial authority. The history of the empire 
shows that a very potent aspect of legitimation was the 
concept of heredity, especially among the army and In the 
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east where hereditary descent had long been an accepted 
principle of monarchical succession. It has been acutely 
observed that "No Emperor who had a son living was ever 
peacefully succeeded by anyone else. " On the other hand 
the great majority of emperors left no living sons, and 
even In cases where a son survived, It was no guarantee of 
success In his bid to follow In his father's place. 17 In 
practice It would be better to speak of the representation 
of hereditary connections with a former emperor, rather 
than heredity as such, for there was no need for actual 
blood ties. As a form of symbolic heredity, adoption was 
regularly employed. Moreover, the representation of 
heredity, Including adoption, could also be Invented: 
Hadrian possibly and Septimius Severus quite certainly 
pursued this option. On a more fundamental level, the 
title Caesar Implied the continuity of a symbolic lineage 
for the reigning emperor back to Augustus and Indeed 
beyond back through the gens Iulll to Venus GenetrIx. 18 
The most significant title In the representation of 
Imperial authority, besides the title "Augustus" Itself, 
was Imperator: a title which symbolized the significance 
of the emperor's role as commander-In-chlef of the Roman 
armles, the outstanding Importance of the loyal support of 
the military and the central place of victory within the 
symbolism. Although It Is sometimes suggested that 
Augustus played down the military aspect of his power, the 
fact remains that he made no secret of the fact that 
military power had enabled him to rise to his position of 
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pre-emInence In the first place. Furthermore, both for 
Augustus and his successors the emperor's role as supreme 
commander of the armies remained central to the symbolic 
representation of his authority (as also with Hellenistic 
royal symbolism). Augustus himself recognized the 
symbolic value of the title Imperator, not only In his 
acceptance and promulgation of the multiple salutations 
he received on account of Indlvldual-victories, but also 
In his assumption of the Praenomen Imperatorls. Indeed 
the distinction gained so much Importance as an Imperial 
symbol that It became strictly an Imperial monopoly: when 
Tiberius allowed Blaesus to be halled Imperator by his 
troops In AD 22, this marked the very last occasion on 
which It was granted a commoner. Because of this 
monopoly, such acclamatIons came to amount to a claim or a 
challenge to Imperial authority. 19 
111) Legitimation and the Augustan paradigm 
We may now consider In more detail the relationship 
between the legitimation by reference to the symbolic 
representation of the emperor as Imperator and the 
emperor's legal ratification, which by the reign of 
Vespaslan at the latest had taken the form of a single 
all-embraclng decree of the senate. Not only was the 
acclamation by the troops (or Initially by some 
significant army group such as the praetorlan guards) 
often prior to the senatorial enactment In the 
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legitimation process, but It actually took precedence over 
the "legal" aspects within the representation. Throughout 
the history of the Roman empire, emperors tended to reckon 
their regnal anniversaries from the date of their military 
acclamations. Claudius I, Nero, Vespaslan, Hadrian, 
Septimius, Didius Jullanus, Macrinus and Elagabalus all 
assumed full Imperial control, as well as full Imperial 
t1tulature, on the acclamation of the troops, and dated 
their reigns from that event. What they demanded 
subsequently from the senate was merely confirmation of a 
falt accompli. 20 Here, as In so much else, the Roman 
emperors were merely following the precedent set by their 
paradigm. An emperor who had established himself at Rome 
through military might In civil war and with the support 
of his troops, as Augustus had done, could command the 
senate to recognize his authority and to outlaw any 
usurpers who rose against him. The word of the senate 
might appear authoritative In cases where the "outlaw" was 
defeated; but In other cases, such as those of Septlmlus 
Severus and Valerlan, the very man the senators had so 
lately condemned was before long requiring and receiving 
their retrospective recognItIon: 21 
Treason doth never prosper, what's the reason? 
For If It prosper none dare call It treason. 
Attempting to accommodate these facts within the 
conventional scheme, Mommsen postulated that the soldiers 
had a constitutional right to elect the emperor. This 
Idea has attracted much criticism, on the grounds that 
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from a purely constitutionalist point of view It borders 
on self-contradiction, and It has now generally been 
abandoned. Indeed not long ago one eminent scholar was 
able to refer to thIsAdea as "Mommsen's aberration". 22 
It seems to me, however, that both Mommsen and his critics 
suffer from an obsessive concentration upon supposedly 
"constitutional" rights to the point where the real 
workings of Imperial authority within the power structure 
of the empire and the Importance of symbolic aspects of 
legitimation, Including military acclamation, become 
largely obscured. 
The political legacy of Augustus was Inherently unstable 
and therefore placed a particularly high premium on 
loyalty. Three examples will serve to show how the 
symbolic representation combined with Imperial policies to 
provide a focus for the fostering of this loyalty. First 
there was the representation of the emperor as supreme 
benefactor, both In tangible ways, such as municipal and 
religious building programmes and the giving of games and 
In Intangible ways, such'as the "enjoyable gift of 
peace". 23 Secondly, there were Imperial ceremonial 
pag+ts, such as those of adventus, Processus and the 
triumph. 24 Thirdly, and most Importantly, there was the 
focus of loyalty provided by the Imperial cult. 25 The 
loyalty that counted most was that of those whose support 
was crucial to maintain order and stability - the 
administrative elite and the army (the make-up of both of 
which altered over time). Were this support to waver, 
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there was no purely constitutional Justification of an 
emperor's claim over any rival that might arise. 
Protestations of loyalty In every form were therefore of 
paramount Importance and received great emphasis. 26 
The primacy of the Augustan paradigm and the ambiguity 
It Involved ensured that usurpation remained a constant 
feature of the empire. In a straightforward sense, an 
Individual could make himself emperor simply through 
military victory and military acclamation. Throughout the 
duration of the Roman empire, by far the most common form 
of succession was usurpation, whether as a revolt against 
an established emperor or the seizing of the reins of 
power on the death of the former emperor. The history of 
the third century Is only comprehensible If we understand 
that the empire Itself began with usurpation, that 
usurpation was built Into the paradigm and that whatever 
means of legitimation were available Its shadow could not 
be expunged. It may even be helpful, therefore, to view 
Roman "emperors" as "successful usurpers" rather than to 
speak of "usurpers" as "failed" would-be emperors. 
In this way the emperor's command of his soldiers' 
loyalty and his victoriousness, both of which were 
constantly reiterated, remained central elements In the 
legitimation of Imperial authority. By themselves, 
however, these elements were not sufficient for 
legitimation, any more than the representations based upon 
legal standing or those based upon heredltly could be. 
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Through and beyond all three of these elements, the 
legitimation of Imperial authority required the constant 
evocation of a symbolic pattern relating back to the 
Augustan paradigm. 
Augustus had been careful not to present himself merely 
as a Hellenistic king or merely as a Roman magistrate. 
Instead he had amassed a range of disparate elements, some 
(but by no means all) of them codified In law; and beyond 
these he had drawn upon a wealth of resonant symbolic 
Imagery (including some which related to Hellenistic 
kingship and others rooted In Roman military and cultural 
aspirations, Roman law, religion and myth) and had 
recombined them Into something entirely new. Effectively 
what Augustus had achieved was to Invent a tradition (one 
of great power and endurance) made up of disparate 
elements and combined In such a way that the only 
linch-pln holding them all together was Augustus himself. 
The Imperial Ideology of lmltatlo Augustl thereafter 
consisted In the constant evocation and constant 
relnterpretatlon of thls tradltlon ln the gradually 
changing circumstances In which Imperial power operated 
over the centuries. 
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7. c The Changing Context of Imperial Authority 
and Usurpatlon 
Since political authority cannot meaningfully be 
analysed solely In terms of legal structures or the 
actions of the ruler, but must also take Into account the 
perceptions, expectations and beliefs of the ruled, we 
must forgo the search for clear-cut definitions of the 
"principateO and the "dominate" and consider Instead the 
symbolic structures that sustained the regime and the 
belief system that underlay It. We should therefore 
reconsider the symbolic representation of Imperial 
authority In the mid-thIrd century In the light of what we 
have learned from the previous two sections. Before we 
can do so, however, we should note how the context In 
which Imperial authority was exercised had altered 
considerably by the third century from that In which 
Augustus had established his supremacy. 
1) Shifts In the strategic balance of the empire and 
the Imperial response 
The most crucial alteration was the decided shift In the 
strategic balance of the empire. From the perspective of 
Rome, the northern frontier from Hadrian's wall to the 
Black Sea had always been the most threatening; for this 
reason the best part of Rome's armies, both numerically 
and qualitatively, were stationed along this frontier. 
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The overthrow of the Parthian empire In the 220's by the 
bellicose and avowedly expansionist Sassanian Persians 
drastically and Irreversibly altered the delicate 
strategic balance of the empire, requiring a greater 
proportion of Rome's military resources In the east. At 
roughly the same time, for reasons that are still 
Imperfectly understood, the tribes beyond the Rhine and 
Danube began to come together Into larger confederations 
which, though loosely bound, were often militarily 
effective (notably the Alamanni and the Franks); similarly 
the Goths and other East German tribes began to exert 
pressure on the Balkans. Whatever the exact details of 
what Luttwak has termed "defence In depth", there was 
clearly a shift from an essentially offensive strategy to 
one that was essentially defensive. 27 
From the late second century onward, as the external 
pressure grew perceptibly less containable, popular 
expectations grew for the emperor to take charge of the 
military situation personally. The emperor could not be 
everywhere at once; but wherever the emperor could not 
personally assume the role of general there was always the 
threat that the general delegated to deal with the threat 
could, If successful, 'be In a position to assume the role 
of emperor. 28 A partial-solution was provided by the 
extension of the Idea of shared rule. The Idea In fact 
goes back to Augustus; and had already been extended by 
Vespaslan (with Titus) and Marcus Aurelius (with first 
Lucius Verus, then Commodus). The Joint reign of Marcus 
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and Lucius presented what amounted to an ad hoc 
geographical partition of competence between the two joint 
emperors, even though Marcus retained seniority 
empire-wide. From the early third century the tendency to 
elevate imperial kin to positions of co-rulership became 
common. 29 A significant example, again with an Informal 
arrangement on geographical lines, Is provided by the 
joint reign of Valerlan and Gallienus. It even became 
expedient to elevate sons too young to be of any active 
help In managing the empire, merely for the sake of 
keeping an Imperial presence In certain strategic areas 
during the emperor's absence; an Important example of this 
experiment was tried with limited success by Galllenus. 30 
The significance and even the prevalence of co-regency and 
multiple emperors has often been overlooked. From the 
death of Antoninus In 161 until the deposition of Romulus 
Augustulus In 476 multiple emperorship of one form or 
another was the norm: there were Indeed very few years In 
which a single emperor reigned unchallenged and 
unsupported by colleagues (Including princes whose power 
was relatively nominal) throughout the empire. 31 
Our comprehension of this Important fact, at least as It 
pertains to the third century, has been affected 
ýy the 
common tendency among historians to calculate the average 
length of reigns In this period without due regard for the 
fact that emperors reigned concurrently, both with and 
without mutual acknowledgement. The conventional 
dichotomy of senatorial legitimacy required that such 
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averages be calculated counting "legitimate emperors 
only". In failing to take Into account the political 
fragmentation of the empire and In margInalIzlng the 
extremely significant phenomenon of co-regency, such 
calculations not only deprive the Tetrachy of a crucial 
element of Its political context, but make nonsense of 
many of the reigns In the mid-third century, most 
especially the key reign of Galllenus. 32 
Soclo-polltlcal shlfts: Rome, the senate and the 
emperor 
From the late second century onwards, the emperor's 
protracted absences from Rome brought about the gradual 
diminution of the Importance of the actual city of Rome 
within the administration of the empire. This diminution 
was both a symptom and an Important cause of the decline 
of the senate as a central organ of government. 
Individual senators continued to be powerful within the 
entourage of the emperor wherever he might be, but the 
administrative and advisory roles of the senate could not 
continue when decisions of state were made at huge 
distances from the senate house. 33 In this way, the 
military circumstances of the empire began drastically to 
reduce senatorial access to power. The opportunities of 
personal advancement offered by the-alternative channels 
of the Imperial administration dlmlnlshed, the value of a 
senatorial career. The command strata, of the army came to 
be drawn from a corps of professional'soldiers who had 
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risen through the ranks so that, by the mid-third century, 
the divorce between senior military commands and 
senatorial careers had become altogether complete. 34 As 
the exigencies of the time tended Increasingly to promote 
career army commanders to the position of emperor, It was 
not long before the emperors too ceased to be of 
senatorial extraction. 35 
At the same time, the emperor's presence on certain 
frontiers for lengthy campaigns often necessitated the 
elevation of their provincial headquarters Into de facto 
regional "capitals"; that is strategic command centres 
with an operational mint. As the power-centre of the 
empire became Itinerant, the city of Rome Itself gradually 
ceased to fulfil the role of capital of the empire In 
anything but a metaphorical sense. By the end of the 
second century, "Rome" as the conceptual capital of the 
empire had already become divorced from Rome the physical 
city and was, In Herodlan's phrase, wherever the emperor 
happened to be. 36 . 
One of the most significant features of the two maJor 
revisions we noted for the location of the mints In the 
mid-third century (above, 2. c/2. d) Is the considerable 
Increase In the status of the two cities of Antioch and 
Trier at this time. Whereas the "second eastern mint" 
used to be thought of as Valerlan's principal mint In the 
Orient, It now looks as If Antioch was Valerlan's eastern 
headquarters, and that It was here that Macrianus and 
Quietus held court. This Is significant In view of 
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Antioch's role as an Imperial "capital" In other perlods, 
notably under Lucius Verus, Pescennius Niger, Macrinus and 
Julian. An even more significant- revelation supplied by 
the revision concerns the status of Trier. Whereas It was 
previously assumed that Trier did not emerge as a regional 
Imperial "capital" until the Tetrarchy, It Is now possible 
to see that this status actually dates from the Joint 
reign of Valerian and Gallienus and, furthermore, that It 
was reconfirmed under the western emperors, being the seat 
of their power for almost a decade and a half. 37 
To some extent these factors facilitated usurpation by 
creating provincial power bases from which the revolts 
could be launched, and also made It easier for generals to 
assume the purple within a geographically limited area, 
the decline of Rome as the'functIonal capital diminishing 
the necessity of the Immediate "march on Rome". The 
Increasing disruption which the political, military and 
economic difficulties of the third century promoted In 
turn Intensified the difficulties of military 
communications and logistics that had always been a 
problem In the geographically extensive empire. This In 
turn Increased both the autonomy of the generals on the 
frontiers and the frequency with which the various 
frontier armies chose to elevate their own generals to be 
emperor rather than accept the choice of another corps 
elsewhere In the empire. 
Our observations on Postumus and the western emperors 
have shown that by the mid-third century It was possible, 
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not only for emperors to be proclaimed elsewhere than In 
Rome, but also for them to malntaln, their Imperial 
authority without ever reaching the metropolis at all, or 
even securing the allegiance of the city and Its senate. 
The TacItean Imperil arcanum had been moved a stage 
further. It Is not too much to suggest that this was as 
symptomatic of fundamental changes In the political 
structures of the Roman empire as the elevation of Galba 
had been. Furthermore It was to be Just as profoundly 
significant for the future course of Imperial history. 
The apparent fragmentation of the empire In the third 
century as a result of such events should be taken as an 
expedient response to localized military and political 
pressures, not as expressions of latent "regional 
separatism". The forces of political fragmentation were 
counterbalanced by equal or stronger forces of cohesion: 
we should not lose sight of what might seem to be. a 
truism, namely that the empire did not collapse at this 
point. This was partly due to a growing sense of unity (a 
"new Romanity" even) which had evolved In the empire, 
focused upon the person of the emperor; originally 
channelled through the Imperial cult, It was later 
transmuted Into the notion of the emperor as Christ's 
temporal vicar. 38 The spread of Roman citizenship and the 
rise of Christianity, for which the conatitutio 
Antonlnlana and the edict of Milan respectively were at 
least as much symptomatic as causal, played a central role 
In the forging of a "world community" (olkumeme), 
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permitting a vital shift In the meaning of the concept 
"Roman" which enabled "Rome" as a metaphor to outlast 
"Rome" as a political entity. 39 
The communities of the eastern half of the empire were 
on the whole both wealthier and better prepared to get the 
best out of a monarchical form of government. Throughout 
the first few centuries the centre of gravity of the 
empire moved gradually but decisively eastwards, and the 
changing ethnic make-up of the senate was symptomatic of 
this eastward shift. 40 Even before the third century, the 
old Roman senatorial values, with their problematic 
attitude towards kingship and their Insistence upon the 
absolute value of senatorial recognition, had begun to 
lose much of Its significance. For the members of a 
changing senatorial elite In a changing world, however, 
traditions were most precious, and thus senatorial 
recognition continued to be as paramount In the senatorial 
perspective. 41 
In the changed circumstances of the third, century, 
however, the old senatorial Ideals were of comparatively 
little consequence to those who now wielded power. The 
Increased pressures on the frontiers and, the frequency of 
civil war and mutiny within the empire did not allow much 
leisure for cultivating the political support of a group 
whose Influence was-as'obsolescentýas-, thelr Ideals. Just 
as the sovereignty of the people lived on as an Important 
legal concept within the legitimating symbolism, even 
though the practice of popular voting had long since been 
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subsumed within the compass of the senate, so the symbolic 
significance of senatorial legal enactments altered In 
response to the changing context of senatorial power. 42 
7. d The Symbolic Legacy of Augustus: Aspects of 
Continuity In the Third Century AD 
Supported by the senatorial tradition, the conventional 
view of the history of Imperial authority, with Its 
caesura drawn through the third century, distinguishes 
starkly between the earlier Princeps and the later 
dominus. This seems to me erroneous: the plain, If 
seemingly paradoxical, truth Is that the emperor was 
always both simultaneously. It Is true that Augustus 
rejected the title domInus and encouraged the use of the 
acceptably republican terms PrInceps and Principatus to 
refer to his position, just as he had employed recusatio 
across a wide range of symbols which too overtly suggested 
kingship or divinity at Rome. 43 As with the 
"constitutional settlements" of the third decade BC, 
however, political astuteness rather than modesty provided 
the motive, and the enhancement rather than diminution of 
his authority was the result. 44 Thus, while Augustus had 
avoided the title dominus and, at least at Rome, had 
played down his representation as divine, his power was 
nevertheless perceived In a way that had fully embraced 
those Ideas and they both formed part of the paradigm of 
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Imperial authority. DomItIan was denounced In our 
senatorial sources because he had overstepped the bounds 
of "civility" by Insisting on the title dominus et deus 
noster, not because such a title was Inappropriate: Indeed 
TraJan, whom Pliny was at pains to contrast with Domitlan, 
was readily accepted as dominus, even by Pliny himself. 
The emperor had thus been accepted as "lord" and 
worshipped as divine over most of the empire for at least 
a century and a half before the style deus et domInus was 
Introduced to the coinage of Aurellan. 45 
In fact all the main accents of the symbolic 
representation of Imperial authority which we have noted 
In the mid-thlrd century relate back to Augustus. That Is 
not to say that every symbol used In the legitimation of 
Imperial authority in the third century exactly and 
exclusively reproduced the symbols used for Augustus. We 
are here concerned with a tradition, -and the way In which 
traditions are used may gradually change over time with 
constant use (Just as copies of a copy gradually become 
ever greater distortions of the original). This Is 
especially Important with regard to symbolism because of 
the relationship between symbols and their context. As 
the context In which Imperlal'authorlty operated gradually 
changed, so the symbols themselves were altered to meet 
the needs of the new situation, though this was not 
necessarily a conscious move. - The-imagery we looked at 
from the third century tells us'that Imperial authority 
was perceived and legitimated In, terms of the contemporary 
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understanding of the Augustan paradlgm. 46 We today, with 
the benefit of careful historical research, perceive * 
Augustan Ideology In a particular light, but It would be 
wrong to suppose that emperors and their subjects In the 
third century saw the matter In the same light. 
The representation of Imperial authority In the third 
century was actually much more true to Its model than the 
standard orthodoxy allows. For example, legitimation 
through the representation of victory was as essential to 
Augustus as to Valerian, Aurelian or Postumus. The 
changes that some have pointed out In the "theology of 
victory" over the Intervening centuries have been 
exaggerated. In particular I find the argument that 
"victory" became more of an Ideal very dubious. The 
argument requires both the underestimation of the eqent of 
tL 
Idealism In the Augustan model and the underestimation of 
the significance of genuine victories In the third 
century. 47 The alignment of Imperial virtus with Mars In 
the third century Is but an extension of one of the 
central symbolic themes of Augustan Ideology, portrayed In 
the temple of Mars Ultor. 48 Even the solar theology of 
victory that we found to some extent under the LIcIn11 and 
carried to great lengths under Aurelian Is firmly rooted 
In the tradition of the Augustan paradigm. Both the 
temple of Actlan Apollo on the Palatine and the solarium 
In the Campus Martius associated the victories that 
confirmed Octavian's supremacy over the Roman world with 
solar deities, presenting these deities In effect as 
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comites Augusti. Furthermore, the solar representation of 
Imperial authority, Itself related to Hellenistic royal 
solar symbolism, was a ubiquitous feature of Imperial 
Ideology and representation from the beginning of the 
49 empire down to Byzantine times. 
Augustus placed the utmost emphasis on the 
representation of himself as Saviour of the Roman world, 
the Bringer of Peace and the Father of his Country; these 
elements of Roman Imperial symbolism were added to and 
enhanced through the centuries, as we have seen. 50 
Similarly, the symbolic theme of the emperor as the 
restorer of the "Golden Age", the re-founder of Rome, the 
embodiment of the destiny of eternal Rome and the 
descendant of Venus Genetrix already existed under 
Augustus; these themes were encapsulated In his forum with 
Its temple of Mars Ultor, the centreplece of Augustan 
Ideology. It was here that Augustus, In spite of his 
rejection of the title, was symbolically represented as 
the "new Romulus". 51 Indeed Augustus was Justly proud of 
his role as the refounder of Rome, not only In the 
metaphorical, but In the literal sense. Although he did 
not go so far as to rename the city after himself, his 
self-representatlon as the new-founder of Rome set a 
precedent which Commodus carried a stage, further In 
renaming the city Colonig Commodlana. 52 
The notion of restltutor orbis, so central to the 
thlrd-century symbolism, was likewise Inspired by the 
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central Augustan symbolism of res Publica restituta-P 
Indeed the Iconography of the coin types minted for 
Valerian and Gallienus bearing the title restItutor orbIs 
was ultimately derived from an Augustan prototype. 53 By 
the third century, the shift In the significance of 
"Rome". which had allowed the emperor to be represented 
not Just as restItutor urbls but as restItutor orbIs, 
meant that the resonant symbolism of the emperor as 
restorer and refounder and as the fulfilment of the 
destiny of eternal Rome was no longer specifically related 
to the city on the seven hills: Postumus could be 
symbolically associated with Roma Aeterna several hundred 
kilometers to the north In Gaul; equally Constantine could 
site his "New Rome" several hundred kilometers to the east 
at Byzantium, and Indeed could name the new city after 
himself In the Hellenistic tradition. Both were true to 
the Augustan paradigm, as It appeared at the time; both 
were concerned primarily, In terms of the symbolic aspects 
of their actions, with continuity reaching back to the 
past not with radical change. 54 
One of the most significant shifts within the Imperial 
symbolism, resulting from-the eastward shift In the focus 
of the empire and the rise of Hellenism In the empire (of 
which the foundation of Constantinople was symptomatic), 
was; the representatlon, of Imperial authority by 
Increasingly explicit use of Hellenistic royal symbols. 
Augustus had been In a sufficiently secure position not to 
need the overt use of such symbols,, and since It suited 
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his need to relate his authority back to the traditions of 
the republic, and since their reJection enhanced his 
authority at Rome, he made a point of expressing the wish 
to do without them. His third-century successors were not 
In such a position, and their pressing need was to relate 
to those aspects of the authority of Augustus which were 
perceived to be most Important In the-, thlrd century and to 
the traditions of the succession of Augustl. Postumus' 
use of the "republican" symbollcs (the consulate, the 
annual trlbunician powers and so on), without reference to 
their original urban and senatorial contexts, demonstrates 
how much such symbols had shifted from symbolic 
association with the traditions of the republic to 
symbolic associations with the'traditions of Imperial 
authority Itself (above, Ch. 5.0. 
The essential point to bear In mind Is that the 
Innovations and changes of emphasis that we have observed 
In the Imperial symbolism of the third century do not In 
any way suggest a, radlcal break with the past: In fact, 
they suggest quite the reverse. 'As we have seen, Augustus 
had his own very good reasons for'wishing"to avoid being 
represented too overtly as-a-(Hellenistlc)'monarch and a 
god, but this In Itself did'not alter-the fact that the 
vast majority of his subjects naturally perceived and 
responded to his'authorlty according to, their Internalized 
symbolic relationship with power'-on'ithat scale. The 
prevailing responses to political power'In the Roman 
empire thus conditioned the symbolic'representatlon, of 
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Imperial authority precisely In terms of monarchical and 
divine power, even under Augustus. 55 His reJection of 
some aspects of this representation In his lifetime did 
not affect their Implicit presence In the symbolism with 
which his authority was surrounded, and their application 
to his posthumous authority Is therefore very revealing. 
It was, after all, Augustus' posthumous Image which 
remained after his death to perpetuate his paradigm. By 
the third century, as Indeed right from the start In the 
Hellenistic east, the prevailing attitudes to Imperial 
authority, which found expression In the symbolic 
representations that were manifested In the material 
evidence, perceived Roman Imperial authority In much the 
same manner as It had percelv. ed Hellenistic royal 
authority before. It Is revealing that the Chrlstology 
that emerged In the (HellenIzed) Roman empire took very 
much the same symbolic form, borrowing even the same 
titles, Insignia and other symbolic assoclatlons. 56 
Those commentators, ancient and modern alike, who have 
taken the essentially Romanocentric and senatorial line of 
placing the utmost emphasis upon the "constitutional" 
aspects of Augustus' legitimation, or on the 
characteristics of civilltas and recusatio, have obscured 
the fact that these were but a fraction of the process of 
legitimation available to Roman emperors from Augustus 
onwards, and one which had Its greatest appeal to but a 
small, If for some time Influential, class at Rome. 
Recent studies on the power of the Augustan monarchy have 
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started to understand and come to terms with the wider 
symbollcs of his power: both the symbolism that Augustus 
himself manipulated and that which others applied to 
him. 57 What we have seen In this present study Is the 
application of this wider Augustan symbolism to the 
history of the third century AD. Understood In this light 
we can properly appreciate that the mld-third century does 
not represent a catastrophic break with the traditions of 
the past, a caesura In the history of Roman Imperial . 
history. There were Indeed significant changes that were 
taking effect at that time: but these changes were located 
In the social and cultural structure and, above all, In 
the strategic balance of the empire, that Is In the 
context In which Imperial authority was operating. What 
we have seen In the symbolic construction of Imperial 
authority was primarily a strong emphasis upon continuity. 
The Innovations and alterations which the evidence has 
brought to light are best explained, not as a radical 
departure from Augustan Ideology, but as part of an 
on-golng repetition and reinterpretation of the Augustan 
model: In short, as part of a gradual shift of emphasis 
within the Augustan paradigm. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In order to be able to study what developments may have 
been taking place In Imperial authority In the mld-thlrd 
century, a period that has been characterized as a tunnel, 
we turned to the contemporary evidence supplied by the 
coinage, Inscriptions and papyri. We analysed this 
material to determine what verbal and Iconographic Imagery 
was employed as part of the legitimation of Imperial 
authority. Certain themes emerged from our survey of this 
material which were both Illuminating and at the same time 
cast doubt on many aspects of the conventional approach to 
Imperial authority In this period. 
Among the principal themes of the symbolism we reviewed 
was a great emphasis laid upon the military capacity of 
the emperor, both as the commander-in-chlef of the armies, 
the allegiance of which was strongly emphasized, and as 
the glorious and victorious defender of the empire whose 
virtus was divinely Inspired and whose, divinely ordained 
victories were often enumerated and extolled. As the 
provider of peace, security and prosperity, the emperor 
was chosen 
ýf 
avourlte of the gods: he Is represented as the it-C 
Incarnation of Rome's eternal and divinely ordained 
destiny, chosen by the gods to be the restorer of the 
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Roman world and the guarantor of a veritable "golden age". 
Besides these themes, which were concerned above all with 
the relationship of the emperor with the armies, with 
success and with the gods, there were three other aspects 
of particular note, all of which can be perceived In the 
brief summary above: the repetitive nature of the 
symbolism; Its tendency towards hyperbole and 
exaggeration; and most Important of all, the enormous 
emphasis laid on continuity. Despite the Inclusion of 
several elements that did not seem to fit Into the 
traditional Image of Augustus, there was also visible In 
this symbolism a very strong element of Imitatio AuQusti. 
In the light of the evidence we surveyed It was clear 
that the western emperors, starting with Postumus, had 
adopted the very same language of legitimation and that 
consequently there was no support here for the notion of 
"Gallic separatism". On reconsidering the evidence from 
other sources on the question, we were able to conclude 
definitely that the western emperors had to be treated 
alongside the other usurpers'of the period rather than as 
a case apart. This lnýturn required that we rethink the 
conventional dichotomy of Roman Imperial legitimacy In the 
third century, based on senatorial recognition, for this 
could not account adequately for the apparent success of 
Postumus. On questioning the historiographical tradition 
In which the conventional dichotomy was rooted we found It 
to have placed too great a reliance upon the literary 
evidence, with Its senatorial and Romanocentrlc viewpoint. 
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The ancient senatorial notions of "liberty" and "decline" 
which run through the historiographical tradition have 
played Into the Inherent difficulties of the historical 
"tunnel" In the third century to produce an exaggeratedly 
stark form of perlodIzation In our conceptualization of 
the Roman empire. Furthermore the senatorial Ideals, of 
which ftliberty" was the most Important, have affected our 
understanding of political authority and Its relation to 
power and legitimation. 
Having undertaken to review the central concepts In the 
study of political authority It became clear that 
authority could not be defined as "legitimate power"; 
authority Is a special type of power relation based on 
trust', the legitimation of which Is an on-going process 
rather than an absolute right. This process of 
legitimation, which Is vital for authority to be 
effective, depends upon the articulation and perception of 
the symbolics of power. It Is thus possible to see that 
the symbolic representations of Imperial authority with 
which we were earlier concerned, far from being "mere 
trappings", were central to the mechanism of Imperial 
authority Itself. 
Applying these findings to the Roman empire we were able 
to perceive the crucial Importance of the deliberate 
ambiguity around which Augustus. had constructed his 
authority. The only connection between the disparate 
parts of the tradltlons whIch Augustus adapted and 
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Invented to help legitimate his authority was the personal 
authority of Augustus himself. Thus we were able to 
understand the centrality of lmltatlo Auciusti In the 
symbolic legacy of Augustus. The nebulous relationship of 
the principate to the legal structures of the state placed 
a particularly high premium on the symbolic representation 
of success, and especially on the association between the 
emperor and military victory. Part of the Augustan 
paradigm remained the fact that Augustus had Initially 
come by his power as a direct result of victory In civil 
war and had placed the symbolic representation of the 
divinely ordained victor at the very centre of his 
legitimation. 
The characteristics of Imperial authority which were 
most Important to the senatorial writers whose record has 
formed the basis of our understanding only account for one 
aspect of the legitimation of Imperial authority. 
Although the legal ratification of the emperor's power 
formed a significant part of the,. representatlon of 
Imperial authority, senatorial recognition must be 
understood as an Incremental layer within a much larger 
process of legitimation: to confirm more than to confer 
Imperial power. It showed neither more nor less than that 
the emperor In question had gained the allegiance of the 
senators at Rome, and must take Its place alongside other 
manifestations of loyalty and support. At no time did 
these legalities do more than act as a symbol to which 
people attached more or less Importance, depending on 
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their background and beliefs. The changing circumstances 
In which Imperial authority had to operate gradually 
shifted the emphasis within the symbolic legacy of 
Augustus away from the senatorial aspects of legitimation 
towards a more openly Hellenistic style. We found, 
however, that the emphasis remained on continuity with the 
Augustan tradition. 
In the final analysis the evidence suggests that the 
conventional caesura In the mld-third century Is more 
misleading than helpful In terms of understanding the 
development of Imperial authority In that period. We have 
found, In effect, that the history of the third century 
has become a hostage to Its own reputation, which has 
served to obscure the extent of continuity that runs 
through the period. Adaptations were Indeed necessary to 
cope with an empire which was undergoing many significant 
changes In other respects, not least In Its strategic 
alignment. But we have found that the Idea of a drastic 
change In the nature and legitimation of Imperial 
authority In the mld-thlrd century simply cannot be 
sustained. The baleful legacy of the Principate/Dominate 
conceptualizatlon of the empire, redolent with value 
Judgements borrowed from a tendentious literary tradition, 
can now more easily be laid to rest. 
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A= Aurelian p= Postumus- 
G= Gallienus Sa = Salonina 
L= Laellan Ss = Salonlnus 
M= Marius Sv = Severina 
Ma = Marlnlana T= Tetricus 
PERIOD (Licinlan house only): 
'. 1 
T2 = Tetricus II 
V= Valerlan 
V2 = Valerlan II 
VI = Victorinus 
jr = joint reign (AD 253-260) -,, jr+ = jr(-style) coinage produced after the capture of V 
sr = sole reign (AD 260-68) 
MINTS: 
Ant = Antioch (princlpal-eastern mint)' 
Byz = Byzantium ("Uncertain" mint, A) 
Col = Cologne (subsidiary Gallic mint, Incl. "Mainz? ") 
Cyz = Cyzlcus (Incl. 11SPQR11 coinage, under G) 
Med = Milan 
Lug = Lyon 
Rom = Rome 
Sam = Samosata (subsidiary eastern mint [jr, V/GD 
Ser = Serdica 
Sis = Siscla 
Tic = Ticinum 
Tre = Trier (principal Gallic mint) 
Trp = Tripolis 
VIM = Viminaclum 
AV aureus 
AAV bInIo (double) aureus 
OAV quInarlus (half) aureus 
Quat quaternlo (quadruple) aureus 
An = antoninlanus (Incl. theýpost-reform "radiates") 
Den = denarlus (Incl. post-reform, "denarll") 
AE = bronze (sesterces, as, etc. ) 
Aft = gold medallion 
ARm = silver medallion 
AEm = bronze medallion 
Absch = Abschlag (base metal coin; dies Intended for AV) 
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REFERENCES/CATALOGUES: 
In addition to the standard abbreviations, such as _QM, jj, a, AF,, D= (always to be understood as referring to the 
Roman Empire volumes), etc., the following abbreviations 
, were employed In the notes of this work: 
B. = cat. In Bastlen (1967) 
Baval = cat. In J. Gricourt, "Le tr6sor de Baval" 
In XII , e SuDpl. A Gallia (1958), 3-119 
Blackmoor_ = cat. In Bland (1982) 
Carson = cat. In Carson (1980) 
Cohen = cat. In Cohen (1885-8) 
Cunetio = cat. In Besly & Bland (1983), 73-167 
de Witte (see below: s. v. Witte) 
Doyen = cat. In Doyen (1984) 
E. = cat. In Elmer (1941) 
Esp6randleu = E. Espfirandleu, Inscriptions latines de la 
Gaule (Narbonnalse), vol. 2, Paris, 1929 
Fitz/Sls. = cat. In Fitz (1981-2), 29-43 
Gnecchl = cat. In Gnecchl (1912) 
Hunter = cat. In Robertson (1978) 
K. = app. In Ko"nig (1981), 191-224 
L=n = cat. In Bastlen (1976) 
Maraveille = cat. In Estlot (1983), 71-115 
Milan = cat. In Estiot (1991), 469-80 
Milne = cat. In Milne (1933) 
Normanbv, = cat. In Bland & Burnett (1988), 114-215 
Peachin = cat. In Peachin (1990), 106-493 
RIC = cat. In Webb (1927), (1933) 
Rohde = cat. In Rohde (1881) 
S. = cat. In Schulte (1983) 
SIrmIum = cat. In Kellner (1978), 19-53 
Siscia = cat. In Alfo'ldl (1931), 25-35 
Sotglu = app. In Sotglu (1961), 81-93 
St Mard = cat. In Lallemand & ThIrlon (1970) 
Stevenaae = cat. In Bland (1988a) 
Syria A = cat. In Brenot & Pflaum (1965): "tr6sor A" 
Svrla B = cat. In Brenot & Pflaum (1965): "tr6sor B" 
Svrla C = cat. In Bastlen & Huvelln (1969) 
Svrla D = cat. In Pflaum (1980) 
Travaux = cat. In Bastlen (1958) 
de Witte = cat. In de. Wltte, (1868) 
NOTE: BIL followed by a Roman numeral refers In the 
standard way to the volumes of H. Mattingly & E. A. 
Sydenham, et a]., -Roman Imperial Coinage, London, 
1923ff. 
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TABLE A: l 
Coin types for Severina and Aurel 
' 
Ian, 
possIbly mInted after the emperor-'s death 
Mint-mark of poss. 
Posthumous Issues 
1. CONCORDIAE MILITVM (Concordia with 2 standards) 
[Rom, An, Svl M4 R/A//XXI to R/f//XXI Estlot (1983), 36 
[Tic, An, Svl RI_Q 8 --//PXXT to --//VIXXT Estlot (1983), 21 
[Cyz, An, Svl RM 18 --//XXI Estlot (1983), 32 
(Ant, An, Svl RM 20 P//XXI to VI//XXI, I Weder/Klng (1984), 206 
Z//XXI, H//XXI 
His, An, Svl RM 13 P//XXI to VI//XXI (*D 
2. PROVIDENTIA DEORVM (Sol and Concordia/Fides) (*2) 
[Tic, An, Svl RI_Q 10 --//VXXT to --//VIXXT Estlot (1983), 20 
[Tic, An, A] RM 153 --//PXXT (unconfirmed) 
I PROVIDEN DEOR (Sol and Concordla/Fides) (*2) 
[Tic, An, Svl RI-Q 9 --//VXXT to --//VIXXT Maravellle 380-5 
[Tic, An, A] M 152 --//PXXT to --//=T Maravellie 372-9; 
Slrmlum 437 
[Sis, AV, A] RM 189 (Rohde 33) 
ESIs, An, A] RIL 256 S//XXIP to S//XXIVI' Sirmium 1205-7 
ESer, An, A] RM 284 --//KAr , --i/KAA . Maravelile. 577; (May also have *//KAr, etc. ) Sirmium 1536 
[Ser, An, A] RI-Q 285 --//KA& (or, *//KA&) 
(*D However, Estlot (1983), 23,25, does not see any reason to 
suppose that any of the Sisclan coinage was produced after 
Aurelian's death. 
02) Iconography: Sol, radiate with cloak, holding globe, r. h. 
raised; opposite Concordla/Fides(? ) holding 2 standards. 
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TABLE A: 2 
Coins of Aurelian bearing the title 
RESTITVTOR ORIENTIS 
In preparation for the first Palmyrene campaign 
1. (Female flaure ImOrlens'l offers emperor a wreath) 
Ia. RESTITVT ORIENTIS (Med, An] M 140 (Maravellie 118-9; 
Sirmlum 157-61). 
lb. RESTITVT ORIENTIS (Sis, An] M 234 (Maravelile 405-6; 
Slrmlum 479-86,488-91). 
2. (Emperor ralslnci kneellno female fl-qure POrlensND 
2a. RESTITVT ORIENTIS [Cyz, An] RM 351 (Sirmium 1566-8). 
--------------- From the summer of 272 onwards ---------------- 
1. (Female figure ["OrlensOl offers emperor a wreath) 
Ic. RESTITVT ORIENTIS [Med, An] M 140 (Maravellle 152-7,181-9; 
Sirmlum 192-7). 
ld. RESTITVT ORIENTIS [Sls, An) RIQ 234 (Slrmlum 487). 
le. RESTITVT ORIENTIS (Sls, -AVI Manns (1939), 28 (RI-C -). 
lf. RESTITVTORI ORIENTIS (Byz, Anl"Rjg 404. 
ý 
2. (Ernperor ralsina kneellno female flqure, 100ýlensll) 
2b. RESTITVT ORIENT [Rom, An] Manns (1939), 43 (cf. K_Q 350; 
Estlot (1983), 34 
2c. RESTITVTOR ORIENTIS [Sls, An] RM 233 (Sirmium 937-40). 
2d. RESTITVT ORIENTIS [Cyz, An) RM 351 (Maravellie 642; 
Sirmium 1591-9). 
3. (Emi)eror rldlnq down 2 enemles wlth hIs spear) 
3a. RESTITVT ORIENTIS (Cyz, AVI Manne (1939), 43 (M -). 
NOTE: See also table A: 16, no. 2b. 
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TABLE A: 3 
Coins of Aurelian bearing the title 
RESTITVTOR ORBIS 
1. ( Female fig ure hands wreath to emp.. with spear or long scei)tre) 
Ia. RESTITVT ORBIS [Rorn, An) RIL 53 (Maraveille 20; Slrmium 19). 
lb. RESTITVT ORBIS [Med, An] U-Q 139 (Maravellle 229-34,260; 
Sirmium 288-94). 
Ic. RESTITVT(OR), ORBIS [Sis, An] cf. Rj-Q 234 (Maraveille 491; 
Sirmlum 941-5). 
Id. RESTITVT ORBIS [Ser, An] RM 287. 
le. RESTITVT ORBIS [Ser, An] RM 288 (Maravellie 581; 
Simium 1505). 
If. RESTITVT ORBIS (Ser, An] RM 289 (Maravelile 576,582-3; 
Sirmium 1506-15; cf. 1516). 
Ig. RESTITVT ORBIS [Ser, An] BIL 290 (Maravellie 575,578; 
I Sirmium 1517-23). 
Ih. RESTITVT ORBIS (Ser, An] RI. 
-Q 
291 (Sirmium 1524). 
11. RESTITVT ORBIS [Ser, An] RIL 292 (Slrmium 1525). 
Ij. RESTITVT ORBIS (Ser, ý Anl M 293-4. Ik. RESTITVT ORBIS [Ser, An] RM 295 (Slrmium 1526-8). 
11. RESTITVT ORBIS [Ser, An] M 296. ' 
Im. RESTITVT ORBIS [Ser, An] RM 297 (Maraveille 579; 
Sirmlum 1529-33). 
In. RESTITVT ORBIS [Ser, An] RIC 298 (Maraveille 580; 
Sirmium 1534). 
10. RESTITVT ORBIS [Ser, An] RI_Q 299 (Sirmlum 1535). 
Ip. RESTITVT ORBIS (Ser, An] RM'300-04 (INVICTVS obv. ]. 
Iq. RESTITVT ORBIS [Ser, An] RM 305-6 EDEO ET DOMINO obv. ]. 
Ir. RESTITVT(. ) ORBIS [Byz, An] M 399 (Maravellie 588-91,603-15; 
Slrmlum 1213-39,1309-33) 
Is. RESTITVTORI ORBIS (Byz, An) M 403 (Estlot (1983), 29). 
It. RESTITVT(. ) ORBIS [Cyz, An] RM'347-8 (Maraveille 644; 
Sirmium 1601-3). 
lu. RESTITVT(OR) ORBIS [Cyz, An] RM-347 (Maraveille 646; 
Sirmium 1615-31). 
IV. RESTITVTOR ORBIS [Cyz, ' An] 
ý 
cf. RM 368-, (Maraveille 657-9, 
1 lv, , 661-2; Slrmlum 1660-1701). 1w. RESTITVTOR ORBIS ECyz-, tAn] RM 347-8 (MaravellIg 652-4; 
-; Slrmium 1771-96). 
Ix. RESTITMORBIS [Ant;, An] cf. RM 386 (Maraveille 677; 
Sirmium 1817-19; Svrla C 80-90). 
ly. RESTITVT ORBIS ETrp, An] RM 389 (Maraveille 678; 
Svrla B 34-7; Syria C 344-53; 362-3; 365-8). 
2. (As above. but between them a small kneelinq floure: a suppllant) 
2a. RESTITVTOR ORBIS -[Cyz, An] cf. M 349 (Maravellie 647-51; 
Sirmium 1632-52). 
3. (As 1. but It Is Victoria with i)alm that hands wreath to emperor) 
3a. RESTITVTOR ORBIS [Cyz, An] RM 369 (Maraveille 672,676; 
Sirmium 1802-8). 
NOTE: See also table A: 16, nos. 7b, 9c. 
NOTE TO ICONOGRAPHY: 1/2: Orbis terrarum not Victorla (as ln RI_Q). 
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TABLE A: 4 
Perpetuus Imperator and associated titles 
for Aurelian 
1. Perpetuo Imp(eratorl) 
Ia. [Afrlca Procos. ]: 
lb. [Numldlal: 
Ic. EGermanla Sup. ]: 
VIII 10076 (22058); 
VIII 22011 (Sotglu 18); 
UL VIII 22067 (Sotglu 19); 







VIII 10154 (22244); 
UL VIII 22209; 
OL VIII 22241 (Sotglu 32). 
M XIII 9139 (C. I. Rh. 1939). 
2. Soil Invicto Sacr(um) 
Pro salute et Incolumitate Perpetul Imp(eratorls) 
2a. [Numidlal: 01 VIII 5143 (JL2 580). 
3. Perpetuo Victorlosissimo Indulqentisslmo Imp(eratorl) 
3a. [Mauretania Sltlf. ): 
-QLL 
VIII 20537 (Sotglu, 48). 
3b. (Numidial: VIII 10205 (restored); 





QL VIII 10177 (as OVIctorlssimo"); 
Sotglu, 37 (as mVIctrlsissimo'). 
4. 
4a. [Numldlal: ýVIII 22361-(Sotglu 34: as 
'Glorlslmo Indulgentlslmol); 
_CIL-VIII 
22449 (Sotglu 36). 
5. [Perpetluo Imperaltolrl InvIcto Imperatorl Fortissimo Imperatorl 
5a. [Africa Procos. ]: Sotglu, 26. 
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TABLE A: 5 
The distrlbutlon of CONCORDIA MILITVM 
and related types for Aurellan 
0 
[Med, An] RM 120 (MsIrA. 122; 160-65,198-200; 239-47; 
21m. 165; 191-201; 295-310). 
[Sis, An] RM 216 (MsirA. 454-5,460,466; alrM. 761-7). 
RM 217-9 (cf, M=. 480; 21EM. 934-6). 
RM 244 Q[4U. 492-503,505-9; 510-13,515-7,519; 522-6; 
528-33,535-8,540-2,545,547-9; 552-3; 555-6; 
21rM. 946-1065; 1195-12104; 1096-1106,1108-57; 
1184-5; 1107). 
RM 59 (Mm. 1066-70). 
(Ser, An] RIJQ 273. 
ECyz, An] RM 356. 
[Byz, An] M 392 (cf. UM 1308). 
(CONCORD. MILIT): 
EByz, An] RI_Q 391 (MsUsl. 624-30; 51CM. 1363-79; cf. 1361-2). 
CONCORDIA MILI (Concordia seated with 2 standards): 
[Med, AV] Milan 7-8 (cf. RJJQ4 87; 88, unconflmed). 
Milan 13,15-19 (Manns (1939), 17; cf. Rjg 166). 
[Sls, An] EI-Q 194-5 (cf. M 196-7, unconfIrmed). 
CONCORDIA MILI (Concordia with 2 standards): 
[Sis, An] RM 192 (MsIrA. 389-90; cf. 21M. 450). 
RX 193. 
CONCORDIA MILI (Concordia wlth 4 standards): 
[Sis, An] RM - (MM. 451). 
CONCORDIA MILI (2 Concordlae with 3 standards): 
[Med, AV] Milan 4,14,20-22 (Manns (1939), 17; cf. BE 167). 
ISIs, An] RM 199 (M=. 191,193; %IrM. 442-7; 
cf. MArA. 394; EM. 441). 
HE 200. 
RM 201 (5lrm. 448) 
RM 202 (UrA. 392; Erm. 449). 
CONCORD LEGI (Concordia wlth 2 standards): 
[Med, AV] Milan 23 (Manns (1939),, 25; 'ýcf. RM'168; cf. 86,169? ). 
EMed, An] RJJQ 102 (MAU. 113-16,120; 5-1=. 152; 
Blackmoor 3686; Normanby 1259). 
CONCORD LEGI (Concordla wlth 4 standards):, ' 
(Med, AV] Milan 30 (Manns (1939), 24; cf. RIC 10). 
[Med, An] RM 103 (Estlot (1991), 453; pl. XCL, g). 
CONCO EXER (Concordia seated with 2 standards): 
EMed, An] RM 101 (Normanbv 1261). 
NOTE TO REFERENCES: E=. = Maravell1e; aLrM. = Sirmium. 
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TABLE A: 6 
Imperial Vlrtus I: 
The correlation between VIRTVS MILITVM/EQVIT types 
and parallel VIRTVS AVG types 
1. (Emi). culrassed wlth snear/sceptre: Mars hands hlm small victory) 
Ia. VIRTVS MILITVM (Med, An, A] RM 147 (*1) (Blackmoor 3707-21; 
ffarA. 137,172-7,203-7,274-80; 
Q. [M. 167-70,210-34). 
[Sis, AV, A] RM 184. 
[Sls, An, A] RM 242 (21m. 492-4). 
[Byz, AV, A] Manns (1939), 41. 
[Byz, An, A] RE 408 (MAU. 598-600; 
B-Lrm. 1272-80 
lb. VIRT MILITVM EMed, An, A] RM, 148 (EAu. 282-99; 
51m. 327-49). 
[Byz, An, A] RM 407 M. 4CA. 601-2,631 
Birm. 1281-1307 
ERom, An, A] RI. Q 56 (Mars 1.23-5; . 51M. 20) 
Ic. VIRTVS AVG [Med, An, A] RIC 149 (MgIU. 132-6; UM. 166). 
[Sis, An, A] M 241 (UM. 495-501). 
Id. VIRTVS MILITVM [Tre, AV, T(+T2)] S. 58 (E. 866). 
2a. VIRTVS MILITVM [Sis, An, A] M 212. 
2b. VIRTVS AVG [Sls, An, A] RJ. ý 211. 
[Med, An, A] Er 116. 
2c. VIRTVS EQUIT [Med, AV, A], M 100 (Milan 10). 
[Med, An, A] M 115 (Cohen 287). 
(*D NOTE: RM 149 (VIRTVS AVG) should have, preceded RM 147 (VIRTVS 
MILITVM) In the catalogue; the error has made a nonsense of 
Webb's "as aboveO, under nos. 147-8. 
NOTE TO REFERENCES: Maravell1e; 51rM., = Sirmium. 
NOTE TO ICONOGRAPHY: The Iconog. of no. 2 Is very similar to that 
found on many ADVENTVS types for Aurelian and others (see e. g. 
Milan 9,25-9,40). 
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TABLE A: 7 
-The Leglonary Issue of Victorinus 
Obv. IMP VICTORINVS PF AVG: 
LEG PRIMA MINERVA PF (Victoria with ram) E. 711 S. 29 
LEG II TRAIANA PF (Hercules) E. 713 S. 31 
LEG III GALLICA PF (Bull) (E. 714) S. 32 (a) 
LEG III PARTHICA PF (Centaur) E. 714a (S. 32 n. ) (b) 
LEG X FRETENSIS PF (Bull) E. 717 S. 35 
LEG X GEMINA PF (DioscurD E. 718 S. 36 
LEG XIII GEMINA PF (Lion) E. 719 S. 37 
LEG XX VAL VICTRIX (Boar) E. 721 , S. 39 (c) 
LEG XXX UP VICT PF (Jupiter & Capricorn) E. 725 S. 42-3 (d) 
E. 727 S. 45 (c/d) 
Obv. IMP C VICTORINVS PF AVG: 
LEG II AVGVSTA PF (Pegasus) E. 712 S. 30 
LEG IIII FLAVIA PF (2 lions &, bust of 
Africa In elephant cap) E. 715 S. 33 
LEG V MACEDONICA PF (Bull, eagle on globe) E. 716 S. 34 
LEG XIIII GEMINA PF (Capricorn, 
with eagle on globe) E. 720 (S. 38) (e) 
LEG XX VAL VICTRIX P F (Boar) E. 722 S. 40 (c) 
LEG XXII PF (Hercules & Capricorn) E. 723 S. 41 M 
LEG XXX UP VICT PF (Jupiter & Capricorn) E. 726 S. 44 
E. 728 S. 46 (c) 
NOTES: (References to Lafaurle = Lafaurle (1975), 934. ) 
(a) E. 714 gives the wrong obv., Iegend (corrected by Lafaurle; 
Elmer's error not noted by Schulte)., 
(b) E. 714a not Included In Schulte's catalogue-due to lack of 
pictorial evidence (cf. Drinkwater (1987), 180 n. 214). 
(c) The rev. dle links between the'two obv. types (S. 39/40; S. 45/46) 
prove that one mint (probably Col., see ChA n. 21) was 
Involved. 
(d) Lafaufle wrongly has OVICTRIXO for E. 725/727. 
(e) Schulte (S-38) gives Incorrect obv. legend (cf. his pl. 19,38a). 
(f) A variant of E. 723 with rev. legend LEG XXII PRIMIGEN PF (same 
Iconography [Abschl E. 724/= 91) Is rejected by Schulte 
(S. 41 n. ). 
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TABLE A: 8 
Victory types specifying the vanquished foe 
Joint reign of Valerlan and GaIllenus: 
[Rom]: 
VICTORIA GERM (+c) EAn, V3 RIC 132; [AV] G6bl (1951), 21. 
VICTORIA GERM (+c) [An, GI RM 174-5; [AV] G6bl (1951), 21. 
VICTORIAE AVGG IT GERM (+c)[An, VI M 129; [An, G) RM 178-9. 
VICTORIA GERMANICA (+c) [An, GI RX 180 (Cunetlo 598; G6bl, 
VICTORIA GERMANICA (Vict. crowns emp) EAEm, GI G6bl (1951), 27. 
[Vim]: 
VICTORIA GERMANICA (+ shleld) [An, 
VICT GERM 00 EAn, GI 
VICT GERM (+c) EAV, GI 
VICT PART (+c) [An, V3 
VICT PART (+c) [AV, V3 
[Trel: 
VICT PARTICA (+c) [An, V] 
VICT GERMANICA (+ trophy) [An, GI 
VICT GERMANICA (on globe +20 [An, 
VICTORIA GERMANICA (do. ) ! EAn, GI 
VICT GERMANICA (+c) (An, GI 
VICT GERMANICA EAn, GI 
ESaml: 
VICTORIA PART (Vlct. 
VICTORIA PART (do. ) 
VICTORIA GERMAN (do. ) 
VICTORIA GERMAN (do. ) 
VI RIL 263 (Cunetlo 760). 
RM 404 (Cunetto 785); 
Gbbl (1951), 30. 
RM 262 (Cunetlo 787); 
Gbbl (1951), 30. 
E. 12b (M 22). 
E. 20,27,34,41,48,56,59d. 
GI E. 21,28,35,42,49,57,59e 
E. 22,29,36,43,50,58,59f. 
E- 83,88; EAVI E. 93; EAE3 E. 95. 
E: 84,89, [AV] E. 94. 
crowns emp. ) [An, GI RM 453. 
[An, V21 RM 54 (Cunetio 833). 
(An, V23 RM 53 (Cunetio 832). 
[An,,, G] RM 452 (Cunetlo 839-40; 
cf. RM 451). 
Western emperors--(Postumus only): 
[Trel: 
VICTORIA GERMANICA EAn, PI E. 317 (Cunetto 2410). 
VICT GERMANICA [AV, PI RM 102 (E. -; Cohen, 371; 
Schulte (1983), 172 'b'). 
VIC GERM PM TRP V COS III PP 
(Vict. crowns emp. ) EAV, PI E. 354-6 (S. 75; S. 74; S. 72,76). 
ES153: 
VICTORIA PARTICA (Vict. crowns emp. ) [An, A] RM 240. 
[Cyzl: 
VICTORIA GERN <sic> [An, A] RM 355 (cf. Manns (1939), 33). 
VICTORIAE GOTHIC (Trophy 
between 2 captives) (An, A] RM 339 (Normanby 1283). 
NOTE TO ICONOGRAPHY: Unless specified, = standard Victoria type: 
Vict. with wreath and palm; "+cl, 1+2c" = with (two) captive(s). 
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TABLE A: 9 
Imperial Vlrtus II: 
The correlation between OVIrtusl types 
and types referring to Mars 
(entries 1-5) 
(Emr). / 
Ia. VIRTVS AVGG [Rom, Jr, AV/An/AE V/Gl G6bl (1951), 20-24. 
[Ant, Jr, An, V/Gl Gbbl (1951), 35-6. 
lb. VIRTVS AVG ERan, sr, An, GI Gbbl (1953), 13. 
(Med, sr, AV/An, GI G6bl (1953), 20-21. 
[Ant, sr, An, GI G6bl (1953), 27-9. 
ETre, AE, PI E. 267-8,273 (B. 9,50-57 etc. ) 
ECol, An, MI E. 640 (Cunetlo 2512). 
[Tre, An, V13 Cunetlo 2550 (E. -). 
ERom, An, A] Rl-Q 41. 
lCyz' An, A] RIC 341. 
Ic. VIRTVS MIL [Med, sr, An, GI GO'bl (1953), 18. 
Id. MARS AVG ECYz' sr, An, G3, G6bl (1953), 30. 
le. MARS VICTOR [Tre, An, PI E. 389 (Cunetlo 2422). 
. (As 1. but walkinci. carrvi 
2a. MARTI PROPVGNATORI ESIs, 
2b. MARTI PROPVNATORI Isis, 
2c. VIRTVS AEQVIT (Med, 









An, GI Siscla 49-49a 
AV, Cl Siscla 8 (Gbbl (1953), 25). 
An, PI S. 165 (E. 602); E. 605,608. 
PI S. 164 (E. 611). 
PI E. 608,611,614,617. 
ve/ 
3a. VIRTVS AVG ETre, An/AE, PI E. 292; RM, 181-2 (B. 4,8). 
3b. VIRT GALLIENI AVG [Tre, Jr, AV/An, GI E. 92; E. 82,87. 
Ned, Jr, An, , G], Cunetlo 754-5. 
3c. MARTI PROPVGNAT EMed, Jr, An, GI RM 483. 
4. ( As 1. but also with olive bran ch; -often without shield) 4a. MARTI PACIFERO [Rom, sr, AV/An/Den. -G] G6bl (1953), 15. 
[Med, sr, An Cl Go'bl (1953), 20. 
4b. MARTI PROPVGNAT [Rom, sr, An, G1-G6bl (1953), -16 (no shield). 4c. MARTI PACIF [Rom, Jr, AE, Cl G6bl (1951), 19 (no spear). 
[Rom, An, A] RM 33 (Normanby 1249). 
4d. MARTI PACIFERO [Med, AVm, A] Mllan: l. -ý_- 
. [Med, AV, A] Milan 5 (Manns (1939), 17). 4e. MARTI PACI [Med, AV, A] Milan 12; [An] 112. 
(Ser, An, A] M 270-71. - 4f. VIRTV S AVG [Tre, An, '- A] E. 887, (RM 5). 
(Cyz, sr, An, GI Gobi (1953), 30 (no shield). 
4g. VIRTVS AVG(VSTD [Rom, sr, An, GI GO'bl (1953), 16 (no shield). 
5. (As 4. but walkina) 
5a. MARTI PACIFERO [Vim, Jr, An, VI G6bl (1951), 28. 
5b. MARTI PACIFE [Med, sr, An Cl G6bl (1953), 20. 
[Contlnued over 
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TABLE A: 9 (cont. ) 
Imperial Vlrtus II-- Mars 
(entries 6-10) 
6- ( As I Or 2. without shield . tro phy over 1. shoulder) 6a. VIRTVS AVGG [Rom, Jr, An, V/Gl Gbbl (1951), 22-4. 
6b. VIRTVS AVGG [Vim, Jr, An, V/G1 G6bl (1951), 29. 
6c. MARTI PROPVG [Med, sr, An, GI G6bl (1953), 18. 
6d. FIDES EXERCITI [Byz, An, A] RU 393 (Maraveille 584). 
6e. VIRTVS AVG [Tre, An, ' Pl E. 291. 
6f. VIRTVS AEOVIT [Med, An, PI (without helm) Normanbv 1355-7. 
7. (As 6. but nude) 





7f. VIRTVS AVG 
7g. VIRTVS AVGVSTI 
ECol, An, VII E. 739-40. 
ITre? An, TI Besly & Bland (1983), 64 
(cf. E. 794; St-Mard 3196). 
[Tre, Jr, AV/An, GI E. 91; E. 81,86. 
[Tre, AV/An, PI S. 56 (E. 321); E. 332. 
ISIS? AV, A] RIC 186 (cf. Manns (1939), 54). 
I Rm? AV, A] Manns (1939), 54 (cf. 16). 
ISIS, sr, An, GI Slscla 115 
[Rom, AV, A] Manns (1939), 15 (cf. 97). 
[Rom? An, A] Bastlen (1976), 36 (cf. RM 1). 
ISIS, AV, A] RI_Q 179-81 (Manns (1939), 44). 
ISIS, AVm,, A] BIL 165 (Gnecchl 1,9, no. 4). 
ISIS, AV, A] Manns (1939), 16 (cf. M 98). 
8. ( As 6 or 7. but at feet. a cap tlve /enemy; c f. 3) 
8a. VIRTVS AVG [Rom, sr, An, GI G6bl (1953), 13. 
[Med, AV, A] Milan 32, 37-9 (cf. RI. Q 15). 
ISIs, AV, A] RM 182-3 . 8b. VIRTVS ILLVRICI [Ant, AV/An, A] RM 37 8-80; RM 388. 
9. ( As I or 2. but nu de; cf. 8) 
9a. VIRTVS AVG [Tre, An, PI E. 190. 
[Ant, sr, An, GI Go"bi (1953), 29. 
9b. MARS VICTOR [Ant, sr, An, GI Go'bl (1953), 28. 
9c. COMES AVG [Col, An, V11 Normanby 1444 (E. -; M 42). 
0. (Bust of emp. /Mars. helmet 
10a. COMES AVG lCol? 
10b. VIRTVS AVG ERom, 
[Tre, 
10c. VIRTVS POSTVMI AVG ETre, 
10d. VIRTVS POSTVMI AVG <obv. 
Up- 
AV, VII E. 705 (S. 48). 
sr, AV, GI GobI (1953), 13 
AE, PI B. 106-7 (E. 285,283). 
AV, PI S. '9,19-20 (E. 181,177,308). 
> [Tre, AV, PI S. 10-11 (E. 168,174). 
[Tre, AE, PI B. 108-11 (also 112-15). 
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TABLE MID 
Uperial Vlrtu3 III: 
The esperor as victorlous &my ccmnander 
(cf. table A: 6) 
I. C C=. rliks d---jn, and nvear g en eny. 'St. George-style8) *1 
I&. VIRT CALL11211 AVG (Hed, or, An, G) G6bI (IM), 18. 
lb. VIRIVS AVG (Rom. or. An. G) G6bI (1953). 13. 
ISIS, or, An, GI S15cla 113-4. 
Isla, AV/An, A) Manna (1939). 11. 
Ic. VIRTVS AVGVSTI (Col? AEm , VII E. 730. Id. IWICTVS AVG ITre, AV, V11 S. 28 (E. 659). 
le. AI)VVrrVS AVG (Rom, An, A] ELC 42 (cf. girml= 17). 
2. ( 
2&- 







An GI C&I (1953). 30. 
21). VI=RlA AVG ICy%. or, An GI G6bI (1953). 31. 
I( 
3A. 
EM2- oilra, 3-ied. walking w 
VIMS GALLIVII AVGVSTI 
Itb standard &-a alantfer) 
(Rom, or, Ag-mo G) Gnecchl 1,8, no. 19. 





culran-! ed with 






An, Cl G6bI (1951), 29. 
(Tre. Jr. An. CI E. 54 WWI (1951). 32). 
5- 1 L"'9- culranitd- wlt h =ea r. h olding-victory which crowns-him) *2 
540 - VI M3 AVOG ETre, Jr, AV/An, V1 E. 791 E. 76. 
Sb. VIRTV3 AVG (Vim, Jr, An, V) G6bI (1951), 27 C+ shield). 
(Tre. AV. VII S. 51 (E. -) C+ shield). 
6. ( 
64. 







An, V/GI G6bI (1951), 28-9. 
Cb, VIRTVS AVG (Sin, or, An, G) 91scla 110 (+ captive). 
[Tre. Absch. Vil S. 56 C+ 2 capt. /Vlctorla). 
t 
7a. 
Troohy tMtveen C121 





&o of lZeavons [avalls]) 
An, 01 E. 19 etc. (see Ch. 3, n. 18). 
7b. VIRMI AVG (CYZ. or: An. 03 G6bI (1953), 30. 7c. VIMS AVCVSTI (Sin, AV, A] Manna C1939), 16 (cf. 
7d. GENANICVS Kkx V (Tre, AE, P) B. 301-2 (see Ch-3, n. 20). 
7e. PMGKTPCOSIIIPP ITre, AV. PI S. 43-6 (see Ch. 3, n. 20). 
79. VIRTVS EXERCITVS (Trot AV, PI RIC 44 (spoils: see Ch. 4. n. 10). 
It. HOTEi for Iconography no. I (toperor as cavalry comander), zee 
&too table As2, no. 3i Cf. table W, no. 2. 
Q. NQTzj ror Iconography no. 5 (ecperor crowned by amall Victory), 
Cf. table W, no. t. Note also Ch. 4. b, n. 34. 
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TABLE AM 
Imperial Virtus M 
The correlation between *Vlrtus9 types 
and types referring to Hercules 
1. ( 
la. 
Here. lean, 3 on cluD 







nd rests on MD) 
G) Siscla 109. 
ISer, GAV , A] Manns (1939), 56. lb. VIRTVS AVGVSTI (Med, or, An, G) G6bl (1953), 18. 
(Ant, or, An, G) G6bJ (1953), 27-8. 
IC. VIRMI AVGVSTI (R=. or. An. 01 Numanby 299. 
(Tre, An, PI E. 390 (Cunetio 2441-3). 
(Tre, AV, T) S. 31 (E. 834). 
Id. VIM! l EDVITVM thed, An. PI E. 619 (Cunetlo 2497). 
Ia. HERC DEVSMICIS1 (Tre. AV. P) S. 37-8 CE. 304,325b). 
19. HERCVLl MAGVSMO [Tre, An/AE, PI E. 287; E. 293 (B. 105). 
2. (Here. with club aftd bew) 
2A. VI s AVG (R=, or, An, G) G&I (1953), 13. 
[Rom, An, A] R= 58. 
(Tre. An. P) E. 126 (Dinetto 2377). 
2b. liERCVLI DIVSWIMS1 (Tre. AV/AE P) S. 3 (E. 121a); E. 118a (B. D. 
2c. HERC DIVS(IIIE241 (Tre. AV. P) S. 4 (E. 121). 
thn) E. 124,131 (Cunetto 2378-9,2382-4). 






(Rom, An, A) RX 57 (Manna (1939), 43). 
A- ( 
4&, 
Htrc- %Itth chlb and t 
HERCVLI DEVSUIIViSl 
rtvhvl 
ITre, AE, P) B. 132 (E-184). 
S. ( 
54- 
Here. y1th club and b 
VIRT CALLIVII AVG 
ratch) 
thedo or, Ouat, G) Gbbl (1953), 21. 
5b. H13=Ll PACIFERO tTre. Me P) E. 299 (Cunetto 2394-5). 
9- ( 
64. 
Perc- IrAfts on elujZ. 






An. G) G&bl (1953). 20. 
7- ( 
7A. 









UG 318 (Manna (1939), 56). 
D-I 
Oa. 












earnO3 of Ht-re I t3u 






An. G) CZbl (1953), 13. 
9D. HERCYLI ROKAUO AVG ITre, An, P) E. 558-9 MOW 23)- 
9c. PKTRPVIII=IIIIPP [Tre. An. P) E. 50-1 Munetto 2445,2447). 
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TABLE A: 12 
Postumus' OLabours of Hercules* series 
and related material 
I: The "Labours" serles (AD 266/7 or 268? )* 






Travaux I E. S. 
IAE/Abschl 
Travaux 
HERCVLI NAMEO Llon 521 120 1 
523 121 2 523 122 5 
522 123 3 
524 124 4 
HERCVLI ARGIVO Hydra 473 125 6 
HERCVLI ARGIVO Hydra 475 126 7-9 
HERCVLI ARGIVO Hydra 476 127 10-12 
HERCVLI ARCADIO HInd 467 128 13 
HERCVLI ERVMANTINO Boar 1 493 129-31 14-7 
HERCVLI ERVMANTINO Boar 1 492 132 18-20 
HERCVLI ERVMANTINO Boar 2 - 133 21 
HERCVLI ERVMANTINO Boar 2 [An] - (134) 22 
HERCVLI PISAEO Pickaxe 530 135 (cf. 23-5) 
HERCVLI AVG Blrds 481 136 26 
HERCVLI CRETENSI Bull 488 137 27 
HERCVLI THRACIO Horses 538 138 28 
HERCVLI THRACIO Horses 541 139 29 
HERCVLI THRACIO Horses 543 140 30 
HERCVLI INVICTO Amazon 1 512 142 32 
HERCVLI INVICTO Amazon 1 509 141 31 
HERCVLI INVICTO Amazon 1 511 143 33-40 
HERCVLI INVICTO Amazon 2 [An] - (144-6) 41-4 
HERCVLI GADITANO Geryon 499 147 45-6 
HERCVLI ROM Apples 535 148 47 
HERCVLI ROM Apples. 534 149 48-50 
HERCVLI LIBYCO Antaeus 517 150 51 
HERCVLI LIBYCO Antaeus 519 151 
HERCVLI INMORTALI Cerberus 504 152 52 
HERCVLI INMORTALI Cerberus 505 153 53-4 
[Cont. over... 
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TABLE A: 12 (cont. ) 
Postumus' 'Labours of Hercules' series 
and related material 
II: Other types sharing 'Labours" Iconography 
Ha. Outside the main series, Issued earlier (AD 262)* 
[AV] References: IAEI 
Leaend (Iconoct. ) E. S. Travaux I (None) 
HERCVLI INVICTO Lion 305 36 
HERCVLI INVICTO Lion 327 40 
Hb. Outside main series, Issued slightly later (AD 268? )* 
[AV] References: 1AE1 
Leqend (Iconoci. ) (None) I E. S. Travaux B. 
HERCVLI INVICTO Bull 556 136 
VIRTVS POSTVMI AVG Hind 557 137 
VIRTVS POSTVMI AVG Hind - 138 
KEY TO REVERSE ICONOGRAPHY ("Labours of Hercules"): 
Lion: Wrestles with Nemean Lion 
Hydra: Clubs Lernean Hydra 
Hind: Wrestles with Cerynelan Hind, grasping antlers from behind 
Boar 1: Strides towards amphora, Erymanthlan Boar over his shoulder 
Boar 2: As 'Boar 11, but standing; no amphora 
PIckaxe: Wields pick to divert the Alpheus Into the Augean stables 
Birds: Alms bow at sky; at r, 2 falling Stymphallan birds 
Bull: Grasps Cretan Bull by the horns 
Horse: Seizes one of the horses of Diomedes; another gallops free 
Amazon 1: Stands over dead Amazon, with club; r. hand holds girdle 
Amazon 2: As 'Amazon 10, but without girdle 
Geryon: Fights the giant Geryon 
Apples: Stands under apple tree; 3 Hesperides flee to left 
Antaeus: Holds the struggling Antaeus aloft 
(a *labour* supernumerary to the caýnlcal twelve) 
Cerberus: Walks, club shouldered, leading Cerberus by a chain 
NOTES ON HE DATES OF ISSUE (taking 260 as date of P's revolt): 
I ("Labours'): The date Is very uncertain. For discussion see 
Elmer (1941), 38; Bastlen (1958), 72; Bastlen (1967), 56ff.; 
Schulte (1983), 43f.; DrInkwater (1987), 173f. 
IIa: Schulte's 'Group 51, see Schulte (1983), 32. 
IIb: Issued at the end of (or slightly later than) the 'Labours' 
series: Bastlen (1967), 56ff.; Drinkwater (1987), 173 n. 160. 
KI", 
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TABLE A: 13 
The Emperor and the Eternity of Rome 
ROMAE AETERNAE and other related types 
(Entries 1-10) 
1. (S he-wolf and twins) 
Ia. AETERNITAS AVG (Ant, sr, An, GI M 628. 
[Cyz, An, A] RJJQ 326 (Manns (1939), 18). 
1b. AETERNIT AVG [Cyz, sr, An, GI G6b1 (1953), 30 (HM 628). 
2. (M ars. nude. helmete d with spe ar & shleld; Rhea S11v1a reclinlnq) 
2a. TRIBPOTVIIICOSIII EMed, Jr, Absch, GI EJJQ 315 (Gbbl (1951), 34). 
3. ( Roma. Seated with s hield. hol dina spear and victriola) 
3a. ROMAE AETERNAE [Ant, Jr, An, VI M 221 (G6bl (1951), 35-6). 
[Ant, jr, An, GI RM 297 ("00). 
[Ant, Jr, AV, VI RM 275 (Gbbl (195D, 38). 
[Ant, jr, AV, GI M 432-3 (100). 
(Sam, jr, An, Sal G6b1 (1951), 37. 
[Ant, sr, An, GI RM 654-5. 
3b. ROMAE AETERN(AE) ECyz, sr, An, GI RM 655 (Gbbl(1953), 30). 
3c. ROMAE AETERNE<slc> Ecyz' An, A] RM 337 (Blackmoor 3784). 
4. ( As 3. but sceptre I n Place of spe ar) 
4a. ROMAE AETERNAE [Tre, AV, TI S. 18 (E. 831). 
4b. ROMAE AETER ISI s, AV, A] RM 175 (Rohde 37; Cohen 217). 
5. ( As 4. but without s hield) 
5a. PMTRPVICOS (M ed, sr, An , GI Cunetio 1669 (Gbbl (1953), 21). 
6. ( As 4. but holds val adlum I nst ead of vict.. shleld under throne) 
6a. ROMAE AETERNAE [Tre, AV, PI S. 48-53A (E. 366). 
ETre, AV, PI S. 47 (E. 368). 
7. ( 
7a. 








ear and vict. ) 
RM 84-5 (cf. Manns (1939), 52; 
Gnecchl 111,65, nos. 15-6). 
8. ( As 7. but Roma hold s olive br anch Instead of vict. ) 
Ba. VIRTVS AVG [Tre, AV, TI E. 833 (S. 20-22,24; RM 39). 
[Tre, Absch, TI S. 23. (RI. Q 177; E. 833). 
9. ( Roma. sto helmeted. hol . din as pear & shield restinq on qround) 
9a. VIRTVS AVGG ETre, An, TI Normanbv 1485 (E. 780; RIC 148; 
Cunetlo 2618; Hunter 12). 
10a. PMTRPIIICOSPP - (Tre, AV, TI E. 825 (S. 48; 
[Continued over 
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TABLE A: 13 (Cont. ) 
The Emperor and the Eternity of Rome 
ROMAE AETERNAE and other related types 
(Entries 11-18) 
) 
Ila. ROMA AETERNE<slc> [Tre, sr, Absch, VI E. 71 (Gobl (1951), 33). 
[Tre, AV, PI S. 24 (E. -). 
Ilb. ROMAE AETERNAE ETre, AV, Vil E. 665 (S. 16); E. 664 (S. 17). 
[Tre, AV, V13 S. 17A (cf. E. 664). 
[Tre, Absch, V11 S. 17n. 
12. Quqate busts of Roma and Dlana), 
12a. VOTA AVGVSTI [AV, Vil S. 24-6 (E. 671,673,672). 
13. (Emp. stq & svear. receive s vI ct. from Roma. stq. spear & shield) 
13a. VIRTVS AVG [Ant, Jr+, An, GI Cunetio 1878 
(cf. RM Url 457). (*1) 
14. ( Roma [as 31 holds out vic t. t o emp. ) 
14a. ROMAE AETERNAE [Ant, Jr, An, Sal RLC_ 67 (G6bI (1951), 38; 
Cunetlo 856,871,8770. 
(Ant, Jr+, An, GI Cunetio 1872,1876; 
(cf. RM (Jr) 449). (*D 
[Med, An, A] M 142 (Maravellle 138-41; 
Sirmium 172-7). 
[Med, An, A] RIC 142 (Maravellie 181-5,209; 
SIrmIum 235-44). 
14b. ROMAE AETER [Med, An, A] M 142 (Maravellie 322-38; 
Sirmium 356-65; 
Blackmoor 3722-4). 
15. ( As 14. but Roma wi th scep tre [as 41) 
15a. ROMAE AETERNAE EByz, An,, A] RM 405. 
16. ( As 14. but Roma se ated on cui rass [as 71 and clasps emp. 's hand) 
16a. PMTRPVICOSIIIPP [Tre, AV, PI E. 392 (S. 97). (*2) 
17. ( Emp.. followed by sIqnIfe r. o ffers q1obe to seated Roma. [as 31) 
17a. COS II [Col(? ) AV, VII E. 704 (S. 47). 
18. ( Roma 1eadInq mount ed emp. bac k from victorious wars) 
18a. ROMA REDVX , [Tre, Jr, AV, GI E. 73 (G6b] (1951), 33). 
(*D NOTE: On these [jr+1 types see Besly & Bland (1983), p. 40f. 
(*2) NOTE: Elmer cites another with the same legend: PM TRP VI COS 
III PP [Tre, AV, PI E. 391 (pl. 6,4), with a different 
Iconography (Cult statue of Dea Roma In tetrastyle temple: cf. 
the similar Iconography for the LIcInII, E. 77,90,99, etc. ); 
however, Schulte (1983), does not Include It. 
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TABLE A: 14 
Aurelian and Jovlan Investiture 
1. (Emp. + short sc entre r ecel vinq alobe from Jup. + lonq sceptre) 
IOVI CONSERVATORI [Med, An] MAU. 148-9,187-91; arM. 179-80 
(cf. M 131). 
[Sle, AV] RX 174 (Manns (1939), 28). 
MIS, An] RM 227 (MALA. 402-4,408-10; 
2JX. M. 459-78). 
[Ser, An] ]RIL 265-6 (Estlot (1983), 27). 
[Byz, An] EAU. 585-6; EM. 1209 
(cf. RM 395; Estlot (1983), 29). 
IOVI CONSER [Med, An] RM 129 (MArA. 214-16,219-23,226; 
2irm. 267-84; cf. RM 130). 
ISIS, An] RI_Q 225 Q[gjrA. 420-2,426,428-9, 
432-7,439-49,452-3,456,461-2; 
Elm. 513, cf. 514-15; 516-683). 
[Ser, An] RM 260 (M=. 558; qLM. 1380-90; 
M=. 561-2; Zim. 1391-1410; 
Mau. 559-60; Elm. 1413-14; 
E[=. 563-5; O. M. 1415-45). 
ESer, An] RM 259 (EM. 1411-12). 
[Ser, An] RM 262 QJ. M. 1448; cf. 1447). 
[Ser, An] RM 263; 
ESer, An] Rjg 264 (alM. 1446). 
ESer, An] RM 261 QUrA. 566; altM. 1449-57). 
[Byz, An] RM 394 var. (Estlot (1983), 29). 
[Cyz, An] RM 346 (MAU. 639-41; %M. 1604-14). 
CONCORD MILIT [Cyz, An] RLQ 342 (IjArA. 636-8; 
19LM. 1571-84; 1587-8). FIDES MILIT lCyz, An] RM 344 (M=. 634-5; 
aLm. 1546-65; 1585-6). 
2. (As before. but emp. without sceptre) 
IOVI CONSERVATORI [Med, An] Ilau. 117; 21m. 154-6 (cf. RM 131). 
IOVI CONSER [Sis, An] M 225 (M-UA. 431; MrM. 709-13). 
with eaale-topped scentre) 
IOVI CONSER [Med, An] M 129 (KarA. 217-18,224,227; 
2jrM. 285-7). 
4. (As before. emp. with Iona sceptre) 
IOVI CONSER (Rom, An] RM 48 (Slrm. 24). 
ESIs, An] RM 225 QAu. 457-9,463-5,467-8; 
, Ur. m. 684-708). [Byz, An] M 394 QJUA. 593-7; 617; 618-23; 
51. EM. 1240-71; 1334; 1335-6). 
NOTE TO REFERENCES: &uA. = Marave IIIe; LM. =SI rm I um. 
(See also Ch. 4, n. 127, for the Sol type: RI_Q 274-5. ) 
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Aurelian and Sol I: 
ORIENS AVG antonInIani for Aurelian 
Arranged according to mint and order of output with each mint 
(Rome, Milan, Tlclnum) 
Rev. Mark Obv. RIC Maravielle Sirmium 
[Rom]: 
Sol 3b --//P (to VD 4 (BD (247) 28 28 
Sol 3b --//- " GID V) 32 - 
Sol 3a --//P (to VD a (BD (0) 27,29 25-6 
Sol 2c --//Vl (+? ) (DD (249) - 42 
Sol 2c --//P (to VD (BD (0) 30-1 43-50 
Sol le 00 (1) (247) 35,46-8 29-31 
Sol 3b 00 (V? ) 5 (0) (248) - - 
Sol 3a 0N (V? ) (11) (0) - 27 
Sol 2c N- (S, Q? ) (0) (250) 33 51 
Sol le 0N (0) (248) 34,36-45,49-53 32-41 
Sol 3c --//P (to X) 4 (0) 62 54-9 54-62 
Sol 3c (some of above) 3 (0) 61 52-3 
Sol 3c XXI/P//Ilon (to VID 4 (1) 62 - - 
Sol 3c -P//XXI to (VID (0) 62 60-4 137-9 
Sol 4 T-//XXI (+? ) (m) - - - 
Sol If -P//XXI* (to VID (4) 63 65-9 140 
Sol If --//XXIA (+? ) (N) 63 70 - 
Sol 3d 0 (+? ) (0) 62 71 
Sol 3c --//AXXI (to Z) (0) 62 72-84 136 
Sol 5 A-//XXI (to Z) (0) 65 85-7 135 
Sol Id --//AXXIR (B, A, () (0) 63 (88) 117-24 
Sol 6b A-//XXIR to I (M (11) 64 (90-1,100) 63-71 
Sol 6a (as above) (0) 64 94-8,101-4 72-115 
Sol 6a H-//XXIR (Bg) (64) - 116 
[Medl: 
Sol le --//P (to 0) 5 (BI) 135 343-6 384-406 
Sol 3c --//P (to 0) 4 (0) 137 347-8 - 
Sol 3c --//PM (to 0) 3 (N) 150 349-55 407-9 
ETIcl: 
Sol 3c *-//PXXI (to 0) 3 (BD (151) 356-9 411-14 
Sol 3c (as above) (a) (0) 362-3,365-8 424-36 
Sol 3c (as above) (m) 151 -- 
[Continued over 
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Aurelian and Sol I: 
ORIENS AVG antonlnlanl for Aurelian 
(SIscla, Serdlca, Cyzicus) 
Rev. Mark Obv. RIC Maravielle Slrmlum 
Isis]: 
Sol la *//P (+? to VID 3 (131) 246 1073 
Sol Ib *//V W to VID 1 (1) 246 - 1075 
Sol 3c *//P (all to VII? ) N (4) 254 - - 
Sol lb *//S (all to VI? ) m (11) 246 514 - 
Sol Ic *//S (Q, VI, +? ) N (0) 251 - 1076-9 
Sol 3c *//S to VI (P? ) 1 (0) 254 518,520-1 1080-91 
Sol 4 *//S (T, +? ) N (6) 255 - 1092-5 
Sol 3c --//XXIP (+? ) 
N (N) 254 - 1158 
Sol 4 S-//XXIVI (+? ) (N) 255 527 - 
Sol 4 --//XXIP (to VI) (0) 255 534,539,546, 1159-65, 
550-1 1167-78 
Sol 4 --//SXX. I (to VI, +? )" (N) (255) 557 1166 
Sol 4 V-//XXI (to VI +? )ý% * (a) (255) 554 1186-90 
[Serl: 
Sol, 2a --//S (P? ) 5 (BD (277) 1458 
Sol 2b --//P (S) 4 (0) 276 568 1460-9 
Sol 7 --//P (S, T? ) 1 , (N) - "-- 1470 
Sol 3c --//P (to T) 3 1(n) 278 567 1471-83 
Sol 3c --//P (to T) 4 V)- 279 569-70 1484-93 
Emp/Sol --//a (+? ) 4 -01) 
282 - 
Sol 3c --//XXIP (to T), 4 (N) 279 571,573 1494-9 
Sol 3c --//XXI. S. (T, P? ) " , (Bg) 279 574 - Sol 3c (as above) 02) 279 1500 
Emp/Sol --//XXIT M) 4 (BI) 283 
ICYZI: 
Sol 2b --//CA (to(; B? ) 4 (BD (361) 664 1710-11 
Sol 3b --//CA (toc A, W) 3 (BD 360 1705-9 
Sol 2b --//AC (to (0) 360 1723-9 
Sol 3b (as abo ve) (0), , z360 655-6,663, 1712-21 
665-6 
Sol 3c (as abo ve) (0) 363 660 1730-40 
Sol 3c --//AC (+? )' -_ I, ýý5 V) -, 365 - 1741-2 Sol 2b -A//XXI (to'* 360 670 1751-8 
Sol 2b - //XXI (+? ) 4,, ("),, (361) 1759-61 
Sol 3b --//XXI 3 02) (360Y 1743 
Sol 3b -A//XXI (to 3 , 01) 360 667-9 1744-50 
Sol 3c r-//XXI (+? )-,, ý' 
V) - (363) - 1762 
Sol 3c A-//XXI 
- (toý( .4 (0) - 364 671 1763-8 
[Continued over 
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Aurelian and Sol I: 
CRIENS AVG antoninlanl for Aurelian 
(Keys to table) 
KEY TO OBV. 
LEGEND (cf. EI_Q): 
3: IMP C AVRELIANVS AVG 
4: IMP AVRELIANVS AVG 
5: AVRELIANVS AVG. 
BUST (cf. Cunetlo): 
DI = Draped bust r. (DII = left. ); 
BI = Culrassed bust r.; B2 = same, 
Bg = Culrassed (with gorgonelon), 
D2 = same, from rear. 
from rear. 
spear (or scptr. ) over 1. shlder. 
(+? ) Indicates other offlcInae possible, but not certainly attested. 
KEY TO RE" 
Sol la Sol stg I., head r., cloak on 1. shoulder, r. h. raised, 
globe In l. h.; at feet to I., captive with hands on knees. Sol Ib Sol as above; captive as above, but hands bound behind back. 
Sol 1c As 1b, but Sol frontal; and at feet, to r., another bound 
captive, whose head Is turned back to look up at Sol. Sol ld As 1c, but both captives look up at Sol. 
Sol le As Ib (one captive), but Sol's cloak on both shoulders and 
draped over 1. arm. 
Sol If As Ic (two captives), but Sol's cloak as In le. 
Sol 2a As la, but Sol stg and looking-1. 
Sol 2b As 2a, but captive bound, (as In lb). - 
Sol 2c As 2a, but Sol's cloak as_ , 
In le;, the captive lies on his 
back, propped up on his'elbow, l. h. extended towards Sol. 
Sol 3a As 2a, but Sol striding (foot somtlmes on captive's back). 
Sol 3b Sol as 3a, but captive as Ib/2b. 
Sol 3c Sol as 3a, but two captives as Ic. 
Sol 3d As 3c, but Sol's cloak files out behind. 
Sol 4 As 3d, but Sol carries whip not globe. 
Sol 5 Sol, cloak over arm, striding to r., trophy (or standard? ) 
In r. h., globe In I. h. -,, trampling a captive failing to r., 
whose head Is turned back towards Sol, and r. arm up In 
supplication or self-defence. 
Sol 6a As 5, but Sol carries olive branch In r. h., bow In l. h. 
Sol 6b As 6a, -but captive falling forward, arms out before him. 
Sol 7 Sol stg r. trampling prostrate captive with both feet, 
holding globe In r. h., sword or clubM In I. h. Emp/Sol Emp receives globe from Sol, holding whlp. 
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Aurelian and Sol II: 
Sol as Aurelian's principal tutelary deity 
(Entlrles 1-6) 
1. (Sol radiate wlth cloak. with no attributes. r. h. raised) 
Ia. SOLI INVICTO ESer, An] (Sol) RJ_Q 311. 
2. (Sol radiate wlth cloak. qlobe In I. h.. streaches out ralsed r. h. ) 
2a. SOLI INVICTO ERom, An] M 54 (MsIrA. 16-18; ULM. 21-3). 
EAnt, An] RM 387 (Svrla B 18). 
2b. RESTITVTOR 
ORIENTIS [Cyz, An] Manns (1939), 37 (RM -). 
[Sis/Ser(? ), AV] Rohde 34-6 (Manns (1939), 56). 
3. (Sol as 2. at feet 






RM 257 (Mara. 504; qLM. 1072). 
ESIS, AnY RM 257 Qirm. 1074). 
ETrp, An] RX 390 (Svrla C 323-9). 
[Trp, An] RM 390 (Svrla C 330-43; 364). 
3b. SOLI INVICTO. [Trp, An] RM 390 (Syria A 19; Syria B 33; 
Syria C 356-61; cf. Mm. 1820). 
3c. PMTRPVICOSIIPP ISIS, AV] RM 185 (cf. Manns (1939), 54, cltes 
as 'PM TRP VII COS II PPI). 
3d. CONSERVAT AVG [Ant, AV] RM 371-3 (Manns (1939), 49) 
[Ant, An] RM 384 (Syria A 6; Syria C 91-2, 
94-7,101-6,111-13,116). 
EAnt, An] RM 385 (Manns (1939), 52). 
3e. CONSERWAT) AVG [Ant, An] RM 383 (Syria C 149-50; captlve 
- prostrate 
beneath Sol's feet). 




on either side) 
Sirm. 410 (cf. RIC 154). 




308 (MuA. 572; 2irm. 1501-4). 
5. (Sol. radlate wlth cloak. whip + qlobe. In a quadrlqa to 1. ) 
5a. SOLI INVICTO [Ser(? ), AEm(Absch)] Gnecchl 11,113, no. 2 
(Manns, 
_(1939), 
44; Rohde 435; cf. RI-Q 77). 
6. (As S. but quadrlqa frontal. horses spread 2 r. /2 1. ) 
6a. SOLI INVICTO ESer(? ), AEm(Absch)] Gnecchl 11,113, no. 3 
(Manns (1939), 44; Rohde 434; RI. Q 78). 
[Contlnued over 
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TABLE A: 16 (cont. ) 
Aurelian and Sol II: 
Sol as Aurelian's principal tutelary deity 
(Entries 7-12: Solar Investiture) 
7 MmD. receiving globe from Sol. holdIng whIp In I. h. ) 
7a. SOLI CONSERVATORI [Cyz, An] RI_Q 353 (Rohde 350). 
7b. RESTITVTOR ORBIS [Cyz, An] Zj-rm. 1797-1800 (cf. M 367). 
7c. ORIENS AVG [Ser, An] RM 282. 
ESer, An] RM 283. 
B. (As 7. except Mars In Place of emp. ) (*) 
Ba. MARS INVICTVS [Cyz, An] RI_C 357 (al-Lm-. 1769; Rohde 213). 
9. (Emp. and Sol. as 7. but between them a captive: cf. 3) 
9a. SOLI INVICTO [Ser, An] 312-15 (Rohde 362-5) 
9b. VIRTVS AVG (Ser, An] 316-17 (Rohde 394). 
9c. RESTITVTOR ORBIS [Cyz, An] 367 (cf. Rohde 334-6). 
10. (As 9. except Mars In Place of emp. 1 
10a. MARS INVICTVS [Cyz, An) RM 358 (alm. 1770; Rohde 214). 
10b. MARTI INVICTO (Cyz, An] EI_Q 359 (Rohde 216). 
It. (Similar to 9. but Hercules In Place of emp. ) 
Ila. VIRTVS AVG [Ser, An) RM 318 (Manns (1939), 56). 
12. (As 7. two captives In exeraue) 
12a. SOLI CONSERVATORI [Cyz, An] RM 353 (Manns (1939), 41; 
- Rohde 349). 
NOTE: Compare this-MARS INVICTVS type with the contemporary 
RESTITVTOR EXERCITI (Mars hands globeto'emp. ) (Cyz, An] M 366 
(Maraveille 673-5;, Slrmlum-1810-15; cf. Rohde 215) 
NOTE TO REFERENCES: lismaL. = Marave IIIe; 211M. =SI rm I um. 
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"Approaching the Political History 
of the Mid-third Century" 
Gibbon (1909-14), 1, x1l, 341; Hobbes, Leviathan, 
ch. 13 (Penguin ed., p. 186). 
2. The situation Is confused by the conflicting literary 
accounts and by the fictions of the BA (see Herrmann 
(1965), 79-82). The occasional Inclusion of 
Individuals (such as Odenathus) who did not actually 
claim Roman Imperial authority as such Is a further 
complication. See, however,, the list In Hartmann 
(1982), 63-5 (which also Includes the three Caesars, 
Maximus, Valerlan Junior and TetrIcus Junior). The 
only one definitely to end his reign without violence 
was Claudius II (who succumbed to plague In 270, after 
a reign of only two years); the case of Carus Is 
questionable (lightning or foul play, both versions 
are given; the latter Is more believable). 
Though many different dates have been suggested at one 
time or another for this vital event, upon which so 
much of the chronology of this period depends, there 
can no longer be any serious doubt-that the capture of 
Valerlan by the Sassanlans-took place In the late 
summer of 260, most likely In the first week or so of 
September. See-now-Rathbone (1986), 117-18; Bland 
(1988b), 259, calling for an end to the debate; Konlg 
(1981), 4-16; DrInkwater (1987),, 95-9 (this represents 
a converslon-from his prevlous. thinking: cf. 
DrInkwater (1973) ' 66ff. -and DrInkwater (1974); note h1sxemarks In DrInkwater (1983),, espý 469). In 
general (for those-. emperors-, recognlzed1n Egypt) I 
have relled. upon the chronological framework supplied 
In the detailed study by Rathbone (1986). 
4. The relevantýbooks, of-'Ammlanus, which might have been 
our best hope,. are. missing and Enmann's 
Kalseroeschichte has been so, entirely lost that Its 
very, existence depends upon., Inference. On these Latin 
sources, lncluding, the,, M,,, seeýR. -Browning, (1983), on "Biography" and-"Hlstory"--in E. J., Kenney (ed. ), 
Cambridoe History of Classical Literature, H. 5 The 
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Later Principal&, Epbk. 3 Cambridge, 1983,50-72, esp. 54ff. The extensiveness of the Quellenforschuna with 
regard to the H& alone prohibits any attempt to list 
the bibliography: however, note esp. Syme (1968) and 
(1971). On Dexlppus, see Millar (1969). 
5. Some of these difficulties will be dealt with In 
detall below In Ch. 2. 
6. The gloom of this period of frequent usurpations Is 
still being dismissed as Impenetrable today: e. g. 
MacMullen (1988), 111. For the simile of the "dark 
tunnel", Jones (1964), 23. 
7. Schulz (1919), 170-71; 266ff.; based on Victor Caes. 
37.5 (but cf. on Maximinus below). This demarcation 
Is to be found also In Wickert (1954), 2290ff. -, 
Herrmann (1965), 75; Hartke (1951), 171ff.; cf. 
(suggesting Aurelian as the moment of caesura) 
Mattingly (1939), 298; Storch (1972), 203; Stertz 
(1974), 63ff.; cf. Hannestad (1986), 285-9 (Maximinus, 
see Eutrop., 9.1; Victor 
_Q=. 
25). 
8. Jones (1964), 23. 
9. Blelcken (1981), 11,77ff., suggests that the 
soldateska who seized power In the mid-third century 
are not worthy to be considered as "emperors" at all. 
Although he thereby removes'some of the awkward 
anomalies of the conventional dichotomy, he still 
Implicitly acknowledges Its theoretical validity. It 
Is worth noting that In Its sweeping denouncement of 
the period Blelcken's, approach amounts to little more 
than a restatement of Rostovtzeff's "Anarchy" (with 
which he elsewhere takes Issue). 
10. Lopuszanski (1951), 30., 
11. The news of Valerian's, ignomlnlous capture must have 
reached the western provinces In the autumn of 260, 
giving us a terminus post quem for the revolt of 
Postumus, which certainly.,. took-place before (probably 
considerably before) 10 December 260 (cf. references 
cited In n. 3 above). 
12. For the chronology, of,, the reIgns, of Postumus and his 
successors In the western provinces I have largely 
followed K8nIg (1981), amended-, where necessary by the 
findings of more, recentworks such as those of Schulte 
(1983) and DrInkwater (1987),, esp. -94-8. 
In outline 
It Is as, follows:, Laellan revolted In the early spring 
of 269, apparentlyýat Malnz,, but, was,, quickly 
suppressed; Postumus was, promptly lynched by, his own 
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troops, having prohibited them from looting Mainz. 
Marius (spring 269) was also murdered only a few weeks 
later; he was followed by Victorinus (late spring 
269). When he too was assassinated, the soldiers 
chose TetrIcus, the governor of Aquitania, who was 
apparently still In Bordeaux at the time (spring 271). 
Sometime In 273 Tetricus elevated his young son of the 
same name to be his Caesar, holding a Joint consulship 
with the boy the following January; It was perhaps the 
early summer of 274 when Aurelian defeated and 
captured the Tetrici at Chalons. 
13. There was little appreciable-delay between the 
capture of Valerlan and the revolt of Macrlanus and 
Quietus; they continued to'be recognized In the 
eastern provinces, Includlng'Egypt, until the winter 
of 261/2 when Odenathus defeated and killed Quietus, 
Macrianus having already suffered a similar fate the 
previous summer In the Balkans at the hands of 
Gallienus' generals Domitlanus and Aureolus (Zon. 
12.24; Cont. Dion. fr. 159 (ed. Bolssevaln, 111,742); 
SHA Tyr. tria. 12-14, (passim); 15.4; Gall. 1.2-3.5). 
For dates, see Rathbone (1986), 118-19; and for 
coinage, Mattingly (1954); cf. Besly & Bland (1983), 
40-41. 
14. The suggestions: "die gallIschen Usurpatoren", Ko*nlg 
(1981); "Romano-Galllc empire" (with short discussion 
of the problem), Bland (1988b), 258; cf. the Freýqh 
"Ies empereurs gallo-romains": e. g. Hlernard (1952); 
Pflaum (1957). 
15. Even to grant these events the term "episode" could 
be prejudicial, so that I must emphasize that where I 
do use this term, I refer only to the duration of the 
division of political loyalties In the western 
provinces, and not to the Implicit existence of a 
consciously separate political entity. For a full 
d1scusslon'of this question, see chapter 5. b, below. 
16. See thus Herodlan 11.8.6 (on PescennIus Niger); the 
usurpations of the third century clearly conformed 
more or less to this pattern. 
17. The advertisement of status In this way formed part 
of the ancient PhIlotImla. For emperors, the scale 
and the attention to detail Involved In the creation, 
distribution and erection of such representations 
underlines the Importance attached to the link between 
these symbols of Imperial authority and the 
Individual, as equally-does-the severance of this link 
(by defacing, sometImes-In the literal sense) In cases 
of damnatio memoriae,. On the significance of Imperial 
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Images In the soclo-political structure of the empire, 
see Price, S. (1984), 170-206; Hopkins (1978), 225-6; 
cf. Tacitus Hist. 1.41; Plutarch Galba 26. 
18. For a new emperor In particular, the Issue of coinage 
In his own name was thus a pressing concern, as soon 
as he had access to a mint; not least because It 
served the second function of providing the 
wherewithal to remunerate the troops who had supported 
his claim. 
19. The design of the coinage, Incorporating the verbal 
and Iconographic symbols of Imperial authority 
(supplemented occasionally by subsequent marks of 
revalldation, or "countermarks") was precisely what 
distinguished a "coin" from some other object and 
rendered It acceptable as "currency". Due to the role 
of public recognition, the scope for variation In coin 
design was somewhat restricted; none the less the 
variety In fact employed vastly exceeds that of modern 
currency. On the relationship of design and function 
In Roman coinage, see Grierson (1975), 72ff.; Casey 
(1986), 11ff., cf. 24f.; Wallace-HadrIll (1986), esp. 
67,70,84. 
20. Matthew, 22.20-21 (cf. Mark 12.17; Luke 20.24). 
Similarly, Suetonlus' story (Tib 58) that In the worst 
years of Tiberius' relgn a man could be accused of 
Idse-maJeste merely for taking a coin bearing the 
portrait of Augustus Into a brothel or a latrine 
Illustrates that both he and his readers appreciated 
the Intimate connection. between "majesty" and "Image". 
The fact of Issuing coinage was thus clearly of great 
symbolic significance. On this matter, see further 
Ch. 2. a, below. 
21. For dubious assertions of, this kind, see SHA Tyr. 
trio. 26.2; 31.3;, Flrm., 2.1. Cf. Wallace-Hadrill 
(1986), 69. 
22.1 shall return to theýrelevance of symbolic . 
representations of all kinds for our understanding of 
political authority In more detall, below, Ch. 6. c. 
23. For example, -PrIce, S. -(1980),. (1984) and (1987); Zanker (1988); and cf. P. Zanker "Der Apollontempel 
auf dem Palatin"t In Clttý e Architettura nella Roma 
Imperiale (1983). Noteýalso partlcularly, An this 
regard,, Mlllar & Segal. -(1984), *,. Wallace-Hadr, llI (1986). 
24. For example: MacCormack. -(1972), and (1981); Cameron, A 
(1976); McCormick (1986); iCameronýA. M. (1987). 
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25. There are exceptions, such as the fragment of 
DexIppus describing the embassy of the Juthungi to 
Aurelian (F. Gr. H. (Jacoby), 100, F. 6; cf. Millar 
(1969), 25); but on the whole the literary evidence Is 
not of much use, due largely to the Intrusion of 
anachronisms. On the various available sources for 
this period which are of use In this present context 
and my reasons for concentrating on certain of them 
over others, see below, chapter 2. a. 
26. A full list of those covered, together with the 
abbreviations used for them In this work, Is given on 
p. 263, below. 
NOTES: Chapter 2 
"Evaluating the Numismatic 
and Epigraphic Material" 
The term "non-literary" still Implies texts, such as 
the legal codes, of which there Is Insufficient for 
this period to be of any significant help here; I have 
therefore avoided the term. 
2. Certain types of public architecture (imperial civic 
buildings Including baths, fora, circuses, theatres, 
temples, altars, mausolea and triumphal arches) would 
also, as Indicated In the previous chapter, be 
germane. The scarcity of extant Imperial art and 
architecture of this kind for the reigns we are 
concerned with Is too great to allow this evidence to 
be much use. For the western emperors there Is 
nothing at all; for Aurelian next to nothing: the bust 
In the Istanbul Museum wearing a corona civica (Inv. 
no. 4864; Andreae (1977), fig. 133), has only 
tentatively been Identified as Aurelian and only In 
some quarters; see Wegner (1979), 142 (cf. 141-3, for 
all the possible Aurellanic portraits, noting that 
none are secure). For Valerian and especially 
Gallienus, there is far more In the way of portrait 
sculpture, but still not enough to merit automatic 
Inclusion: Wood (1986; cf., however, the review by 
R. R. R. Smith IM 78 (1988), 257-8); Wegner (1979), 
101-34. 
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3. The collapse within a comparatively short period (most 
noticeably In the two decades from 257 to 276) of the 
local civic coinages of the cities of the eastern 
Mediterranean necessarily entailed the monopoly of 
Imperial coinage In those sectors of the economy which 
continued to be at least partially currency-based: see 
Howgego (1985), 65-73. The timing of this event Is 
not fortuitous, coinciding precisely with the most 
rapid Increase In the number of Imperial mints and the 
sharpest debasement of the Imperial coinage. On local 
civic coinage, see Howgego (1985); Harl (1987), esp. 
91-4; Butcher (1988). 
4. G6bl (1978), 30; Toynbee (1944), 27ff.; cf. also Grant 
In Int. Num. Conor. (1957), 157,167ff. 
5. See Peachln (1990), 14-19. See also the contribution 
on epigraphy by Fergus Millar in Crawford (1983b), 
80-136. For modern works on epigraphy used 
extensively here, see below n. 14. 
6. See Peachin (1990), 20. For the potential of the 
papyrologlcal evidence for chronology, see Rathbone 
(1986). It has no direct bearing on the western 
emperors. It need hardly be added that Egypt is 
something of a case apart In a study of this kind, so 
that generalizations from the evidence provided by 
this evidence Is Impermissible., For modern works used 
extensively, see below n. 14. 
7. Webb's EJS V, that Is Webb (1927) and (1933), 
regrettably remains a necessary reference point. My 
grateful thanks to Dr. Cathy King for making the 
manuscript of her work available to me., Cohen's 
catalogue (Cohen (1885-8), based largely on the Paris 
collection) still remains a useful tool for checking 
Webb, who relied extensively upon It. 
The plans to bring DM down to the middle of the third 
century AD, are, only In-the InItIal, stages. Robertson 
(1978), though helpful, Is neither sufficiently 
comprehensive (due to the size of'the collection) nor 
sufficiently reliable to be entirely dependable. On 
"medallions", Gnecchl (1912); Toynbee (1944). 
9. Go"bl (1951) and (1953); part of the "Aufbau" series In 
NZ, begun by Pink In 1930s (see Go"bl (1951), 10, sv. 
Pink), with which they maintain a certain 
correspondence, Including an elaborate codification of 
obverse types peculiar to themselves. There Is, 
however, very little attempt to give cross references 
to other works (for example those of Webb or, Cohen), 
which diminishes their usefulness. 
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10. The reverse lconographs supplied by Go"bl are numbered 
differently In In the two monographs (G6bl (1951), 45; 
G8bl (1953), 35) and the numbers In the text of the 
second are actually different again (cf. the 
concordance Go"bl (1953), 34); the author himself falls 
foul of this complexity on several occasions. The 
Ideographs do have their benefits, however, not the 
least of which Is the errors caused by wrongful or 
misleading verbal descriptlons'(see below, Ch. 4. b). 
For an earlier, and occasionally still useful attempt 
at cataloguing the coinage of Valerlan and Gallienus, 
see Voetter (1901-2). 
Alf6ldl, A. (1937) and (1938) on the eastern coinage, 
Alf8ldl, A. (1931) on Siscla, In the reign of 
Gallienus. The latter has been updated, with slight 
modifications and an Important concordance, by Fitz 
(1981-2). Several other contributions by Alf6ldI on 
the coinage of this period have also helped to clarify 
the subject (Bibliography, s. v. ). 
12. Manns (1939); Rohde (1881). Manns' work suffers 
greatly from a complete lack of Illustrations coupled 
with rather poor reverse Iconography descriptions. 
However, alLowing for these drawbacks, and the 
comparative rarity of the work Itself, It remains a 
useful control for sorting out the problems In Webb's 
assessment of the, coinage of the reign In RIC. 
13. Elmer (1941); de Witte (1868). For the contributions 
of Lafaurle, notably Lafaurie (1975) and Bastien, 
notably the catalogue of Postumus' bronze output, 
Bastlen (1967), see the bibliography; also Schulte 
(1983), and the various works by G111jam and 
DrInkwater (bibliography, s. v. ). The study of this 
coinage has benefited particularly from the analysis 
of hoards In recent decades: e. g. Lallemand & ThIrlon 
(1970); see below, n. 32. 
14. Peachin (1990). The deficiencies of his handling of 
the evidence from Roman Imperial coinage, principally 
consisting of a wayward system of cataloguing without 
due regard for the difference between obverse and 
reverse and a serious lack of discrimination stemmIng 
from an almost exclusive reliance on RIL and Hunter, 
appear to arise largely from a lack of proper - 
acquaintance with the subject. This stands In marked 
contrast to his efficient and evidently experienced 
handling of the epigraphic evidence. It Is also to be 
regretted, though understandable given the scope of 
the work, that Peachin Ignores the Imperial women 
completely. On the other works concerned with the 
epigraphic and papyrologlcalýevldence mentioned here: 
Homo (1904); Sotglu (1961), cf., also Sotglu (1975); 
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K8nlg (1981); Bureth (1964); Sljpesteljn (1980), 
(1982a), (1982b). 
15. The conscious sophistication of twentieth century 
propaganda, together with the taint of totalitarianism 
(especially fascism) that the term has acquired, make 
Its use misleading In this context (see below, 
Ch. 6. c). On the use of the term "propaganda" In this 
context, see Wallace-HadrIll (1986), 67, esp. n. 4 and 
the works cited therein. 
16. See, for example, Charlesworth (1937)- Grant (1946), 
(1950); Mattingly (1960), 139ff. IfIrsi publ. 19281; 
Sutherland (1951); Wickert (1954), 2226-52. 
17. Jones (1956); supported, most emphatlcally, by 
Crawford (1983a); cf. the perfunctory remarks on types 
and legends by the same author In Crawford (1983b), 
228-30. 
18. Notably, Sutherland (1959), (1976), (1983), (1986), 
(1987). Mattters of policy have often been "deduced" 
from coinage: e. g. Grant (1958); Amit (1965), 53ff.; 
de Blois (1976), esp. 121; Kuhoff (1979), esp. 52ff.; 
Hannestad (1986). The grounds for such assertions are 
often flimsy (but where In de Blois It Is an excess, 
and In Kuhoff an Indulgence, In Hannestad It becomes a 
vice: cf. my review In JRS 79 (1989), 217-18). A due 
note of caution was sounded (with reference to 
DrInkwater (1987) In particular) by Bland (1988b), 
259. 
19. The bibliography on this debate Is now substantial, 
too much so to list here. Besides the works already 
mentioned, note especially Buttrey-(1972); Bellonl 
(1974); GrIerson (1975); LevIck (1982); 
Wallace-HadrIll (1981); Wallace-Hadrill (1986). The 
last provides an Intelligent and unpolemIcal 
assessment of where the matterýnow stands. 
20. The description of the emperor at work offered In 
Millar (1977) seems to me to refute the argument of 
the sceptics that the emperor could not possibly have 
been bothered with such minor details. This Is not to 
say that he necessarily did, ' however. -On our lack of 
knowledge of mint operations and-logIstics, see Millar 
(1981), 70f., 241-2. 
21. The most extreme and most untenable use of this 
terminology Is provided by Storch (1972), 200ff. (esp. 
p. 203). For Storch, Inscriptions too are 
"seml-offlclal"; -hls Ideas are an adaptation of those 
of Imhoff (1957),. 110, based on the emperor's 
volition. How the emperor's Intentions are to be 
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assessed Is a question never properly addressed. 
Berllnger (1935), while treating the "unofficial" with 
greater respect, draws the distinction none the less. 
Crawford (1983a), 59, also draws an unequivocal 
contrast between the "meaning" of the two sides of the 
coln; this has been amply refuted by Wallace-Hadrill 
(1986), esp. 69. 
22. See, notably, Levick (1982), esp. 107; cf. Sutherland 
(1986), Passim; Wallace-Hadrill (1986), 67-8. In this 
respect, the parity mentioned In the previous note 
between the symbolism on (the reverse side of) the 
coins and that on the Inscriptions (where In most 
cases we are dealing with an Inscription _t_Q, rather than a "message". from, the emperor) Is revealing. 
23. The debased metal used for the bulk of the output of 
"silver" coinage of this period has rendered It more 
susceptible to corrosion, so that they are frequently 
found In very poor condition and consequently 
difficult to decIfer. For the depths of the 
debasement under Gallienus,. see King, C. (1982), 
470-72; cf. more generally, the works cited In n. 34 
below. On one Issue of denaril-this period see, e. g. 
Bastlen & Pflaum (1962), 277-81. Some silver alloy 
medallions are also attested at'this time, but they 
are not common (see Gnecchl (1912), D. On Aurelian's 
reform: Carson (1965); Estlot (1983), 38; cf. the 
-confused 
and confusing account In Jones (1974), 196, 
esp. n. 24. 
24. Go"bi (1951), 39-44 (esp. the chart, p. 44), plots the 
movements of the two Augustl-between 253 and 260 on 
the basis of his reconstruction of the gold Issues 
rather than the other way round. Where there Is 
rather more secure evidence, of, imperial movements, In 
the sole reign of Gallienus, the conjecture works 
rather less convincingly. This assumption regarding 
gold Issues and the emperor's presence Is also used 
(again with no real evidence) by Schulte (1983), 19, 
DrInkwater (1987), 157; cf. Its reputed application to 
the fourth century by Bruun In RIL VII (1966), p. 13ff; 
However, It Is (surely rightly) rejected by others: 
see Bland (1988b), 259. On the comparative rarity, 
small circulation and variations In weight and size of 
the gold Issues of the period, see Jones (1974), 
196-7; Go'bI (1951), 17; cf. the catalogue In Schulte 
(1983). 
25. On the treatment, of Abschlgqg- In this period see 
Bland (1988b), 260; Besley (1984), 230-31; cf. the 
somewhat personal'treatment In Shculte (1983). See 
also Go'bl (1978), 32. For a detailed study of bronze 
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coinage In this period, see the monograph on Postumus' 
bronze output, Bastlen (1967). 
26. For the conventional tale of woe, see Mattingly 
(1960), 125,186; Callu (1969), 289-323. The evidence 
for Inflation In the mId-thlrd century Is surprisingly 
conJectural, arguing back from the early fourth 
century: see, e. g., Jones (1974), 226-7. There Is no 
reason to suppose steady Inflation however: In fact, 
It Is distinctly possible (as suggested to me by 
Andrew Burnett) that the Inflation of the Tetrarchic 
period leading up to the Price Edict was considerably 
worse, and consequently that, of our period 
proportionally less, than Is usually assumed. 
Crawford (1975), lends some support to this thesis. 
Drinkwater (1987), 211,235, also argues against the 
Idea of economic collapse, in., the western provinces 
until late In the century. - 
27. The quality of the metal and of the workmanship of 
the "barbarous" coins Is Inferlor, making them 
particularly difficult to arrange. On the distinction 
"counterfeits'V"forgeries", see Grierson (1975), 
158-61; cf. Carson, (1990), 286-91; G8bI (1978), 1 190 
(F*alschmUnzerel/M'Unzf'alscherel). On hybrids and 
mules, see Bland & Burnett (1988), 119- 
28. In fact the gold types for these two emperors 
represent among the finest examples of dle-cutting In 
the history of Roman coinage., For example, the 
exquisitely worked (and exceptionally heavy, at 7.4 
gms. ) aureus of Postumus, E. 538 (S. 138); cf. the 
GALLIENAE AVGVSTAE series, Ch. 3, n. 89. 
29. The multiplication and, relocation of-imperial mints 
during this period makes the task ofýarranglng the 
coinage particularly difficult, and at, -times rather 
subjective. See Drinkwater (1987), 134-5, esp. 
nn. 10-17. For the location and arrangement of mints 
during the reigns with which we are primarily 
concerned, see below, 2. c-2. d. --, 
30. The subJective element, is'not'; to. deny either the 
skill or the accuracy of the analyses; see Bland 
(1988b), 259. - Obverse legends can. only be a guide: Go'bl's arrangement of Gallienus'-Roman, mint-output Is 
a case In point (see below, -, n. 59).,,. 
31. For an example of, unnecessary, over-sophistlcatlon In 
the sequence-of coln-lssues'ata:, glven mInt, -see the 
arrangement of, the material from. Gallienus,, mint at 
Siscia by Go'bl,, (1953),, 23ff., (cf. Bland & Burnett 
(1988), 125). 
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32. The hoards that have contributed to the study of this 
period are too numerous to mention here. In 
particular: Cunetio In Besly & Bland (1983); Normanby 
In Bland & Burnett (1988), 114-215; Sirmium In Kellner 
(1978); Maravelile In Estlot (1983); cf. the list of 
abbreviations, p. 264. For the use of hoards as 
evidence, see Crawford (1970), 40-48; Crawford 
(1983b), 185ff.; Drinkwater (1974). 
33. On the advantages of die studies, GrIerson (1975), 
155-7. The particular works mentioned: Schulte 
(1983); Shlel (1979), GIIIJam (1987); GIIIJam (1982), 
Gllljam. (1986), respectively. 
34. On these techniques and their applications, see 
GrIerson (1975), 147-54; Casey (1986), 128-43. There 
is still some doubt as to the validity of results thus 
obtained; undoubtedly counterfeits and malpractice In 
the mints distort the picture. Recent work has shown 
that the variations In weight (In all metals) and In 
metal content (particularly In the antonlnlanus) were 
surprisingly great even among coinage that are 
generally considered to be from a single Issue. See, 
for example, on the Issues of GaIllenus' sole reign 
from Rome, King, C. (1982), Passim (esp. the figures 
and talbes pp. 477-85); Bland & Burnett (1988), 119-20 
(including table, 5). Further-on the debasement of the 
antoninlanus In this period see: Le Gentllhomme 
(1962), 152-5; Cope (1974); Tyler (1975), Appendix 2; 
Cope (1977); Walker (1978), esp. 136ff. 
35. These difficulties have led to many erroneous 
datings: see Price, M. (1973), 84; Drinkwater (1987), 
123. Several examples of applying the numeral to the 
wrong title (because It refers forward rather than 
back) can be found In the catalogue of Peachin (1990). 
On the Importance of the consulship and Its 
enumeration In this period, see below Ch. 3. a. 
36. For the suggestion that these emperors rejected the 
10 December date for their tribunlclan years: for 
Aurelian, Kramer & Jones (1943), esp. 83-6; Blvona 
(1966), 106-21; Pond (1970), 110-13; for Galllenus, 
Go'bl (1953), 8-9; for Gallienus and Valerlan, ' 
Armstrong (1987). There'are severe discrepancies on 
any count, however, and on the whole It Is better to 
assume that these emperors stayed with the traditional 
date: so, Sotglu (1961), -11-16;, Sotglu (1975), 1044; Rea (1972), 28; Peachin (1990), 51-2; 77-9;. 88-91. 
The problems are compounded In the case of, the western 
emperors by the absence of fastl. 
37. The best evidence for the dates of Aurelian's reign 
come from Egypt, but It Is also self-contradictory. 
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However recent research has removed most of the main 
difficulties. On the dating of Aurelian's usurpation, 
the elimination of QuIntIlius and the change In 
Aurelian's regnal years, see now Rathbone (1986), 
120-5; Price, M (1973), 77-85; -cf. -also Rea (1972), 15-30; Groag (1903), 1355; Homo (1904), 40. 
Quintillus was able to mint coins at both Siscla and 
CyzIcus, so that If Aurelian was proclaimed at Sirmium 
(Zonaras 12.26) before news of Claudius' death could 
have reached Rome, he was not acknowledged outside 
Pannonia Inferlor for some time. By late September 
QuIntIllus was almost certainly dead, though the 
consular dating used In the, papyri of this time might 
betoken confusion caused by, the Imminent Invasion by 
Palmyra. It Is Important tolnote that when Egypt 
began to recognize Aurelian once more (June 272) It 
was Initially the old dating that was used by the mint 
at Alexandria: Milne 4354-7 (not noted by Rathbone). 
38. The conventional arrangement-was set out In two 
articles by AlfO"Idl: Alf8ldl, A., (1937) 
' 
and (1938). 
This arrangement was essentially followed by GO*bI 
(1951), 35ff., and (1953), 27ff.; later refined by 
others, notably: Carson (1968); Elks (1975); Besly & 
BI and (1983), 40f . 
39. The existence of two separate mints at work for 
Gallienus In series (d), suggested by Besly & Bland 
(1983), 41 (their "third eastern mint", -see next 
note), Is on the whole unlikely; 'Af a separate mint Is 
to be contemplated, Its precise. location Is unknown. 
Besly & Bland (1983), 40f., placed--(d). before (e): 
this Is supported by the obverse. and reverse, typology 
and by the use of the wreath mark In, the-fleld (absent 
If so, (d) must have from the Macrlanlc coinage). , been rushed out to meet the emergency presented by the 
capture of Valerlan, perhaps even by the Macriani 
themselves before their control of the area had turned 
to open revolt (a suggestion made to me personally by 
Dr. Cathy King). -However, It, Is difficult to fit (d) 
Into the short tImespan between the, capture of 
Valerian and the usurpation of the, Macriani, whereas 
It fits easily Into the otherwise'longish gap between 
the defeat of Quietus and-the start of, (f). The 
(d)-(f) mule, Normanbv 578, would seem to Indicate the 
latter is more likely. If so, It represents a return 
to the old style In the wake oUthe. suppresslon-of 
that revolt, some time before the recognizably 
sole-relgn style (f) was lntroduced., 'Roger Bland has 
since (personal'communication) expressed reservations 
on both the points as outlined In Besly,, & Bland 
(1983). 
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40. In his paper on the coinage of Macrianus and Quietus 
Mattingly (1954) discerned sufficient differences to 
postulate a second mint. It was this observation 
which drew Besly & Bland (1983), 41, to conclude the 
existence of this separate operation under Callienus: 
It is now thought more likely to be simply the work of 
a particular workshop, or even a particular dle-cutter 
(see previous note). 
41. That Antioch was the location of the sole reign 
eastern mint Is'clearly shown by the continuity 
through to Claudius and beyond (see below, n. 81); 
Alf8ldl, A. (1938), 48ff.; Go'bl (1953) 27ff.; Elks 
(1975), 99ff. 
42. The revised arrangement, which will essentially be 
that employed by the new edition of RIL, currently In 
preparation, was communicated to me personally by 
Roger Bland, to whom I am especially grateful for all 
his help, not least concerning the eastern mints. (He 
also observed the existence of a die link (b)-(c), 
which might cast doubt on the existence of a truly 
separate second mint at all; for the time being I have 
decided to leave matters as they stood prior to this 
observation. ) 
43. The Cyzlcene officina marking (dots on the obverse) 
are found In conjunction with with the SPOR reverse 
mark In the reign of Claudius and close stylistic 
connections have also been observed between the SPOR 
coins and the city, s local civic bronzes at this date 
(Roger Bland, personal communication). For Ephesus 
(and noting affinities with SIscIa), -AlfO'ldl, 
A. 
(1938), 59ff.; Go"bI (1953), 30. For other 
suggestions, Carson (1968); Elks (1975), esp. p. 108. 
44. This point Is demonstrated by the stylistic 
continuity from Gallienus to, Postumus, especially 
noticeable between certain of GaIllenus' VICT 
GERMANICA and Postumus' early VICTORIA AVG (E. 118) 
types: see Besly &-Bland (1983), 44. 
45. Elmer (1941), 30, argued convincingly for Cologne as 
the site of GaIllenus' (and thus Postumus' principal) 
Gallic mint, based partly. on the-strength of 
epigraphic and literary references linking that city 
and the LlcInIan house, citing M XIII 8261 (a 
prominent Inscription above, the north gate of the 
city); Zosimos, 1.38; Zonaras, 12.24.10-12 (on Cologne 
as the site of Saloninus' last stand; but cf. below 
note 62). In addition, certain late coins of Postumus 
(E. 570-71,584-85) specifically mention Cologne. This 
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46. For the existence of a mint operation at Trier In the 
mId-thIrd century: CIL VI 1641; XIII, 1131. For Trier 
as the subsidiary mint for the later western emperors: 
Elmer (1941), 14 (cf. 56,58; 74). This arrangement 
followed by Lafaurle (1975) and others; Lallemand & 
ThIrlon (1970), 21, and KO'nIg (1981), 145ff., delay 
the final settlement of the subsidiary mint In Trier 
to the reign of Victorinus. 
47. Trier as the principal mint, Cologne as subsidiary: 
Besly & Bland (1983), 44-65, -esp. 53-8; followed by Drinkwater (1987), 143 (cf. 135-47 generally); 
restated by Bland & Burnett (1988), 147ff. (esp. 147 
and n. 135). Besly & Bland (1983), 51f., 55-7, also 
suggested that Postumus' Moneta type E. 336 (cf. the 
later E. 584-5 which heralded the new Cologne mint) 
together with E. 593 (redated; cf. Carson (1968), 68, 
supported by Bland (1982), 96 n. 160), which do not fit 
Into the normal series at his principal mint, may 
represent the work of a moneta comitatensis, which may 
later (In 268) have been consolidated Into a permanent 
mint at Cologne. The, matter was left open by 
DrInkwater (1987), 143, and Bland & Burnett (1988), 
161 n. 128. 
48. Elmer's dating demands that Postumus Indulge In an 
Impossibly lengthy siege of Cologne before he could 
get at the mint Inside In order to start Issuing coins 
to pay his mutinous troops. The explanations of both 
Elmer (1941), 17,27, and Carson (1957), 270ff. are 
unconvincing: see DrInkwater (1987), 98. Moreover, 
the misspelling (POSTIMVS), and poor, likeness on the 
obverses of Postumus' earliest coinage would be better 
accounted for by assuming that they were minted at 
some distance from Postumus at Cologne, besieging 
Saloninus. It Is far better to assume that Postumus 
took possession of Trier, and with It, the bulk of 
Gallienus' mint, some time before Cologne finally 
capitulated. On this see Besly'& Bland (1983), 44, 
57-8. The coins: -[Anl, Cunetio 2367-8 (cf. E. 117); 
Cunetio 2369-70 (cf. E. 118); [AV) Baval, pl. 1,30 
(cf. Besly (1984),, 232; Bland-(1988b)ý 260). 
1 
49. There Is stylistic continuity between Postumus' 
Cologne-colnage-and, the, coinage of-Laellan: Besly & 
Bland (1983), 57; Besly (1984), 229; Bland & Burnett 
(1988), 147,162 n. 130. There Is'-also continuity 
between the other last Issues of-Postumus (E. 591,, 
E. 597, E. 599-, -which were mlnted for longer: In the 
Cunetio hoard they outnumbered the last Cologne-style 
coinage, E. 595-6, by 12: 1: Besly (1984), 230 n. 14) and 
the coins of Marius' principal mint. Finally, as many 
as half the reverse diesof, Laellan's-antoninlani were 
reused for, Marlus'at the latter's second mint, even 
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though Postumus gained control of Laellan's 
stronghold: Gllljam (1986); see also Besly (1984), 
229; Bland & Burnett (1988), 147. The style clearly 
continues also, Including the gold: E. 642 (= EMI S. 6) 
is clearly from-the second, mlnt (pace Schulte: Besly 
(1984), 229, following Elmer, Lafaurle (1975) and 
Gllljam. (1981), 39f. ); cf. Besly & Bland (1983), 57. 
50. Webb (1927), 1,19, cf. (1933), 328ff., following 
Voetter (1900/1901). This was decisively rejected by 
Elmer (1941), 8ff.; and rightly so, Pace Carson 
(1990), 110-15, who places the mint of the western 
emperors at Lyon. Transfer to Lyon under the later 
western emperors: Besly & Bland (1983), 58,64; but 
cf. DrInkwater (1987), 144. The transfer under the 
later western emperors Is doubly unlikely In view of 
the Aeduan revolt. 
51. In fact Tetricus probably concentrated-all his mint 
operation at Trier towards the end, of his reign; the 
die cutting may all have been centralized here some 
time earlier. On this and the hybrids, see Bland & 
Burnett (1988), 148-55 (esp. 153-5); also DrInkwater 
(1987), 144,146. On Aurelian, see n. 72 below. 
52. Sirmium suggested by Alf6ldi, A. (1931), 9-11; 
followed by Gbbl (1953), 27. Doubts were expressed by 
Besly & Bland (1983), 31, cf. P-27 fig. 2, p. 29 Table 
12. A more radical solution was proposed by Bland & 
Burnett (1988), 121-3: arranged In two series (the 
first with SP for Gallienus and RP for his consort; 
the second with PH for both) minted at a seventh M 
offIcIna at Rome, the workmen of which perhaps went on 
to set up SIscia as late as AD 265 (cf. below, 2. d, 
and nn. 59 and 65). 
53. Mint workers' revolt at Rome: SHA Aur. 38.2; Victor 
Caes. 35.6; Epit. 35.2; -, Eutrop. 9.14; Homo (1904), 
162-4; Groag (1903), 1372-7. (Although. it was a 
serious revolt,, the figures for the military might 
Involved given In the sources are clearly , exaggerations. ) The revolt must precedeýreopenlng of 
the Roman mint In the, summer, of 273, since minting 
thereafter Is regular: Estiot (1983), 33-7 (esp. 33, 
n. 70). But Aurellan's, monetary reform (see Zos. 
1.61.3) must have been In the spring of 274: Estlot 
(1983), 15, (cf. -37-9); Bolin (1958), 291-2;. cf. Carson 
(1965), 233-5. PeachIn (1983), argues for Antioch 
Instead of Rome; refuted by Bland &-Burnett (1988), 
146. 
54. The revolt In 271: SHA Aur. 21.5-6; Zos. 1.49.2; cf. 
Amm., 30.8.8. (The4DomItIanus mentioned by ZosImus may 
be Gallienus' general, of, that name'(see above, chapter 
4txlt 
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1, n. 13) and may also be Identical to that given on 
the single coin, of apparently Gallic origin but 
dubious authenticity, In Webb (1933), 590; see PLRE I, 
262 "Domitlanus" 1; PeachIn (1990), 45,406). Very 
likely this revolt and that of the mint workers were 
connected. After, the moneyers' revolt was quelled, 
the mint at Rome was shut down (some of the personnel 
apparently being, transfered to open the new mint at 
SerdIca) and was not reopened for two years: see 
Estiot (1983), 33. 
55. On date and purpose of the DIVO CLAVDIO Issues, see 
now Bland & Burnett (1988), 144-6, setting It firmly 
In the first twelve months of Aurelian's reIgn as part 
of his efforts to nullify the, reIgn of Qulntillus (cf. 
above at n. 37). See also A. Alf8ldl, "Siscia II: Die 
Praigungen von Claudius II und Quintillus", UK 34-5 
(1935-6), 14,68; and more tentatively, Carson (1990), 
108f. For the Issues generally, see Bland. & Burnett 
(1988), 138-46, esp. 140-2 (Table 19; note esp. no. 94: 
a CyzIcene coln of Aurelian overstruck with the 
consecration dies). On connection with the moneyers' 
revolt (fear of retribution for mint malpractice), see 
Bernareggi (1974); Bland & Burnett (1988), 146. 
56. Zos. 1.62; Zon. 12.27; Eutrop. 9.15.2; SHA A=. 
35.5-36.6; Lact. 6.2; Victor 
-rd&=. 
35.8 (stressing 
Aurelian's strictness as the, motlvation). 
57. The exact date of Aurelian's murder and the length of 
the "Interregnum" are uncertain, --though the latter was 
apparently at least some, weeks: SHA Aur. 40.2-4; jAp. 
2; Victor Caes. 35.9-36.1; cf. Eplt. 35.1. On the 
problematic dating, see Syme (1971), 237f.; Chastagnol 
(1980), 76f.; Rathbone (1986),,. 124f.;, Peachin (1990), 
44. -ý_$, 11, - 
58. See e. g. Webb (1933), 253; Mattingly-0939), 310. In 
addition to the usual CONCORDIAE MILITVM types, for 
Severina, Kellner (1978), -31V n. 1205 and-35ý n. 1536, 
suggested-that Aurellan's'PROVIDEN DEOR type might 
have been Issued posthumously under the, auspIces of 
Severina. Estlot (1983),, 23, rejects the very Idea of 
"Interregnum" Issues as., there does, not appear to be a 
separate Issue for Severina at S1sc1a (but, the.., - post-reform Issues at SIs. are'notorlously tricky: cf. 
Estlot (1983), 25; Kellner (1978), 30-1). Since'the 
evidence Is highly speculative (esp., at SIs., Cyz. and 
Ant. ), the whole qustion Is best, left, open. - See App., 
table A: 1. On the reputed "Interregnum" coinage with 
GENIVS P R, see below, Ch. 3. c, n. 94'. 
59. Recent studles, especially1n, metrology and ý 
metal-analysla, have produced results whlch appear to 
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confound the simplicity of the arrangement supplied In 
Gobl (1951), 19-27 and GO'bI (1953), 12-18. Precisely 
what revision Is needed remains open to question. For 
the Joint reign, cf. Lallemand (1972); Besly & Bland 
(1983), 22-5. For the sole reign see King, C. (1982); 
Besly & Bland (1983), 25-9; Bland & Burnett (1988), 
119-21; cf. also Carson (1961), 216f.; Tyler (1975), 
esp. pp. 33-6; Cope (1974), 126-8. On the Increase(s) 
In offIcInae GO"bl (1953,15-17); revised by Dolley & 
O'Donovan (1962), esp. p. 166; cf. King, C. (1982), 
469, n. 3; Bastlen & Pflaum (1961), 83. See now, 
however, the complications mentioned above, 2. c n. 52. 
60. On Vlmlnaclum see Fitz (1978), 665-80; G6bl (1951), 
27-30 (each assigning six Issues); Besly & Bland 
(1983), 31f. (assigning only three Issues; cf. their 
Table 16). For the Idea that a rump mint remained 
with Valerian II on the Danube, being closed only on 
his death, see Fitz (1966a); contra: Elmer (1941), 9ff; 
G8bl (1970); DrInkwater (1987), 100-102. On the 
location of this mint, see also Le GentIlhomme (1946), 
65-6, cf. 70 (Aquilela); Carson (1978), esp. 71-3 
(tentitively Vlmlnaclum); Lallemand (1972); but the 
local bronze coinage of Viminaclum, which Is signed, 
substantiates that city's claim (R. Bland, personal 
communication). 
61. On the workings of the LIclnIan Gallic mint, see Go"bl 
(1951), 30-34; Besly & Bland (1983), 31. The date Is 
secure, as Its earliest Issues Include coins for 
Valerlan II, left behind to guard the Danube frontier. 
For location, see above 2. c. 
62. The location of Saloninus' demise at Cologne comes 
only through the Greek (Dexlppan) tradition, which 
could be mistaken: see Drinkwater (1987), 142f. Even 
If Cologne were the site of Saloninus' last stand, 
this does not necessarily mean that this was his 
"capital" and his mint city. It Is possible that the 
prince may have left his mint city for Cologne In 
order to secure the loyalty of the frontier troops 
there when the fateful news from the east added to the 
growing tension with Postumus. In doing so he 
probably left behind most of his mint to function In 
his absence, taking with him a moneta comitatensis, 
which minted for him as Augustus. It Is now clear, 
however, (contra Shlel (1979); Besly & Bland (1983), 
57-8) that the Saloninus Augustus coinage (E. 108, 
E. 109, E. 114; Go"bl (1951), 34) could not have been a 
siege Issue, since too may examples (and too many 
obverse dies) are known: GIIIJam (1987); Bland & 
Burnett (1988), 45; but cf. Carson-(1982), 464f.; 
DrInkwater (1987), 142f. The, earlier PIETAS AVG 
(E. 69/107, cf. 112,116) antonlnlanl for Saloninus as 
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Caesar are perhaps too common (Stevena-qe 524 records 
42 specimens) for the single "G" to refer to Gallienus 
as sole ruler. 
63. Late In the sole reign a third offlcIna was opened up 
at this mint, and the final lssue(s)ýfor Gallienus 
were marked MP, MS and MT. On the Milan mint see 
Doyen (1984), esp. pp. 162-68; also Go"bl (1951), 34; 
Go'bl (1953), 18-23; Besly & Bland (1983), 32-6. On 
the date of this mint's Inception, see also AlfO"ldl, 
A. (1927), 201; Elmer (1941), 12; Gallwey (1962), 342; 
COW (1970), 43; Drinkwater (1987), 101f. A much 
earlier date for Its establishment (as RJJQ IV. 3, 
107ff. ) is now rejected, e. g. by Carson (1978) and 
Elks (1972); likewise the direct, transfer from 
Viminaclum advocated by Fitz (1966a), 51f. 
64. On the legionary Issue(s): King, C. (1984); Doyen 
(1984), pp. 163-4; Besly, & Bland (1983), 32ff. On the 
revolt of Aureolus, see n. 71 below. -, 
65. Alfo"ldl, A. (1931) arrangedý, the, output Into three 
phases; this was altered, to four by Besly & Bland 
(1983), 38; confirmed by Bland & Burnett (1988). 125; 
see also Fitz (1984); and, cf. Gbbl (1953), 23-27 
(unnecessarily elaborate). The SISCIA AVG coins: 
Siscla 93-96a. For a later date of Inception, see 
above n. 52. I 1ý 
66. The revision outlined In 2. c above, -whlch, is the 
arrangement adopted here, makes Antioch, the principal 
eastern mint for the Llclnll, ln-both-. the Joint reign 
and the sole reign. For references, see above nn. 
38-42. 
67. AlfO"Idl, A. (1937), 61, -followed, by, G6bl (1951), 37, 
both support Samosata. -., Though open,: to question, 
Samosata Is not unllkely:, the, city was successfully 
attacked by Shapur, ýprobably, ln 256; as a legionary 
base, It could easily have, served as the centre of 
operations for a counter-offensIve shortly thereafter. 
For further details, cf. above: 2. c and note 42. 
68. Up to three trIbunIcIan years are, attested on these 
coins: XVI (AD 267/8), XVII, XVIII (both of which are 
Impossible). The Implication that the-mInt-was In 
operation for Callienus for a considerable time (over 
two years), and throughout that,, tlme, employed 
tribunician dates that-were two-yearsýahead of their 
time without correcting the error Is difficult to 
sustain. The reading of XVII, and, XVIII, (Alf0"ldI, A. 
(1938), pl. XXV, -24 & XXVI,, 13)-Is, -however, 
reasonably secure. On the coinage from this mint 
under Galllenus In general, see Alfo"ldl, A. (1938), 
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59-64; G8bl (1953), 30f. On location see above 2. c 
and n. 43. 
69. For Postumus' principal mint, see Besly & Bland 
(1983), 57; and under Victorinus and Tetricus, Bland & 
Burnett (1988), 148-55; cf. Drinkwater (1987), 146. 
(See also above, 2. c and notes 44-51 on location. ) It 
Is only at this mint that the "control" or "privy 
marks" are found: see below Ch. 4, n. 57. Schulte 
(1983), 24f. places all the gold at the principal 
mint, thereby setting himself many problems (48-9; 
Siff. ). In fact It Is almost certain that Marius, 
Victorinus and Tetricus all struck gold at both mints: 
Besly (1984), 229-30,232-3; Bland (1988b), 259-60; 
cf. also C. E. King's review of Schulte (1983) In CR 34 
(1984) 385-6. 
70. The events surrounding the revolt of Laellan are 
little understood: Le Gentilhomme (1943), 237; van 
Gansbeke (1959), 32; Ko"nig (1981), 133-6; GIlljam 
(1982), Passim, esp. 16-18; Schulte (1983), 44-8; 
DrInkwater (1987), 175-7. - Whether he revolted at Xanten and moved to Mainz (collecting Postumus' 
Cologne mint on the way? ) or'was'always at Mainz Is 
unclear. Mainz was certainly the centre of his revolt 
In Its later stages (Victor Caes. 33.8; Eutroplus, 
9.9.1; Epitome, 32.4); that he might have minted there 
(as Webb (1933), 369,373) remains compatible with the 
new mint arrangement (above, n. 47) In spite of the 
obJections of Besly (1984), 230. Schulte's dating and 
explanation of the coinage of Laellan Is questionable 
(Drlnkwater (1987), 139); likewise the contributions 
of Lafaurle (1964), 114ff., and Callu (1969), 222f. 
The suggestion that Laellan seized a moneta 
comIta ensls (Pflaum (1957), 279; Lafaurie (1975), 
894) Is rendered unnecessary by the new arrangement. 
It Is usually assumed that Marius returned-this mint 
to the usual site of the subsidlary-mint (Cologne, 
according to the scheme adopted here); however, there 
Is no evidence to tie minting under M, V1 or T 
specifically to Cologne. (The 
, 
tradition that VI met 
his end at Cologne Is not conclusive, and anyway It Is 
suspect, being tied up with the dubious 
"Vlctoria-the-queen-mother" episode: SHA Tyr. trla. 
6.3; Victor r , =. 33.12; Eutrop. 9.9.3. ) There Is therefore no Prime facie reason that minting could not 
have continued at Mainz (until Tetricus' reform, see 
above n. 51; cf. Ko"nlg (1981), 145, who places the move 
back under VD. In the Interests of avoiding further 
confusion, however, I shall refer to this mint 
throughout as "Cologne". On Its Inception and 
location, see above Ch. 2. c and nn. 45,47-9. 
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71. On Aureolus, his position as supreme cavalry 
commander, and his revolt at Milan: Zos. I. 40.1j Zon. 
12.24-25; SHA Tyr-tria. 9; cf. Gall 14.6-9. See also 
A 'Idi, A. (1927); Alf6ldl, A. (1928), 200-203. The If0' 
connection with the Milan coinage of Postumus, first 
made by Alf0'ldI In 1927, Is now generally accepted: 
Elmer (1941), 12ff., 40; Lafaurle (1975), 923; Konig 
(1981), 125-31; Besly & Bland (1983), 36 (cf. p. 37 
Table 18 and p. 39 f1g. 3, showing continuity from 
Gall1enus, through Postumus to, Claudius); Drinkwater 
(1987), 31-3,145-7; Bland & Burnett (1988), 133f.; 
most esp. see now Bastlen (1984). Aureolus may 
possibly have minted In his own right: so Alf6ldl, A. 
(1927), 205f.; Webb (1933),,, 589. However, the genuine 
status of these coins Is very questionable (Indeed the 
argument now rests largely, on a single coin, long 
since lost): see Bastien-(1984), -. 133-4,140; 
DrInkwater (1987), 146 n. 82. 
72. On Aurelian's Gallic coinage, Bastien (1976), 34-9. 
It Is unlikely that--there was a mint, at Cologne at the 
end of Tetricus' reign (see". above,, note 51); those 
types Bastlen attributes to, Cologne (Bastien (1976), 
35; pl. LXVIII, 1-3) may, possibly be from Antioch. 
For transfer from the north, -Elmer, (1941), 93f.; 
Estiot (1983), 16; cf". above n. 51. 
73. On Aurellans first Issue at Rome, Manns (1939), 14; 
Estlot (1983), 33; Bland & Burnett (1988), 132-3. On 
Divus Claudius, see above note, 55. Onýthe dates of 
the Interruption, Estlot'ý(1983) 33. ýFor the 
relocation of several, solar typ; s to., th1s mint at this 
date, see Kellner (1978)-,., 20. On,, the, sequence of 
(post-reform) denarll produced at-Rome at this time, 
Bastlen & Pflaum (1962), 277-81. '--' 
74. On the date of coining In,, the*name-, of SeverIna 
(towards the end of 274) andý. theýproportlonal output 
of the various mints for Aurelian, Estlot (1983), 16. 
75. On Milan for Aurellan,, see now Estiot (1991); cf. 
also Estlot (1983), 17-19; Kellnerý(1978), 22-4. For 
the first Issues at Milan,, Includlng the consecration 
Issue (apparently minted only-InoffIc1na T), see 
above n. 55. On date-of, transfer, Estlot-(1983), 19. 
76. Estlot (1983), 19-21; on Severina and the proportion 
of coins from these two mints, see n. 74 above. 
77. For the general, arrangement of Siscla under Aurelian: 
Estlot (1983),, 21-5; cf. -Kellner-., (1978), 25-31. On the early Issues, lncluding. the. consecration Issue, 
see above note 55; on coinage for, Severina and on 
proportion, see above n. 74.. --.., 
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78. On the SERD coins: Manns (1939), 30; Estlot (1983), 
25; cf. RI_Q 258,265,267,272. For the general 
arrangement of the mint, see: Estlot (1983), 25-8; 
Manns (1939), 44-7,56-8; cf. Kellner (1978), 33-5. 
79. For location at Byzantium: Manns (1939), 31,33; 
Callu (1969), 233-4; Estlot (1983), 28; all seemingly 
supported by _U 
5.72.2 and SHA Aur 22.3. Kellner 
(1978), 31f. n. 1208 opts for Viminaclum; Rohde 
(1881), 405, and Webb (1927), 309, remain undecided. 
The use of a dolphin as a mint mark Is, however ' more likely to suggest a maritime than a river port. 
Estlot (1983), 29-30, places these "dolphin" coins 
ealler than either Rohde (1881), 408-9, or Manns 
(1939), 42. The level of production has been shown to 
be greater than once thought: Estlot (1983), 28 (cf. 
for small output: Webb (1927), 309, n. 2; Kellner 
(1978), 31f. n. 1208). On last Issue, Estlot (1983), 
30; (on transfer of personnel to Rome) 33. 
80. For general arrangement: Estlot (1983), 30-2; cf. 
Kellner (1978), 36-40. At least one Issue (obv. IMP C 
DOM AVRELIANVS AVG)-was Issued prior to the Divus 
Claudius coinage: Bland & Burnett (1988), 145 (cf. 
above n. 55). On early Issues for Aurelian at CyzIcus: 
Manns (1939), 15f., 18f., 20,25. Certain Issues of 
the middle period of the reign employ the letter C as 
a mint mark: Estlot (1983), 31. 
81. Though the mint of Antioch continued to operate from 
the reign of Gallienus (see n. 41 above), Its 
recognition of Aurelian was only partial. It minted 
double-obverse coinage for Aurelian and Vaballathus, 
giving the latter the titles Wir) C(onsularls or 
Clarissimus) R(ex) IM(perator) D(ux) R(omanorum): see 
Manns (1939), 22; RI_Q-V. 1, p. 260, no. 381; cf. Peachin 
(1990), 403, no. 152 and n. 31 (cf. analogous coins from 
the Alexandrian mint: Milne 4303-26). It was probably 
In the spring of 272, to judge by, ', the Egyptian 
evidence (P. Oxv XL 2904,15-23 gives the old titles; 
cf. Rathbone (1986), 124f. ),, that this mint began to 
mint for Vaballathus and Zenobla alone In defiance of 
Aurelian (see Manns (1939), 23). On the arrangement 
of the mint after the reconquest, see Bastlen & 
Huvelin (1969), 139-42 (and catalogue, pp. 258-67). On 
problems of arrangement In the eastern mints at this 
date, see Weder/Klng (1984). 
82. For the arrangement of Issues at, this mint see 
Bastlen & Huvelln (1969), 143-4 (catalogue, 
pp. 168-70), suggesting only one offIcIna operated here 
throughout; this goes against Brenot & Pflaum (1965), 
140f., 160f.; and Indeed most earlier opinion: see 
Callu (1969), 236; Webb (1927), 261. 
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"Titles, Insignia and Attributes" 
Plus Felix for Commodus: Plus, = VI 2099,12 (= Acts 
of the Arval Bretheren for-7 January, '183) and repeated 
on coins of AD 183; Felix appears on coins of 185, and 
on Inscriptions: e. g. =V 4318 (cf. SHA Comm. 8.1); 
Commodus' triumph was felicissimus: r_M XIV 2922 (=IL2 
1420); note the precedent ofýSulla Felix. (On Plus 
Felix, see further n. 15 below. ) The title Plus was 
offered to Tiberius under Augustus: Suet. Tj_t. 17.2; 
on Pletas and Augustus, see Zanker (1988), 102-35; 
felicitas Weinstock (1971),, 112ff. On the sharing of 
the title Pontlfex Maximus, see Kornemann (1930), 79. 
Athough the title (held by all senior emperors from 12 
BC onwards) retained Its religious connotations - as 
can be seen from the fact that Gratian was obliged to 
drop It, ca. 382, by Ambrose (ZosImus IV. 36) - the 
strength of Its "Imperlal", connotations can be seen In 
the fact that It was not dropped'until that date: see 
Cornell & Matthews (1982),, 193. On standard titles 
generally, see Hammond (1959),, 58-127; Peachin (1990), 
2. On the second most Important Imperial title, the' 
Praenomen Imperatorls, see von Premersteln (1937), 
245-60; Campbell (1984), 93ff. The most laconic'form 
of obverse tltulature'(cognomen +-Augustus) was 
accorded special prominence'ln Galllenus-* sole reIgn 
and Is also found for Postumus, and, Aurellan. ý(For the 
exceptionally great varletyýof Gallienus' obverse 
titulature, see GO'*bl (1951), 9). - On both these 
titles, cf. below Ch. 7 
3. The campaigns of the, fIrst twelve months of'lAurellan, s 
reIgn are somewhat confused, lnýthe, sources,, (SHA h=. 
18.2; Zos. I. 48);, butý(Pace'Zoslmus) Aurelian could 
not have visited Rome at this-early stage: see Estiot 
(1983), 14 n. 26; see also Alf6ldl,, ýA. (1967), 427-30. For Slscla as Aurelian's headquarters at this dat e 
see Manns (1939),,, _i9.,. _-, ' 
4. The general correlation between Imperial-consulships 
and the five-yearly quinquennial and decennial vota Is 
laid out by Burgess (1988), esp. (on the Ist-3rd 
centuries) 77-81; 
-see 
also Mattingly (1950). -- 
5. On Postumus' Cos I,. see Ko"nlgý(1981), 52,65 
(suggesting ornamenta consularla);. -Drlnkwater (1987), 
67,168 n. 121. - ýM JI. 5736 (K. 58)t, recordlng ,- 
Postumus' Cos, IV, Vlctorlnus'-Cos, I, cannot, be dated 
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very precisely, and the coinage Is contraverslal 
(Schulte (1983), 39f.; cf. Besly (1984), 230f. ); see 
also KO**nlg (1981), 111 (but cf. 68). -The dating of Victorinus' Imperial consulship'ls also problematic: 
ML XIII 11976 (K. 77), 23 May'-(270 or'271); the coins 
types PM TRP III COS II PP, E. 660 (S. 03), and COS II, 
E. 704 (S. 47), were both clearly minted In his last 
year (271 = TRP III; the latter was minted alongside 
the legionary Issue, on which see, below, Ch. 4. a). 
However, there Is no reason-these coins could not have 
been produced theýyearýafter his consulship, placing 
this In 270 (for In 271 Vlctorlnus would still have 
been Cos ID: Elmer (1941), 63, ' opted, for the earlier 
date; as does Peachln (1990); 100. - For 271: Lafaurle 
(1964), 105; Lafaurle (1975) 931-K8nIg (1981), 149; 
Schulte (1983); and DrInkwater (1; 87), 180. However, 
Drlnkwater rightly rejects KO*nigls reasoning (as the 
Aeduan revolt must have started after Jan. 270); also 
note ambivalence of KO'nig (1981),, - 144, Lafaurle 
(1964), 108 n. I. 
6. The association between the consulship and the vota: 
PM TRP COS III PP VOT X, E. 876,877,878 (cf. above, 
n. 4). For a quinquennallan Interpretation: Elmer 
(1941). 74f., 79f. (relying on a'single, warn and 
highly suspect coin, E. 883, ýglvlng Tetrlcus a fifth 
trlbun1clan year); Schulte (1983), 66-9-(based on a 
misreading of an lnscrlptlonýfrom Beziers, JL2 567 
EK. 1081); Ko*'nlg (1981), 164-7, suggested-a very' 
premature qulnquennalia.. On-the other hand, Lafaurle 
(1975), 943, linked the vota to the elevation of 
Tetricus II to the consulship; supported with slight 
alterations of detail by Drlnkwaterý(1987), 98f., 
106f., 124f., 186f (cf. -also'107-, (esp., note 77), 184, 
refuting Schulte). On vota,. see below ChA. b. 
7. EG3 eg.: M VIII 1487 (ILa 541) [Africa Proc. ]; aM 
IX 1559 (ILa 542) [Italy3; 'aM X 4784 (lLa 543); cf. 
the rare appearance lnýGreek. eplgraphy,, M 26 
(1976-7), 129 (Peachln, ý 292); [Med, sr, ' AV, GI VII DES 
COS (animal reverses), GO'bl (1953), 22 (extremely 
rare). Only two Instances are recorded for [A]: 
desig III aM VI 1112 [Rome3, ' Cos bigi deslanatus, 
1980,640 [Orleans, Lugdunensls3 (presumably to be 
understood as "cos II desIgnatus III", since the 
location of the Inscription precludes a date prior to 
274). - .1 11 . ýý .II 
For examples of titular reverses'ýfor these emperors, 
see below nn. 70-71; ''also Ch. 4, ', nn. 44,70,92-3,96, 
119,125; cf. Appx, tables A: 9, ' nos 7b-e; A: 10, no. 
7e; A: 11, no. 9c; A: 13, -nos 2a-, '-5a, 10a, 16a, 17a. 
The title consul appears: alone, with-Its appropriate 
numeral on occasIons:. eg. I[Tre, 'An,:, P3 E. 586 (Cunetto 
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2455,2457); E. 591 (Cunetlo 2459-61); cf. n. 5 above. 
Or It Is found with one other ti tle: ýeg COS IIII PP 
[Rom, sr, An, GI RLQ 150 (Go"bl. 0953), 13); IMP X COS 
V ETre, An, PI E. 597 (Cunetlo 2462-4). Note, also the 
rev. legend cited In Ch. 4, n. 132,, below'. 
9. For example, PXV and VIIC were placed In the exergue 
of certain Antlochene coins of Gallienus as cryptic 
references to the fifteenth trIbunIcIan year and the 
seventh consulshlp, respectlvely : see' G8bl, (1953), 29. 
COS IIII was appended to certaln, late PostumlanIc 
types from his new mint at Cologne:,, [Col, An, 
, 
PI 
E. 584-5. COS III, was also appended, to, a Herculean 
type: [Tre, AE, PI E. 424 (see below. ' Ch. 4b)'. Also 
note the reverse legend cited In Ch. 4, n. 132. 
Both for Valerlan and Galllenusýan, d for, Aurellan It 
Is attested before thelr flrst,, lmperia'l' consulships 
(and even, apparently, before-thelrýSecond grants of 
trlbunlclan power): thus, for Aurellan, =V 4320, 
VIII 15450, XI 1180. On deferment, of. this. tltle as 
part of an Ideology of recusatio, see B6ranger (1953). 
On Laellans earliest obverses UP C-VLP, COR,, -, LAELIANVS), see GIIIJam (1982), 20, As neither, 
Laellan nor Marius reigned over the, December/J 
' 
anuary 
period, neither was ever. ln a position, to assume the 
consulship or even embark upon a second trlbunlclan 
year. It is perhaps fair to assume, however, that 
they would have followed, Postumusl-, Iead In this 
regard. 
12. A very high proportion,, of the'w'estern, emper or . s' 
Inscriptions are unadventurous In, thelr-excluslve useof 
standard titles In the canonical format; thIsAs not, 
altogether surprising, given the generally, 
conservative nature of-inscriptions from the western 
provinces In the mid-thlrd century. See for example: 
EPI CU XIII 9092 (K. 34); M XIII 9023 (K. 35: the 
earliest. datable InscrIption4or P.; cf. also,, -- K. 35-42); EVII aM 9040, (K. 79; cf. also K. 76,, 78,, 89); 
ETI CU 8927 (112 566 = K. *100, 'on which the, tItle 
Pater Patriae Is dlsplaced;, cf. also K. 97-9,101, - 108). 1, ", ''- 
1 
13. For Valerlan and Callienus It was In common usage In 





259. The distribution of Inscriptions bearIng.. lt, 
during Aurelian's reIgn, ls falrly,, even-(from Homo 
(1904), 350-61 and Sotglu-(1961),, '81-93): Rome,, 2; 
Italy 6; Sardlnla,, 2; North Africa,, 7; Spain, 1; 
Moesla, 2; Greek Isles, 2;, Asia Minor, 2; 
-_, 
Syrla, 2; 
Arabia, 2. ý To these may be. added,, 9 appearances In the 
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papyri (Bureth (1964), 123). The preponderance of 
African examples Is commensurate with the high number 
of Inscriptions from that region; the absence of 
Instances from Gaul and BrItaIn. Is largely due to the 
brevity of his control of these provinces. On dominus 
as an Imperial title, see further Ch. 7. d, below. 
14. IPI: CU XIII 8956 (K. 44); M 2232 (K. 49); RM 2260 
QCM VII 1161 = JLLZ 560- K. 51); CIL 11 5736 (K. 58); 
It can also be restored with confidence In M XIII 
8955 and 8957 (K. 43,45)* cf. 8956 (K. 44). [T23: JJU 
567 (K. 108); It may be tLt the title should also be 
restored to the very slmilar, 
-Inscrlption 
M XIII 8977 
(K. 109). 
The title Invictus was offered to Tiberius, but 
blocked by Augustus (Suet. ZUa. 17.2); cf. Ovid, 
Trist. 5.1.41f. It was finally taken as an-Imperial 
title by Commodus (e. g. Cagnat and Mer 
' 
lin, "Ins. Lat. 
d'Afrique, (1923), no. 612),, though It did-not appear 
on the coinage until Pescenlusýand SeptImIus. ' On the 
origins and uses of the Imperial title, see Imhof 
(1957), esp. 207-9. On the significance of Its 
Juxtaposition with Plus. Felix, see also BerlInger 
(1935), 20-22; cf. the very unsatisfactory account In 
Storch (1972). On Its connections with the cult of 
Sol In the third century, see Halsbergh'e (1972), 
26-37; 150-2; cf. below nn. 91,93, and Ch. 4. 'd. 
16. The title InvIctus Is much In, evidence In the 
epigraphic documents for GaIllenus and especially 
Aurelian: approximately two fifths of the extant 
Inscriptions that bear Aure'llans-tItles mention' 
Invictus or Its equivalent (62 out'of , 'the'152 such_ 
listed In Homo (1904) and Sotglu (1961), for example). 
It Is also found for both'these emperors1n the- 
papyrological record: see Bureth'(1964), -, -121 and 123. 
For Its use on the obverse, see below n. 27. - 
17. Of the extant lnscrlptlons'for Postumus, ', Vlctorlnus 
and Tetricus, a surprisingly high proportion Include, 
or can be confidently restored to-include, the title 
InvIctus: 26 out of the 48'lnscriptions supplled'ln 
K6nlg (1981), 198-218:, K. ' 34-8, -40-420-', 76,78-84,89, 
91,97-103,108. 
18. The tltle Germanlcus-Maklmus was-"taken'by, both 
Valerlan and GaIllenus durIng the'jolnt. relgn and 
contlnued to be used by-Gallienus after hislather's 
capturet Inscriptlons, e. g. lVI fdL-,, VIII'2380,20155, 
23877; [V & GI Ca XI 826 QLZ 539); 11,2 538; CGI EL 
VIII 1487 CILa 541), 2381,, 12229, -224640', 22765 (11, a 8923); papyrl,, see Bureth'(1964), 118,120; 'colns, 
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-); CG3 JU0- 141 (Cunetlo 565); GERMANICVS MAX V (Tre, 
Jr, An, GI Elmer, 19,26,33,40,47,55,59c (cf. 
18). For the use of this title on the obverse, see 
below n. 26. On Imperial coanomina, vlctorlarum 
generally, see Campbell (1984), 128ff. 
19. Dac1cus Max: = 11 2200 (IL2 552); aM VIII 1430; 
M 927; possibly to be restored to IGRR 111 643. 
Perslcus Max: CIL VIII 22765 QJ, 2 8923); for papyri, 
see Bureth (1964), 120. Parthlcus Max: MX 4784 
QLa 543); = XI 3089 (cf. AE 1979,217), 3090a (cf. 
ALL 1979,218); for papyri, see Bureth (1964), 120, cf. 
Sljpesteljn (1982), 108f. We should probably add _QU VIII 9040, formerly thought to be Aurellanic, but now 
conjectured to refer to Galllenus: see Delninger 
(1970). 
20. The GERMANICVS MAX V (trophy between two captives: 
1AE1 B. 301-2) are almost certainly hybrids with 
reverses of Galllenus. PM GM TP COS III PP (same. 
Iconography) [Tre, AV, PI, E. 319 (S. 43-6). GermanIcus 
Maximus on Inscriptions: faL XIII 9023 (ILa 561 
= K. 35); M 11 4919 (K. 36); QM 11 4943 (ILZ 562 
K. 37). For the preoccupation with the Rhine frontier, 
van Gansbeke (1955). 
21. For the "official" thesis: Homo (1904), 141; Groag 
(1903), 1356f.; against it, Sotglu-(1961), 26. There 
are In fact only four documents In which these four 
"official" titles are presented together In this form 
and without others: M 111 7586 (IL2 8925) [Moesla 
Inf-3; M VI 1112 [Rome]* XII 2673 (5571a) 
[Narbonenslsl; &E 1980,6ýO [Lugdunensis]; cf. (with 
Persicus In place of ParthIcus) CU XII 5561; P. Oxv. 
1455,20; 1633,30. Among the Inscriptions and papyri 
referring to Aurelian the breakdown of. occaslons on 
which the four "offlclal"., titles are men tioned Is 
approximately as follows (fragmentation does not allow 
for exact precision): GothIcus 28; Germanicus 22; 
CarpIcus 14; Parthicus 6 (wIth, an additional 5, 
possibly 7, attestIng the title In the form PersIcus). 
For a full breakdown of Aurelian's coonomina 
victorlarum, see now Kettenhofen (1986); also Sotglu 
(1961), 17-27; PeachIn (1990), 91f.; on their dates, 
, 
Estlot (1983), 14-16. 
22. Arablcus Maximus: CU 11 4506 Q_U 576); AE 1936,129 
(Sotglu, 49). Palmyrenlcus Maximus: CJL V 4319. On 
the probability that the pairs Parthlcus/Perslcus and 
Arablcus/Palmyrenlcus are Interchangeable alternatives 
of the same title, see Sotglu (1961), 24. AE 1936, 
129 also bears the title Persicus; on. thls 
Inscription, see Kettenhofen (1986), 139. On the 
title PersIcus referIng to defeat of the Palmyrenes: 
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Kettenhofen (1986), 144; Aurellan'may have, had to 
fight against Persians here, but, he also actually had 
Persian allies in this campaign: Zosimus 1.54.2-3. 
23. Defensive action In the reglonýof'Dacla, ls clearly 
the sense of the title In the case of Gaillenus; on 
the other hand, In Aurellan's, case, lt'mlght-refer to 
the evacuation of Dacia and-the reconstitution of the 
province south of the river (on; which'. ' see, chapter 
4. c, below). Daclcus Maxlmus: CU XIII-8973, QL2 
581); cf. AE 1925,57 (SotgIu, -, 6),,. though the 
ascription of this latter to Aurellan'ls highly 
tentative. It Is thus of llttleývalue: ln, - 
corroborating the title of Sarmatlcus, Maxlmus-P and 
although this latter title Is, 'also, found on, fdL, III 
12333 (13714), and probably should thus be restored to 
OL 111 13715, there Is now serious doubt as to 
whether these refer to Aurellani-oýratherýthan,. perhaps 
to Julian (on which see now Kettenhofen'(1986), , 
140-41, followed by Drlnkwaterý(1987), 123, --but not by 
Peachin (1990), 396). CIL 111412333'. (13714; and 
presumably 13715) also attest Britannlcus Maxlmus, 
also restored In P. Llps. 119. It Is conceivable that 
Aurelian ordered some military activity In Britain 
during his resettlement of the-western, provinces In 
the summer of 274, or, that the, tltle''reflects the 
defection of Britain to-Aurelian substantially-before 
Chalons. For this last, K8nlg'.. (1974); -,. 'see also'Homo 
(1904), 121 (and n. 3);. Groag1, (1903) 
24. SHA A=. 30.5; see Sotglu (1961), 25. _The: ýIlofflclal" titles listed here are Carpicus, Gothlcus, and-' 
Parthicus; taken all together, 
ihe 
cognomina mentlon'ed 
here are very reminiscent of the t1tulature of 
Caracalla: the apparent (deliberate? ); analogy between 
Aurelian and Caracalla'may, not have-'been Just, 'aý 
figment of Aurelian's "blographer",, but'also-, one,, - 
sensed by his subjects- 
25. Examples ofi, Imperator as, an-acclamatlon:, ', -11V_--; Italy] 
= XI 2914, giving Imp V alongside TrP III and Cos 
II; EMed, sr, AV-medal., Gall PM TRP IMP VI COS V PP, 
=3 (Webb places this at Rome, but"cf. ', Gdbl,, (1953), 
21); [A - Rome] = VI 1112, giving; ImpIII,. alongside 
TrP V and Cos II deslg.,, III. -., Whether., the'ýImp. )III In 
= 11 2200 (112 552)'and the Imp Xýof` M. VIII'1487 
(JU 541) represent, dlfferent, computations of': theý 
Imperatorlal salutations of Galllenus'or 
(inconsistent) calculations of regnal_ý', Years-ls-not 
entirely clear. On the questlonýof., Imperator as 
acclamation and asýregnal, computation,., especlally with 
reference to the reign of Gallienus, see, ýAlfo"ldl, ýA., 
(1940); see also Campbell (1984), 122ff. For an 
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example of cL%'rroKPc'x: r&)e as as acclamation, [A - Cyprus] 
. QM 111 219,1 (IM III' 968a = Sotglu, - 52). 
26. The title Germanicus (Maximus) (abbr., GR, GER, GER M, 
GER M V, or G M) appears as part of. Gallienusl, obverse 
titulature In both the Joint reign and, the sole reign: 
e. g. [Rom, Jr] see Besly, &. Bland (1983), 101f.; [Tre, 
Jr] Elmer, 45-50,51a-d; EMed, sr], Go"bl (1953), 21-2; 
ESIs, sr] G6bI (1953),,. 25 (SIscla EAVI, 4-5; Gnecchl I, 
54 no. 31). Obverse mention of the, consulshlp (as COS 
V) for Gallienus Is much-less common, and only In the 
sole reign (coins apparently, reading, "COS II" on the 
obverse are really poorly Inscribed versions of COS 
V): ERom, sr] Go"bl (1953), 'ý14; "[Med, srl G6bl, (1953), 
21. On the full range of Galllenus, '., obv., legends, see 
Go"bl (1951), 9. 
27. [Ser, An, A] BIL 300-03; for SeptImIus and Caracalla, 
=V 244-5; see Imhof, (1957); -210. [Claudlus] RM 
V. 1 (p. 226) 177 (consIdered genulne by Webb);, there 
was, however, a great deal, offraudulent mlntIng of 
coIns In the name of Claudius'underlater, emperors 
(see above Ch. 2, n. 55). ý 
28. RESTI(TVTOR) GALLIAR(VM) [Tre, Jr,; An; GI E. 
23a-d, 30a-d, 37a-d, 44a-d,. 5la-d, 58a-d (prob. 
referrIng back to'Hadrlan's RESTITVTORI GALLIAE: EDen, 
Hadr. 3 I= 111 877-82)' REST(ITVTOR) GALLIARATre, 
An, P3 E. 587-8 ( 2452); RESTITVTOR GALLIARVM- 
EAEm(Absch? ) Vll. E. 729. [A]: Restit[ut(orl), I,, Galllla(rum), UL XII 2673'(5571a) [Narbonensis3 
(orIgInally restored as restitlult mIllIa, but cf. 
1980,640). 
29. RESTITVT ORIENTIS, (emp. ralsing, kneeling "Orlens"); 
[Ant, Jr, An, VI Cunetlo 844,, '850, ', 861, ' 868,: 874 (cf. 
RJJQ 286-7; cf., also, Gftl'(1951), ý37f., glvlng,. wrong 
Iconography); [Ant, Jr+, An, - GI. Cunetio, 1913-4 (cf. 
BIG EJr] 448). Note-also, the-related ORIENS'AVG (emp. 
facIng "Orlens") EAnt, Jr+, An,, G] Cunetlo. 1875 (cf. 
E1.9 Url 445). 
30. RESTITVTOR ORBIS (emp. raising kneeling "Orblsý-, 
Terrarum") ERom, Jr,; An, --VI RM 117; EGI RM 164-5, (on 
these and other denominations, Go"bl (1951), 23). For 
HadrIan: RESTITVTOR ORBIS TERRAR(VM), RM II--'416ý 
", - no. 594; 418 no. 603, (both are, rare);, the. RESTITVTOR- 
ORBIS coln-type of Gordian III (RM IV. 3 (p. 41) 246) 
Is apparently a curious hybrid with the Valerlanic 
reverse. Between Hadrian and. Valerlan, theýtltle, ls 
attested In the-epigraphla record for Severus 
Alexander and for Gordian III (for the latter, PeachIn 
I Cord ,II 13 39 64a, 115)'. 
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31. RESTQTVTOR) ORBIS ETre, An, -PI-E-592 (cf'. Lafaurle 
(1975), 921; Besly & Blandý(1983), 56Y. ' 
32. [Sis, sr, An, GI (emp. at tripod) Siscia'85a, (GO"bl 
(1953), 25, has wrong Iconography, and. the correction 
of Gbbl by Fitz (1981-2), 38f. n., 66 [Fitz/Sis. 1541, 
Is still wrong). The other Instance Is a, fragmentary 
Inscription: [Imp Caes P Llcliniuls Gallielnus [Plus 
Felix Invilctus [Auctustlus [Restitutolr Orbis, 
1977,527 (the restoration remalns, tentative). ' 
33. Types bearing this title became, very-, common, for 
Aurelian: See App., table A: 3. -- The numismatic' 
evidence makes It plain that It first! 
, 
appeared, after 
the first Palmyrene campaign (AD 272), -, and did not - 
have to wait for the reunification of the whole empire 
In 274: see Estlot (1983), 15 (esp. n. 41). 
34. Restitutorl Orbls: fM VI 1112JRome]; ', VIII 10205 
(restored) and 10217 [Africa Procos. 3; -20537, (Sotglu 
48) [Mauritania SItIf. 3; = VIII, 22361 (Sotglu 34); 
Sotglu 36; Sotglu 37; Sotglu-38, Sotglu"'40 
(rEestlatutlorl3); Sotglu 41; `SotgIu, 43; ýSotgIu'45 
(reC ... IIIImorl orbls); &E 1981. ' 917'lail'Numldlal; = XII 5456 (. IL2.577); Sotglu'2'-Eboth! Narbonenslsl. 
Many scholars have suggested that we should regard 
this title as "official".,. at leastfrom 274 (see-Homo 
(1904), 126; Groag (1903), 1357, 
-1393;, 
Sotglu, (1961), 
27); this Interpretation remalnsý. questlonable. - Note', 
also Restit(utorl) totlus orbis sul: 'CU XI 1214, (cf-. 
orbis sul restitult,,. UL VIII, 10374); and-cf. nn., 41, 
44 below. 
35. RESTITVT GENER HVMANI [Ant, Jr, An, VI RM 220 (Syria 
D. 23); EGI RM 2960 (cf. -G6bl (1951), '35). '',, 
RESTITVTORI GENTIS [Byz, An, A] BIC 400- 
' 
02 (Manns 
(1939), 41f., Ingeniously suggests a-reading of 
RESTITVT ORI<G>ENTIS; but, exceptionally', Webb's 
reading Is to be preferred'here). -RESTI+(VT): SAECVLI. ESls, An, A] ]RJL. Q 235; 
-cf., 
Maravellie 438 (for- 
Saeculum, see Ch. 4. c, below). 
36. RESTITVTOR EXERCITI [Cyz, 'An, 'Al RM 366. -On'the_-'-', 
Identification of Mars on this type,. see Ch. 4. b below. 
37. IV] CM XI 3310. EGI M XIV 5334. '. CONSERVAT"PIETAT 
[Roni, sr, G3 171a. (Cunetlo 1297- 130 2 '. ', c f R= _ 
171 
Peachln 128). 
38. IIPRL: de Klsch, Gallia 38ý0980), ' 343f,., -(AEý1980, - 640 = Peachln 116) ELugdunensis]. 
39. 'DEFENSOR ORBIS: (obv. IMP-VICTORINVS-P AVG-o, ', bustý'of,,, 
Vlctorlnus wlth spear and shleld) de WItte, 20 =- 
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Cohen, 29 = S. 54 (S. 54a Hunter, p. 110,, 25 and pl. 
29,25 [Glagow]; S. 54b Lafaurle (1975), pl 5,92 
EParlsl); (obv. IMP C VICTORINVS P AVG; Jugate busts 
of Vlctorlnus and of Jupiter,, - with a thunderbolt) de 
WItte 19 = Cohen 30 = RIC 90 = S. 55 ELuxembourg]. ' 
Confusion over these coins has been promoted by, the 
following: Lafaurle (1975), 932f., 'confuses the two 
obverse types (citing his own pl. -6,92 for, the wrong 
one); *ulte (1983) claims to Illustrate the Glasgow 
example, when In fact It Is the Parls'vers'lon he-shows 
In pl. 21,54a (ZI-a); RIL 90 appears confused about 
the obverses (giving the Luxembourg example as being 
Mars rather than Jupiter; cf. S. 55); Elmer (1941),, 172 
n. 1, only mentions the coins In passlng. --I shall. ' 
return toýthe reverse lconography, of. these rare, coins 
, below In Ch. 4. b. 
40. -CONSERVATORLORBIS (obv.;, rev.., VBIOVE PAX) [Rom, AVm, 
sr, GI Gnecch1j, p. 7, no. 14 (IRM 15 = Peachin, 79). 
Such titles go far back, note e. g.. conservator Patriae 
for Tiberius: CU XI 3872., OB CONSERVATIONEM PATRIAE 
(Salus rev., with the curious obv. 'GALLIENVM-AVG PR, 
perhaps referring to some publlc-dedlcatlon by the 
people) EARm, GI Gnecchl I, p. 53 no. 22; cf. also'1121_d, 
P. 53f., nos. 23-4: OB CONSERVATIONEM SALVTISI(AVGG). 
41. Restitutor Patrlae: M 111 7586 (I_U 8925 = Peachin 
106) [Moesla Inf. 3- Conservator, orbis: MN 4319 ,: (1. U 579 = Peachln 126). Reparator (or Recupgrator? ) 
Conservator J! atrlae: M '111 12333 (13714); 13715 (cf. 
PeachIn 102; however, on the possIbIlIty, that these- 
Inscriptions may not be Aurellanic, see n. 23 above); 
cf. above, n*40. 
42. (1915). 104 We Blois (1976), 127): arwTi tie; - 2349n (restored; cf. Homo (1904),. 358)*. yj5'awi, 9'e, 
(both overlooked by Peachin). 
43. PACATORI ORBIS (Jupiter or emp., as Jupiter), [Ant, jr_, 
An, VI Cunetlo 816 (cf. Rj_Q 218; Syria D 21); CG3 
CunetI2 817 Q. J. Q 294; cf. Gbbl (1951),: 35, wlth,, the 
wrong Iconogrphy; on Iconog. see below n. 55). '' PACATOR 
ORBIS (bust of Sol) [Tre, An,, P]. E. 599 (Cunetlo 2465); 
this Is based on a Septlmlan prototype: [Den,, 
Septlmlus] BM V 354 (and CAV3 no. 353); also---' 
(Caracallal D= V EDen3 514, [AV] 513. ý The title 
Itself dates back to Commodus: Dlo 72.15.3ff.;,, XIV 
3449 (AD 192); see Berlinger (1935), 53. 
44. PACATOR ORBIS (Emp. sacrlflclng) [Tre, An, AI-E. 888 
(cf. Bastlen (1976), pl. 1xill, 4-5; RIC 4); (Sol wlth 
C-il 
whlp) [Lug, An3 =6 (1, = 1, : 3,5, '7,9; cf., 
Maravelile 112). Pacator et Restitutgr Orbls: ýCa XII 
5561; (restored) XII 5549 [Narbonensls3. ýNote that- 
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all the attested examples of the application of this 
title to Aurelian are of Gallic origin, and almost 
certainly date from after the reintegration of Gaul In 
274. 
45. PACATOR ORIENTIS [Sis, An, A3 RJL 231 (for date, see 
Manns (1939), 39). 
46. Pacatissimus: fM VIII 10088 (22096); 22113 (Peachln 
39); M VIII 22103 (Peachln 33); J. Lj 1732 (Sotglu 
21); 22175 (cf. PeachIn 15). This title Is known 
exclusively from the province of Africa Procosularls 
(pace PeachIn 15) and only from these few years: Its 
only other known appearance is for Tacitus QQLL VIII 
10089 = 22177 = Ila 590). Superlative titles were 
relatively common for Aurelian (see below). 
47. Victorlosus,: = XI 1214. [Italy]. 
48. AL 1936,129 (Sotglu 49) [Syria]. 
49. For Callienus: M XIII 1644 (K. 24 = Peachin 141); 
there Is also an unpublished coin minted at Antioch 
ca. 258-9, with the reverse PRINCIPI IVBENTVTIS (Zia); 
the reverse Iconography depicts the bust of an 
apparently bearded emperor, which may well be Intended 
as a portrait of Gallienus. (My thanks to Roger Bland 
for bringing this to my attention; cf. the reputed 
hybrid [Tre, Jr, GI RM 26, not In Go"bl (1951). but 
Peachin 110. ). Note that Caracalla, as Joint Augustus 
with SeptImIus, had set a precedent: e. g. OL VIII 
884,2550,2706,2707,4216; see Kornemann (1930), 91. 
Princ(InD Iuvent(utis) [A]: faL IX 5575 QLa 575) 
[Italy]; PRI(N)CIPI IVVENT(VTIS) [Cyz, An A] 
Maravellj& 643 (EIL -); cf. F. Gnecchl, Riv. Ital. di 
tLum., 1 (1888), 152f. 
50. Victorlosissimus-AG only]* M XI 3090a [Fal; (erll; 
heavily, fragmented, but c. 
i., 
ZJE 1979,2183; LLF, 1982, 
272 [Fallerlll. Invictissimus EV & GI: U 1981,750. 
F2rtlsslmus: AE 1971,509 (Paechin 152; fragmentary) 
[Numidlal; super omnes retro Princives fortlssimus: 
. 
QM XI 3091 (Peachln 92; cf. CM VI 1107) [Falyer113; 
the formula echoes one such for Gordlan III (Peachln 
(1990), 196 no. 230). Invicto GaAlleno 
omnlumoue salutis lauctoril UL XIV 5334 (Peachln 91) 
[Ostlah 
51. Clementissimus Pr-Inceps EGI: fLM VI 1106 (112 548 
Peachln 80) [Rome]. SPOR/OPTIMO/PRINCIPI ERom, sr, 
AE(AAV? ), GI Gnecchl III, p. 53 no. 54 (G6bl (1953), 
14). ESest. ] RJJQ 393 (c. f. Gobl(1953). 14); [Ant, sr, 
An, GI Alfoldi (1938), p. 48 no. 2 (cf. H= 659; Gobi 
(1953), 27). These coins play on several themes: the 
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title naturally recalls Trajan (see eg. BM III, 
54-99,163-203,245-315) and the 
cllpeus-In-an-oak-wreath design also recalls the 
coinage of AntonInus (eg. In D= IV, pp. 171,285); 
cf. also for Septimius (eg. D= V, 208,389). 
Noblllsslml Princives: EV & GI M 1950,63 (PeachIn 
402). 
52. Super omnCes orlincloes Vic[torlosislelmo 
Imp(eratorl): 
_CdL 
XI 3878. EItaly]. [Fortislsimo et 
Vlctorlosissimo PrincIpl: 
_QM 
VI 1112. ERomel. 
1In3d[u3l[a(entlsslmo)3 Invictisls(imo)] Prllnc(lpl)].: 
-QU 
XII 2673 (5571a = Peachln 113); Z& 1980,640; 
[Narbonens1s] cf. note . 39,, . above. 
Invictissimus 
also on M VIII, 22103; Sotglu 20; [Africa Procos. ]. 
See also App., table A: 4, nos. 3-5. 
53. Macano Auousto PrinclPI Max(Imo) Imp(eratorl) 
Fortlsslmo Conservatorl Orbis: V 4319 (JLL5 579 
PeachIn 126). [Italy]. - 
54. App., table A: 4, nos. 1-2 (only no. 1c Is not from 
Africa). The title Is In a sense merely a logical 
extension of. the symbolism Implied In the Praenomen 
Imperatorls. For Its more elaborate forms, see table 
A: 4, nos. 3-5. 
55. RECTOR ORBIS [Sls, sr, An, GI Siscla 85 (cf. Go'bl 
(1953), 23); Delbrueck (1940), 49,101, and L'Orange 
(1947), 88, see In this an approximation to Zeus 
Panhellenlos, but this Is refuted by Doyen (1984), 86. 
RectorM Orbis et Domino Terrarum: Ca XI 3089 (c. f. 
TC TfiS JK0'v1A"v1jq : IGRR AL 1979,217)o OV I APXýOYTCL OL 0 
1.759 [Thrace]. 
56. [V &, Gl: P. Oxv. ýXLVII 3366 1-4 40-43 (Peachln 
397-8); 6 mxvrd', s-c'--G-vový &c-akr-4j5'[V3#- B. Z 1955,282 
(Peach In 75). For Aure II an: y- % q5 Kat Oct)ý&=yfjs KaýL 
irmasl-s OLXOIýAEY119- 60-TIT61-15, IM 1 591 (cf . 1432 = AE 
1956,112 = Sotglu 10, = Peachin 150) [Moesla Inf. ]; 
cf. I. QM, 1 582. - 
57. Magno et Invicto IGI: CM IX 1559 (='ILa 542); M 
XIV 4058ý-(= IL2 6224); QM V 856 (= JL2 547); c. f. M 
V 5030 (probably GaIllenus, though this is uncertain). 
[A]: 
-QM 
VI 1114 [Rome3; XIII 8997. ELugdunensls3. On 
Imitatio Alexandri by Aurelian, see Romano (1966/7); 
cf. Scarborough (1972/3), esp. 344. 
58. KA O*LOTOMOI : EVI Peachln 63 [Asia]. CGI 
IM 1 759 (M 15 (1958), 459 = Peachln 270). AE 
1928,54 (Peachin 282); IGBula. 883 (Peachln 86). EA1 
M 28 (1978), 578 (Peachin 141) [Thrace]. Galllenus 
and Aurelian are also accorded the title /k&fLmrO5 
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alone: [G] LM 111 123 (Peachin 277) [Cappadocla]; [A] 
JM IV 709 (Peachln 144) [Achaeal. 
59. IGI CIL V 3329 (ILS 544) [Italy]. [A3 QLL XI 3878 
[Italy3. 
60. EGI EM XX 72,7; EA3 M JI, p. 1069 no. 2349n. Note 
also Aurel Ian represented as 6Lc--6L' 
3613,5 (PeachIn 135). 
ý: P. Oxv LI 
61. DIVO VICTORINO PIO Cobv.; rev. CONSACRATIO [slc3) 
[Tre/Col, An, VII E. 785 (Cunetlo 2633, Normanbv 
1453-4). For the full list of variations, together 
with the mules and hybrids relating to this Issue 
minted early In the reign of TetrIcus, see Bland & 
Burnett (1988), 148f. (cf. Normanbv 1550-2; 1560). 
62. Divo Aurellano: M 111 9758 [Dalmatla3; fM VIII 
10961; 17881; Sotglu 28; Sotglu 39; Sotglu 44 
[Numldlal; CIL VIII 25820 [Africa Procos. 3; cf. fM 
VIII 11318 [Africa Procos. ] (erected In Aurelian's 
lifetime, originally read L. Domiti Aurellani, the 
form dlvI Aurellani being substituted after his 
death). Deo Aurellano: 
_QM 
XI 556 (112 5687) [Italy]; 
CU 11 3832; AL 1938,24 (Sotglu 1; cf. &K 1972,284) 
[Tarraconensis]; M VIII 4877 (112 585) [Numldla3; 
Sotglu 15 [Africa Procos. ]. 
63. Obv. [Ser, An] EJL 305 and 306, respectively. For 
Domitlan, see Suet DgM 13; see further, Ch. 7. d below. 
64. How we are to Interpret these coins remains 
debatable; but Serdlca, although Aurelian's most 
"adventurous" mint, was In fact a relatively minor one 
In terms of output (Estlot (1983), 16). On 
Interpretation see Homo (1904), 191-3; Groag (1903), 
1406; Sotglu (1975), 1043f. 
65. The "imperial purple" was an extremely Important 
element of Imperial Insignia (see Avery (1940), 
66ff. ); Its association with the acclamation which 
accompanied the start of a new reign was crucial (see 
above, Ch. 1, n. 16; cf. Victor Caes. 33.28 and Evit. 
34.2 on Gallienus"supposed designation of Claudius). 
On the connections with the republican paludamentum, 
Alf6ldl, A. (1935), 49-50; cf. Tac. &M. 12.56) with 
Hellenistic royal regalia (on which, Smith (1988), 
34). The cloak Is often depicted on the coln obverses 
of our period, though Its colour is naturally not. 
66. On Augustus and the laurels, see Res Gestae 34.2; cf. 
Brunt & Moore (1967), 78; on the use of laurels In 
Hellenlstic royal headgear and on Its adaptatlon by 
Augustus, see SmIth (1988), 43. On Apollo and 
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Augustus, see Ch. 7. d below (cf. Ch. 1, n. 23, above). 
The obverse use of the laurels persisted on the 
principal gold coln, the aureus, but due to the near 
eclipse of the denarlus, the laurels were much less 
common on mld-thlrd century coinage than the radiate 
crown (on which, see below, n. 91). 
67. For an example of the oak wreath In Imperial 
portraiture of the later third century, see above 
Ch. 1, n. 2. For an example of a "clipeatus" rev. 
legend In an oak wreath see above, n. 51; for the 
significance of the corona clvlca see below, Ch. 7. d 
(n. 50). On the Hellenistic prototypes (connected with 
Zeus Dodona) see Smith (1988), 43. 
68. Aurelian wearing the diadem and other "regal" 
clothing: Epit. 35.5; Malal. 299 (Bonn). Groag 
(1903), 1405, accepts this testimony (as do many 
modern scholars); It remains very possible, though 
quite unproven. The situation ls, confused, however, 
by the very similar claims with regard to such attlre 
made elsewhere for Galilenus (SHA QsILL. 16.4) and 
Carus (Victor Caes. 39.2). See Alf6ldl, A. (1935), 
36,64-8; and on the diadem specifically, 145-9; at 
P-148, he Implies that the Severus Alexander colossus 
wears the Hellenistic royal diadem, but this Is not 
correct. On the origins, form and "meaning" of the 
Hellenistic royal diadem, and on the misuse of the 
term, see Smith (1988), 34-38. On emp)iresses and 
"diadems", see below, n. 96. 
69. Gnecchi (1912) 1, pl. 26,7; Toynbee (1944), pl. 
xlvl, 4. Toynbee declares this to be the first 
numismatic appearance of the Imperial "diadem"; also 
AlfO"Idl (1935), 148f.; Hannestad (1986), 295, goes 
further, fabricating an elaborate story to account for 
the oddities of the type. Considerably more caution 
Is required. 
70. Examples of titular reverses showing emperor 
sacrificing: PM TRP II COS PP EAnt, Jr, An, GI RIL 207 
(likewise for IV]; and also at both [Rom] and EVIml: 
see Go'bl (1951), -20, -28,, -35,37); PM TRP VII COS IMed, sr,: An'-G] RJJQ`458-60ý(and EAV3: see GO**bl (1953), 22, 
cf., 18;. - PM TRP III COS III PP [AV,, P3 PM TP IMP V 
COS III PP [AV, PI E. 350-51 (S. 78 and note). PM TRP 
III, COS II, PP IAVQ, V13 E. 660-(S. 03). PM TRP II COS 
PP, IAV, TI S. 40'(E. -); PM TRP COS III PP VOTX (both 
Tetrlcl sacrificing) EAV/AE, TI S. 59-61 (cf. E. 876-8). 
For PIETAS AVG(G) evoking sacrifice, see below, 
Ch. 4. d, n. 88 (cf. n. 89); also note the rev. 
Iconography cited In Ch. '4, n. 132. 
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71. Consular reverse types: (e. g. ) PM TRP III COS III PP 
[Rom, Jr, An, V3 RIC 142b; PM TRP VII COS [Med, sr, 
An, GI Go"bl (1953), 22. PM TRP IMP V COS III PP [Tre, 
AV, P3 E. 346 (S. 62-70); E. 348 (S. 71). PM TRP COS PP 
[AV, TI E. 799 (Schulte (1983), 173 'a'; cf. Lafaurle 
(1975), 946). 
72. E. 358 (S. 91-2,92A-95); E. 361 (S. 96), dated by 
Schulte (1983), 33-36, to the winter of 263-4. On 
Interpretation, see Alfo"ldl, A. (1934), 58, and more 
generally, cf. 42-79; Avery (1940), 67-9. Schulte 
(1983), 35f., points out that the adoratlo might be to 
the unidentified object that Postumus carries In his 
hand and not to the emperor. The Identity of the 
object remains In doubt: an analogy with E. 346/348 
would suggest the emperor carries a globe, but the 
consistency of the crescent shape across several dies 
precludes even a poorly depicted globe. One 
possibility, In keeping with Indul-gentla, Is that the 
kneeling figure represents a newly released prisoner 
and that the crescent object represents a neck shackle 
ceremonially removed by the emperor (for Indulgentia 
In this sense of clemency cf. SHA F_. LU_a 6.3). It Is 
more likely, however, that the "Indulgence" Is 
financial rather than judicial (cf. e. g. Ammianus 
16.5.16) and that the figure represents a grateful 
subject. 
73. Consular obv. for Callienus and Valerlan: e. g. EV3 
Toynbee (1944), pl xxvII, 26; EGI Gnecchl (1912) 1, 
pl. 27,4; 11, pl. 114,9; Doyen 1-7; see Go*bl (1953), 
7. For [A]: e. g. Sirmium 935 (cf. MLQ 218); from the 
point of view of dating other such types It Is 
Interesting to note that Aurelian was not actually 
consul when this type was minted, ca. 273: see Manns 
(1939), 39). For rev., cf. above, n. 71. 
74. Consular obv.: IMPP TETRICI AVGG (both emperors 
facing one another) [Absch, T3 S. 59-60 (cf. E. 877-8); 
for [T23, see further n. 107 below. 
75. Obv. e. g.: ESIs, An, A] Manns (1939), 39; rev. e. g. 
ESIs, sr, An, GI Siscla 85 (cf. above, n. 71); also 
Doyen B-11. The-globe was a symbol of power, often 
associated with Jupiter and Dea Roma (see below, n. 86 
and Ch. 4. c/4. d) and thus was used both as a token of 
shared power-, between co-regents (as Valerlan and 
Gallienus; 'cf . Caracalla and Geta) or as a token of divine Investiture: see AlfO'ldl, A. (1935), 38, 
117-20. 
76. Military standards were depicted as symbols of the 
emperor's military valour, esp. for GaIllenus and his 
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sons (see below, n. 105; and also Ch. 4. b, cf. App., 
table A: 10, nos. 3-4). 
77. Obv. types with spear and shield: [Tre, Jr, An, GI 
G5bl (1951), 32,34 (1ncl. IAV3 E. 90-94# [Med, Jr, An, 
GI Go'bl (1951), 34 (cf. Cunetlo 751); Eiom, sr, An, GI 
e. g. Cunetlo 946,969 (cf. [Den] 1425); ISIs, sr, An, 
GI Siscla 12,29,57,100 (cf. EARml Fitz/Sls. 44; 
Slscla 2). ESer, An, A3 Manns (1939), 31#- ESls, An, 
A] Manns (1939), 38. EAn, V13 E. 742,734-5,738, 
740,744var. (Bland (1979), 73f. ); [AV, VII S. 11-16, 
18,25-8,34,45,54 (cf. E. 666,662-3,665,657, 
673,672,670,659,716,727, = 90). EAV, T3 S. 6, 
9,12,34, : 36 (cf. E. 803,816,805,820, cf. 807). 
78. The Identity of the emperor with Mars was not 
uncommon In third-century Imperial Iconography; a 
clear example can be seen In the statue of Trajan 
Declus as Mars In the Palazzo del Conservatorl In 
Rome. See below, nn. 79-81, and Ch. 4. b. 
79. Obv. 3/4 back view, nude but for strap, holding spear 
and shield: [Sis, An, A] Manns (1939), 39 (BIC 219; 
cf. RIC 213 var. ); [Ser, An, A] Manns (1939), 31; [Byz, 
An, A] Manns (1939), 42. 
80. Obv. with helmeted bust: e. g. ISIs, sr, An, G3 Siscla 
84a (cf. the rev. type mentioned In App., table A: 9, 
no. 10b). [Tre, AV, PI App. table A: 10, no. 10d. (cf. 
the rev. table'A*10, no 10c; -note the dle link between 
rev. S. 9 and obv: S. 10111); cf. possibly E. 179 
(Lafaurle (1975), 913; S. 19 n. ); [Tre, AE, PI B. 108-11 
(App. - table A: 10,, no. 10d; cf. rev. table A: 10, no. 
10b). Obv. helmeted bust, also with spear and shield: 
e. g. [Rom, sr, AV/An,. Gl G6bI (1953), 9,13; Carson 
865; [Med, sr, An, GI Cunetio 1513; also some from the 
legionary series-, (see King, C. (1984), 120ff. ). ETre, 
AE, P3 B. 112-15 (E. 210,220,230,246). [Ser, An, A] 
Manns (1939), 31. v Such busts were very likely 
Intended to represent the emperor as Mars: so Doyen 
(1984), 86 (on Gallienus); Bastien (1967), 60 (on 
Postumus); ýsee4urther n. 81 below. 
81. Obv. emp. ýhelmeted'as Mars-obv.: ECol(? ), AV, VII 
E. 709, (S. 53). [Tre, AV, PI E. 304-(S. 38); E. 327 
(S. 40); 
I--E. 
319 (S. 43-6); E. 368 (S. 47); S. 55 (E. -); E. 321 (S. 56); E. 331 (S. 57); E. 348 (S. 71); E. 356 (S. 72, 
76), E. 325 (S. 77); E. 364 (S. 89-90); [AVO, PI E. 372 
(S. 05-7); E. 375 (S. 09A). The quInarlus type for 
Victorlnus, 'E. 660 (EVII S. 03), may also depict this 
type of helmet,, though the reýdltlon'has been,. too KL" 
crapmed by the legend to say for certain. The 
helmeted bust types In any case probably all allude to 
Mars: see above, n. 80. 
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82. GaIllenus In lion-skin obv. Alexander/Hercules* e. g. 
EAEm, GI Gnecchl II (pp. 107-9) 8,20,28; 111 (ý. 161) 
no. 8; [Sis, AV, GI Siscla 6 (Carson 868). Coins 
depicting Hercules In this fashion went back before 
Alexander (e. g. late fifth century Syracuse), but It 
was their association with Alexander that was the 
dominant Incentive for their use on Hellenistic royal 
coinage: see Smith (1988), 40. Also note the 
occasional types depicting G. as Herc. t [Med, sr, An, 
GI (emp. with club) AETERN AVG, PROVID AVG Hunter 
xlvII (cf. BIL 465a, ELQ 509a; the last Issue of the 
mint of Milan, before Its occupation by Aureolus). 
The SIsclan mint too produced some 
obve se 
iypes 
with a llonskln and club: ESIs, sr, An, 
GI AEOVIT AVG Siscla 7; PAX AVG Siscla 67. For 
Commodus' ImItatio Alexandr. L types see, e. g. D= V, 
717,725. The reference back to the last of the 
Antonines Is as Interesting for our present purpose as 
the Implied references to Hercules and Alexander. 
83. Obv. P. wIth club over r. shoulder, lIonskIn on 1. 
[Tre, AV, P3 S. 111,140,151; 1An3 E. 558,560,562, 
564. 
84. Obv. P. In lionskin Alexander/Hercules: [Tre, AE, P3 
E. 378 (B. 129). See above n. 82. For Postumus and 
Hercules, see below Ch. 4. b. 
On the question of-, the aegis on this coinage, and the 
suggestion that the almost ubiquitous shoulder dlvlce 
might represent It, see Bastlen (1980), 252ff., esp. 
262. Once again the aegis Is borrowed from 
Hellenistic Iconography: see Smith (1988), 41-2. 
Examples for Aurelian: Rj_Q 8 (cf. also pl. VII, 107); 
note gorgonelon on the cuirass (Sirmium 116; cf. other 
examples Manns (1939), 31,39) and on the shield 
(Sirmium 936 = RIL 219). On elaborate Imperial 
armour, Alfo"ldl, A. (1935), p. 67f. (cf. below, Ch. 5, 
n. 1). Note also the use of the gorgonelon on 
PROVIDENTIA AVG [Tre, AV, VII E691-2 (S. 23,22); a 
type which was modelled on SeptImIus' PROVIDENTIA 
type: V [AV] 355; cf. [Den3 356. 
86. Obv. with eagle-topped sceptre: [GI: Doyen 1-4; [A]: 
e. g. Sirmium 935 (cf. RIL 218; Manns (1939), 39). On 
the significance of the sceptre generally, see 
Alf8ldl, A. (1935), 71,110-116 (the eagle-topped 
sceptre as a Jovian triumphal InsIgne, associated with 
victory, cf. Ibid., 38,112-13; the long sceptre as an 
attribute of Zeus, and thus also Jovlan: 1=., 
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87. VIRTVS GALLIENI AVG (obv. nude with caduceus and 
cloak) [Rom, sr, AVm, GI Gnecchl I, p. 8 no. 19; VIRTVS 
AVGVSTI ERom, sr, AEm, GI Gnecchl II (p. 109) 35 (cf. 
pl. 115,3). See Bastlen & Arnold-Blucchi (1983), 
73-5, cf. figg. 1-4. To these should be added [Rom, 
sr, An, GI rev. FORTVNA REDVX, cited In Numismatisches 
Nachrlchtenblatt, June 1989 (my thanks to Roger Bland 
for bringing this to my attention). On Hellenistic 
precedents for this Iconography, Bastlen & 
Arnold-Blucchl (1983), 78-9; on possible associations 
with Augustus, 1=, 79-83; Gage (1930), 180; 
Rosenbath (1958), 34; de Blois (1976), 126,130,150. 
To what extent these represent the emperor as Mercury, 
and to what extent as the guarantor of felicitas 
saecull Is difficult to judge, though no doubt both 
Interpretations are correct: see below Ch. 4. c, and nn. 
69-70. 
88. Obv. nude with caduceus and cloak for Aurelian: [Sls, 
An, A] RM 221,228 (Rohde 147,190); [Byz, An, A] RIC 
394; 408 (Rohde 186,401; both with and without 
dolphin mlnt, mark).,,. On Interp. see above n. 87; the 
connection with "Wodanu-, suggested by Manns (1939), 
29, must certalnly-be r; jected. See Bastlen & 
Arnold-Blucchl (1983), 75-6,84-5, cf. figg. 5-8; also 
Groag (1903), --1393,1406. 
89. GALLIENAE AVGVSTAE obv. [Rom, sr, AV, G3, revv. 
VICTORIA AVG (Victoria crowning Galllenus), VBIQUE PAX 
(Victoria In a, bIga); the same rev. types were also 
minted with other obverse. legends, but always the 
"Demeter crown" portrait: G6bI (1953), 16f. Also note 
1AVm1 obv., CONSERVATORI ORBIS ("Demeter crown"), rev. 
VBIQVE PAX (as before): see above, n. 40. For the 
mysteries Interpretation: Wickert (1926), 367-8; Go"bl 
(1953), 17;, Rosenbach (1958), 15-36 (esp. 28ff. ), who 
took the sense, to be adJectival. This is surely 
correct. There are many precedents even In the first 
century: note-e. g. Agrippina the Younger portrayed as 
Demeter on cIvIc, colnage-(see*PrIce, S. (1984), 184); 
cf. an Inscrlptlonýto Ceres Augusta M 269. For the 
Hellenlstlc. "Triptolemos'l-, precedent, see Smith (1988), 
43. ýMattingly (1960), 154, and de Blois (1976), 
151-4,185-95, -, prefer, to see Gallienus as Kore here. 
On the Inventiveness-of Galllenuslýsole-relgn obv. 
Iconography, see Doyen (1984), 85f. 
89a. For the masculine vocative, see Kent (1973); Carson 
(1980), 110. ýTaeger (1960), 441, suggested a genuine 
fusion of masculine/feminine godhead. ln the person of 
GaIllenus. 'The suggestion that the types were minted 
as (very expensive) anti-Galllenlc propaganda places 
too much emphasis an the blased literary accounts of 
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the reign: see Alfo"Idl, A. (1928); cf. Alf8ldl, A. 
(1967), 241-4. 
90. The Sisclan types (minted possibly slightly later 
with very similar obv. Iconography, but ordinary obv. 
legends): [Sls, sr, AV, GI Siscla 3,8,14 (this last 
gives a terminus post quem of AD 266). Kent (1973), 
67, (wrongly) rejects the Idea that these were minted 
at Slscla. 
91. On the Hellenistic origins of the radiate crown, 
Smith (1988), 42. Whether or not emperors at this 
date actually wore radiate crowns is less easy to 
tell, but on the whole It seems highly probable: see 
SHA Gall 16.4 (where Its solar connotations are made 
explicit). By means of this symbol Nero had 
associated himself with his deified predecessors and 
forbears. (For Its denominational value to mark the 
"radiate", see above Ch. 2. b. ) on the radiate crown In 
particular, see Alf6ldl, A. (1935), 107f.; 139-44. 
Like Nero, GaIllenus apparently Intended a colossus of 
himself as Sol/Hellos to, be set up In Rome: SHA QA. LL. 
18.2-4 (cf. the gold dust In 16.4); see Rosenbach 
(1958), 41-52; on Nero's colossus, upon which It was 
supposedly based, see L'Orange (1953), 28-34. On 
Iconographic parallels between the emperor and Sol, 
and the empress and Luna, see also Ch. 3. d and Ch. 4. d, 
below. An obv. cuirass for Aurelian shows twin busts 
of Sol and Luna: Sirmium 1431 (cf. RJL 260). On light 
and solar Imagery lnýthe repressentatlon of Imperial 
authority, esp. with reference to SeptImIus and Julla 
Domna as sun and moon, see L'Orange (1935); L'Orange 
(1947), 61,88-90; -Kantorowicz (1963), 131ff.; 
Alf6ldl, A. (1934), 111-18. 
92. Obv. (laureate/radiate) [Tre, AV, PI S. 100-04; (do., 
Jugate with Hercules) S. 123,125,128,133,141,149, 
152; EAE, PI E. 184 (B. 132); (3/4 face, radiate) 
S. 104,138. The use of laureate rays was apparently 
another example of Postumus' "borrowing" from the 
Iconography of Commodus: see Alf0-ldI, A. (1935), 144. 
Of the other radiate pieces Included In Schulte 
(1983), - the Milan types (S. 164-5) were struck from 
antoninlanus dies, and the radiate bIllon examples of 
the labour series were clearly antonInlanI (see below, 
Ch. 4, n. 55). ' 
93. Obv. (with hand raised) [Med, sr, G3 Doyen 8-13; 
ETre, AV, PI E. 181 (S. 9); [AE, -P] B. 116-23 (E. 212, 
222,242,252,272); for. an earlier precedent, cf. 
[Getal D= V 244. On the Interpetatlon and probable 
solar connection, see Bastlen (1967), 60f.; AlfO"Idl, 
A. (1935), 107-8; L'Orange (1953), 139-70; cf. 
Brilliant (1963), 210-11; Doyen (1984), 92-5. 
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94. The rare bronze coins, obv: GENIVS P. R., rev: INT VRB 
B_LQ (within a wreath): ERom, AE, sr, GI G6bl (1953), 
16 (dating them to GaIllenus' return from Grecce to 
take up his seventh consulship In AD 266); see also 
Delbrueck (1940), 48,101; de Blois (1976), 126,150f. 
Webb (1927), 35,361, placed them In the "lnterregnum" 
following Aurelian's death; Grant (1950), 139-40, 
suggested the reign of Aurelian Itself. See now, 
however, Younge (1979), esp. 50-51 (on dating to late 
In Gallienus' reign), 56 (suggesting AD 268), 53-4 (on 
proportion and degree of similarity with the features 
of Gallienus), 54-6 (on Interpretation). The many 
coins referring to GENIVS AVG (e. g. [Rom, sr, GI BIL 
44; 198; 197) perhaps have some bearing on this theme, 
since there arose during the empire a close 
association between the emperor's genius and that of 
the capital: see MacCormack (1975); cf. below, Ch. 4. c. 
95. Coins began to be Issued In the name of SalonIna from 
254 (see Go"bl (1951), 20,28); for the various 
obverses In use for her, see Go"bl (1951), 9 (all bear 
exclusively the title Augusta). On Severina as 
Augusta, see above Ch. 2. d n. 74. The commemorative 
DIVAE MARINIANAE Issues also began In 254 (see Gbbl 
(1951), 20f.; cf. below, Ch. 4, n. 106). 
96. On the stephane In relatlon to Hellenistic queens, 
especially with reference to posthumous Images of 
deified queens, see Smith (1988), 43. It was first 
used extensively on Roman Imperial coinage for Julia 
Domna; by the mId-thIrd century It was standard. To 
my knowledge, the only numismatic work to refer to 
this Insigne as a stephane, as oppsed to "diadem", Is 
Hunter. For the obv. busts wearing the stephane 
accompanied by a crescent moon In relation to the 
radiate busts, see above n. 91; see also below Ch. 4 
n. 72, and for further solar/lunar affiliations, below 
4. d. 
97. IGRR 1 697 [Thrace], reinforcing the repetitive 
nature of the titluature. 
98. Thus e. g. [Sal C_M XI 3091,3092 [Faleril, Italy], 
1Sv3 
-QM 
V 29 [Italy]; AE 1894,59 [Africa Proc. 1; and 
the Greek equivalent: e. g. [Sal IGRR 111 273 
[Galatia], IV 777 EAslal; cf. 111 237 [Galatla3; CSv3 
&F, 1900,145 [Lydia]. 
99. For [Sal: MV 857; Qj XI 3091; AE 1982,272 
[Italy]; (as "ýWIT&_c- KAA-rpk*") LM 111 237 [Galatia]. 
[Svl MV 29 [Italy]. Matri Cast(rorum) et Senatus 
et Patriae: 1Svl AE 1930,150 (Sotglu 56 87) 
[Tarraconensis]. 
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100. [Sal: M 11 2200 Qja 552) [Baetical; M VIII 
25843; 1Sv3 U 1930; '150 (Sotglu, 56, = RU 87) 
ETarraconensis]; M II, p. 1069 no. 2349o [Andros). 
101. ESal: M 111 10206; MV 7879 (I. M 551); faL VI 
1106 (ILa 584); M XI 3091; 3092; AK 1982,272 Ethe 
last three from Faljerlll. ý ESv3 Domlnae 
[Sancltlssimae CUlplae Severinae Pilsslmael 
Aug(ustae): AK 1930,150 (Sotglu 56). 
102. [Svl: M II (p. 1069) 2349o; [Sal: IGRR 1 697; IV 
777. 
103. AL 1927,81 (Sotglu 57). 
104. For the various forms of coin obvv. EV2/Ss], see 
GO"bl (1951), 9-10. As nobilissimus Caesar on 
Inscriptions: e. g. CV23 fjL XII 12 (IL2 553) [Alpes]; 
ESs] M XI 5380 (IL2 559). Examples erroneously 
giving title "Augustus": EV23 faL 2382 (K. 3); M 1621 
QQ VII 3105 = Peachin 452); papyri, Bureth (1964), 
118-19; ESs3 ML VIII 2383 (K. 4). For the coinage of 
Salonlnus as AVGVSTVS, see Shlel (1979) and most 
recently Gllljam (1987). 
105. PRINCIPI IVVENTVTIS (and abbreviations): e. g. [Rom, 
Jr, An, V23 HIAQ 23; ERom, Ss] = 27-8; (next to 
standards) [Tre, V23 E. 67,67c;, EMed, Ss] = 10 
(Cunetio 758-9); (next to trophy) [Tre, An, Ssl Elmer, 
106, [AV, AAVI Elmer, 111,115; (prince crowning 
trophy) EAnt, An, 'V23 RM 49 (Cunetio 875). On 
-'EV23 M III 4652, (l Inscriptions: e. g. _M 
555); 
XII 12 (ILa 553); '[Ssl 
_QM 
XI-5380 (jLa 559). On the 
Iconography, cf. below Ch. 4. b;, for the title applied 
to CGI and EA3, cf. above, n. 49. 
106. PRINCIPI IVVENTVTIS (and abbreviations): (globe & 
spear) [Absch., T23. E. 882 (S. 3; cf. Lafaurle (1975), 
pl. 6,113); [Absch, T23 S. 01 (Lafaurle (1975), pl. 
6,114); [Absch, 'T23 S. 5-6 (E. -, cf. RM 281); 
(standard & spear) EAbsch., T23 E. 881 (S. 4); [An, T23 
Normanbv 1531. - The'only. Inscrlptlon Is Esp6randleu 
656 (K. 114). Though-It has bee n argued that the 
elevation of Tetricus H'was a more gradual 
advancement than was customary-(e. g. K8nlg (1981), 
164-7), the evidence Is very limited and It Is 
preferable to see It as following a more traditional 
pattern (as DrInkwater (1987), 106-8,124-5,184-7). 
107. Inscriptlon: 'Esp6randleu 656 (K. 114). Obverse 
Iconographic references on the colnage: 'E. 875 (S. 1); 
S. 2 (E. -);,. and'cf_above, n. 74. - 
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108. CV23: 
_QM 
111 5739 (Peachin 305) [Norlcuml; IGRR III 
481 (11, a 8870 = Peachin 313) [Lycla3.1Ss3 M XII 57 
(K. 17 = Peachln 331) [Alpes]. IT23: see above, n. 14. 
109.1V21 SEG 19 (1963),. 452 (Peachin 318); 5_EG 24 
(1969), 969 (Peachin 427); [Ssl IGRR IV 776 (Peachin 
458) ;aI so rcLL &-r-c>Otj kea-maxc-5 I V23 AE 
1939,25 (Peachin 453). 
110. CIG 1621 (. Igi VII 3105 = Peachin 452) [Achaeal; C LC-ec: ýrýr6j: Bureth (1964), 118 (Peachin 428). 
111. CV23 = VIII 8473 (ILS 557); = IX 5682 (ILa 556); 
cf. M 19 (1963), 452. DIVO obv., Gobl (1951), 9-10; 
and on thls CONSECRATIO colnage, see below Ch. 4. d, 
n. 106. 
NOTES: ýChapter 4 
"The. Victorious Emperor 
and the Divine" 
On the special relationship b etween the emperor and 
the armies In this context, see Campbell (1984), 
19-156; Nock (1972),, II, 736-90'(= "The Roman Army and 
the Roman Religious Year, " H. Th. R. 45 (1952), 
186-252). See also Davies (1968), for a plausible and 
Interesting observation on a connection between the 
loyalty of. the troops and the Imperial Image In 
association with army pay. ' ' 
2. Thus the first Issues from Rome and Vlmlnaclum: G6bI 
(1951), 20,27f, Types Include [Rom, Jr, An, VI: 
CONCORDIA EXERCIT RJJQ 81; CONCORDIA MILIT EI_Q 238 
(Cunetlo 440); FIDES MILITVM RIQ 89; -cf. [An, GI RM 132,137; and [AV, VI 34-35., [Vim, Jr, An, VI: 
CONCOR(DIAE) EXERCUTI) PLC 233 (Cunetlo 761); FIDES 
MILITVM Bj_Q 241 (Cunetio 765); cf. [An, GI Cunetio 762 
(Ug -) ; RI-Q, 377,379., 
3. On gold Issues from the Roman mint-ln these crucial 
years (FIDES MILITVM,, FIDEI PRAET, FID PRAET VOTA X) 
[Rom, sr, Gl:., G6bl (1953), 13-14; cf. [Absch3 RIC 480 
(Cunetio 1001-5); RIL-568 (Cunetio 998); Cunetlo 
999-1000 (cf. RI_Q'569; -Normanbv 101, wrongly reading 
FIDEI). On the vota decennalla, see below, 4. b; for 
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special mention of the Praetorlans, see also below, 
n. 18. 
4. FIDES MILITVM (eagle) ETre, Jr, An, GI: E. 18,25,32, 
39,46,53,59b (see G6bI (1951), 31-3; [AV, V13 RJL 7 
(E. - ); Schulte (1983), 173, Id', suggests that this 
latter coin belongs In his Group 3b; I. e. that It was 
minted alongside the legionary Issue (Group 3a; on 
which see below, n. 21). 
FIDES MILITVM (Fides holding 2 standards) Is a common 
theme In the coinage of the western emperors: ETre, 
QAV, PI E. 192 (S. 03); EAn, PI E. 133/189 (Cunetio 
2386); CAE, PI E. 227-9,231,233-5 (B. 68-79, etc.; 
cf. B. 78-9,300,319,324: not In Elmer); [Col, An, 
Ll GIlljam (1982), 20, cf. pl. L, 135; cf. Besly & 
Bland (1983), 61,, doubting authenticity of this 
piece); ECol, AV, MI E. 642 (S. 6)0, [Tre, An, VII E. 
648,654,684, (cf. Cunetlo 2515,2522); [AV, V13 E. 645 
(S. 1); [Col, An, T3, E. 782-4 (Cunetio 26: 34-6); [AV, T3 
E. 839 (S. -; cf. Lafaurle (1975), 947). Note also 
FIDES EXERCITVS (4 vertical standards) [AV, PI E. 408 
(S. 101); [An, PI E. 417-(Cunetlo 2432); and CONCORDUA) 
MILIT(VM) [Tre, An, MI Cunetio 2502-4 (cf. E. 632-3). 
Marius' military types probably represent his attempt 
to regain stability and military loyalty after the 
d1sasterous events In Mainz: see Ko"nIg (1981), 139. 
PMTRPIIICOSPP (Fides with standard and sceptre) [Tre, 
AV, TI E. 822-4 (S. 42-6). 
6. FIDES MILITVM (or abbr. ) [Rom, AV, A] Manns (1939), 15 
(cf. RIC 93); [Rom, An] RIL 28 (Normanbv 1242); [Med, 
AV, A] Milan 2-3 QBQ 91); [Med, An] BIL 109 (Normanbv 
1257); [Sts, AV, A] Manns (1939), 17 (cf. RI. Q 90,94); 
[Cyz, An] RIL. 328. Note also the unusual Iconography 
of FIDES MILITVM (Emp. between 2 standards) [Rom, An] 
ELQ 46 (cf. Maravellle, 26). For the association of 
Aurelian with Jupiter In this context see below, 4. d 
and App. table A: 14. 
7. The wide distibution,, both In time and across the 
various mints, of military "CONCORDIA" types for 
Aurelian Is Impressive. The references are too 
complex to permlt,, thelr, lncluslon here, but the 
evidence Is tabulated In App. table A: 5. For the 
association of Aurelian with Jupiter In this context 
see below, 4. d and App. table A: 14. 
CONCORDIAE MILITVM [Rom, An, Svl PI. Q 4; [Tic] HJJQ 8; 
[Sisl EI_Q 13; [Cyzl E19'18; [Ant] EI_Q 20 (Syria B 25 
etc.; Syria C 158 etc., 189 etc.; cf. Weder/Klng 
(1984), 206); 'cf. CONCORD MILIT [Lug, An, Svl =1 
(Lyon 4,6,, 8,10). (Unconfirmed, BIL 11-12. ) On a 
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possIble further signlflcance of certaln of these 
colns see above, Ch. 2. c at n. 58; cf. App. table A: 1. 
9. For the medallions and multiples with the legend 
ADLOCVTIO AVGVSTORVM [jr, V/G3 see G6bI (1951), 26f. 
Note also the adlocutio scene on Postumus' EXERCITVS 
AVG [Tre, AE, PI E. 199 (B. 20-21,140,154,195; cf. B. 141,155,261). 
10. On Aurelian's VIRTVS MILITVM types, together wlth the 
parallel -AVG types, see App. table A: 6. Note also 
for Postumus VIRTVS EXERCITVS (App. table A: 10, no. 
7f; cf. Schulte (1983), 172 If'; E. 322). For other 
related virtus types, see table A: 10 and further 
below, Ch. 4. b. 
For VIRTVS ILLVRICI see App. table A: 9, no. 8b (cf. 
Manns (1939), 33,43); on the appearance of Mars on 
such types more generally, see below, Ch. 4. b. GENIVS 
ILLVR [Sis, AV, 'Al ="172-3; ISIs, An] RIC. 204; 223 
(Maraveille 398-401; Sirmium 452-8); GENIVS ILLV EMed, 
An] = 110 (Normanbv 1255-6). It may be that Genius 
Illyrici amounts to something, ilke-the personification 
of the-esprlt de-corps of, 'the Danubian legions. Note 
also GENIVS EXERCITI [Cyz, "An, ' A] = 345 (Maravellle 
632; Sirmium 1539-42). 
12. Pairs of Aesculapius, types:, [Tre, An, P3 SALVS 
EXERCITVS, E. 418 (Cunetio 2433, - cf. 2434); SALVS AVG, 
E. 415 (Cunetlo 2435), E. 416 (Cunetlo, 2436). The 
parallel Is also mirrored In'the gold 
- 
Issues: [Tre, 
AV, PI SALVS EXERCITVS, -'E. 411 (S. 102); [Absch, PI 
E. 405 (S-10), E. 406 (S. 11), S. 42 (RIg 363s, cf. E. 406). 
The obv. dle link betweenýS. 12 and S. 13 permits one to 
suppose thvýsw=tcýthese bronzes to have been Intended 
for gold. For the 
- 
"plague thesis", Elmer (1941), 35f.; 
cf. now DrInkwater (1987), -'171-3.,,, The Aeculaplan type 
SALVS AVG [Med, ' An-,, -P],, E. 618 (Cunetlo 2496), was 
mlnted alongside coins'that otherwise exclusively 
refer to the cavalry; for the rest of the [Med, PI 
series, see below, n. 16. 
13. XVI 155 (IJZ 2010) [Italy]., The, renamlng of army 
units with'cognomlna taken, from the relgning, emperor 
started with-*Commodus: 'see, DIo. 72. I5.2 (cf. the fleet: 
SHA f&mm. 17.8. ')*'' On thls'practice In the third 
century, see, -FItz--(1983). Passim;, ', Campbell (1984), 
88-93. (On, the-'e4ulvalentlassoclat-lon, with civil 
communitles, -, cf. ýbelow,, ý, 4. c. ) 
14. Postumlana: RI. D- 605 (M VII 287; ILE 25481 K. 61); 
RU 1883 QQJL VII 820; JLU 2553; K. 59); Mj 1886 (M 
VII 822; K. 60); T-etricianorum: M 1885 (M VII 823; 
K. 107) Call from northern Britain]. On the 
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significance of this last for the extent of the 
territory controlled by Tetrlcus, see Drinkwater 
(1987), 123; see also K6nlg (1981), 168f. For 
Aurelian: Lg-qlo III- Augusta Aurellana, VIII 2665 
[Numldlal; Cohors Pimasensis Aurellana, 1908,136 
(Sotglu, 65) [Serdlcal. 
15. FIDEI EQVITVM, FIDES MILITVM, ALACRITATI EMed, sr, 
AAV/Absch, GI G6bI (1953), 21 (cf. RM 33,445-6; also 
ELC 545). The context of the "Alacrltatl" type makes 
It almost certainly military; Indeed the Iconography 
Is specifically associated with the Leglo II AdlutrIx 
In the "legionary" Issues of Gallienus and VictorInus 
(see table 4: 1 In text; cf. App. table AM. Such 
winged horses In reverse iconography are 
conventionally described as "Pegasus", though other 
Identifications are possible such as the horses of 
Sol's chariot. On the establishment of a cavalry 
force at Milan, see Alf6ldl, A. (1927); Alf6ldl, M. R. 
(1957); de Blois (1976), 26-36. 
16. FIDES AEQVIT (Fides seated with standard) EMed, An, 
PI E. 603; (- EQVIT) E. 606; (- EQVIT /P) E. 612. 
CONCORD AEOVIT (Concordia with rudder, ship's prow) 
EMed, An, PI E. 604; (- EQVIT), E. 607; (- EUVIT IS) 
E. 613. PAX EQVITVM /T, (Pax) EMed, An, PI E. 620. For 
VIRTVS AEOVIT (-'EQVIT; - EQVIT, /T) EMed, AV/An, PI 
see App. table A: 9, nos. 2c-d; VIRTVS EQVITVM IS 
(Hercules) [An] App. table A: 11, no. 1d. 
17. Once again note the parallel Iconography of the 
VIRTVS AVG type minted alongside: see App. table A: 6, 
no. 2. For other such portrayals of the emperor as 
military commander In the context of virtus see also 
App. table A-. 10. 
18. C(o)HORS TERTIA PRAETORIA ERom, sr, Quat(? ), GI RM, 
7 (p. 131; = Cohen, 103; cf. Gnecchl (1912), 1 p. 6, 
no. 2, reading "COHORS11) Go*'bl (1953), 12-14. See also 
above n. 3. 
19. [Med, sr, An, GI Cunetio, 1435-1503; cf. RM Qr) 
315-372; for the particulars of the Issue see King, C. 
(1984), Passim (note esp. the catalogue, pp. 120-25, 
and table VII, p. 116); Go"bl, (1953), 19f. SeptImIus' 
legionary Issue:, B= V, lxxxii-7111, xcvli, 21ff., 
118); see Laffranchl (1938); note also the even 
earlier precedent of the Issue under Hadrian and 
Aellus: RM II, pp. 457ff.; cf. Kornemann (1930), 72. 
Septimius' Issue was an accession donative: Birley 
(1988), 104-5. On date of Gallienus' Issue: King, C. 
(1984), 106-14. 
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20. Supposing whole legions: AlfO"ldl, A. (1929), 242-62; 
Laffranchl (1938); and Fitz (1966b). Proposing 
vexillatlons only: Alfo"ldl, M. R. (1957). On the 
Intricacies of the problems Involved, see King, C. 
(1984), 114-19; cf. also the over-stated 
Interpretation of de Blois (1976), 109f. King, C. 
(1984) 104, suspected that'the suffix VP VF was 
possibly an error (on resulting problems of 
Interpretation, P. 117); however R. Bland (personal 
communication) doubts this to be the case. The "III 
Pla Fidells" found on M 111 875 [dedicated to V, 0, 
V2 and Sa by the prefect of Lea V Mac III Plae 
Fid(ells2.3 may be an earlier example of the numberings 
we find In the legionary Issue. On the problems of 
victory salutations In this context, see below, 4. b. 
21. ECol(? ), AV, V13 E. 711-28; S. 29-46; cf. Lafaurle 
(1975), 934. For the breakdown of Vlctorlnus' 
legionary Issue, see App. table A: 7. Like GaIllenus' 
Issue (upon which'. 1t, was probably based), -this Issue 
honours legions the bases of which come from all over 
the empire (for distribution, see KO"nlg (1981), 
153f. ). Elmer (1941), 63-5, saw this Issue as a part 
of a donative associated with a victory parade, once 
again honourIng the vexillatlons that made up the 
emporor's main army. This Interpretation has been 
largely followed by others: -KO"nlg (1981), 153-5; 
Schulte (1983), 57; Drlnkwater, '(1987), 180-81. 
Schulte (contra Elmer, Lafaurle and others) claims the 
series was minted exclusively at, the main mint; 
serious doubts, however, must be placed on his 
Insistence on one mint for, gold, and It remains very 
possible that thIsAssue, was the product of the second 
mint (so Besly (1984), 232). - 
22. VIRTVS MILITVM ECol, AV, L3 (probably minted at 
Mainz): S. 5 (E. 624); cf. G111jam (1982), 20. On the 
various Interpretations of this coin 
' 
and Its bearing 
upon the details of Laellan's revolt see above, Ch. 2. d 
n. 70. An Inscription from the'JoInt reign of Valerlan 
and Gallienus QQJL XIII 6780'=, K. 30) Indicates that 
certain vexlllations were Indeed statloned-at Mainz In 
this period (cf. above, nn. 20,21). 
23. The Ideas put forward by Gage (1933) have since been 
elaborated and refined by others: note esp. Amlt-' 
(1965); Storch (1972); 'Fears (1981)", who supplies a' 
detailed bibliography on the subjecL-, 
24. VIII 2482 531) ENumldlal; cf. 4rlr . -4, TWTije(0-5 KaL AKýS,: IGRR 111 1287-8; QM-614. 
Victory types were produced at every mint In the Joint 
and sole'reigns. For, the standard types Issued 
(VICT(ORIA)'AVG(G) 7 VIct. wIth'wreath and palm), see 
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GO"bl (1951), 20ff., 30,35; Go"bl (1953), 12f., 24ff., 
27f. Of the numerous variations, note VICTORIAE AVGG 
(Vict. In bIga) [Ant, Jr, An, VI RIC 276; VICTORIA 
AVGVSTI (Vlct. with trophy) ISIs, sr, An, G3 Siscla 
106; and see further below,, nn. 28-9,34, and App. 
table A: 8. A gauge of the Importance of the theme of 
victory for Valerlan and Gallienus can be seen In the 
Cunetio hoard: of the Individual specimens from the 
mint of Rome In the Joint relgn 16% (721/4432) of 
those mInted for Valerlan and 20% (305/1523) of those 
for Gallienus make specific reference to victory 
(figures based on evidence supplied by Besly & Bland 
(1983), pp. 97-102; cf. 24, Table 8). 
25. Indeed, victory types account 
' 
for, the vast majority 
of the antoniniani In the names of Laellan and Marius. 
For P's earliest victory types (Cunetlo 2369-70; Baval 
pl. 1,30) see above, Ch. 2. c, - n. 48. Standard types: VICTORIA AVG EP3 S. 1 (E. 122); E. 125 132; ILI E. 
621-2,625 (Cunetlo 2499-501; cf. also (E. -), GIlljam 
(1982)p 20, pl. G, 50 (Lafaurle (1975), pl. IIIp 66); 
IMI S. 5 (E. 628); E. 631,635,, 636-9; 'cf. also (E. -), 
Cunetio 2510 (Lafaurle (1975), pl. IV, 72); EV11 S. 
10-12,50,52-3 (E. 666-7,707-9); E. 698,744; IT] 
S. 11-13 (E. 804-5); E. 747,762,765,768. In addition 
note: VICTORIA AVG (VIct. In b1ga) [AV, PI S. 12-15 (E. 
170-71,173-4); VICTORIA AVG (Vict. with trophy) [AV, 
TI S. 19 (E. 832); (- AVGG) S. 65-8 (cf. E. 832,847-8, 
850). 
26. Standard types: VICTORIA AVG EAV, 'Al Manns (1939), 
14,25,36,43 (cf. EI_Q 12,95-6,177-8, '376-7; Mllan 
31,34-6,41-3); EAn3 Fjg 39,143-4,236-7,272,338, 
354,406; also VICTORIA AVG (flylng) [Sls, An] RM 
238 (Sirmium 512). Note also Victorlae Aua(ustl) 
n(ostri): aM VIII 11318. EAfrica Procos. ] (cf. above 
Ch. 3. b, n. 62). 
27. For example, 'Lallemand, & Thirlon (1970), 25f., 
conJectured. that one particular generic VICTORIA AVG 
type (E. 698; Cunetio 2549) referred to Vlctorinus' 
triumph over Autun;, Thlrion. (1973), 81, later changed 
his mind; but'the Idea was reinforced by Bland (1979), 
69f. On this now see Besly & Bland (1983). 62. 
28. VICTORIA AVG VII [Med, sr, An, GI RIC 526 (Cunetlo 
1588-9). VICTORIA AVG III [Rom, 'sr, An, GI'BI_Q 304, 
305 (Cunetio 890;, 948-58); VIC GALL'AVG III, Cunetio 
888 (cf. RIC 296); 'VICT GAL AVG III, BIL 295. Certain 
of these legends were also simultaneously minted at 
EMed]: see G8bl (1953), 18f.; Cunetio 1568; cf. also 
VICT GAL AVG ERom, sr, An, GI BIL 294. On the Roman 
types, see also Go"bl, (1953), 12-13; King,, C. (1982); 
on VICTORIA AVG III being perhaps retrospective, 
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Laffranchl (1938), 207-9; cf. King, C. (1984), 118; 
and see above, n. 20. 
29. VICTORIA AVG VIII [Med, sr, An, GI RI_Q 527 (Cunetio 
1560-63). Note also FIDES EXERC VIII [Med, sr, An, GI 
= 478 (Cunetio 1515; cf. 1508-16). One possible 
explanation Involves the notion of one set of victory 
numberings starting again from scratch at the 
beginning op the sole reign (see Alf8ldl (1929) esp. 
246-8); but even this falls to satisfy all the 
difficulties. These difficulties and their various 
possible solutions are discussed at some length by 
King (1984), 114-19. There Is curiously no (extant) 
suffix "IV" from either the Joint or the sole reign. 
On the Iteration of the titles Imperator and 
GermanIcus Maximus, see above Ch. 3 nn. 18 & 25. 
30. M 111 12456 [Moesla Inf. l. 
31. Vlctorlae aeternae Aurellanl Aug(gustl) n(ostri): M 
XI 6309. (Estiot (1983), 31, cites an AurellanIc coin 
with the rev. legend VICTORIA AET (ELQ -) from the 
Qanakkale hoard. ) VICTORQA) AETER SC [Rom, Jr, AE, 
VI FJ-Q 176. VICTORIA AET [Rom, sr, AV, GI F_M 76; 
[An, G3 RM 297; cf. (hybrid) [An, Sal RM 33; [Den, 
GI Rj_Q 361 (Cunetlo 1424); also cf. [RomM, sr, An, 
GI BIL 586 (Hunter 187-8; Cunetio 1431-2; cf. above 
Ch. 2, n. 52). VICTORIA AETERNA, VICT AET AVG [Med, sr, 
An, GI G8bI (1953), 18, (cf. RM 291). The concept of 
the emperor's eternal victories was Inseparably bound 
up with the Idea of Rome's eternal destiny: see below, 
Ch. 4. c. 
32. On Victoria as a goddess In the Roman world, see 
Weinstock (1958b); on the significance of this 
observation In the present context, Fears (1981), 
740-49. 
33. VICT COMES AVG [Tre, AV, PI S. 55 (E. - ); COMES AVG 
[Tre, AV, V13 S. 2-7 (E. 685-8); [An, V13 Cunetlo 
2519-21 (cf. RM 106-7); COMES AVG [Tre, Absch, TI 
S. 10 (E. 821); [Tre, An, TI St-Mard 1580-705 (E. 770, 
774; cf. Cunetlo 2606 = Normanbv 1475, obv. from 
Col! ); cf. '[An, T21 Cunetio 2612 (St-Mard 2576-94). 
Note also: VICTORIA AVG (half-length bust of Victoria) 
[Tre, AV, Vil E. 666-7 (S. 10-12; omitted by Lafaurie 
(1975), 933); FELICITAS AVG (jugate busts of Vlct. and 
Fel. ) [Tre, AV, PI S. 108-11 (E. 452-3); cf. 
CONSERVATORES AVG below, n. 43. Victoria also appears 
as the sponsor of the emperor's reign on two Llc1n1an 
types (PM TRP V COS IIII PP [Vim, Jr, An, VI B_M 231; 
PM TRP V COS III PP [G3): Go"bl (1951), 30. 
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34. Victoria crowning emp. (rev. ): VICTORIA AVG [Ant, 
Jr+, An, GI Cunetlo 1877, cf. 1880,1915 (RIC 1jr! ] 
450); PM TP CV PP [Sis, sr, An, GI Slscla 70; FIDES 
EXERCITVS [Sls, sr, Ag-m, GI Slscla 2 (Fitz/Sls. 44); 
RESTITVTOR ORBIS [Cyz, An, A] RJL 369 (Maravellle 672, 
676; Slrmlum 1802-8); VICTORIA AVG [Sls, An, A] RI-Q 
239 (Slrmium 760); VIRTVS POSTVMI SC [Tre, AE, PI 
E. 206 (B. 22); VOT PVBL (in biga) [Tre, AV, PI S. 30 
(E. -; Schulte dates this to 262); VIRTVS AVG (at same 
time, emp. crowns trophy) [Tre, Absch, V13 S. 56 (E. - 
Lafaurie (1975), 932). See further App. table A: 8. 
35. Victoria with vota inscribed on shield (rev. ): VOTA 
DECENMALIA [Med, ar, An, G3 Rj_Q 541 (Cunetlo 1532-4; 
Golbl (1953), 20); QVINOVENNALES POSTVMI AVG M [Tre, 
AV, PI S. 83-8 (E. 362); S. 89 (E. 364); QVINOVENNALES 
POSTVMI AVG (VOT/X), S. 79-81 (E. 362-3); S. 90 (E. 364); 
QVINOVENNALES AVG (V/0) [Tre, QAV, PI E. 374-5 
(S. 09-09A); cf. VICTORIA AVG (VOT/X) [Tre, AV, PI RIC 
41 (E. -; de Witte, 303b; but cf. Schulte (1983), 172 
'a'); PM TRP X COS V PP (VO/XX) [Col, AV, P) E. 594 
(S. 162-3); [Col, An, PI E. 595; VOTIS DECENNALIBVS M 
[Tre, QAV, TI E. 880 MOD; VICTORIA AVGG (VO/X) [Tre, 
AV, TI E. 879 (Schulte (1983), 173 Id'; Lafaurle 
(1975), 948, wrongly as "VOT/X"). 
36. Vota Inscribed on shield surrounded by wreath (rev. ). 
VOTIS DECENNALIBVS [Rom, Jr, An, VI B. M 139 (the 
original vota decennalla suscepta of AD 253; 00"bl 
(1951), 19, also cites EAE3 for both emperors). The 
vota decennalla soluta (vicennalla suscepta) of AD 262 
were coined at two mints. ERom, sr, q3: VOTIS 
DECENNALIB(VS); VOTIS X CAAVI G6bI (1953), 14 (RJL 
92-3; cf. FID PRAET VOTA X, above, n. 2); VOTIS 
DECENNALIBVS EAEml G6bl (1953), 17f.; VOTIS DECENNALIB 
[An3 Normanby 102 (cf. RIC 334). [Med, sr, GI VOTUS) 
X ET XX 1AAV3 Go'bl (1953), 21 (cf. RIL 94-6, wrongly 
at Rome); VOTIS DECENNALIBVS [An] Go"bl (1953), 20 (cf. 
R. M 597-9, wrongly at Siscla). As with the "Victoria" 
types, these 11clIpeatus" coins were clearly Intended 
for distribution as donatives (the symbolism Is the 
same In both cases). 
37. VICTORIA AVG ERom, Den, A] BIL 71-3 (cf. Maraveille 
109). For the arrangement of these coin types see 
Bastien & Pflaum (1962), 277-81; for the quiquennallan 
Interpretation: Manns (1939), 6; Estlot (1983), 38. 
38. VIRTVS types, more or less ubiquitous In both Joint 
and sole reigns, account for a remarkable 30% (456 out 
of 1523 spelmens) of the Cunetlo joint reign coins 
Issued at Rome In the name of Gallienus (cf. above, 
n. 24); for the various forms, see below. For 
GaIllenus' Invicta vIrtus, gM VI 1106 (ILS 548) 
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CRome3; cf. [Virtuti? ] domini n. GaIlleni Invicti Aug. 
qua universum orbem suum defendit ac Propaqlt, I. M 549 
[Rome]. 
39. App. table A: 9, nos. 3b CGI, 10c-d IPI; table A: 10, 
no. la, 3a IGI; table A: 11, no. 5a IGI; table A: 12, 
IIb [P]; to these must be added VIRTVS POSTVMI SC 
[Tre, AE, PI E. 206 (B. 22) and VIRTVS GALLIENI AVG 
[Tre, Jr, Quat, GI (below, n. 42a). 
40'. See App. table A: 10; cf. also table A: 6. The trophy 
was a particularly Important symbol In this context 
(note table A: 9, nos. 6-8; table A: 10, nos. 6,7a-e; 
cf. also table A: 11, no. 4): see Picard (1957). The 
Intriguing but wayward theory that Imperial culrassed 
Images were Intended to represent the emperor as a 
kind of tropalon emnsuchon, put forward by Kantorowicz 
(1961), 381, cannot be sustained. 
41. The Identification of Mars, or more probably the 
emperor as Mars, on the "Virtus" types Is made certain 
by the number of close If not exact parallels with 
types referring directly to Mars: see App. table A: 9, 
Passim (cf. also tables A: 6 and A: 10). Other types 
can also be fitted Into this scheme, such as VICTORIAE 
AVGG (as table A: 9, no. 1) [Ant, Jr, An, V] Cunetlo 
822 (cf. BIL 225); EGI cf. RJJQ 300. It Is In this 
confused situation that the pictorial system for 
designating reverse Iconography devised by Go"bl comes 
Into Its own (see above, Ch2, n. 10). 
42. [Tre, AV, V11 S. 54-5. Only three specimens from a 
single reverse die survive (now In Luxembourg, Glasgow 
and Paris; for full references and difficulties 
concerning these, see above chapter 3. b, note 39). 
Their rarity and poor condition have led to 
controversy concerning the Identity of the figures In 
the scene: the traditional description has "two 
soldiers" attacking "three women" (so R19 and Hunter); 
most recently Schulte (1983), ad loc., has Identified 
the former pair as VIctorInus (with the spear) and 
"ein Waffentra"ger" (with the sword), and he regards 
the enemy they combat as male. The latter suggestion 
seems likely, though not conclusive; for the other 
pair, however, I prefer to see the front figure (with 
sword and shield, (? )laureate) as the emperor and the 
helmeted figure behind (with spear and shield) as 
Mars. The helmet worn by this figure closely 
resembles that discussed above, 3. c at n. 81. 
42a. The same helmeted figure, this time leading the 
mounted emperor into battle also appears of a 
Gallienic type: VIRTVS GALLIENI AVG [Tre, Jr, Quat, GI 
E. 72 (Go'bl (1951), 33), here again the emperor's 
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companion, conventionally described as I'Virtus", 
should be understood as Mars. 
43. COMES AVG [Col(? ), AV, VII: App. table A: 9, no. 10a 
(note that the legend Is also strongly associated with 
Victoria on the coinage of this emperor: above n. 33). 
Jugate busts of the emperor and Mars: ETre, AV, V13 
<obv. > S. 10 (E. 667); VIRTVTI AVG ETre, AV, P3 <rev. > 
S. 118 (E. 432, the features of both Mars (on the rev. ) 
and Hercules (jugate with P. on obv. ) closely 
approximate to those of P. himself). CONSERVATORES 
AVG (jugate busts of Mars & Victoria) [Tre, AV, P3 
S. 119 (E. 437; part of a series of Jugate divine types: 
Schulte-'s "Group 1011). On the close conflation of the 
emperor and Mars In obverse Iconography see above, 
Ch. 3. c. On Imperial divine comites, see Nock (1972) 
11,653-75. 
44. For the types giving significant epithets to Mars, 
see App. table A: 9, as follows: Propunnator, nos. 
2a-b, 3c, 4b, 6c; Pacifer, nos. 4a, 4c-e, Sa-b; 
Victor, nos. le, 7a, 9b; Augustus, no. Id. For 
titular reverses, App. table A: 9 nos. 7b-7e. 
45. App. table A: 11, nos. 9a CGI; 9b-c EPI. On the 
epithet Falerlus, see below, Ch. 4. c, at n. 64. The 
obverse of some of these PostumlanIc types (E. 558, 
560) are among the antonlnianl representing the 
emperor In the gulse of Hercules, In a similar fashion 
to their Commodian prototypes: EDen, Commodus] D= V, 
343-5; EAE] BM V, 717. It Is evident that Postumus' 
Herculean self-image, as certain other aspects of his 
symbolic representation, was carefully modelled on 
that of the last of the Antonines. On Commodus and 
Hercules, see also BM IV 339,669,676-7; and 
Alf8ldl, A. (1935), 206; Fears (1981), 815. 
46. Hercull Aua(usto) consortl D(omlnD N(ostri): M XI 
6308 [Italy] (apparently set up along with the victory 
Inscription, = XI 6309; see above, n. 31). 
47. Of the monographs on Postumus' relationship with 
Hercules, see esp. Andreottl (1940), on the peculiar 
cults mentioned on P. 1s coinage; Bastlen (1958), on 
the Herculean labours series (Travaux). The 
Identification between P. and Hercules went well 
beyond the fashion current In the mld-third century 
(so Bastlen (1967), 67f.; but cf. Andreottl (1940), 
and should probably be regarded as reflecting the 
emperor's own disposition (Drinkwater (1987), 162); 
can thus properly be compared to the special 
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48. On the division Into "battle-god" and "Ideal 
ruler-god", see Drinkwater (1987), 162-3, following 
DerIchs (1950). 1 find the argument totally 
unconvincing. Ko"nig (1981), 120ff., also noted a 
shift In the Iconographic presentation on the 
Deusonlensis types towards a more "Ideal ruler" 
complexion, but In practice the Iconography of the 
early types Is not exclusively "belllcoseu and 
suggests links with other Imperial Herculean Ideals: 
see Bastlen (1967), 64ff. (Indeed DrInkwater's 
tendency to divide most of the reverse types of the 
western emperors Into "warlike" and "peaceful", and 
his attempts to read a great deal Into this division 
In terms of their policies and actions, Is altogether 
unconvincing. ) 
49. Postumus obv. jugate with Hercules: [AV/Abschl 
S. 108,108A, 109-10,112-33,135-7,139,141-3, 
147-50,152-163,010-014; In addition, 1AE3 E. 424, 
449,451 (B. 133-5). Of the 180 gold and Abschlag 
types In Schulte's catalogue (excluding the two Milan 
coins, from antonInlanus dies, and the "labours" 
antoniniani) 54 (30%) have Herculean Jugate obverses; 
another 3 represent P. as Hercules (above, Ch. 3. c, nn. 
83-4); Indeed from early In AD 266 only one obverse 
type (S. 138) falls to link the emperor's authority 
directly to Hercules In one or other of these ways 
(for dating, see Schulte (1983), 40ff., 47). 
50. COMITI AVG (Jugate P/Herc. r. ) [Tre, AV, PI E. 427 
(S. 113)* CONSERVATORI AVG (as before, but 1. ) [AV, PI 
E. 422 (;. 114). In these two cases the symbolism Is 
reinforced by the Jugate obverses (on the series of 
Jugate types to which these belong, Schulte-'s "Group 
10", S. 108-119, see above, n. 43). FELICITAS AVG 
(opposing busts Herc. /P. ) [Tre, AV, PI E. 306 (S. 22). 
51. HERCVLI COMM AVG COS III [Tre, AEm, P3 E. 424 
(B. 133-P Gnecchl 111,116, nos. 7-8); on the 
authenticity of this piece, see Bastlen (1967), 55; 
for Iconography, cf. E. 449 (B. 134). AETERNITAS AVG 
(Herc. ) ETre, AV, PI E. 128 (S. 8). 
52. No Herc. types are known for Laellan or Marius, and 
none for Victorinus (with the exception of two 
appearances on the legionary series: S. 31, S. 41; see 
App. table A: 7). The only other western Herculean 
type, VIRTVTI AVGVSTI [Tre, AV, T3 (App. table A: 11, 
no. 1c), which copied the earlier Postumlanlc and 
Galllenlc types (A: 11, no. 1c), was In origin a type 
coined for Gordian III: RIL IV. 3,95; on the Galllenlc 
type In the Normanby hoard see Bland & Burnett (1987), 
124. 
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53. Deusonlensls: see App. table A: 11, nos le, 2b-c, 4a 
(on Iconography of this last, see Bastlen (1967), 69); 
In addition, HERC DEVSONIENSI (Temple) [Tre, An, P3 
E. 316 (Cunetlo 2409); HERCVLI DEVSONIENSI (Laureate 
bust of Herc. ) [Tre, AV, PI E. 325 (S. 77); [Absch, PI 
E. 146 (S. 5); [AE3 B. 15-16 (cf. E. 183); HERCVLI 
DEVSONIENSI (half-length bust of Herc. wearing 
lionskin tied round hid neck, club over shoulder) 
[Absch, PI E. 547 (S. 154; Travaux 56-7, cf. 58); note 
parallel POSTVMVS AVGVSTVS (Similar to prec., but 
certainly P. ) [Absch, PI E. 554 (S. 155; Travaux 59-60). 
Magusanus: App. table A: 11, no. If (B. 105 Ilsts just 
eleven examples; on Iconography see Bastlen (1967), 
67). For the Identification of these cults and their 
location, see below, Ch. 5. b. 
54. App. table A: 12, IIa, IIb. Hercules InvIctus was an 
established cult at Rome. 
For this remarkable series, see App. table A: 12, I. 
The number of types known only In AE (see Schulte 
(1983), 41-4,106-18) has leýgd some to question 
whether all types were Intended for gold: e. g. Besly 
(1984), 230f., who overstates his case. To consider 
this question we must remove from Schulte's group 11a 
both S. 134, S. 144-6 (antoninlani) and the two final 
bust types (S. 154-5, above n. 53, as these really 
belong In the parallel series, Schulte's group 11b). 
Of the potentially gold series, 11 specimens are AV, 
52 are AE. This remains a low ratio of gold to 
base-metal It Is true. However, only 6 reverse dies, 
covering five of the labours, have no AV strikes 
extant, and only 3 of these are never paired with 
obverses elsewhere struck In gold. These 3 dies 
account for but 4 coins (out of 63), so that 2 of the 
labours struck with obverse dies known only In AE 
(PISAEO and GADITANO) are known from but a single 
example each. Given the low survival rate of AV 
compared to AE, the likelihood Is strong that gold 
examples of these once also existed (and may even yet 
come to light). Given this, as well as the 
homogeneity of the series and Its consistently high 
quality of die cutting, there can be little doubt that 
(pace Besly) Schulte Is correct to regard the series 
as being Intended for gold. (On the exclusion of the 
antoninlani and the "Abschlag question" generally, see 
Bland (1988b), 260. ) 
56. IANO PATRI ERom, sr, AV, GI RM 45. Given the 
relative frequency of references on GaIllenus' coinage 
to Augustan Ideology (see below n. 86), this 
explanation does not seem altogether unlikely; see de Blois (1976), 133. On Augustus and the Ideology of 
peace, see below, Ch. 7 (esp. nn. 23 and 50). 
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57. For example: PAX AVGG [Rom, Jr, An, GI Ej-Q 155,157 
(Normanbv 21); PAX AVG [Rom, sr, An, GI R. LQ 255-6; 
[Med, sr, An, G3 EI_Q 505-7; ESIs, sr, AV, G) Siscla 
10-11; 1QAV1 Slscla 9 (cf. 12); [An] Siscla 52-67 (all 
denominations, cf. FItz/SIs, 88-121). PAX AVGVSTI 
[Sis, An, A3 RIC 232; [Rom, An, A3 RIC 35 (NormanbY 
1236); RIC 51 (Maraveille 19). PAX AVG [Tre, AV, PI 
S. 156 (RIC 359; E. -); PAX AVGVSTI [An, PI E. 300 
(Cunetlo 2438; see Besly & Bland (1983), 51); PAX AVG 
PI [An, PI E. 566 (Cunetlo 2453). PAX AVG [Tre, AV, 
V11 E. 678 (RIC 98); but cf. Schulte (1983), 172 'a'. 
PAX AVG V1* [An] E. 651 (Cunetio 2518); E. 675; E. 682 
(Cunetio 2530; cf. variants: 2529,2531-33,2538, 
2540,2542-4,2547). Pax made an especially strong 
showing for Victorinus: out of a total of 7,198 
antoniniani for VI. In the Cunetio hoard, 2,237 (31%) 
were E. 682 (or variants). The marks PI and V1* on 
these coins were perhaps "privy" or "control marks", 
being derived from the Initial letter of the names 
Postumus and VictorInus respectively (Besly & Bland 
(1983), 53,57; DrInkwater (1987), 141, n. 54; Bland & 
Burnett (1988), 147; cf. however Elmer (1941), 61). 
58. VBIQVE PAX was Issued as part of the GALLIENAE 
AVGVSTAE series: G8bl (1953), 16 (above, Ch. 3, n. 89). 
PM TP COS IIII PP [AV, PI S. 107 (E. 464; cf. Lafaurle 
(1975), 916, erroneously as "PM TRP"; note also E. 465, 
rejected by Schulte). TRIB POT X COS V PP EAV, PI 
E. 590 (S. 161). TRP II COS PP [AV, TI S. 36 (cf. E. 807; 
both Elmer and Lafaurle (1975), 947, erroneously read 
"PM TRP"). Both the [G] VBIQVE PAX and IPI S. 107 were 
Issued alongside VICTORIA AVG types. On the emperor 
as Pacator, see Alf0"IdI, A. (1928), 183ff.; and cf. 
above Ch. 3. b. PAX AETERNA (AVG) [Rom, sr, An, GI F_M 
252-4. PAX AETERNA [Tre, AV, TI S. 9 (E. 816; RJ_Q 20); 
S. 37; EAbsch, TI S. 38 (E. 813); on the confusions with 
these types (cf. de Witte 64; Cohen 90,92; RIL 19) 
and the dubiousness of E. 814 (de Witte 63), see 
Schulte (1983), 149,157 (ad loc. ). PAX AETERNA [Med, 
An, A] RIC 114 (Manna (1939), 17). 
59. AVGVSTA IN PACE (empress enthroned as the embodiment 
of Pax) [Med, sr, An, Sal RI_Q 60 (Cunetlo 1535-7); 
(AVG -) RIC 57,58 (Cunetlo 1711-13,1725,1763-6; 
NormanbY 459; for sequence, Besly & Bland (1983), 36). 
The Christian Interpretation suggested by Cesono 
(1949-51), Is not very convincing: for a more 
straightforward Interpretation, as here, see Taeger 
(1960), 439f.; de Blois (1976), 155; Alf6ldl, A. 
(1928), 187. Kuhoff (1979), 56, also suggests these 
types refer back to Augustus. 
60. The elaboration of the SECVRITAS theme Is a notable 
feature of the reigns of Valerian and Gallienus; In 
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particular we may note SECVRIT PERPET [Tre, Jr, An, V] 
E. 3,6,9,12,14,17; [Med, Jr, An, V3 RIC 256 
(Cunetlo 746-7; Go"bl (1951), 34). Also [Rom, sr, An, 
GI: SECVRIT PERPET, RIC 280 (with variants); SECVRIT 
ORBIS, F_M 278-9; SECVRIT PVBL, RIL 281. Note also 
SECVRITAS PERPETVA [AV, TI: S. 49 (E. -; cf. Lafaurle 
(1975), 946); SECVRIT AVG [Rom, An, A] RIL 38 
(Normanbv 1251). 
61. SPES PVBLICA [Tre, AV, Pl: E. 158 (S. 21). SPEI 
PERPETVAE [Tre, An, P): E. 312. 
62. CONCORD AET [Rom, sr, An, Sal RJJQ : ý; CONCOR(DIA) AET 
[Sis, Sal Slscla 2,4; CONCOR(DIA) AVG [Sis, Sal 
Siscla 3,5. Slmllarly: CONCORDIA AVG [Rom, An, A3 
RIC 25 (Normanby 1240); [Rom, AE3 = 76,79-81; [Sls, 
AV] EI_Q 163-5 (Manns (1939), 28); [Sis, An] RIC 213 
(Sirmium 715-21; cf. 722); [Med, An] RIL 119 
(Maravellie 121; Slrmlum 162); for other concordla 
types, see below n. 72; cf. App. table A: 5. 
63. SALVS PROVINCIARVM [Tre An, PI: Cunetio 2367-8 (cf. 
E. 117); E. 123 (Cunetlo 2371-3); SALVS PROV [Tre, AV, 
PI S. 2 (E. -). DACIA FELIX [Med, AV, A] Milan 11 (RIC 
-); [An] Rj_Q 108 (NormanbY 1258). These Dacia types 
are usually presumed to refer to the evacuation of 
further Dacia; Estlot (1991), 451-5 (cf. also Manns 
(1939), 13,17,24f. ) dates the Dacia type to very 
early In the reign, suggesting either this Is not the 
case, or else that the evacuation began a little 
earlier than Is usually supposed. Note also PANNONIAE 
[Med, AV, A] Milan 6 (BI_Q -); [An] R1.9 113; and SALVS 
ITAL [Med, Jr, An, G3 RIC 400. 
64. Falleril, In northern Italy, was especially Important 
for Gallienus, who appears to have taken Its name as a 
sobriquet (on coin types, see App. table A: 11, no. 9a, 
and below, n. 105). A large number of Inscriptions 
from the town show the special relationship between 
that community and Gallienus and Salonina (according 
him some unsual and noteworthy titles, Including 
redIntearator colonlae Faliscorum): CIL XI 3089-94; AE 
(1979), 218; AE (1982), 272 (see Ch. 3, nn. 50,55, 
101). For communities taking the emperor's name: 
Colonia-Aucusta-Verona Nova Galliena 
,, 
CIL V 3329 (ILa 
544); C(olonla) C(laudia) A(ra). A(grIPpInensIum) 
I[Vallelriana Gaillenianall, gIL XIII 8261 (K. 31); 
Colon(la) G(alllena) Mugusta) F(ellx) Med(lolana), 
CIL V 5869 (ILS 6730; Mommsen's redaction remains 
tentative); Durostorum Aurellanum, CIL 111 12456. On 
this symbolism, see SherwIn-WhIte (1973), 411. 
65. Among the qualities and benefits of this kind 
mentioned on the coinage (too many to enumerate) are 
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some expressing concrete benefits, e. g. ABVNDANTIA 
AVG, ANNONA AVG and LIBERALITAS AVG, while others 
sound a more generally reassuring note, e. g. HILARITAS 
AVG, LAETITIA AVG and VBERITAS AVG. (The latter 
category make a prominent showing In the coinage of 
the western emperors: E. 579,589-90; Cunetlo 2551, 
2639; E. 846. Note esp. Postumus' LAETITIA AVG 
(galley) types (S23; E. 130; B. 80-90) and their various 
far-fetched Interpretations: Elmer (1941), 33; 
Hiernard (1972), 335f.; Ko"nIg (1981), 93; Schulte 
(1983), 30; Drinkwater (1987), 168. ) 
66. GAUDIA PVBLICA (four maidens holding a large 
cornucopia) [AV, V13 E. 706 (S. 49); see Lafaurle 
(1975), 960 (cf. 934, Incorrect legend), for 
significance and the reference In the Iconography to 
second-century types. The cornucopia Is a common 
device In the Iconography of types referring to 
securltas, concordla, liberalitas, abMndantla, etc. 
67. FELICITAS AVGG [Rom, Jr, AV/An/AE, VI Gobi (1951), 
20-1,23-4; It was also one of two types produced for 
Salonlnus as Augustus (ETre, Jr+, AAV/An, Ss] E. 114; 
E. 109; see Shlel (1979), 118-9). For the Licinil we 
also find the legends FELICITAS PVBLICA, TEMPORVM 
FELICITAS, SAECVLI FELICITAS, FELICITAS SAECVLI (see 
Go"bl (1951), 28-9,34,35) and In the sole reign 
FELICI AET also (Siscla 27-9; cf. G8b1 (1953), 15, 
24-5). The same range of types Is found for the 
western emperors and for Aurelian. Notable among 
these are the types: SAECVLI FELICITAS (Emp. with 
globe and spear) [TreM, An, PI E. 593 (on where 
minted, see above Ch. 2, n. 47); [Cyz, An, A] Normanby 
1284 (Maraveille 633;. Sirmium 1543-5; Blagkmoor 3785, 
cf. note ad. loc.; RI-Q 352 corr. ); FELICITAS POSTVMI 
AVG (Emp. sacrificing attended by Fel. ) ETre, AE, PI 
B. 134 (E. 449); TEMPORVM FELICITAS (Hispania) [Col, AV, 
Ll S. 1-4 (E. 623; GIlljam (1982), 20): an apparent 
reference to Hadrian's "provincial" series ([AV, 
Hadr-3 B= 111,843-5). On types relating Felicitas 
to Victoria and to Hercules, see also above, nn. 33, 
50. 
68. SAECVLO FRVGIFERO (Winged caduceus) [An, PI E. 381 
(Cunetio 2426); [Tre, AE, P3 B129-30 (E. 378-9); the 
type harks back to the coinage of Pertlnax ([Den, 
Pert. ] BM V, 5). 
69. Types depicting Mercury (with caduceus and purse): 
FORTVNA REDUX [Ant, Jr, An, VI RI_Q 214 (Cunetlo 814); 
[G] RM 292 (Cunetio 815); FIDES AVG [Ant, sr, An, GI 
RJ_C 607 (Hunter 206)F PROVIDENTIA AVG [Ant, sr, An, GI 
BIL 653 (Hunter 211); MERCVRIO FELICI [Tre, An, PI 
E. 413 (Cunetio 2419); PROVIDENT AVG [Cyz, An, A] RI_Q 
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336 (Manna (1939), 25). Note also the Inscription 
recording the dedication of a statue to Mercury at 
Rome during Aurelian's third consulship (25 April, 
275; conceivably erected on his orders): Bull. Arch. 
f&M. (1882), 151, no. 545 (Homo (1904), 361). See 
also the Mercury obv. types In Ch3. c, nn. 87-8; see 
further n. 70, below. 
70. INTERNVTIVS DEORVM [Tre, An, PI Cunetlo 2420 (E. -). 
The die of this rare antonlnlanus type may well have 
been Intended for gold to judge by Its unusual legend 
and careful workmanship. The "negotiations" 
Interpretation was offered by Carson (1958), Passim, 
esp. 267f.; but cf. Drinkwater (1987), 172f.; on Its 
placement and denomination, see Besly & Bland (1983), 
50f.; Schulte (1983), 38, and Besly (1984), 232. PM 
TRP VII COS III PP (Emp. sacrificing attended by 
Mercury) [Tre, AV, PI S. 99-100 (E. 399-400). On the 
Important relationship between Mercury and the 
Imperial cult, see Combet Farnoux (1981). 
71. SPES PVBLICA [Tre, AV, TI: S. 4-8 (E. 745,800,802-3); 
[Tre, An, TI E. 746 (Normanby 1456); E. 761 (Cunetio 
2581); E. 764,767 (Cunetlo 2583,2585); [Tre, AV, T23 
E. 872 (S. 7-7A; 7A ls not E. 882 as prInted); E. 871 
(S. 11); [Tre, An, T21 E. 769 (Cunetlo 2608-9; cf. 
2610-11). Also SPEI PERPETVAE [AV, T23: S. 10 (E. 868; 
RIC 217; cf. S. 9). SPES PVBLICA [Tre, Jr, An, Ssl E. 
105; [AV] 110; and (obv. IMP SALON VALERIANVS AVG) 
[Tre, Jr+, An] E. 108 (cf. "FELICITAS", above n. 67; on 
EAAVI E. 113, see now Shlel (1979), p. 118 n. 1). 
72. Such dynastic Inscriptions are prominent for the 
LIcInII: thus the multiple Inscriptions, CIL VIII 
2380-83 (K. 1-4) 1NumIdIa3; for Inscriptions dedicated 
to several members of the Licinian house at once, see 
Peachln (1990), 345-63, esp. 353-61. Jolnt-reIgn 
medallions, notably (obv., busts of V/V2) PIETAS 
AVGVSTORVM, (rev., busts of G/Sa) CONCORDIA 
AVGVSTORVM: Gnecchl, I, p. 53, no. 1 (cf. E. 70); for 
other JoInt-reign types stressing dynastic lines, see 
Go"bl (1951), 26-7; for similar sole reign types, see 
RIC V. 1, P. 191. For A/Sv: CONCORDIA AVGG (Emp. and 
empress clasping hands) [Rom, An, Sv3 RLQ 3; [Ser, An, 
SV3 EI_Q 16-17 (Estlot (1983), 28); CONCORDIA AVG [Ant, 
An, Sv3 RIJQ 19. Note also the special bronze double 
obverse Issue: obv. (IMP) AVRELIANVS AVG (radiate bust 
of A. ). rev. SEVERINA AVG (bust of Sv. on crescent) 
[Rom. AE. A] RIC 1-3 (p. 313; cf. Cohen 1-3; Gnecchl 
III, P. 65, nos. 1-2); also BJL 4 (laureate/no 
crescent). 
73. Joint obv. [AV, TI: IMP C TETRICVS PF AVG (Jugate 
T/T2) E. 855-6 (S. 57; cf. Schulte (1983), 173 'b'); 
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IMPP TETRICI AVGG (Opposing busts, T/T2) S. 59-60 (cf. 
E. 877-8; note rev. below); IMPP TETRICI PH AVGG 
(Jugate T/T2) [AV, TI E. 858 (S. 56), E. 859 (cf. Schulte 
(1983), 173 Ic'), E. 866 (S. 58), E. 879 (cf. Schulte 
(1983), 173 Id'). This last obv. style Imitates one 
for Septlmlus and Caracalla (=V, 244-5; cf. Ch. 3, 
n. 27). Joint rev. [AV, TI: PM TRP II COS PP (Two 
mounted figures - almost certainly T& T2) E. 808 
(S. 32); PM TRP II COS PP (T sacrificing at altar, 
behind attended by T2 1? 3 with palm) S. 40 (E. -); PM 
TRP COS III PP VOT X (T & T2 sacrificing at altar) 
S. 59-61 (cf. E. 876-8; note obv. above). NOBILITAS 
AVGG [Col, AV, TI E. 843 (S. 69); [An, T3 E. 795; ECol, 
An, T23 Cunetlo 2656 (Normanby 1537; E. -). In view of 
the AV, Elmer considered the type "belonged" to TM 
as hybrid); but the type refers back to coins minted 
under Septimius for Geta Caesar, with the same 
dynastic connotations (BMC V [Den, Getal 223-7; EQAV3 
457). In view of the Geta parallel, I prefer to see 
T2 as the primary type (cf. his title noblilssimus 
Caesar, above Ch. 3. d); see Besly & Bland (1983), 65. 
74. AETERNITATI AVGG (Saturn) [Ant, Jr, An, VI R-M 210; 
EGI 289; AETERNITAS AVG (Saturn) [Ant, sr, An, GI RI-Q 
606 (cf. 554). The reign of Saturn was considered a 
"Golden Age" (these types therefore recall the 
symbolism of FELICITAS SAECVLI etc. ). 
75. App. table A: 13, nos. 1-2. For the wolf-and-twins 
Iconography, see also the legionary series (table 4: 1: 
LEG II ITAL VI(DP VI(DF, BM 329-30); the SALVS 
VRBIS with this Iconography [VIm, Jr, AE, V23 cited In 
G8bl (1951), 29, Is wanting confirmation. The 
Mars/Rhea Silvia type (table A: 13, no. 2) follows a 
type for Antoninus Plus (TRIB POT COS III: D= IV EAVI 
253* EAE3 1307); Go"bl (1951), 34, suggests the die was 
lnt; nded for AV. These allusions recall the emphasis 
placed on the symbolic representation of the emperor 
as father of his country and (re-)founder of the state 
or the community that we have seen elsewhere (see 
above, n. 64; and see further Ch. 7. d below). 
76. VESTA [Rom, Jr, AV, Sal = 14; [An, Sal RI-9 39 (cf. 
38; Hunter 1-2); [Tre, Jr, An, Sal E. 62; [Vim, Jr, 
AV/An, Sal Go"bl (1951), 29 ([An] RIC 69); [Rom, sr, 
An, Sal R. M 32 (Cunetio 987-9); cf. Cunetlo 996 (= 
68; on rearrangement of Vesta types see Besly & Bland 
(1983), 26,28); [Med, sr, An, Sal = 68 (Cunetlo 
1682); ISIs, sr, An, Sal Normanbv 531 (see Bland & 
Burnett (1988), 125). VESTA FELIX [Med, sr, An, Sal 
= 69 (Cunetio 1683-6; Hunter 26). VESTA AETERNA 
EAnt, Jr, An, Sal RM 71 (Syria D 40; cf. 70, and see 
Robertson (1978), xllx-1, substituting paladlum for 
"victory"). On the significant relationship between 
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Vesta (as the keeper of Rome's eternal flame) and Roma 
Aeterna In the context of Imperial Ideology, see 
Mellor (1981), 1020ff.; Nock (1972) 1,252ff. 
77. App. table A*13. The ROMA types of this period were 
predominantly: though not exclusively, the product of 
eastern mints; It Is Important, however, to note their 
appearance at the Gallic mint In the joint reign, In 
view of the subsequent use made of this symbolism for 
the western emperors. On [AV, PI S. 47-53A (App. table 
A: 13, no. 6a), Schulte suggests the objects Roma 
carries are a long sceptre and a trophy, but he Is 
clearly In error: the spear and the palladium are more 
obvious attributes of Roma, and after close Inspection 
of the specimen In the BM, I feel there can be no 
doubt that this latter reading Is correct. 
78. Schulte expresses some doubt as to the Identity of 
this female figure UPI S. 97; App. table A: 13, no. 
16a), but the seated posture and Inverted spear are 
characteristic of Roma as are the "Amazon"-style 
drapery, off the shoulder: see Mellor (1981). 
79. For these four "Virtus" types, see App. table A: 13, 
nos. 8-10 IT], cf. no. 13 EGI. The IdentIfIcaton of 
Roma In the lcongraphy of Tetricus' types Is 
controversial: A. -13, no. 8a (S. 20-23), see remarks 
above, n. 78 (on. the symbolism of the olive branch, see 
below); A: 13, no. 9a (E. 780) Is very common (Normanbv 
1485, lists 1,038 specimens out of a total of 16,192 
coins for Tetricus), but not until the publication of 
the Normanby hoard has the type been referred to as 
"Roma"; A: 13, no. 10a (S. 48), Pace Elmer and Schulte, 
the figure Is clearly Roma; Indeed the type closely 
follows one minted for Galba with the legend ROMA 
VICTRIX (Roma sdg with olive branch) RI_Q I (2nd ed. ), 
[Galbal 44. The designation 11VIrtus" usually given 
for all these three types, unsatisfactory In general 
(see above, Ch. 4. b), Is doubly so In these Instances, 
since the link with Rome Is thereby lost. 
80. On Hadrian's temple and the connection between the 
emperor, Roma and Venus, see Mellor (1981), 1020-24; 
on the festival of the Romala, see also Athenaeus, 
8.361 e-f. On Augustan symbolism of Romulus and Venus 
In the Forum of Augustus, see below, Ch. 7. d, esp. 
n. 51. 
81. The usual type for VENVS GENETRIX shows the goddess 
with a young boy (usually taken to be Cupid, though It 
could perhaps be Iulus; In any case, the two were not 
so different: cf. Aeneld I. 657ff. ): e. g., minted Intermittently over a considerable period, [Rom, Jr, 
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An, Sal Go'bl (1951), 25; [Rom, sr, An, Sal G6bI 
(1953), 12f., 16 (RIC 30). 
82. VENVS VICTRIX [Tre, Jr, An, Sal E. 61,98; [AV, Sal 
E. 101; [Ant, Jr, An, VI RIC 222 (cf. CGI G8bl (1951), 
35); ERom, sr, An, Sal RIC 31 (add Normanbv 300); 
[Rom, sr, An, GI (hybrid) BJL 289 (Normanbv 281-2); 
[Sis, sr, An, Sal Siscia 13; VENVS VICT [Med, sr, An, 
Sal Rj_Q 66; VENER VICTRICI [Ant, sr, An, GI Go"bl 
(1953), 29. Note also: PROVIDENT AVG (Venus with 
spear, shield and helmet, much as the Licinlan Venus 
Victrix) [Cyz, An, A] RIC 335 (cf. Manns (1939), 18, 
wrongly suggesting Minerva). 
83. Again Venus Is often depicted with a small child 
(probably Cupid, but cf. above n. 81) VENVS FELIX [Tre, 
Jr, An, Sal E. 60 (= 7); [AV] RI_Q 3 (cf. E. 10); 
[Med, sr, An, Sal RIC 65 (Cunetio 1590). VENVS FELIX 
[Rom, Den, Svl Rj_Q 6 (cf. Bastlen & Pflaum (1962), 
277-81 for arrangement). 
84. CERERI AVG [Ant, sr, An, Sa3 RLQ_ 90 (cf. the link 
between Gallienus and Ceres/Demeter, above, Ch. 3. c, 
nn. 89-90). DEAE SEGETIAE [Tre, Jr, An, Sa3 E. 96; 
[AV, Sa3 E. 99; cf. In the same Issue: DEO VOLKANO 
[Tre, Jr, An, V3 E. 74; [AV, V3 E. 77; DEO MARTI [Tre, 
Jr, An, G3 E. 80,85; [AV, G3 E. 90. In each case, 
these three parallel types depict a statue of the 
relevant deity Inside a tetrastyle temple; whether 
these refer to the dedication of three new temples to 
these deities cannot be substantiated, but Is on the 
whole not likely. 
FECVNDITAS AVG EMed, Jr-sr, An, Sal Rj-Q Qr) 57; this 
type was Issued over a period of several years, 
spanning the period of Valerlan's capture (Besly & 
Bland (1983), 32,36), so that Its meaning may be more 
prognostic than commemorative (but on the birth of 
Marinlanus see below, n. 105). Note also FECVNDITAS 
AVG SC ERom, JrM, AE, Sal RIL 45. There Is an 
obvious link between this symbolism and that which 
linked the empress to Venus GenetrIx (see n. 81 above). 
PVDICITIA ERom, sr, An, Sal RJL 24-5 (-Cunetio, 990-1, 
1108-11,1146-7; on order of Issue see Besly & Bland 
(1983), 26,28). Note also the type PIETAS AVGG 
(empress/Pletas with children) ERom, Jr, An, Sal RIC 
35 (Hunter 9-10; cf. [other denom. l: RIC 41,47,54, 
23; Hunter 11,17-19). 
86. Unfortunately the references for the DEO AVGVSTO 
type(s) are very confused: most scholars agree two 
types were produced In the sole reign for Gallienus, 
one at Rome, one at Siscla: RIC 9, listed under [Rom, 
sr, AVm, GI (but cf. p. 131, note 1, where he states It 
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Is In fact an aureus) appears to correspond to Gnecchl 
1,6, no. 4 and to Go"bl (1953), 16 [cited as AV]; RIC 
28 listed as [Rom, sr, AV], cites Cohen 148, and both 
In turn are cited by Fitz/Sls 30 [SIs, sr, 
"Medallion"], who also cites both G0"bl (1953), 25 
[Sis, sr, AV] and Alf8ldl (Siscla I ESIs, sr, AEmD 
cf. Fitz (1981-2), 31, nn. 18-19. This type refers 
back to the Issue by Trajan Declus honourlng a 
selection of Imperial dIvI, Divus Augustus among them 
QJJQ IV. 3, [An, Declus3 77-8, cf. pp. 130-33, for the 
"Divus" series In general); the distinction of the 
title deus Is a GallienIc Innovation. On Gallienus' 
references back to Augustus, and these types In 
particular, see de Blois (1976), 129f.; Kuhoff (1979), 
56; Alf6ldl, A. (1928), 197-200 1=0967), 52-41. In 
this context, note also the reference to the cult most 
Inexorably associated with Augustus: APOLLINI PAL 
[Cyz, sr, An, GI Go"bl (1953), 30 (cf. the work of 
Zanker, cited above Ch. 1 n. 23). Also note the 
reference to Trajan, and Indeed others, on the coin 
type SPQR/OPTIMO/PRINCIPI, above, Ch. 3, n. 51. 
87. On the DIVO CLAVDIO coinage see above, Ch. 2. c, n. 55; 
on the DIVO VICTORINO PIO coinage, above, Ch. 3 n. 61; 
on the consecration Issues for members of the LIcInIan 
house, see below n. 106. 
88. Imperial Pletas was a common theme on the coinage of 
the joint reign. The types usually refer to sacrifice 
(cf. following note): e. g. PIETAS AVGG [Rom, Jr, An, 
Sal RIC 34 (Cunetlo 654); [Ant, Jr, An, V3 RJ-Q 284-5; 
[G] RIC 446-7. PIETAS AVG [Rom, sr, An, Sal RJ_Q 22 
(Cunetio 1106-7); [Med, sr, An, GI RIC 505-7; CSIs, 
sr, An, Sal Slacla 10. PIETAS AVG [Tre, An, PI E. 395 
(Cunetio 2428); [AV, PI E. 393 (S. 106); [Col, An, Vil 
E. 741-2 (cf. Cunetlo 2571, cf 2572). PIETAS AVG [Med, 
An, A] EI_Q 138 (Maraveille 127; 166-7,201; 248-59; 
SIrmIum 163-4; 202-9- 311-26). On the title Plus and 
other elements In th; Ideology of Imperial Pletas, see 
above, Ch. 3. nn. I& 70. 
89. PIETAS AVGG (sacrificial Implements) [Rom, Jr, An, 
V23 RIL 20; [Rom, Ss] RI. Q 26; [Tre, An, V23 E. 64,66, 
67b; [Tre, An, Ss] 69. PIETAS AVG <sic> (sacrificial 
Implements) [Tre, Jr(jr+? ), An, Ss3 E. 107; [AV/AAV) 
112,116. PIETAS AVGVSTOR/PIETAS AVGG (sacrificial 
Implements) [An, T23 E. 773,777-8; Cohen 48 (Cunetlo 
2588-98; Normanby 1540-54; see Besly & Bland (1983), 
65, placing these coins at both mints). 
90. SALVS AVG(G) (Salus with snake): e. g. [Rom, Jr, 
An/AE, V/Gl G6bl (1951), 20; [Rom, sr, An, GI RIC 
274a; [Tre, An, PI E. 301 (Cunetio 2392-3); CAVO, Vil 
E. 736 (S. 02); [An, Vil E. 697,703,732-5; [AV, TI 
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S. 62-3 (cf. E. 844); [An, TI E. 779,788. SALVS 
POSTVMI AVG (Salus with snake) CAVO, PI S-013; [An, PI 
E. 414 (Cunetio 2423). Note the common epigraphic 
formula Pro salute (and Its equivalents). 
91. SALVS AVG (Aescul. ) [Med, sr, An, GI Rig 511-511a 
(and variants, cf. Cunetio 1687ff. ). SALVS POSTVMI 
AVG (Aescul. and Salus) [Tre, AV, PI S103-4 (E. 403-4; 
note special obvv. ); for others of this kind, see 
above Ch. 4. a, n. 12. CONSERVATOR AVG (Aescul. ) [Ant, 
sr, An, GI RIC 632; [Cyz, sr, An, GI F-LQ 632. 
CONSERVATOR AVG (Aescul. ) [Ser, An, A] = 258. Also 
SALVS AVG (Apollo) [Ant, sr, An, GI = 610. APOLL 
SALVTARI [Rom, Jr, An, VI = 76. (See below, n. 113, 
for Apollo as conservator. ) 
92. MINERVA AVG [Ant, sr, An, GI FJJQ 651; [Cyz, sr, An, 
G3 RM 651; ESa3 (hybrid? ) G6bl (1953), 31. PM TRP 
VII COS PP (Minerva) ISIs, sr, An, G3 Fitz/Sis, 128 
(cf. SisclA 72). MINER FAVTR [Tre, AV, P3 E. 309 
(S. 41-2); [An, P3 E. 313 (Cunetlo 2396-7). MINERVA AVG 
[Cyz, An, A] RI_Q 334 (Slrmium 1538). 
93. PM TRP XV PP MIC In exergue; Neptune) [Ant, sr, An, 
GI RI-Q 603 (G6bI (1953), 29). PM TRP VIIII COS IIII 
PP (Serapis) [Rom, sr, Absch, GI Rj-Q 19; PM TRP XII 
COS V PP (Serapis) [Ant, sr, An, GI RJ_Q 600. NEPTVNO 
REDVCI [Tre, An, PI E. 314 (Cunetio 2398); NEPTVNO 
COMM [AV, PI E. 310 (S. 32-5). SERAPI COMM AVG [An, 
PI E. 382-3 (Cunetlo 2421,2437; cf. Lafaurle (1975), 
921); [AV, P3 E. 377 (S. 105). On the dates of these 
Postumlanic types see Besly & Bland (1983), 56; 
Schulte (1983), 37-40, places the SerapIc AV types too 
early: see Besly (1984), 229-31). PM TRP PP COS 
(Neptune) [Cyz, An, A] RIC 324 (Manns (1939), 20). 
94. CASTOR [Tre, An, PI E. 589; [Absch, PI E. 583 (S-160; 
Cohen 10). The type Is known for certain only In base 
metal, but note [AV, PI EI_Q 259 (E. -; Cohen 9; cf. 
S. 160n.: "sehr fraglich, aber nIcht unm6gllch"). The 
date of Issue would roughly have coincided with 
Aureolus' revolt In Milan (first half of 268): Schulte 
(1983), 41-4. Castor was associated with horses 
(whence the epithet LeukopolOS) and It Is conceivable 
that the type was Intended to honour the cavalry, even 
perhaps that stationed at Milan which had apparently 
come out In favour of Postumus. The Dloscurl were 
also associated with distress at sea (Pliny Uff 2.101; 
Catul. Carm. 4.27); also, In one version of the myth, 
the Dioscurl earned their Immortality (Horace Carm. 
3.3.9). On, the difficulties of Interpreting this 
type, see Schulte (1983), 42. 
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95. IOVI STATORI [Rom, Jr, An, VI Ej_Q 95; [Ant, sr, An, 
GI RI-Q 644-5 (cf. Normanby 578; on the Importance of 
this coin for the date of this Issue, see above 
Chapter 2. c, n. 39); UOVIS STATOR) [Rom, sr, An, GI 
= 216 (rarely 217-8); [AV] RIC 49. IOVI PATRI [Ant, 
sr, An, GI RIL 642. (For 10 CANTAB see below, Ch. 5. b 
and n. 19). IOVI STATORI [An, PI E. 562,563 (cf. 
Cunetlo 2449). IOVI STATORI [Cyz, An, A] BIL 333 
(Manna (1939), 18); [Ser, An, A] BIL 267 (and 
variants; Estlot (1983), 27); RLC 268 (Manna (1939), 
30). 
96. PM TRP II COS II PP (Jupiter) [Rom, Jr, An, V3 RI_Q 
141. Note also the JovIan representation of PM TRP 
XVI COS VII (Emp. with globe and long sceptre) [Sis, 
sr, An, GI Fitz/Sls, 130-31 (cf. Siscla 74-5). Also 
In this vein, cf. PACATOR ORBIS and RECTOR ORBIS, 
above Ch. 3, nn. 43,55; cf. below n. 100. 
97. For the Llcinil, there appear numerous versions of 
types bearing (a variant of) the legend IOVI 
CONSERVATORI, e. g.: [Rom, Jr, An, V3 = 92-4; CG 
(hybrid? )3 RM 143; [Rom, sr, An, G3 210, (cf. 208); 
[Med, sr, An, G3 ELQ 486-7. Note especially, [Ant 
Jr+, An, G3 (Jupiter handing the emp. a globe) = 
(jr) 440 (cf. below, n. 98 and see App. table A: 14). 
For the western emperors: IOVI CONSERVAT [Tre, An, P3 
E. 388; IOVI CONSERVATORI [Tre, AV, T3 E. 830 (S. 17). 
Also CONSERVATORI AVG (Jupiter enthroned with 
thunderbolt and victory) [Tre, AV, PI E. 386 (Schulte 
(1983), 172 Ig' and Ih')* (jugate busts: P. /Juplter) 
S. 114 (E. 422; Lafaurle (1975), 915, confuses with 
E. 386). Obv. (jugate busts: VI. /Jupiter) [Tre, AV, 
V13 S. 55-6 (revv. DEFENSOR ORBIS and VIRTVS AVG). 
98. On Jupiter as the guarantor of Imperial rule, and the 
significance of Jovian Investiture In particular, see 
Fears (1977), 193ff.; cf. 29ff., 135f., 228ff., 247, 
260ff., 267ff.; and (with specific respect to these 
coins) 281-5. See also above, Ch. 3, n. 86. The 
episode In which Aurelian declares his divine right In 
defiance of a military mutIny: Petrus Patriclus M IV 
197, fr. 10.6. The passage also reaffirms the 
significance of the purple as a mark of absolute and 
divinely ordained authority (see above Ch. 3, n. 65). 
99. IOVI PROPVGNAT(ORI) ISIs, sr, An, G3 Slscla 46; [Rom, 
sr, An, GI BIL 214. For IOVI VICTORI, see following 
note. IOVI PROPVGNAT(ORI) [Tre, An, PI E. 289-90 
(Cunetlo 2401-2). IOVI VICTORI (M) [Col, An, P3 
E. 570-71 (Cunetlo 2467-8). IOVI VICTORI (Jupiter 
enthroned holding victory and sceptre) [Tre, AV, T3 
E. 842 (S. 47); (As previous; with obv. IMPP TETRICI PH 
AVG) E. 859 (RI-Q 209; Schulte (1983), 173 'c'; cf. 
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Lafaurle (1975), 948). IOVI VICTORI [Rom, An, A3 BI_Q 
49 (Manns (1939), 42, cf. 43). Note also [Cyz, An, A3 
EI_Q 229 (unconfirmed). 
100. GALLIENVS CVM EXER SVO [Tre, Jr, An, V3 E. 1,4,7, 
10,12a, 15; and the parallel IOVI VICTORI [Tre, Jr, 
An, G3 E. 17,24,31,38,45,52,59a. (The pair were 
both mlnted over a considerable period at the same 
offIcIna, along with FIDES MILITVM: see above n. 4. ) 
See Go'bl (1951), 30-33. On symbolism, see references 
In nn. 97-8 above. 
101. IOVI VLTORI [Rom, sr, An, GI 220-21; for the revenge 
theory, see Kuhoff (1979), 51. 
102. M VIII 2626 [Numldlal; CIL 111 12456 (reýored). 'l-L 
103. IOM SPONSORI SAECVLI AVG [Tre, AE, PI E. 387 (B. 131). 
On the authenticity of this coin, Its relation to the 
Commodian prototype and the substitution of SAECVLI 
for the original SEC(uritatis), see Bastlen (1967), 
55-7. I. O. M. Is specifically Invoked on two Imperial 
Inscriptions for Postumus RIJ 1883,1886 (K. 59-60) 
[BrIt. ]. 
104. AETERNIT(AS) AVGG (Jupiter) [Vim, Jr, AV, V/G3 G8bl 
(1951), 28. 
105. IOVI CRESCENTI (Amalthea with Infant Jupiter) [Rom, 
Jr, An, V23 Rj_Q 14; [Vim, An, V23 RIC 13; [Tre, An, 
V23 E. 63- , 65,67a; [Tre, AV, V23 Go'bl (1951), 31. LAETIT TEMP and PIETAS SAECVLI (As above) [Vim, Jr, 
An, G3, G6bl (1951), 29. PIETAS FALERI (As above; 
obv.: CONCORDIA AVGG, facing busts of G/Sa) 
[Rom(Med? ), sr, ARml Gnecchl I (p. 54), I (cf. G6bI 
(1953), 19). On MarInIanus, see Alf6ldl, A. (1929), 
266f. On "Falerius", see above n. 64. For other 
references to the "Golden Age" on the coinage of the 
Llclnll, see above, Ch. 4. c. 
106. The DIVO CAES VALERIANO coinage: CONSECRATIO [Rom, 
Jr, An, V23 (eagle) Rj_Q 27 (Cunetlo 683-8; cf. 690; 
note also, with "altar" rev., E. M 24-5; Cunetlo 
677-82); CONSACRATIO <sic> (eagle) [Tre, jr, An, V21 
E. 68,104. The DIVA MARININA coinage: CONSECRATIO 
(peacock) [Rom, Jr, AV, Mal Rj_Q 1-2; [An] EI_Q 3-4 
(Cunetio 624-50). 
107. IVNO REGINA (Rom, Jr, An, Sal RI-Q 29,30; [Vim, Jr, 
An3 RM 58; ESam, Jr, An3 RIC 64; [Rom, sr, An, Sal 
RI-Q 30P ISIs, sr, An3 Siscla 7 (cf. 8)- [Ant, sr, An] 
RIL 92 (cf. G8bI (1953), 27f. ). IVNO LGINA was, 
numerically, the most Important reverse type for 
SalonIna (of the 2347 Isr, Sal specimens found at 
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Cunetlo, 1785 (76%) were of this type). IVNO AVG 
[Med, sr, An, Sa3 RIC 62. IVNO VICTRIX [Rom, jr, An, 
Sa3 B1_Q 31 (Cunetlo 652). IVNO REGINA (Juno with 
peacock) [Rom, AE, Sv3 RIC 7 (Gnecchl III (p. 66), 1; 
Cohen 9). (The legend Is also thought by some to have 
been minted at SIs: RIC 15 (with peacock); RI_Q 14 
(Cohen 10; without peacock); but these types were 
rejected by Rohde. The cult of Juno Regina, whose 
temple was on the Aventine, was closely associated 
with the Idea of victory. 
108. IVNO CONSERVAT [Rom, sr, An, Sa3 EI_C 11 (except with 
peacock; cf. 12); IOVI CONSERVAT [Rom, sr, An, 01 RIC 
210: both types were minted simultaneously at officina 
N (Juno also at offic. H; see G6bl (1953), 16). 
109. ERom, sr, An, GI Cunetlo 1336-1421; Go"bl (1953), 
17). On the Iconography, see "The Animals on the 
'Cons Aug' Coins of Gallienus", by Ian Carradice, In 
Besly & Bland (1983), 188-94 (= "Appendix 5"); on the 
date see Cope (1974), 124f.; King, C. (1982), 469-71. 
On the Interpretation: see now Weigel (1990), 
highlighting the religious connotations and taking 
particular account of the religious games associated 
with these deities; de Blois (1976), 161-9 offers a 
more straightforward (but less satisfactory) 
militaristic Interpretation; see also Taeger (1960), 
439; Kuhoff (1979), 58. On the Idea of divine support 
of this kind In relation to Gallienus, see Alf6ldl, A. 
(1967). 49-52; In the Roman empire more generally, see 
Nock (1972) 11,653-75; Ensslin (1943). 
110. [Sis, sr, An, G3 APOLLINI CON AVG SIscla 19 
(Fitz/Sla 28; cf. RIC 558); DIANAE CONS AVG Siscla 21 
(Fitz/Sis 31); LIBERO P CONS AVG SIscla 48 (Fitz/Sls 
80; RIAQ 574); NEPTVNO CONS AVG SIscla 50 (Fitz/Sls 
85). These coins were overlooked by G8bl and by 
Cohen. Why only these four types should have been 
minted at Slscla remains a mystery; It Is not beyond 
the bounds of possibility that others may yet turn up 
(indeed cf. the solar type RIC 583). 
111. See CarradIce-'s analysis (above, n. 109). For Diana 
In particular there was a large number and variety 
minted In the series: thus, Cunetlo 1344-7,1354, 
1357-66,1396-1403,1408-17. 
112. RELIGIO AVGG [Rom, Jr, An, VI RM 114-15. DIANA 
FELIX [Med, Jr, An, GI RIL 380 (cf. G8bl (1951), 34); 
[Med, sr, An, GI RI_Q 473 (see Besly & Bland (1983), 
32. 
113. CONSERVAT AVGG (Apollo) [Rom, Jr, An, VI ELC_ 83-4; 
IG(hybrld? )] Cunetio 630 (RIC -). CONSERVAT AVGG 
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(Apollo and Diana) [Rom, Jr, 
CONSERVA [Rom, Jr, An, VI RL 
125-6 (cf. Cunetlo 550,573, 
[Med, sr, An, GI BI_Q 467-8. 
APOLINI PROPVG [Rom, Jr, An, 
pj, g 128. Note also APOLLINI 
An, VI RIC 85. APOLINI 
71-2; IG(hybrld? )] = 
603); APOLLO CONSERM) 
(See also above, n. 91. ) 
VI BIL 74-5; IG(hybrid? )] 
PAL, above n. 86. 
114. APOLLINI CONS ERom, An] = 22 (Normanby 1245; cf. 
= 21); ISIs, AM RL9 160-2 (Cohen 11-13; Manns 
(1939), 19). APOL CONS AVG (Apollo (or possibly 
Sol-Apollo) hands emp. a globe, with captive) [Sls, 
An] = 243 (Rohde 67; the Iconography Is almost 
Identical to the Sol Investiture types: cf. App., table 
A: 16). PM TRP COS (Apollo seated with branch; for 
Iconogr. cf. APOLLINI CONS EI_Q 162 above) [SIs, An] 
RLQ 157 (Manns (1939), 19). 
115. Ceremonial torch-bearIng was part of the light 
Imagery associated with Imperial authority: see 
Alf8ldl, A. (1934), 111-18. DIANA LVCIFERA (Diana 
with torch): [Ant, Jr, An, VI RIQ 212; [G] EI_Q 290 
(cf. the related type FELICITAS SAECVLI (Victoria(? ) 
with torch) [Ant, Jr, An, VI RIC 213; [G] R. M 291). 
DIANA LVCIFERA (with torch) ESIs, sr, An, Sal 
Siscla 6. LVNA LVCIFERA (with torch): [Ant, sr, An, 
GI RJM 646; LVNA LVCIF (In biga): [Sls, sr, An, Sal 
Siscla 9. DIANAE LVCIFER(A)E [Tre, An, PI E. 396-7 
(Cunetlo 2430-31). 
116. DIANAE REDVCI ETre, An, PI E. 398 (Cunetio 2429). 
ADIVTRIX AVG [Tre, Quat, VII E. 668 (Lafaurle (1975), 
932); EAV, VII S. 13-15 (cf., E. 661-3); IGAV, VII E. 669 
(S. 01). VOTA AVGVSTI (Opposing busts of Apollo & 
Diana) ETre, AV, VII E. 670 (S. 27); cf. Roma & Diana, 
App. table A: 13, no. 12. CONSERVATORES AVG (Jugate 
busts of Apollo and Diana) [Tre, AV, PI S. 112 (E. 442). 
117. On the origins of the various cults of Sol and their 
development In the third century, see Halsberghe 
(1972), 26ff.; Halsberghe (1984); Kantorowicz (1963), 
120ff. Sol Invictus was particularly favoured by 
SeptImIus and Elagabalus. See further bibliography 
cited above In Ch. 3, 'n. 91. 
118. SOLI INVICrO [Ant, sr, An, GI (Sol/globe) BIL 611* 
(Sol/whlp) = 658 (see Go"bl (1953), 29). ORIENS AýGG 
[Rom, Jr, An, VI (both whip and globe types attested) 
= 106-7 (Cunetio 481-5,520-21; cf. IGI Normanbv 31, 
RM -); [Tre, Jr An, VI E. 2,5; 8,11,13,16,75; 
EAVI E. 79. ORIENS AVG [Rom, sr, An, GI FIL 249 
(Cunetlo 1230-36, Normanby 230-37); [Med, sr, An, GI 
(both whip and globe types attested) RIC 494-5 
(Cunetio 1617,1620-21,1623; cf. 1635 and Normanbv 
427; cf. also IAV3 Go*'bl (1953), 20-21); ISIs, sr, An, 
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GI Siscla 51. The legend ORIENS AVG(G) was very well 
attested during the LIcInIan period; note esp. the 
output of this type for Valerian at Rome In the 
Cunetlo hoard (almost 20% of the specimens for V at 
Rome). 
119. PM TRP IIII COS III PP (Sol/whip, no cloak) [Rom, 
Jr, An, V3 EI_Q 142-142a. RESTITVT GENER HVMANI (Emp 
as Sol, radiate with globe and cloak): see above, Ch. 3 
n. 35. AETERNITAS AVGG (As above) [Ant, Jr, AAV, VI 
and [G] G6bl (1951), 37; cf. AETERNITATI AVGG [Ant, 
Jr, An, VI EI_Q 211; AETERNITAS AVG [Rom, sr, An, GI 
RI-Q 160 (Cunetlo 1169-75); AETERNITATI AVG [Rom, sr, 
An, GI Cunetio 1176; [Ant, sr, An, GI RIC 630; AETERN 
AVG(VST) [Med, sr, An, GI RIL 465a (cf. Villaronga 
(1987), 120, nos. 103-8). For other aspects of 
Gallienus' relationship with Sol, Including the 
colossal statue he supposedly Intended, see above 
Ch. 3, n. 91. 
120. ORIENS AVG (Sol/quadriga to 1. ) ETre, AV, PI S. 18A 
(E. -); EAE, PI Rj_Q 152 (B. 5; E. -; a type referring 
back to Caracalla). ORIENS AVG (PI ) (Sol/whIp) [An, 
P3 E. 568-9 (Cunetlo 2451; 2454; cf. Normanbv 1344). 
ORIENS AVG (Sol/whip) [Tre, An, V13 Rj_Q 115 (Cunetlo 
2526-7: could be hybrid with IPI E. 569 above, cf. 
Besly & Bland (1983) n. ad loc; also cf. [Tre, Jr, An, 
VI ORIENS AVGG (E. 2 etc. ) above). INVICTVS (Sol/whIp) 
[Tre, AV, VII E. 679 (S. 9); [An, V13 E. 652 (cf Cunetlo 
2524); QNVICTVS *1 ) E. 653 (Cunetlo 2523); E. 676 
(Cunetio 2528); E. 683 (and var., cf. Cunetlo 2534-7, 
2539,2541,2545-6,2548; Normanby 1416). On the 
symbol In the ground of some of these E. 683 type 
coins, see Bland (1979), 66; Besly & Bland (1983), 62; 
appearently recanted In Bland & Burnett (1988), 15 
(sv. "Sol 3c"). 
121. INVICTVS (Bust of Sol) [Tre, ' AV, V13 E. 680 (S. 8). 
Obv. (Jugate VI/Sol): E. 712 (S. 30); E. 722 (S. 40); 
E. 728 (S. 46); cf. the legionary Issue, App. table A: 7. 
For PACATOR ORBIS [An, PI see above Ch. 3, n. 43. 
AETERNITAS AVG (Triple bust of Sol) ETre, AV, PI E. 141 
(S. 18); E. 143 (S. 16-17). CLARITAS AVG (Jugate busts 
of Sol, radiate, and Luna, with crescent on brow) [AV, 
PI E. 547 (S. 115-17); cf. S. 112. No te also the obv. 
types for P with solar rays, above 3. c, n. 92, cf. 
n. 93. 
122. AETERNITAS AVG (Sol/globe) [Rom, An, A] Fjq 20 
(Normanby 1246-70 type held over from the previous 
reign). Earlier than the main series of "Orlens" 
types: CRIENS AVG (Sol/globe) [Byz, An] RI_Q 397 
(SIrmium 1208; for date see Estlot (1983), 29); 
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(Sol/whlp +2 capt. ) [Sis, An] = 230 (Maravelile 
450; date, Estlot (1983), 24). 
123. The antoninlanus "Oriens" types are extremely 
complex, due to subtle differences of Iconography and 
mint mark; the evidence Is laid out In the App. table 
A: 15. To these may be added the following [AV/AE3 
types: ORIENS AVG (Sol/globe +2 capt. ) --//I. L 
ESIsM, AV, A] RM 187 (cf. 18; and Manns (1939), 
49); (Sol/globe) --//I. L [Sis(? ), AV] BI_Q 188 (cf. 17; 
and [(Absch? )] Gnecchl III (p. 65), 17); (Sol/quaqdriga 
to r. ) ESer, Abschl Manns (1939), 44 (RIC -); 
(Sol/globe) ESer, QAV1 Manns (1939), 56 (RIC -); [Rom, 
Den] RM 67 (Rohde 419; Cohen 139). The legend 
(somewhat Ironically) had not made much of an 
Impression In the eastern mints under the LIcInI1 
either (cf. above, n. 118). The only legend that comes 
near to rivalling ORIENS AVG under Aurelian Is 
RETITVT(OR) ORBIS (see App. table A: 3). 
124. The evidence Is laid out In App. table A: 16; In 
addition, note the following unconfirmed types cited 
by Webb: SOLI INVICTO ESer, An] Rj_Q 309-10. 
125. For types depicting Sol as Aurelian's protector and 
sponsor, see App. table A: 16. There Is a good deal of 
confusion over the titular reverse types for Aurelian 
(Inspired In part by the odd, Indeed sometimes 
Impossible, numberlngs; cf. App. table 9, no. 8). Note 
also the titular types with a radiate lion, a beast 
strongly associated with Sol: PM TRP COS PP (Radiate 
Hon) [Sis, AV] RIC 158-9 (Manns (1939), 19; cf. 20); 
PM TRP COS ECyz, AV] RIC 325 (Manns (1939), 20). Note 
also for Galllenus, PM TRP XII COS VI PP (Radiate 
Ilon) EAnt, sr, An, GI BJM 601. Sol Is Invoked as the 
emperor's protector In the lnscrlpltlon: App. table 
A: 4, no. 2; cf. _QM 
VIII 23924 (Sotglu 12; restored) 
[Africa Procos. ]. 
126. PACATOR ORBIS (Sol/whlp) ELug, An, A], above, Ch. 3, 
n. 44 (cf. n. 43, for Postumus and Sol). CONCORDIA AVG 
(Emp. and empress claspIng hands; bust of Sol In 
field) [Rom, AE, A] Manns (1939), 52 (cf. pj_Q 75-6, 
79-81; dated by Manns to the period of the trIumph); 
cf. the Sol/Luna cuirass cited above In Ch. 3, n. 91. 
127. The evidence for types depicting Sol as assisting 
(presiding over? )'other deities In their tutelary 
functions is set out In App. table A: 16, nos 8,10, 
11. In this way their help was seen to be an 
extension of Sol's, overall protection and assistance. 
For the Idea that this represents a movement towards 
solar monotheism, Fears (1977), 285; cf. below n. 133. 
On the types depicting solar Investiture, see Fears 
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(1977), 286ff. Moreover, by the substitution of one 
of these gods for Aurelian, these types heighten the 
sense In which the emperor was perceived as being 
himself godlike. For another possible example, see 
below n. 130. 
128. The female figure has been variously Identified as 
ProvIdentla or Fides. It appears fairly certain 
however that the legend applies, not to the female 
figure, but to the scene as a whole. The female 
figure certainly represents the-allegiance of the 
army, whether she was Intended to be Fides or (perhaps 
more likely) Concordia Is of secondary Importance. 
See App. table A: 1, nos. 2-3. On the Idea of 
postumous production, see above Ch. 2. c, n. 58. The 
same notion of divine sponsorship probably lies (more 
Indirectly) behind the legend PROVIDENTIA AVG: [Rom, 
An. A] BIL 36 (NormanbY 1243; cf. RIC 37); [Rom, D, A] 
RJ_C 68-9 (see Bastlen & Pflaum (1962), 277-81); also 
perhaps [Ser, An, A] RIC 286 (unconfirmed). On 
Providentla generally see Berlinger (1935), 80-86; for 
connection with divine sponsorship, Fears (1977), esp. 
244ff., 254f., 270-77,288f., 299; Nock (1972), 1, 
264f. 
129. For the solar "Restitutor" types, see App. table 16, 
nos. 2b, 7b, 9c; for the date of the coins from 
Cyzicus, derived from the mint mark, *C*, see Estlot 
(1983), 31; cf. [Sis, AV; Ser, AV] Manns (1939), 56. 
130. There Is no explicit reference to evocatio, but 
something like It Is Implied In Aurelian's actions 
vis-a-vis Sol In the east: see SHA &ug. 25.4-6; 28.5; 
Zos. 1,61.2. On the possibility of syncretism 
between Jupiter and Sol (or Jupiter and Bel), as one 
aspect of this problem% Winkler (1958); Will (1959); 
Straub (1972); cf. Homo (1904), 190. The solar type 
IOVI CONSERMTORD (Emp. receiving globe from 
Sol/whIp) [Ser, An, A3 RIC 274-5 (Rohde 189), Is 
suspicious, and lacks recent confirmation: It may have 
been a die cutter's error or an error of Rohde's 
decipherment (i. e. that 11SOLI CONSERVATORP was the 
Intended or actual legend of the type). In any case It 
cannot be used as evidence of syncretism between 
Jupiter and Sol. On the temple Itself and Its 
dedication, Kahler (1937)0, cf. ZosImus 1.61. 
131. On Aurelian's religious policy towards Sol In these 
three respects, see Homo (1904), 184-191, Halsberghe 
(1972), 138-149; Halsberghe (1984). 2196-9, cf. 2195. 
Unfortunately they have left little trace In the 
records we are here considering: little remains of the 
temple In situ (though some of the porphyry columns 
are preserved In AgIa Sophia, whither they were 
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transported on the orders of Justinian); no coins have 
survived which can be firmly associated with any of 
theses three events, and only the one Inscription; the 
earliest attested epigraphic evidence for the new 
pontifical college comes from early In the reign of 
Probus: Ca VI 31775 [Rome]. Though It appears 
Aurelian took no special title relating himself to the 
newly established cult, It must be assumed that his 
title of Pontlfex Maximus henceforward-referred 
equally to both the old and the new pontifical 
colleges (cf. rev. lconogr. -In n. 132, below). 
132. [Ser, AE(Absch? )] Obv.: SOL DOMINUS IMPERI ROMANI 
(bare-headed draped bust of Sol r. ) PIC 319 (Manns 
(1939), 45, no. 1); SOL DOM IMP ROMANI (radiate draped 
bust of Sol r., beneath 4 horses to r. ) FM 320 (cf. 
Manne (1939), 45, no. 2, reading - ROM); SOL DOM IMP 
ROMANI (three-quarter face radiate draped bust of Sol, 
beneath 4 horses, 2 r., 2 1. ) BJ_Q 321 (Manns -); SOL 
DOM IMP ROM (as above) RIC 322 (Manns (1939), 45, 
no. 3). Rev. Call): AVRELIANVS AVG(ustus) CONS(ul), 
depicting Aurelian sacrificing. 
133. Much has been written on the significance of these 
unique coins: see e. g. Homo (1904), 184f.; Halsberghe 
(1972), 139f. (cf. 155-62). Their very uniqueness, 
however, makes their significance more difficult to 
assess. For the Idea that Aurelian was represented In 
his reign as Sol on earth, see also Homo (1904), 
191-3; Halsberghe (1972), 153-5; on the Idea of a 
general trend towards solar monotheism, see Halsberghe 
(1972), 149f.; cf. above n. 127. Such arguments appear 
to stretch the evidence unduly. Other deities are 
attested In Aurellanýs later years (see table A: 16.8, 
10-11, and cf. above, n. 127). Sol Is certainly 
associated with other deities; but with the exception 
of Apollo (and more dubiously Jupiter, see above 
n. 130), there Is really no evidence of syncretism or 
absolute monotheism (as opposed to Imperial patronage 
and favourltism). 'On Apollo-Sol, see above, n. 114, 
and the ORIENS AVG type on, which Sol carries an olive 
branch and bow (attributes of Apollo): see table A: 15, 
sv. "Sol 6a" & "Sol 6b". 
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"Symbolism and Legitimation 
in the Mid-Third Century" 
See above, Ch. 3, nn. 25,36,48-9,99,105-6; Ch. 4. a 
Passlin (cf. App. tables A: 1, no. 1; A: 5; A: 6; A: 7, and 
table 4: 1, p. 120); cf. Ch. 4. b and App. table A: 10. On 
military dress and titulature In Imperial symbolism 
from the beginning of the empire, note: Alf6ldl, A. 
(1935), esp. 6-8,43-68; Campbell (1984), 365-414; 
McCormick (1986), 21ff. 
2. See above, Ch. 3. b Passim, and nn. 15-47,50-54 (cf. 
App. table A: 4); Ch. 4. b Passlm (cf. esp. nn. 23-37). 
On this theme, see Amit (1965), Passim- on capax 
Imperil as an Important aspect of the 
ýerceptlon 
of 
Imperial authority, Tac Hist. 1.49. 
3. See above, Ch. 3. c Passim, and nn. 58-64,70,79-94, 
103; Ch. 4. b-d Passim (esp. table 4: 2, p. 153; cf. for 
divine Investiture also App. tables A: 14; A: 16). 
4. See above, Ch. 3, 
41-55,82,92-3, 
123-5; see also 
A: 16. 
5. See above, Ch. 3, 
PAX, n. 57); also 






1,15-17,27; Ch. 4, nn. 33-7; 
6,99-101,116,118,120-21, 
tables A: 9; A: 11; A: 13; A: 15; 
5-8,18-25; Ch. 4, nn. 24-9 (cf. 
App. tables A: 2-A: 3 (Restitutor); 
6. See above, Ch. 3, nn. 46,50-58; cf. App. table A: 4. 
7. In addition to those notes cited In n. 6 above; also 
see above, Ch. 3,, nn.., 18-25,101-2,104,109-10. The 
same mechanism of exaggerated and Inflated titulature 
can be'seen In the representation of authority at 
lower levels In the power hierarchy (note how terms 
like Perfectlssimus, clarlssIM= and eminentlsslmus 
became Increasingly Important In the third century and 
later). 
See above, Ch. 4, nn. 31,58,60-62; cf. also nn. 74, 
104,119,121-2; and also App. tables A: 4; A: 13. See 
also on this aspect of Imperial symbolism, Instinsky 
(1942); Berllnger (1935), 25-42. 
9. See above, Ch. 3. c Passim, and also nn. 42,56,85,96. 
See Stertz (1974), Passim. 
10. Pescennius Niger was halled the New Alexander (DIo 
74.6.2a), and AlexIonos took the name Alexander Itself 
when he became Caesar (above Ch. 3c, n. 67); note also 
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Caracalla's visit to Alexander's tomb (Herodlan 4.8.9; 
echoing Augustus' own Suet. & . Lq. 
18.1); cf. Alf6ldl, 
A. (1935), 152-4. In particular, see above, Ch. 3, nn. 
57,82,84 (cf. also 69). 
Over and above the constant reiteration of standard 
types referring to the emperor's victories, his 
provision of peace, security, abundance, etc., there 
are a number of very specific retrospective references 
In both the numismatic and the epigraphic evidence. 
For example, see above, Ch. 3, nn. 28,30,41,43,51, 
82,84-5,92-3; Ch. 4, nn. 19,21,45,52,67-8,73, 
75,86,103. Noteworthy here Is the particularly 
strong showing for the western emperors In this 
respect. There Is a particularly high proportion of 
references back to the late second century and the 
early third. Already In the first half of the third 
century the late Antonine and to a lesser extent the 
early Severan periods had come to seem a longed-for 
past: see Alf6ldy (1974); but cf. below Ch. 6. a. This 
was perhaps because this era were perceived as the 
last period In which the empire could still have been 
construed to have been In expansive, rather than 
defensive mode see below, Ch. 7. c. 
12. See above, Ch. 4, nn. 74-83; App. table A: 13. On this 
very Important cluster of symbolic themes, see below, 
Ch. 7. d. 
13. See above, Ch. 3,28-41; Ch. 4, nn. 67-8. 
14. In particular, note above, Ch. 3, n. 2; Ch. 4, nn. 56, 
86. This crucial theme will be more fully explored In 
Ch. 7, below. 
15. It has been shown that at least some of the same dle 
cutters worked both before and after Postumus' revolt: 
see above Ch. 2, n. 44. 
16. DrInkwater (1987), 126: "... the Gallic emperors 
appear to have been consistently Roman In their choice 
of titles: there Is nothing Gallic or Germanic here 
whatsoever. " See also Ko"nig (1981), 58; and above 
Ch. 3, n. 12. 
17. The attribution of such "programmatic" thinking to 
the choice of coin types Is somewhat suspect In Itself 
(see above, Ch. 2. a). The fact that the Iconography of 
the SALUS PROVINCIARVM types represents the Rhine 
(not, e. g., Gallia) might In any case suggest that the 
protection was meant to Indicate the frontier region, 
rather than "The West" as a whole (see Drlnkwater 
(1973), 1 156); Webb (1933), 332, suggested the 
ProvInclae In question were "not Gaul, Spain and 
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Britain, but the Tres Galliae", but the two Germanles 
and Gallia Belgica are just as likely candidates. The 
type Is essentially comparable to those which salute 
the emperor as RESTITVTOR GALLIARVM, which under 
Galllenus had clearly referred to securing the Rhine 
frontier, and which were certainly not "separatist" In 
sentiment (as their appearance for other emperors 
Including Gallienus shows: see DrInkwater (1973), 11 
178 n. 70). For the more universal titles, such as 
Restltutor Orbis, Defensor Orbis and Pacator Orbis, 
see above, Ch. 3, nn. 31,39,43 (respectively). 
18. It Is generally accepted that both these cults 
belonged to the region of the lower Rhine; the 
connection with the country of the BatavI, a strong 
recruiting ground for the army at this time (see Le 
GentIlhomme (1943), 236ff. ), Is less certain. K6nIg 
(1981), 118-21, Is cautious; Andreotti (1940), 4, and 
DrInkwater (1987), 162f., accept the connection less 
reservedly. In order to explain the prevalence of the 
Deusonlensls types, Elmer (1941), 31, speculated 
(ingeniously, but without evidence) that the victory 
that brought Postumus to the point of rebellion may 
have been won at Deuso. On the possibility that 
Postumus was himself a Batavlan, see n. 23, below'. On 
the Identification of the emperor with local cults 
generally, see Sherwin-White (1973), 415-17; cf. Nock 
(1972) 1,202-51. On Romano-Gallic religion In the 
north-east of Gaul, see WIghtman (1986). 
19. [Sis, sr, An, G3 Siscla 40-45 (cf. Rjg 573). On the 
Interpretation of this type see Alf6ldl, A (1931), 
12-13; Kuhoff (1979), 54. At the very least, this 
GallIenic type serves to dissuade us from Inferring 
too readily a "Gallic" programme behind Postumus' 
Herculean coinage. 
20. Not only Postumus' type within the "Labours" series 
(E. 534-5), but also those types referring back to 
Commodlan prototypes (E. 558-9), which thereby double 
the connection with Rome. For these types see App. 
tables A: 11, I; A: 10, no. 9b. 
21. For Jupiter, see above Ch. 4. d, at n. 103; for Dea 
Roma, App. table A: 13 (cf. Ch. 4.0. Furthermore It 
should be emphasized that on some of the Roma types 
(App. table A: 13, no. 6; cf. Ch. 4, n. 77) we saw that 
the goddess was shown, In a slight modification of the 
usual Iconography, holding the palladium, the very 
symbol of Rome's eternity. 
22. Eutroplus' use of the phrase Imperlum GaIllarum 
(Eutrop. 9.9.3) Is clearly a deliberate echo of 
Tac1tus' description of the first century revolt 
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4.12ff. ). The "Gallic Empire" Is still the 
most common designation for this later "episode" In 
the history of the Roman west. The absence of 
references either to "-Imr)erlum Galliarum" or to any of 
Its constituent provinces In any of the material 
evidence for these reigns Is suggestive. (According 
to Drinkwater (1973), 1 153, "This betrays an absence 
of self-ldentification which must have been a grave 
weakness of the western Sonderrelch. " It Is 
preferable to view the weakness as lying In our own 
conception of a separatist "western Sonderrelch". ) 
23. J. A. Blanchet "Une hypothase sur la patrie de 
Postume", M 15 (1913), 431-2, suggests the area 
around Arras as being Postumus' Patr1a; Hiernard 
(1972), 354-5 (cf. 273), avers he was of Batavlan 
origin (on the "Batavlan connection" - see above n. 18; 
below, n. 31). Ko"nig (1981), 51-2, also suggests a 
Gallic origin for Postumus; Jullian (1920-26), IV 576, 
was more cautious; likewise Wylghtman (1985), 193, and 
Drinkwater (1987), 125-6 (citing Julllan; on p. 163 he 
Is almost tempted to accept Hlernard's Batavlan 
thesis; but cf. p. 79, n. 169). The main arguments for 
the remainder of the emperors rest upon nomenclature. 
VictorInus Is problematic: Drinkwater (1987), 126; the 
connection with Trier, through M XIII 3679 (11, a 563 
= K. 75), proves nothing about his origin - as Postumus' capital It Is a natural place for a tribune 
In his praetorlan guard to be: cf. K6"nIg (1981), 
141f.; Wlghtman (1970), 53-4. Tetricus Is more 
convincingly credited with Gallic origin: Ko'nig 
(1981), 159; Drinkwater (1987), 39,90,126. Of 
Marius nothing Is known; Laellan may (on the basis of 
his nomen Ulplus and his "Hispania" coln type: see 
above, Ch. 4, n. 67) or may not have been of Spanish 
origin. The conjecture of Gallic origins for the 
"western" consuls rests on even more slender grounds: 
Pace Hiernard (1972), 101-2 (suggesting probably all 
were Gallic); DrInkwater (1987), 29 (tentatively 
agreeing); Ko"nlg (1981), 144 (referring to Sanctus as 
"Gallic" without comment). 
24. With the exception of Tetricus, assuredly a Roman 
senator (in spite of the doubts expressed by 
Drinkwater (1987), 39), we can be reasonably sure that 
the western emperors were men who had risen to 
prominence through the ranks of the army. 
25. Gallic popular support and Its fickleness Is cited as 
the most crucial element In both the rise and the fall 
of Postumus and of Laellan: SHA Tyr. trl-q. 3.3-7,4.1, 
5.2. Gallic support Is also given (supposedly In 
Postumus' own words) as the basis for his rule In 
Cont. Dion., FHG IV 194f., fr. 6. Schtajerman (1964), 
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406-12, and Wightman (1985), 193ff., accept this 
testimony; DrInkwater (1987), 67f., Is less sure (but 
cf. p. 89). Drinkwater (1987), 243-50, appears to 
place rather too much emphasis on the events of AD 
68-70 (see below, n. 31). The suggestion that the 
designation of this earlier revolt as an Imperlum 
GaIllarum was In fact a Roman Invention, In R. Urban, 
Der Bataveraufstand und dle Erhebuna-des Iullus 
Classicus, Trier, 1985, has Interesting repercussions 
for the thlrd-century events. On the Influence of 
fourth century events on the HA In this context, see 
Drinkwater (1987), 253. 
26. On Postumus' provision of security, see van Gansbeke 
(1955), esp. 404-8. The desire for security Is not 
the same as a desire for separatism: see, e. g. 
DrInkwater (1987), 28 (cf. p. 89 on the literary 
testimony: "Postumus was warmly received by the Gallic 
civilians. " See, however, DrInkwater (1987), 240, 
suggesting the civilian support for the western 
emperors was "lacklustre"). Note also the expression 
of Gallic solidarity for the LIcInIan regime In an 
Inscription erected for SalonInus at Rome only a 
matter of months before the revolt: &E 1934,161 
(K. 11; cf. AL 1971,23). On the correlation between 
support and the distribution of Inscriptions, see n. 
27 below. 
27. The epigraphic evidence cannot pinpoint the reversion 
of the allegiance of either Spain or Britain to the 
central emperors with any great precision: Spain 
reverted sometime after Postumus' fourth consulship 
(ca. 267: CIL 11 5736 = K. 58), probably on the death 
of Postumus (spring 269); Britain certainly recognized 
both Tetricl, but whether to the bitter end Is debated 
(see above, Ch. 3, n. 23); an Inscription from Wall, 
Staffordshire, RM 2246 (K. 63), apparently recognizes 
Claudius, posing a serious question concerning the 
allegiance of Britain following Postumus' death: the 
dismissal of this Inscription by Drinkwater (1973), 1 
92, repeated more strongly In Drinkwater (1987), 121, 
123, Is not convincing; see Ko"nlg (1981), 146. The 
allegiance of Narbonensis Is even less clear: 
apparently under Týlcus the western half of the 
province recogniZe him, while the eastern half 
recognized Aurelian (see n. 35 below). On the area 
which acknowledged Postumus (and the role of Britain 
and Spain), see also K6nIg (1981), 54-6,77; 
DrInkwater (1987), 116-18 (stressing the difficulty of 
assessing support from the distribution of a few 
Inscriptions). 
28. The revolt of the Aedul. certainly took place In time 
for them to look for aid from Claudius before he died 
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in the summer of 270 (probably August: Rathbone 
(1986), 120-23; Lafaurle (1975), 987; but cf. Price, M. 
(1973), 77,81); the siege of Autun lasted for some 
seven months, most probably all during 270, so that 
Its end fell In the autumn of that year: DrInkwater 
(1987), 106,179. It clearly cost Victorlnus dearly 
In terms of military resources (apparently Batavlan 
troops) he could well have deployed elsewhere. The 
most Informative evidence for this episode comes from 
the Paneavrlcl Latin! (notably V, 4.1; VIII, 4.2f.; on 
which, Drinkwater (1987), 78-81). See generally, Le 
Gentilhomme (1943), vassIm. 
29. Respectively, Hatt (1966), 227; Besnler (1937), 208. 
30. Hatt (1966), 222, based largely on the untrustworthy 
literary evidence: see Drinkwater (1987), 28,67,89. 
31. The events of 270 are portrayed not as a "Gallic" 
Incident, but as Aedul vs. Batavil: see above n. 28; 
cf. the very localized patriotism of Cassius Dlo 
centred on Nicea. On local "patriotism" and loyalty 
to Rome not being mutually exclusive, Sherwin-WhIte 
(1973), 425ff. Hatt (1966), 227, rejects the 
simplistic notion of "nationalism", but still talks of 
a separatist empire of "Gallic" character. Similarly 
DrInkwater (1987) Is content to reject "nationalism" 
while remaining ambivalent towards "regionalism" 6.275, sv. ); he rightly wishes to place the "Gallic 
empire" In the context of Gallic history (DrInkwater 
(1987), 239-56; cf. DrInkwater (1983), 470), but does 
so In a way which undermines his frequent rejections 
of "separatism" and overplays the Idea of 
"regionalism" (cf. Bland (1988b), 260). It Is 
nevertheless true to say that the character of what we 
might call "patriotism" was undergoing changes at this 
time (see below, Ch. 7. c; cf. DrInkwater (1987), 37-8). 
32. For example: C. JuIllan; M. Besnler; R. Remondon; 
J. J. Hatt; J. Lafaurle; J. Hlernard. 
33. Alf8ldl, A. (1939),, 
-187f.; see also 
Bolin (1932), 
57f.; Besnier (1937), 208; Schtajerman (1964), 419. 
Drinkwater (1987), 28-9, hedges his bets. 
34. The argument for a separate senate was dismissed (in 
my opinion sucessfully) by Ko"nIg (1981), 73-5; pace 
DrInkwater (see above, n. 33). The view that the SC on 
coinage Is to be understood as Indicating continuity 
rather than separatism was also espoused by Bastlen 
(1967), 50 (cf. below, n. 42). Although this leaves us 
with two conflicting lists of consules ordlnarl. 1, 
which might seem, on the face of It, historically 
untidy, It Is not unacceptable: the situation would 
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only have been problematic for contemporaries at the 
boundaries, both geographical and temporal, of the 
dominion over which the western emperors exercised 
their authority. 
35. The date of Gallienus' abortive campaign In Gaul is 
disputed: Alf8ldl (1930), suggested 263; Elmer (1940), 
36f., followed by G6bl (1953), 15,33, suggested 265; 
Carson (1957) and Ko"nIg (1981), 102-11, suggest later 
still; Drinkwater (1987), 105f., 171f., confirms 265 
on the new chronology. The central emperors' policy 
of containment can be traced In various pieces of 
evidence: Aureolus at Milan under Gallienus, Zosimus 
1.40.1 (although one Interpretation of Victor Caes. 
33.17 and Zonaras, 12.25, appears to leave open the 
possibility of his being stationed In Rhaetla: 
DrInkwater (1987), 60; cf. below, n. 37); Placidlanus 
at Grenoble under Claudius, CIL XII 2228 (11,2 569 = K. 72); the same at Valson under Aurelian, CIL XII 1551 
(K. 124); Claudius' refusal to enter Into hostilities 
with the western emperors, Zonaras, 12.26.7f; cf. 
Pan. la. t. VIII. 4.2f. On the policy of containment 
exercised by the central emperors, see DrInkwater 
(1987), 33-8,90,120-24; cf. Cornell & Matthews 
(1982), 168. 
36. This theory was put forward by Fitz (1966a), 47f.; 
G6bl (1970), remained unconvinced, but In his review 
of Go"bl (1970), in Alba Regla (1975), 350, Fitz 
repeated the allegation. However, the theory was 
dismissed (and In my opinion the subject closed) by 
Gobi (1978), 11 29, n. 366. 
37. No doubt Aureolus hoped for some suitable reward, 
perhaps along the lines of the recognition SeptImIus 
(temporarily) gave to Albinus. The evidence that 
Aureolus minted In his own name is suspect (see above, 
Ch. 2. d, n. 71). There Is an Interesting parallel In 
the unilateral recognition of Constantine by 
Alexander, the would-be emperor In Africa In 308/9, 
for Constantine too was preoccupied with consolidating 
his northern power-base (which, like Postumus, was 
centred at Trier) and did nothing to aid his 
unsolicited ally: cf. Barnes (1982), 14-15; cf. Id. 
Constantine and Euseblup_, Cambridge, Mass., 1981, 
33-4. 
38. The H&1s characterization of these emperors as the true adsertores (Tyr. trl-q. 5.5) cannot be taken at face value: In this respect K8nIg (1981), 182-8 Is 
perhaps a little naive; cf. DrInkwater (1983), 470; 
Drinkwater (1987), 240. Drinkwater's own position, however, does not pursue the argument far enough: cf. below, nn. 40,42. It. Is worth noting In passing that 
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the HA elsewhere places Postumus on a par not only 
with other "usurpers" (such as Regallan) but also with 
the "legitimate emperor" Claudius (Tyr. tri-q. 10.14; 
cf. Syme (1971), 214f. ). 
39. The demands of the administration within the western 
provinces would have required that many other posts be 
filled, so that It Is probable that this scheme of 
patronage went far beyond the consulship, though the 
evidence Is sparce. We do know that Postumus also had 
a praetorlan guard, for the future emperor Victorlnus 
was a tribune In It: CIL XIII 3679 (11,2 563 = K. 75); 
cf. M XIII 8267 and Drlnkwater (1987), 130 n. 101. 
That this kind of patronage was Important can be seen 
In the fact that when Victorinus, Postumus' praetorlan 
tribune (and later perhaps prefect) and one-time 
consular colleague, went on to claim the position of 
emperor In his own right, he was doubtless assisted In 
his claim to power by his "preferment" under Postumus 
(see K6nlg (1981), 141-3). On other western Imperial 
patronage of this kind: K8nIg (1981), 66-75,147,169; 
DrInkwater (1987), 29,130; cf. more generally on such 
Imperial patronage, Millar (1977), Ch. VI, esp. 
300-313. 
40. The question "why did the western emperors not march 
on Rome? " Is a crucial one for any Interpretation of 
the events. The Idea that Postumus hoped for 
reconciliation with GaIllenus (Ko'nIg (1981), 124) Is 
clearly nonsense. Nor Is the Idea that he was sick of 
the whole fratricidal cycle of usurpation and civil 
war very convincing (Hatt (1966), 227; It certainly 
didn't convince the central emperorswho continued to 
guard against the expected Invasion: see above n. 35). 
It Is certainly not good enough to suggest, as 
scholars are stlll,, Inclined to do, that Postumus and 
his successors simply had no ambition beyond the Alps 
(most recently King, A. (1990), 176; even Drlnkwater 
(1987), 27, butýcf. below). Drinkwater (1987), 241f., 
comes closest to the pragmatist explanation, but he 
does not pursue the conclusion far enough. That a 
pragmatism born of fear of attack In the rear was 
Justified Is suggested by the revolts that did arise 
against the western emperors: Laellan against Postumus 
at Mainz In 269; Faustinus, probably In Belgica, 
against Tetricus (Victor Caes. 35.4; Ko"nig (1981), 
169. 
41. A useful contrast can be made here with the 
contemporary situation In the east: here neither 
Odenathus, who remained ostensibly loyal to Gallienus, 
nor Vaballathus laid claim to Roman Imperial authority 
per se until Aurelian actually launched his campaign 
against the Palmyrenes In the spring of 272. Up to 
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this point, the symbolic representation of 
Vaballathus' authority In the east suggests the he was 
regarded as ruler of the east, but not exactly as a 
"Roman emperor" (for his titles at this time, 
Inherited from his father's equivocal position, see 
above Ch. 2. d, n. 81). It was only as Aurelian's troops 
began to cross Asia Minor and his fleet set sail for 
Alexandria that Zenobla took the title Augusta and 
declared Vaballathus Augustus (Idem for date). Even 
so, the eastern provinces never "seceded" from the 
Roman empire. On the campaign, see Downey (1950); on 
the notion of greater Inter-ethnIc forces at work In 
the eastern provinces at this time, with possible 
repercussions for the possibility of quasi-separatlsm, 
see Millar (1971). 
42. By the mid-third century, the titles "Pontlfex 
Maximus" and "Consul" were as much part of the 
representation of Imperial authority as "Imperator 
Caesar Augustus"; similarly It was expected of him 
that he would wear the purple, that he would Issue 
coinage (that Is coinage recognizable as Roman 
Imperial, which would Include stamping the mark SC on 
the bronze Issues) and so on (Indeed having an escort 
of preatorlan guards was, similarly Important: see 
above, n. 39). When we-fInd evidence of such 
activities In the case of Postumus, therefore, we are 
dealing with the very opposite of separatism (see 
above, Ch. 3. a, and esp. nn. I and 12). It Is 
Interesting to note, In this context, that the 
numismatic mark SC may, n6ver have Indicated 
"senatorial Issue" under the empire: see Gbbl (1978), 
79; cf. Millar (1981),, 70. 
43. The notion of treating the phenomenon of usurpation 
In the third-century as, an Integral problem was 
suggested, for example, by Cornell & Matthews (1982), 
P. 168; but few have attempted to do so. Hartmann 
(1982), went some of the way, but failed to explore 
the ramifications very far. 
44. Koestler (1967), 349-53 (= "Appendix II"; cf. p. 4). 
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liBreaklng the Mould: 
Transcending the Historiographical Tradition" 
The most significant group of writers whose 
background, and therefore viewpoint, lay to some 
extent outside this "senatorial" tradition was the 
Christian authors, from Tertullian and Cyprlan, 
through Lactantlus and Euseblus to the Christian 
writers of the 4th, century and beyond. The Influence 
of the "senatorial" tradition Is not as absent as 
might be supposed even here, however; especially as, from the late fourth century, the Church began to take 
over the mantle of the senate as the bastion of 
(classical) "civilization" (cf. below, n. 13). 
2. "Uncouth northerners": e. g. Dio 75.2.4-5; cf. Tacitus 
Agric. 21, clearly, demonstrating the contempt aroused 
by pretensions to romanltas among northerners. Greece 
was, of course, a special case. In the Roman 
perspective, a careful distinction was drawn between 
the much-admired culture of classical Greece and the 
contemporary Hellenistic cultures of the Levant, which 
were viewed with some suspicion (as In Juvenal 
3.59ff.: the river he objected to flowing Into the 
Tiber was the Seleucld Orontes). In the Greek version 
of the rhetoric (exemplified by Aristides), Rome was 
the champion of (Greek) "civilization". For a more 
detailed and sophisticated account of this matter than 
Is possible here, see A. N. SherwIn-WhIte, Racial 
Pre-ludlce In Imperial Rome, 'Cambrldge, 1967. On the 
Medlterranean-based view of classical antiquity, see 
also Garnsey & Saller (1987), 5-19. 
3. Hopkins (1983), 190-93 (cf. also below, Ch. 7. c). The 
paradox Is especially acute In response to the 
shifting ethnic (and social) background of those who 
became emperors In theithird century: see below n. 15 
and further, Ch. 7. c. On cultural and educational 
assimilation, Garnsey'& Saller (1987), 186-8; cf. (on 
the prevailing value system) 110,124. 
4. Under the republic at least, senators derived their 
prestige to a large, extent from the collective 
authority of the senate as a whole, which Is why they 
feared and despised personal dominatto (or reanum) and 
why Cicero vilified the placing of personal d-lqnltas 
above the corporate auctoritas: Cicero de Rep. 1.53, 
65-9; 11.56; 111.23; Pro Sest. 96-143; cf. Nepos, j; jt 
excel., XVII On the rationale and 
practical consequences see Beard & Crawford (1985), 
55-61; WlrszubskI (1950), esp. 1-17,30,40ff. 
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This Idea was explored by de Jouvenel In his 
discussion on "Les racInes aristocratlques de la 
libert6l' In Du PouvoIr (1947), 387-410 (= de Jouvenel 
(1952), 317-36); cf. Wirszubski (1950), 136-8. 
6. This outlook permeated most of the literature of the 
time (such as the works of Cicero, Nepos, QuIntil/lan, 
the two Plinys, Dlo Chrysostom, Juvenal and 
Aristides), not Just the historians; apd this wider 
cultural ethos has continued to exercise a 
particularly strong Influence over the medieval and 
modern attitudes to political authority at Rome and 
has thus contributed greatly to the shape of the 
historiographical tradition on the Roman empire. 
7. Sometimes the juxtaposition Is effected with 
consummate ease, as In the works of the younger Pliny 
(above all the Paneqvrlc). For the effect of this 
rhetoric on the senatorial conceptions of the emperor, 
see below n. 15 and also Ch. 7. d. 
B. On the use of the term tvrannus In ancient literature, 
Its transformation from the original sense of the 
Greek term turannos and Its application to the Roman 
Imperial context, see Springer (1952), esp. 78-115. 
In the early empire It Is applied to emperors of whom 
the author disapproves (usually on the grounds here 
described): Springer (1952), 83-100. Note the 
significant shift during the first one hundred years 
of Imperial rule In the criteria used to distinguish 
the good ruler from the tyrant, from Cicero's lustitla 
to Seneca's clementla: see WIrszubskI (1950), 143-7, 
esp. 146. 
9. The senatorial rhetoric of. liberty never amounted to a 
simplistic opposition to autocratic power as such (see 
below, n. 10) nor to a desire to return to a 
"republican" form of government (as the events of AD 
41 clearly demonstrated: see Suet. Claud. 10; and esp. 
Josephus Lat_. 19.18.6. ). It is Important, therefore, 
to distinguish the senatorial admiration, In certain 
cases veneration, for Individuals (notably Cato of 
Utica, the "Tyrannlcldesll, ýBrutus and Cassius and 
Thrasea Paetus) whose unshakable and spirited defence 
of senatorial. values and dignity had earned them a 
special place within this senatorial Ideology from a 
political opposition, properly speaking: see 
WIrszubskI (1950), 136-47. The key factor was the 
deference of the emperor towards the senate (see e. g., 
Tac. BM. 4.6,13.4; Suet. Tlb. 30ff.; Call-cl. 16.2; 
Claud. 12; Pliny P_An. 45.3,54,55.6f., 62.3f. ). See 
generally, Wallace-Hadrill (1982b), Passim. 
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10. Augustus** own Res Gestae (esp. Ra 1-2) puts forward 
precisely this angle, as do Tacitus Aqrlc. 3.1, and Pliny Paneq. 58.3,78.3. Absolute monarchy could 
thereby be accepted, even welcomed, within the 
constraints of the old rhetoric (see, e. g., DIo 
53.17.1; Suet. Lu_q. 28; Seneca de Benef. 2.20,6.32; 
Pliny Paneq., Passim, note esp. 54-5; Pliny Ep_. 
3.20.12) 
Active military service had been part of public life, 
of the cursus honorum, but was now increasingly not so (for consequences, see Ch. 7. c below). 
12. By the third century soldiers were notorious for 
their various acts of Intimidation and for their 
abuses of legal privileges: MacMullen (1963), PassIm. 
This Intensified the reaction of the educated classes: 
see AlfO"Idy (1974), Passim, esp. 99f. The hostility 
with regard to what was seen as the "militarization" 
Imperial policy can be seen In (e. g. ): Dlo (73.11-12), 
Herodlan (2.6.6-13) and the H& (Did. Jul. 2.5-3.6) on 
the "auction" In AD 193; DIo on SeptImIus' dying words 
(77.15.2); Aurelius Victor (-Q=, 36.1) asserting, 
defensively, the senate's "rightful" role as Imperial 
electors, In opposition to the soldiers'. (The 
suggestion that Pertlnax defaulted on his promised 
donatIves to the soldiers ISHA Pert. 15.71, which 
might have contributed to his unpopularity with the 
soldiers 114.6; cf 10.101, should probably be 
discounted [cf. Dio, 73.1.2, and 5.41. However, a 
similar story for Dldlus Julianus Is more plausible 
[Herodlan 2.7.13). As a Christian who had lived 
through the persecutions, - and not of the same 
"senatorial" mould, Lactantlus (e. g. de mort. 7.2, cf. 
7.4, on Diocletian's army policy) had a rather 
different axe to grind against the military emperors 
and their armles; but the complaints are similar. 
13. This notion of decline (as natural to the Roman elite 
as the opposite notion of, progress has become In much 
of European thought over the last two centuries) can 
be found In such diverse works as Pliny's Natural 
HistorV, QuIntillan's InstItutlo Oratorla, Tac1tus' 
DialoQus and the"Satires of Juvenal, as well as 
running through the historical works such as those of Sallust and Tacitu 
' 
s- In late antiquity, and 
especially In hlstorlography, -the rhetoric of decline becomes a ubiquitous frame of reference, sometimes 
reaching very shrlll-notes (the only significant 
exception being panegyr 
' 
Ics and other such orations, 
which favourably compare the, present with the 
Immediate past; but these are clearly special cases). This prevailing view was only,, partially turned around 
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by post-Augustinian Christian concentration on better 
things to come In the next world. 
14. Dio 72.36.4; a sentiment echoed many times elsewhere 
(e. g. Herodlan 2.8.4). See Alf6ldy (1974), 98f. Even 
In the early third century, however, such sentiments 
were at best somewhat anachronistic, for "decline" on 
this scale of values had been evident from as early as 
the late republic. 
15. The prejudices of Romanity (above, n. 2) reacted 
against these emperors as rough soldiers from the 
north (e. g. Aurelian: SHA Aur. 21.5-8,36.2,39.8), or 
as unworthy despots tainted with "orlentalizing" 
tendencies (e. g. Diocletian: Victor Caes. 39). For 
the writers of the fourth century, the only way In 
which these rough practical soldiers could act as the 
preservers of romanitaq was In keeping at bay the even 
less civilized Invaders beyond the frontiers. Thus 
the HA praises emperors of outstanding military 
achievement, while levelling charges of effeminacy and 
military Incompetence at emperors of whom It 
disapproves. (Thus the H&'s principal sympathy for 
the rivals of Gallienus: (e. g. ) Tyr. trlq. 3.4; 5.5-8; 
10.14. ) 
16. On this later shift In the sense of the term tyrannus 
(though the older sense persisted alongside: cf. above 
n. 8), see Springer (1952), 101-09, esp. 105; fifth 
century and later sources, such as Zosimus, use It 
more In the sense of Ge-qenkalser (Springer (1952), 
109-11; ZosImus uses the term exclusively In a fourth 
century context, on. the significance of which see 
below, Ch. 7, n. 6). 
17. In the Renaissance, what was ancient was admired 
(Pericles I. 1.10); on the "Cult of Antiquity", see H. 
Butterfield The Statecraft of Machiavelli, London, 
1955, Ch. II. 1. By the eighteenth century this had 
given way to admiration of the much more narrowly 
defined "classics". 
18. This was especially true-, from half-way through the 
17th century to half-way through the 19th: as In 
literature (Milton, Dryden, -Addison, whom Pope 
satirized as "Attlcus", and Pope himself all Imitated 
classical works In addition to translating them; 
Samuel Johnson, himself an Immitator of Juvenal, 
characterized the age of Addison and Pope as the 
"Augustan Age", Identifying his own with "Silver Age" 
Rome), so In politics (Frederick the Great and 
Catherine the Great each professed to be the first 
servant of the state, -In Imitation of the ancient rhetoric [Suet. T-JJ2.29 (cf. 24.2); Dio Chrysostom 
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111.75; the Idea was repeated by EpIctetus and Marcus 
Aurellus3; Jefferson and the other authors of "The 
Declaration of Independence" clearly saw themselves as 
latter-day Roman senators; and Napoleon rose from army 
officer, first to "Consul" then to "Emperor"). 
19. The excesses Burke perceived-In the French 
Revolution, for example, horrified him Just as they 
would have horrified Cicero: llbert6 In 1789-90 no 
longer resembled classical libertas so much as 
licentia. It should be noted the Reflections on the 
Revolution In France (1790) were written long before 
the advent of the Terror. With reference to the 
Enlightenment In general and Gibbon In particular, see 
Pocock (1985), 145-8; cf. de Jouvenel (loc. cit., n. 5 
above). 
20. The whIg rhetoric of llberty. ls perfectly Illustrated 
In Addison's highly successful, anti-Caesarlan tragedy, 
Cato, wherein the eponymous hero-vows his readiness to 
accept only "liberty or death" (II. 11), and In Patrick 
Henry's famous rhetorical flourish "Give me liberty or 
give me death! "ý: (clearly modelled on the same). 
21. This discourse (which must be seen against the 
backdrop of the rise of monarchical power, beginning 
early In the sixteenth century) found expression In 
the works of a distinguished succession of political 
theorists and philosophers, from Bodin, through Locke, 
Montesquieu, Rousseau and J. S. Mill down to Popper and 
Bertrand Russell. The most notable exception to this 
trend was Hobbes (whose opinions owed much to his 
experiences of the Clvll, War), who, advocated strong 
sovereign power, concluding that the ancient rhetoric 
of liberty, with which he particularly associated 
Aristotle and Cicero, was, a positive menace to the 
common weal (esp.. -Leviathan 
II, ch. 21). It was, 
however, the Ideas of Locke and not those of Hobbes 
that won the day. ý,, -,. 
22. With reference, to modern, politics there Is among the 
western Intelligentsia a noticeable hostility and lack 
of understanding towards political leaders (of both 
the right and the-left) whose public Image Is 
essentially military-The most obvious examples are 
In Latin American states,,, whereý, the military Is 
traditionally, and sometimes constitutionally, 
regarded as the guardian and-protector of the state 
from Internal as well as external threats and 
therefore Inevitably heavily'Involved In politics. 
Leaders In these states,, have; tended to present 
themselves In an openly, military fashion, whether 
originally career military men, such as Pinochet, or 
men who have adopted this presentation In response to 
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expectations, such as Ortega or Castro. (The British 
Government's assertion of Its rights In the Falklands 
War, whatever their actual merits, was facilitated by 
the military style of Galtlerl's Junta. ) 
23. For example, Rostovtzeff (1957) 1,448, saw In 
Septlmlus' rule a deliberate policy of 
"militarization" which Inevitably led to militarism 
and decline: cf. pp. 457f., 463-5,469-501,510ff, 
531ff., etc.; note also his coining of the terms 
"Military Monarchy" [Ch. IXI for the Severan era and 
"Military Anarchy" [Ch. X] to describe the mid-third 
century; cf. Grant (1968), 5. For Rostovtzeff, the 
onset of the "Dominate" called to mind unpleasant 
parallels with 20th century Russia; whence his evident 
distaste for the period. 
24. For the Enlightenment, as later for the Romantics, 
Roman Imperial history was seen as a long but 
Inevitable path to dissolution and It was only a 
matter of time before the more wholesome barbarians to 
the north swept away the refuse: thus e. g. Gibbon 
(1909-14), 1,58 (but this owes more to the tone of 
Tacitus' Germania-than to Rousseau's Ideas of a Noble 
Savage); for the Enlightenment view (notably Gibbon, 
Hume, Adam Smith) of the Inevitability of the "decline 
and fall", see Pocock (1985), 146-8. For the 
Romantics, the decadence and collapse of the Roman 
empire was Imbued with anachronistic sentiments of 
nationalism (evoking parallels with the crumbling 
"oriental" Ottoman Empire: e. g. Byron, Childe Harold's 
Pilgrimage, IV 139ff. For the late Romantics of the 
fln-de-slecle Decadent movement, the appeal of late 
antiquity lay precisely In Its "decadence" (thus the 
evocation of late antique authors to convey the 
decadence of the late 19th century mind In J. -K. 
Huysmanns' A Rebours). 
25. Put simply, the benign and civilized "PrIncIpate" 
could be reconciled with "liberty", but the corrupt 
and arbitrary "Dominate" could not. The apotheosis of 
the Antonine Age as the last great florescence of 
"classical civilization" before the "decline" set In 
was begun by contemporary orators, (notably Aristides), 
given Its canonical expression by Gibbon (1909-14), 1, 
85, and has continued ever since. 
26. MacMullen (1988), 1-57, offers an analysis of 
"decline" which rightly differentiates various levels; 
but this analysis too suffers from presumptions based 
upon notional, and rather arbitrary, Ideals of 
obJectlvlty In the assessment of aesthetic criteria to 
measure decline. 
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27. Examples abound: see (e. g. ) Berenson (1954); L'Orange 
(1965) - note the original title: Fra Principat tIl 
Dominat; Hannestad (1986), on which see my review JRS 
79 (1989), 218f. Such attitudes to the history of 
Roman art, Involving "decline" based largely on 
aesthetic assessments, lie within a tradition 
stretching back through Vasarl to the likes of the 
elder Pliny. On the need for a more cautious and more 
balanced approach, and what this might be, see 
Boatswain (1988). 
28. On the multiple layers of (Roman) "society" and 
Interlocking social networks see Mann, M. (1986), esp. 
1-2,52,251-3,259-60; Garnsey & Saller (1987), 
186-95. The concept "Roman" certainly changed 
considerably over the centuries between Augustus and 
Justinian; this was not, I maintain, due to a dramatic 
shift In the third century but due to a gradual 
process of realignment (see below, Ch. 7. c). Dagron 
(1968), 83-119, Is surely right to detect an Important 
shift amounting to "une nouvelle Romanite" In the 4th 
century, but he underestimates the extent to which 
this shift Is anticipated In the century and a half 
before Constantine. 
29. Among the many works dealing-wlth this vast subject, 
I have found the following especially useful: Bourdleu 
(1977); Foucault (1980);, Foucault (1984); Geertz 
(1977); de Jouvenel (1952); de Jouvenel (1957); 
Koestler (1983); Mann, M. (1986); Shils (1965); 
Sperber (1975); Wrong (1979). 
30. Notably, Arendt (1970), esp. 35-52, where explicit 
references are made'to the classical past. On power 
as confrontation, see,, also Lukes (1974), 21-2. 
Glddens (1979), 90, points out that there Is no 
logical reason why power must act contrary to the 
power-subJect's Interests; a point also made by Wrong 
(1979), 21-2. 
31. Wrong (1979), 252 (also, lbld., -4); Russell (1975), 
25; but cf. (contra Weber,, e. g. In Weber (1968), 1, 
53. ) GIddens (1979), 92: "'The notion of power has no 
Inherent connection with Intention or "will". " 
32. See, e. g., Colllngwood (1942), 153-4. Needless to 
say, this point Is also Insisted upon by Freud. Even 
Wrong (1979), 253, admits that-"one can and should 
recognize that powerjs Inherent In all social 
Interaction". 
33. On the centrality of order In this sense: Bull 
(1977), 3-8; (as the antithesis of chaos) Giddens 
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(1976), 98; see also Shils (1965), 203ff. (whence 
quotation, p. 203). 
34. ShIls (1965), 205; cf. Winch (1967), 99-100. On the 
crucial (constitutive) connection between power 
networks and social action/soclal structure, see Mann, 
M. (1986), 1-2,9,13. 
35. Weber (1968), 1,53; cf. Wrong (1979), 23. 
36. The nature of power relations and the proportion of 
the various forms of power Involved In them can be 
assessed according to three Indices: extensiveness 
(the ratio of power-wielders to power-subjects; the 
distance over which power relations extend), 
comorghensivenegg (the variety of actions over which a 
power-wielder can exercise control In the 
power-subjects) and Intensity (the limits within which 
the power-wlelder's control can be pushed and still 
obtain compliance; the degree of commitment on the 
part of power-subjects Inspired by the power-wielder). 
On this see the somewhat differing accounts In de 
Jouvenel (1958), 160, and Mann, M. (1986), 7; see also 
Wrong (1979), 14ff. 
37. It Is possible to define "coercion" simply as threat, 
as opposed to "force", as Wrong (1979), 24-8,41-4; 
but this Is somewhat confusing since the distinction 
can be very slight Indeed, and such a distinction 
weakens the two concepts. greatly, especially In terms 
of their Interrelationship (cf. below, n. 46). 
38. Both the terms "power" and "authority" are 
complicated In their application to social science by 
their rather loose-usage In every-day parlance (see 
Bayles (1976), 10Iff. ). ' I take It that authority Is a 
form gf Power. Bell sees a need to keep power, 
authority and Influence theoretically distinct; but 
Influence outside power Is simply equivalent to 
advice. Furthermore his division of authority Into 
"power-authority" and "Influence-authority" (Bell 
(1975), 39ff. ) merely underlines the Impracticality of 
this theoretical division. In practice, any theory 
which purports toiregard authority as an alternative 
to power rapidly becomes untenable on Internal grounds 
(as, for example, Bell (1975), esp. 15f., 19-26, 
35ff.; Peters (1967), 92-4). There remains, none the 
less, a crucial distinction between coercion, 
Influence and authority: see below, n. 46. As Wrong 
(1979), 239-43, points out (contra Parsons and 
GIddens), authority, however defined, cannot be seen 
as a basis of power. On authorl. ty as essentially 
fiduciary, see Krieger (1973), 146. 
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39. On these aspects of power in general, and authority In particular, see: Bell (1975) 17,63; Jenkins 
(1976), 36; Watt (1982), 27ff., 105ff.; Krieger 
(1973), 146; Wrong (1979), 2; Foucault (1980), 95-6, 
142,159,198; Foucault (1984), 92ff.; Foucault 
(1982), 217ff., 223. 
40. GIddens (1979), 93; Wrong (1979), 10-11; Foucault 
(1980), 99-100. Power relations must therefore 
constantly face In both directions, and each apex In 
the pyramidal structure Is also a new base (a pattern 
that Is repeated at all levels throughout the social 
structure): see Koestler (1967), 50-58; Koestler 
(1983), 23-56. 
41. On awe and belief (I'miranda" and "credenda") as part 
of the mechanics of authority, see C. E. Merriam, 
Polit-Ical Power, New York, 1934; cf. Bell (1975), 
35ff., 42ff. 
42. Wrong (1979), 113,119-20; Arendt (1970), 39: "The 
will to power and the will to submission are 
Interconnected. " 
43. Wrong (1979), 3; cf.. Rieff (1979), 240. 
44. To regard the parent/child relationship as the 
paradigm of all authority Is not necessarily to be 
quite as reductionist as Freud himself tended to be 
(esp. In Totem and Taboo: see Rleff (1979), 236-45); 
and Freud Is certainly-not alone In believing It: 
Arlstole, Pol. I. 11-v; Rousseau, Contrat Social, 
II. 11; de Jouvenel (1952), 65; Cannadine (1983), 110 
(to Instance but a. few; see further below, Ch. 7. d and 
esp. nn. 50-51). For a dissenting voice, Winch 
(1967), 104; Adams (1976), 6f., remains ambivalent. 
45. Wrong (1979), 120-1. It Is precisely for this reason 
that the operation of power Itself may not be seen as 
merely an exercise of control from above, but must be 
understood as part of an Integrated social structure 
which Is Impelled at least as much from below: see 
Foucault (1984), 94,, and above, n. 40. For the 
Freudian Interpretation, -see (e. g. ) Sigmund Freud 
Totem-and Taboo, IS. E. 131 London (1953), 148 (= 
Pelican Freud Library, 13 (1985), 210f. ); cf. Rieff 
(1979), 222-3. 
46. The characteristic response to authority Is an 
automatic one, (Bell (1975), 59: "... In practice 
authority ... relies on-automatic acceptance"). On the 
relationship between-command/obedlence and authority, 
see: Krieger. (1973), 146; Bell, (1975), 18,35ff.; Watt 
(1982), 15f.; Eisenstadt (1968), xlII-xlIII; cf. de 
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Jouvenel (1952), 96f.; Easton (1958), 182: "Anyone who 
Is regularly obeyed Is an authority. " On the possible 
consequences, see also below, n. 58. Though coercion 
and rational conviction are not In themselves part of 
the operational mechanism of authority, they may 
contribute to the structure of the command/response 
relationship without themselves directly conditioning 
the response to any specific command (cf. above, 
n. 38). Note Krieger (1973), 141: 
Originally, Ethel dominant meaning Eof authority] 
was the capacity to evoke voluntary compliance or 
assent, on grounds distinct from coercive power 
or rational conviction. Currently, Its dominant 
meaning Is the capaclty'to evoke compliance or 
assent, whether voluntary or not, on grounds 
which confer an official right upon coercive 
power and a compulsory force upon rational 
conviction. 
On the other hand, of course, such a definition begs 
the question of how to'deflne "rightful" In a way 
which Is not dependent upon authority: see below, 
n. 65. 
47. Habit rather than fear of consequences: de Jouvenel 
(1952), 22; habit also contagious: de Jouvenel (1957), 
24; cf. Winch (1967), 100: "All characteristically 
human activities Involve an established way of doing 
things. " (Emphasis original. ) 
48. Properly speaking It'is the symbols, not the 
authority, whlchýare held: Bell (1975), 18;, Shils 
(1965), 210.1 -11 
49. Thus we talk of "Augustan Rome", "the Lutheran 
Reformation", "the Napoleonic Wars"; modern concepts 
like "Thatcherism" and "Reaganomics" are employed to 
denote highly complex economic and soclo-politIcal 
phenomena which have an extremely Ill-defined 
relationship with the Individuals whose names they 
Invoke. This also explains the strongly biographical 
tendency of most historiography (on problems arlsIng 
from this'tendency, ''-see Carr What Is History? (1975), 
31-55). On the anthropomorphization of power, Geertz 
(1977), 153. On, the Freudian notion of the 
personification of political authority, Rleff (1979), 
235-40 (cf. below, n. 68). - 
50. Giddens (1979), - 91; see also Mann, M. (1986), 6. 
51. On repetitive patterns, 'Bell (1975), 17. (See also, 
on these patterns within educational systems, P. 
Bourdleu and J. -C. ' Passeron (trans. P. Nice), 
Reproduction In Education. -Soclety and Culture, 
London, 1977,15ff. ) ýSuch repetitive patterns as part 
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of the assertion 
, 
of dominance In group behaviour Is 
not a purely human phenomenon: see Jane Goodall, ja 
the S adow oflMan, London (1973), 117ff. Note also 
Glddens (1979), 92: "Resources are the media whereby 
transformative capacity, is, employed as power In the 
routine course of, social, interactlon; but they are at 
the same time structural elements of social systems as 
systems, reconstituted through their utilization In 
social Interaction. " ` 
52. On the vital link between'symbollsm and thought, see 
Bourdleu (1977), 167; cf., also below, n. 59. 
53. On relatlonshlp, between power, prestige and wealth, 
see Wrong (1979), 226-36; cf. Russell (1975), 9. 
54. On the Inseparabllity, of power and Its symbolic 
manifestations, see, Geertz (1977), 152, where he 
likens the relationship'between the symbollcs and the 
substance of power to that between mass and energy; cf. 
Bourdieu (1977), 165. 
55. On symbolic capI 
, 
tal'and lts, transmutability In 
relation to economic capital', see Bourdleu (1977), 
177ff. On the -significance of glft-gIvIng and 
gift-exchange as part of the mechanism, see Bourdleu 
(1977), 195, cf. 3ff. On such expenditures as a 
necessary (and continual) aspect of the functioning of 
authority, see Geertz-(1977), Passim; on the value of 
such actions as, part, of 
,a 
focus for symbolic 
Incorporation, see Simon-(1980), 48; Eisenstadt 
(1968), x1l; Cohn (1983). 171f. Cannadine (1983), 
104, warns of the crudeness of the Durkhelmlan model; 
nevertheless It must be. broadly on the right lines: 
cf. Hobsbawm (1983a), 7f. See also below, Ch. 7, nn. 
23-25. 
56. On the necesslty*for constant'repetltion, see Geertz 
(1977), 153: "majesty Is made,, not born"; cf. the 
famous speech of Ulysses In Troilus and Cressida, III, 
111,145ff.; or Ferdinand's speech In Webster-s 1bc. 
Duchess of Malfl, 111,11,142ff. On visible 
authority'as self-legitimating, see also ShIls (1965), 
211 (cf. below, n. 69). ,-, 
57. Mann, M. -(1986), 47,, following Durkhelm. 
The experiments of Stanley Milgram are a startling 
proof of what lengths the, internallzed structure of 
authorlty_is able to press compliance In the name of a 
Justifying cause, -(1n, this case'the furtherance of 
sclentlflc, knowledge): S. ' 
- 
Mllgram, 'Obedlence to 
Authority, New York, 1974; cf. Koestler (1983), 83-90. 
In this way,, 'as, soclal. belngs;, we are prepared to 
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tolerate, condone and even perpetrate acts of extreme 
cruelty In the name of authority that would be more or less Impossible acting merely on our own Initiative. 
For the psychological self-defensive mechanisms 
Involved, see Anna Freud The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defence, New York, 1946,117-31; cf. Wrong (1979), 
111-13, citing the results of studies on prisoners 
from Dachau and Buchenwald by Bettelhelm In lb& 
Informed Heart, Glencoe, IL (1960), 169-75. 
59. Geertz (1977), 157-60; de Jouvenel (1957), 43; Shils 
(1965), 205. 
60. On centrality and charisma: Geertz (1977), 151f., 
171; Shils (1965), 201,205; Eisenstadt (1968), 
xxIv-xxvI. I use the term charisma In the broad sense 
used by, among others, Geertz, Winch and ShIls In his 
"Charisma, Order and Status"; for a narrower 
definition, see the entry on "Charisma", by ShIls, In 
The International Encyclopedia of The Social Sciences, 
New York (1968), 11,386-90. (On complications In 
Weber's usage, see below, n. 64. ) 
61. Thus symbolism Is not so much a language as "a 
non-semlological cognitive system": Sperber (1975), 
87; cf. 90. On symbolism, meaning and Interpretation, 
see Sperber-0975), passlm (esp. pp. 8-16,48,84 
ff. ); Todorov (1983), 19. 
62. Geertz (1977), 152,167: "Both the structure and the 
expression of social life change, the Inner 
necessities that animate It do not. " 
63. This is especially true In societies which, like most 
preindustrial societies, place a particularly high 
premium on tradition. Geertz (1975), 7,14,449; 
Geertz (1977), 168; ýWlnch (1967), 107f.; Eisenstadt 
(1968), xliv; Shils (1965), 210; Bell (1975), 48; 
Cannadine (1983), 104f.; Hobsbawm (1983a), 2. On 
Instances of Invented, tradItIon and how It works, 
Hobsbawm & Ranger (1983), Passim. 
64. See Winch (1967), 107; also ShIls (1965), 200,206, 
cf. 203; also Friedrich (1972), 90ff.; Bell (1975), 
42ff. (cf. above, n. 60). . 
65. The very existence of laws, and the legal systems 
within which they operate, are "entirely dependent for 
their effectiveness upon the prior existence 
of ... authority relationships" (Jenkins (1976), 43); though authority may be externalized with reference to 
the structural framework of legal forms. See further 
Jenkins (19,76), 41-3; Foucault (1980), 140f.; cf. Friedrich (1972), 89-98. This point Is of special 
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significance In the context of Imperial authority at Rome (below, Ch. 7. b). Note the circularity of the 
opposing argument, as exemplified by Watt (1982), 43, 
84 (etc. ). 
66. In a given social context certain elements of legitimation may seem "definitive", but even here 
symbolic repetition is Imperative. This Is not to say that a coronation, for example, need take place more 
than once (indeed such repetition might even be 
counter-productive: as In, KIna John Iv, 2,1-39); but 
It must constantly be symbolically paraded (In this 
case by wearing the crown,, certaln robes of state, 
etc. ). See above, n. 56. 
67. See above, n. 52; also Foucault (1980). Passim. We 
should not dismiss the role of physical 
characteristics (such as size, strength or 
IntellIgence)-and even less tangible focuses of 
legitimation. Thus, in Goldings Lord of the Fl ies 
(Peguln ed., 1960, p. 22): 
-* the clamour changed from the general wish for 
a chief to an election by acclaim of Ralph 
himself. None of the boys c)Kould have found 
good reason. for, this; what-Intelligence had been 
shown was traceable'. to Plggy while the most 
obvious leader was Jack. But there was a 
stillness about Ralph as he sat that marked him 
out: there was his size,. and attractive 
appearance; and most obscurely, yet most 
powerfully, there was the conch. The being that 
had blown that, had sat waiting for them on the 
platform with the delicate thing balanced on his 
knees, was set apart. '' - 
68. In contrast to Weber, for whom the "charismatic 
father-leader IsAnevItably displaced by, bureaucratic 
organization, " Freud believed that, "To be effective, 
organizations must In some sense Incarnate the 
founding father. " (Rieff (1979), 236; cf. above, 
n. 49. ) On the-symbolic Interplay between Individuals 
and the political (or other) power systems they 
founded, see de Jouvenel (1957), 32; Eisenstadt 
(1968), xxi; ShIls (1965), 207; cf. 202,209. This 
symbolic Interplay, is particularly evident In the 
Soviet-system (much In the news today, with the 
spontaneous destruction of monuments. to Lenin and Dzerzhinsky); but even, within highly formalized 
systems of, power,, such as that laid down In the 
American constitution-, lt-is-surprlslngly prominent 
(notable, for example, -Inýthe Inauguration of George Bush In January 1989: the first president named George 
since Washington, he used the very Bible Washington 
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had used to be sworn In precisely two centuries 
earlier). 
69. On the Importance of the perception of success: 
Peters (1967), 88f. (echoing Weber; note especially 
the footnote Inspired by Gellner on p. 88); Wrong 
(1979), 5-6. 
70. As we saw above, In highly traditional societies, the 
emphasis placed on tradition Is Intensified the more 
the traditions of that society are threatened by 
change. For the value of conservative ritual In a 
changing world, see Cannadine & Price (1987), Passlm. 
The process of legitimation In a given context Is to 
some extent the result of a consensus; but while the 
perception of a consensus is always desirable, and 
while authority relations are likely to be more 
efficient and usually more durable with a genuine 
consensus, this Is not, a prerequisite for authority 
relations to. functlon. ý. For, contrary view, however, 
see ShIls (1965), 211; Arendt (1970), 35ff.; and see 
also J. G. Merqulorý Rousseau and Weber: Two - 
Studies in 
the Theory o Lealýlmacy, London, 1980, esp. p. 2. 
71. Note the Illuminating analogy with radio broadcasting 
In Hobsbawm (1983b), 263., TheAdea that the belief 
necessary for authority can be created Is misguided. 
(In the context of, Roman Imperial Ideology, 
Charlesworth (1937) and others; see above, Ch. 2. a. ) 
72. In the present century_, the potential for carefully 
calculated orchestration has been exploited with 
alarming efficiency., -Many, reglmes, notably those of a 
totalitarian persuasion, have developed propaganda 
machines capable of highly sophisticated manipulation 
of popular emotions. However, these developments have 
depended upon technological advances, especially In 
the field of, communicatlon-and electronics, which are 
peculiar to this century. The taint of fascism Is 
unfortunately a-highly, emotive-one and has brought to 
the term -"propaganda" a, host, of unwarranted and distracting assumptions. -. (On. the problems presented 
by the term "propaganda"-, -, see above, Ch. 2. a, n. 15. ) 
73. According to some views, "Ideology" Is seen as little 
more than "Iles"; but, fortunately this view Is not so 
prevalent-as to render., the former term unserviceable. 
On the erroneous dichotomy between "Ideology" and 
"truth", see Foucault-, (1980), 118; Wrong (1979), 
99-103 (esp., 102f. -,, citing Mannheim). On the will to 
believe and the desire! to participate, see above, nn. 
45,49,57. - 
74. It should also be noted that, though we are primarily 
concerned with usurpation of sovereign power, the 
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forcible appropriation of power Is a phenomenon that 
can take place on any! Aevel of the soclo-politIcal 
structure. On usurpation In the Roman context, see below Ch. 7. b. 
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"The legacy of Augustus" 
Syme (1960). 112ff. See below, nn. -17-19. As an Individual of Incomparable wealth with an Immense 
network of powerful connections and the allegiance of 
an unprecedented number of: ýsoldlers and veterans, 
Octavian was In himself the-most eloquent testimony to 
the senatelsýloss of authority: see above, Ch. 6. a, 
n. 4. 
2. His own meteorlc, _rlse, ýas much as the fate of his adoptive father,,. demonstrated, the dangers of 
prolonging an atmosphere oUcrisis by an Indefinite 
reliance on what today might-be termed "emergency 
powers". To avoid this required the, outward 
restitution of res'publica and the'refusal of such 
ominous tltles: -as dictator, consul for, life, etc. 
(avoidance ofýllrex",, goes without saying): RQ 5-6.1; on 
all this, Dlo, 53.17.1ýff.,, and'see also below, nn. 16, 
44. 
3. Millar (1984), r)assim. That this exceptional 
recognition was prevalent even-at Rome Is shown by the 
fact that wlthln'years, of-,,, the battle of Actium there 
were, In addition to any other honours and 
dedications, 80 sllverl-, statues of the victor: R2 24.2; 
Suet. &Ug. 52 (clted, as an'example, of, recusatl-Q and of 
his vletas). Seel, also Wallace-Hadrlll (1986), 71. 
4. On the legal powers and the settlements see Millar 
(1981), 33ff. -, ' It. 1s, significant to note that by the 
time of Vespaslan not only-were most of-these 
disparate elements-, collectively enacted-ln the 
so-called lex e lmPerI_QV but, that this enactment, as It is preserved-Ifor,,. us, ls Infact not a-ICA but a 
senatus consultum, in spite of the continued stress on the popular mandate: see below, Ch. 7. c, n. 42. 
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Dio 53.17.3; cf- Gibbon (1909-14), 1 66-80, esp. 78 
(regarding the ; rrangements as a "farce"). On the 
relationship between legality and authority see above, 
Ch. 6. c, n. 65. In any case to regard Augustus, 
settlements as fraudulent, or'even devious, Is surely 
to underestimate the constraints of the senatorial 
outlook: Octavlan/Augustus-, was'a masterful political 
strategist, but he was clearly no revolutionary; 
Indeed he was a; born and bred member of the Roman 
senatorlal-arlstocracy, steeped In the highly 
conservative values of the senatorial ellte. 
6. On orinceps and lealtimus, Wickert (1954), 2290-93, 
noting the six occaslons, of the Juxtaposition of these 
two terms, all In Ammlanus. 
7. Augustus rightly makes, much-of his supremacy In 
auctoritas (RQ 34.3)0-11the, 'term Is difficult to render 
In English, meaning something between "authority" and 
"Influence", or perhaps more accurately between the 
slang terms llfacellýand, llclout". The link between 
auctorltas and dl-qnltas, clearly outlined In the 
writings of Cicero, ýlsborne out by the fact that the 
Greek term CLýUYICL frequently stood for both. On 
Augustus' auctoritas see'Brunt & Moore (1973), 78-80, 
84-5. That Augustus' authority vastly exceeded the 
sum of Its "constitutional" parts Is obvious: Millar 
(1977), 616ff.; cf, 277. On-the wayward notion of 
legalized auct rlt; s, I see von Premersteln (1937), 176-225; but-, cf. 'above, n*. 5, (and also below at n. 22). 
It Is not that'auctorltas"became the constitutional 
basis of hIs'power, as Grant"(1946) would have It, but 
that within whatis'meant by Augustus' Imperial power 
"the legal and supralegal'become Inextricably 
lntertwined": 'Wallaceý-Ha$(drllI (1986), 73; cf. 70-73; 
see also Kantorowlcz (1957), 102f. 
8. On some of., the effects, of these ambiguous conflatlons, 
see Wallace-HadrIll (1982b); Price, S. (1980); Price, 
S. (1987),; esp. ''57-8; Millar (1977), 277f. On the 
semantic fluidity of the, terminology (especially of 
the key terms libertas., Princeps, dominus etc. )-which 
assisted the, amblgulties and their acceptance, see 
above, Ch. 6. 'a.., See also. below nn. 42-5. 
9. On the lack of-lnstltutlonalýgovernment apparatus (and 
the consequent-use'of1the-1mper1al household, etc. ) 
Millar (198I)i-52ff. -`On-, the personal nature of Imperial patronage_ýseealso Hopkins (1983), 171ff.; 
Millar (1977); 9,,. "; nd, more broadly, (chapter III) 
59-1319 
10. ' MacMullen. (1988), 58-121,, distingulshes between what 
he terms "public power"'and-"prlvate power" (as "power 
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effective"); but: he falls to recognize the vital point 
that governmental power Itself (equated In his eyes 
with "formally bestowed authority'-': e. g. p. 118), no 
less than that wielded by, lndlvlduals, operated 
through "private" networks. Imperial authority In 
fact depended upon the activation of Informal, yet 
very real, networks of powerAhat,,, dlrectly or 
Indirectly, spread out across the whole empire and 
down to the lowest, power, levels. , The dichotomy between what should be seen as "official" and what 
"unofficial" Is particularly misleading when applied 
to the third century. On. the, unnecessary 
complications of "official" as a category, see above 
Ch. 2. a at n. 21. -See-also above n. 7. 
Cameron, A. M. (1987>, -124; -cf. Mommsen (1887-8), 11 
1135ff.; note also Tacitus Am. 1.4, on, the problems 
of succession caused, by, the amblgulty. of Augustus, 
position; and see-now G. Bowersock "Augustus and the 
East: The problem of the succession" In Millar & Segal 
(1984), 169788. -(Cromwell, also a victorious army 
commander In civil war, wasý, faced with a similar 
predicament ofý, ensurlng political succession In 
circumstances where-he,, Ilkewise,. had, to be circumspect 
with regard to monarchlcal,, representatlon. ) Though 
the principle of-heredity exerted, a strong Influence 
over the procedures of. polltical,, succession In the 
Roman emplre, (below,, nn. -17, -and-18),., the notion of 
hereditary-succession was, never formalized. 
Significantly, In Roman,, -society In general there was 
no concept comparable, to-the feudal. notIon of 
prlmogenlture.,,, Indeed the-transference of political 
power to the,, next, generation 
, , 
was not an easy matter at 
the senatorial level-of, Roman Imperial society either: 
see Hopkins (1983>, 120-200. - 
12. On, the absence of, definitive. Inaugural ceremonial, 
see, Cameron,, A. M * -. (1987),, ý127,, The Byzantine Inauguration ritual grew out of late Roman antecedents 
(notably-the elevatlon. of, Jullan), but only gradually 
became deflnltlve, from. the., middle of, the fifth 
century.,,, For,, -. the, rltual: ýý. Ensslin (1943); CorIppus, 
esp. In laud. -Iust,. -2.137-58; -,, cf. Cameron, A. M. (1976), -ad, loc.; see, also, J. L.,; Nelson,. "Symbols In 
Context",,, Studies In-C urch History, 13 (1976), 
97-119.,,,, For, the equIvalent., developments In medieval 
court ceremonlal, -In, the.,, west,, see, J. L. Nelson, "The 
Lord's, anointed and, the-. people's choice: Carolingian 
royal ritual", In Cannadine & Price (1987), 137-180. 
The absence,: of deflnltlveýlnaugural rltual,, and the 
lack of, lntrlnsic, objects, of determinative regalia 
apply-equally-, to the., Hellenistlc monarchies (Smith 
(1988), 36t, -,. 1,1There-was never,, one particular diadem 
Invested wlth,, unlque authorlty. Imparted to whoever 
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wore It ... there seems to have been no ritual or 
ceremonial Involved In putting It on. " Significantly 
he adds that this was mainly because Alexander had had 
none: cf. below, nn. 14-15). 
Dio, 53.17.8, correctly observed that the names 
Caesar and Augustus In themselves confer no legal 
powers; and this Is true also of the-other two titles 
which most succinctly sum up the. position of emperor, 
Princeps and Imperator. As-, already noted, however 
(above, n. 5) this Is not really the point: these 
titles were certainly pregnant, with authority, most 
especially the title "Augustus" (which, as Dlo says 
153.18.21, was an affirmation of the splendour of his 4Laý4. On the ambigultles, and layers of meaning In 
the title "Augustus"', see'Brunt & Moore (1973), 77f. 
(cf. RQ 34.2; Suet. Lug. 7.2); as Gibbon (1909-14), 1 
78, somewhat cynically, remarked: "Augustus was 
sensible that mankind Is governed by names. " 
14. On the special Importance of the title "Augustus" In 
mid-thlrd century,, see, above Ch. 3. a, p. 74f. and n. 2; 
cf. also Ch. 5. a, 'I68fý--The,. -term "successor" was never 
applied to Roman emperors, but there are Interesting 
parallels with two political'systems where-the term 
was used:, the--I, succesors", ý(diadochol) of Alexander (who took over-and, adapted to their own purposes those 
aspects of the symbolic representation of the 
"founder" of the empire which seemed most significant, 
laying particular-stress on the diadem, the symbol 
most Intimately associated with Alexander and with the 
legitimating force of his mllitary, vlctories); and the 
Callf, or "successor, " Qallfa)ýto the'Prophet's 
temporal power (whose, clalmýto authority was largely 
legitimated throughýthe repetition of prayers on his 
behalf every Friday and whose-"name, and 
superscrlption", were, placed on the coinage; sometimes 
referred to as "Mosque, and Mint"). 
15. On ambiguity as strength, Wallace-HadrIll (1982b); 
cf. Millar (1977), 617.,, -The same kind of reference 
back to the charismatic-founder (Imltatio) lies behind 
the representation oUHellenIstIc royal authority, 
where again much of the "meaning" Is to be understood 
as "successor to Alexander, ". (seeýSmlth (1988), 36). 
On the slgnlflcance, of the-., founder In the 
representation of authority, see above Ch. 6. c, at n. 68 
(and cf. below, Ch7. d and nn. 50-52). 
16. The fact that the title --Prlnceps" carried no legal 
force (Wickert (1954), ", 2290; cf., above, n. 13) did not 
prevent ltýfrom belng, an*-'Integral part of Roman 
Imperial titulature'and, 'as such part of the symbolic 
representation-of lmperlal''. authorlty (Syme (1960), 
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311f.; and see above Ch. 3. b). Octavian was voted the 
republican title Princeps senatus In 28 BC, the year 
before his first so-called "constitutional 
settlement"; the timing is almost certainly not 
coincidental, for the "restoration" of the senate's 
authority was bound to enhance that of the senate's 
principal member from whose hands It was gratefully 
received. See Ra 7.2, and note Greek gloss, iTcSrov 
T&rov; cf. Brunt & Moore (1973), 49 (note ad 
loc). On the accomodatlon of, Augustus' position Into 
the senatorial scheme of values, see above, Ch. 6. a at 
n. 10. On his "refusal" of honours, see above n. 2 and 
also below, n. 44., 
17. On the heredltary. prlnciple, Millar (1981), 34-6 
(whence quote at,, p. 34). That hereditary descent was 
no guaranteewas,. shown, very early on by the fates of 
Agrippa Postumus,, -Tlberlus Gemellus and Claudius' only 
natural son Brltannicus.. 
_ 
18. According to Roman lawý(Includlng_for the purposes of 
Inheritance), ýan-adopted-son,,, was entirely the same as 
a natural son. As such, adoption played a key role In 
Imperial successlon,, not, just-In-, the second century 
(Pliny's assertion; _Panea. 
7.1, that the Idea was new 
Is d1sIngenuous),, but from the, beginnIng: Augustus 
himself; his varlous: helrs, Including Tiberius; Calus; 
Nero (cf. Tacitus lilstý, _I. 18.2-on Galba**s abortive 
adoption of Plso lnýAD 69).,, -These 
Instances all point 
to the enormous significance of,., adoptlon In the first 
century. The the second-ceniuryý, ", systemu of adoption 
(set In train, by HadrIan,, who probably Invented his 
own adoption by Trajan),, was only In default of 
children of the blood:,,,, the,, stoiciMarcus felt no qualms 
In promoting, hlýýownsons., -'(On'ý-, 't'he , ýabove,, see WIrszubsk1 
, 
(1950), _154-8. ), Sept1mIus aligned himself', 
first with Pertinax, then with the Antonine dynasty 
(and thus all theýway back to , 
Nerva),, renamlng his son 
M. Aurelius Antonlnus., -Elagabalus not only claimed to 
be CaracallaLnatural son, but also married Into the 
house of-Marcus, 'On heredity (fictional or'real, 
adoptive or by blood-descent) as fundamentally a 
representation of continuity, Millar (1981), 35. 
19. Augustus is at pains to'give,, the utmost stress to his 
military, achievements throughout theýRes Gestae (e. g. 
26-7,29-30; 
-cf., 
25,, 31-3), -, and, In particular he, 
emphasizes the outstanding number of Imperatorial 
acclamations he had received (Ra 4). 
-On, 
Imperlum In 
this context-,, see-Yavetz (1984), 9f. -On-the Imperial 
monopolyýfrom-Al) 22, TacItus AM.: 3.74, See In more 
detail above Ch. 3,, nn., 2,25; Ch. 4. a;, Ch. 5,. n. 1; cf. 
below n. 26., -Even. -, though Augustus was-shaken., by the 
disaster, of Varrus and, Tiberius declded. to call a 
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halt, there was, In fact, continual pressure on the 
emperors to conquer'and extend-the empire, see Mann, 
J. C. (1979). Smith (1988), 38, states: "Military 
victory was one of the prime requisites for 
Hellenistic kingship In both theory and practice; 
without heredity It-was essential. " Very much the 
same Is true of the. Roman empire. 
20. In fact, Eutroplus' formula forýClaudlus II, "a 
mllitibus electus'a senatu-appellatus Augustus" 
(9.11.1), applies equally to Claudius I. Vespaslan's 
dies Imperil, was I July,, (the date of-his military 
acclamation In the east,, not, the date of senatorial 
recognition, 22, December); Hadrian took 11 August and 
Septlmlus 9 April (In both,, cases, dates considerably 
anterior to the dates-of. -their recognition by the 
senate). Furthermore Macrinus and Elagabalus retained 
their military dies Imperil, while Caracalla's date Is 
given In the Feriale Duranum (1.17-18) as 4 February, 
the date of the troops reaffirmation of loyalty to him 
on Septlmlus' death'lný, York 'but, In his lifetime he 
Infact used 28 January (the date of his military 
acclamation In the, 'east when Sept1mIus elevated hlm)*o 
nelther, date has anything to'do with'senatorial 
decrees. (Oný, the FerIale Duranum'In this context, see 
Fink, et a]. (1940); and more generally, see Nock 
(1972), 11 737ff. ) Note'also, the military settings 
chosen by Nero:, Suet.,, Nero 8; Tac. AM. 12.69; Galba 
In his adoptIon. of-PIso:, Tac-. Hist. 1.17f.; Dldlus 
Jullanus: DIo 73.11-12, esp 12.4; SHA Did. Jul. 
2.5-3.6; Macrinus:,, Dlo'. 78.16.2; ý'Herodlan 5.1; SHA, 
MA=. 6.5f. (to mentlon, but'a few). 
21. This Is-already. obvlouS, ln'fact, In the wording of 
the lex de, imperio Vespaslanlýltself: -fdj VI, 930 (= 244), clause 8-, -llnes, 30-33ý(a. convenlent and telling 
retroactive, formula, in which all actions-. taken by the 
emperor up until, -, that. -tlme'are proclaimed to-have been 
valid); cf. -also the"famous discretion clause (6), 
lines 18-22. Quote. *., John,, Harrlngton, Eplarams (1618), 
IV. 5: "Of Treason"_-- 
22. Brunt (1977). 99 n. 21. ý; _ 
23. The Res Gestae lsýspangled-lwlth accounts of the 
emperor's lavish generosltyýand largesse (Ea 15-24, 
"appx. ", 1-4); ýfor,. all;. that, these gestures seem very 
concentrated on-Rome,, ' the message of the emperor's 
munificence was Intended for the whole empire (see 
Yavetz-(1984),, Dassim; and-for;, the last point cf. the 
review of, Mlllar, &`Segal, (1984) by A. Wallace-HadrIll 
In JJRZ 75 (1985), 245-50 at pp. 248-9). The Golden 
Shield-proclalming Augustus' "virtues" (EQ 34.2) had 
Hellenlstic'ýprecedents;, the-, four virtues mentioned 
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were not In any way an exclusive canon thereafter: 
Wallace-Hadrill (1981). Perhaps the greatest of all Augustus' benefactions was the'provislon of peace and 
secur I ty Tac I tus** remarks ý (AM. " 1.2 o`-` cf . ILI may be sardonic, but they tell-, -the, truth. The 
symbolism of the emperor as generous provider and benefactor ambeet continued to be central to Imperial 
Ideology: see also (on euergetism and the games) Veyne 
(1976), esp. 540ff., 682-701; Cameron, A. (1976), 
157-92; HopkIns, (1983), '1'-30, -'esp. 12-20. 
24. On adventus see MacCormack'(1972), -, and more generally 
on the political ramlflcatlons, of such ceremonial, 
MacCormack (1981); Alf0"IdI-, '-A., (1934), 88ff.; MIllar 
(1977), 31ff.; Geertz (1977), PassIm. On the 
significance of the triumph-and-other related Imperial 
ceremonial occasions ln, thIs context-, see McCormick 
(1986), 3-21 (citing Josephus 1U 7.118-62); Weinstock 
(1971), 107,197f'.,, 270ff.; ýVersnel', (1970), nassim. 
25. Hopkins (1978), -, 197-42; Price, S. '-(1984), 65ff., and 
esp. 239ff. (contrasting the'somewhat simplistic 
approach taken by, Gesche, (1978)'agalnst that of 
Geertz); Garnsey, -& Saller (1987), '202. See also 
Price, S. (1980); Price, S. (1987); den Boer (1973). 
26. For expressions of loyalty'specifIcally connected 
with the army In the*third century see above, Ch. 4. a; 
cf., the modern works cIted-In Ch. 4, n. 1, Ch. 5, n. 1. 
27. The strategic shlft:, Luttwak-(1976), esp. 145-54; cf. 
Millar (1982);, MIllar-(1981), ', 240f. On the separate 
"phases" of'Roman foreign policy: Luttwak (1976), 
vassim, 'notably-on"I'Defence In Depthu, 'pp. 130-45; see, 
however, Mann, " J. Cý'(1979); seeýnow also B. Isaac, Tb& 
Limits of'EMnlre, Oxford, 1990. ýýThe'prolonged, 
extensive and costly-Marcomannic wars had required 
more resources than the empire could comfortably 
commit to one area of the frontier (Blrley (1966), 
323ff. ) Th'e-; "'soft underbelly" of'the empire-Is 
Mediterranean heartland, (Including eventually Athens 
and even Rome1tself)'came under'serlous threat for 
the first'time, in, centurles. "-'On"the rise of Sassanid 
Persia, ý,, Chrlstensen-. (1944)1'1"84. ý-98, (andýon tactical 
shifts) 207-12; Mlllarý(1981), 257ff. By the 
beginning of the seventh century the Persian armies 
had even-penetrated-, to wlthln; slght, of'the city of 
Constantlnople, ltself. 
28. On the dilemma oU. thelnecessity'for'Imperial 
omnipresence at"thIs-tIme, ", see', MIllar (1982), 11-15. 
29. On'the nature, 'and, 'evolution-of'co-rulership, 
Kornemann-(1930), ýPasslm, -esp. (on 2nd and 3rd 
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centuries, though not always reliably) 72-110. On the 
title "PontIfex Maximus" In this context, see above, 
Ch. 3, n. 1. Another development related to co-regency 
was the Increasing prominence of Imperial women 
especially from the early third century. 
30. On the Licinlan collegiate rule, Kornemann (1930), 
102-3 (on precedents for the partition of competence 
more or less on geographical lines, cf. pp. 79-81, 68-90); that there was no overlap between the two sons 
(and thus no LIcInIan "tetrarchy"), see K6nlg (1981), 
44-6. The promotion of younger members of the 
Imperial family, of course, goes back to the beginning 
of the empire with Galus and Lucius Caesar. 
31. The sole reigns of Commodus, Caracalla and Julian are 
among the few exceptions. Obviously at times this 
point amounts to a technicality (as In the sole reign 
of Constantine D; but It Is none the less revealing 
for that. The prevalence of multiple emperors 
confounds our (and even some ancients') notlons of 
Roman Imperial monarchy, and affords us a much better 
perspective on the Tetrachy than the "caesura" 
mentality allows for. See Millar (: 1982), 15f. 
32. The passage from Jones (1964), 23, cited In Ch. 1. b 
above (p. 13) Is a perfect example. The length of 
GaIllenus' reign given, here by Jones, totally Ignores 
the seven years during which he reigned conjointly 
with his father. Moreover, there can be little sense 
In averaging such disparate quantities as eight years 
(let alone fifteen) and two months. The significant 
factor Is not so much the brevity of the reigns of 
many of the contenders but the high Instance of 
usurpation and civil war, during this period. Such 
calculations are common, even In the more sober 
accounts of the perlod:, e. g. Millar (1981), 240; 
Price, S (1987), 98. 
33. Millar (1977), 277,619; cf. Hopkins (1983), 176-84. 
Emperors who embarked on protracted absences from the 
metropolis for reasons other , 
than the personal conduct 
of some Important military campaign (as Tiberius on 
Capri and the Itinerant Hadrian) tended thus to be 
unpopular with the senate. 
34. Whether, or not the exclusion of senators from 
military commands was finally formalized In the form 
of the supposed "edIct of-Galllenus", (Victor Caes. 
33.34-0 Independent evidence Is not forthcoming), the 
situation was no more than the culmination of a 
long-standing trend: see Pflaum (1976); cf. Hopkins 
(1983), 183; Cornell & Matthews (1982), 169. See 
above, Ch. 6. a, nn. 11 and 12. 
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35. On the changing origins of the emperors from the 
first to the third centuries, see Millar (1981), 
43-51. Dio's evldent, distaste for Macrinus stems 
largely, If not exclusively, from the fact that he was 
not of senatorial status (Dio 78.41); the same 
opprobrious, statement, ls elsewhere. levelled at the 
much-hated Maxlminus,, (SHA Max. duo, 8.1; Eutrop. 9.1; 
cf. Victor Caes. 'ý, 25.1). 
36. Herodlan 1.6.5; cf.: D_j_ý., 3.2. '2. '4; 48.22.18 pr.; 
50.1.33; cf. Mlllar, (1977). ý, 39:, " ... the emperor functioned as, a sort ofýmovlng. capltal of the empire 
In himself. " OnAhe same: notlon, already In Aristides: 
SherwIn-WhIte (1973), 259, (cf.. -262); cf. Kantorowlcz 
(1957), 204ff., Note, 'also Marcus" reference to Serdica 
as "my Rome", _(Petrus-Patr., ýMtIV, 
199, In Dio, ed. 
Bolssevaln, III, 748,. fr. 190; cited In Millar (1977), 
12). On the question of the evolution of regional 
Imperial "capitals", I --. see Millar, (1977), 40-53. 
37. On the status of these. two-cities as regional 
"capitals",, see, *, (Antioch),, Mlllar (1977), 48-50 (esp. 
49f. and nn,, 98-9 for., Valerlan at, Antloch); Downey 
(1961), 259; and (TrIer), MIllar,. (1977), 45-6 
(underestimating lts. status'prior to, the beginning of 
the 4th century);. Wightmaný. -(1970),, 
54,, notes that the 
presence of-a,, praetorian,, camp. In-, -the-city under Postumus "suggests that theýcourt, was, sometlmes In 
residence at Trier",, and, ý, -, p. 58, acknowledges the Importance of, the western. emperors", contrlbution to 
the future development-of Trier as an Imperial 
capital, but does not fully appreciate Its 
slgnificancel; as such lnýthe thlrd4-century. 
38. On the need, for-symbolic: lncorporatlon,,. see above 
Ch. 6. c and n. 55.,, On the-imperlal-cult (and other 
aspects-,. of. Imperlal rule)ý. as, ea focus for Integration 
and Incorporation: - 'Prlce,, 
S., (1984),; vass1m, esp. 
146-62, -A72-rBS, 234-48; Sherwin-White (1973), 221ff. 
(esp. 223), 402-37;, Nock, (1972), 1,, 202-51.1- On 
symbolic-, conflation,, ofýruler-and state, Kantorowlcz 
(1957), Passlm; cf. Hobsbawm (1983b), 2660-1 Geertz 
(1977); Veyne (1976), -, 540-41., Note esp., In this 
respect-the. Jolntl. cult of, Roma , and,, 
Augustus: see above 
Ch. 4. c (andAt-lsýworth remembering that the 
monumentum 
ýncyranum was part of,, thls cult). - The 
convergence-of Hellenlsm, and RomanIty formed a-"new 
Romanity",., whlch'transcended the pagan/Chrlstlan 
"boundary"-, (Euseblus and Themlstlus, for example, were 
equally-, atl, home wlth, thIs ldeology). and, whlch was 
decisive for, the., future of, the Roman empire (in 
different ways In east and west): see Dagron (1968), 
P ass I m,! - e sp 20 3. 
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39. Whatever arcane motives Caracalla"may or may not have 
had, It Is possible to see more clearly than 
contemporaries were able to that-hIs general 
enfranchizement formed a signiflcant, and Inevitable 
step In a much larger process of realignment that had 
been going on for centuries and was to continue for 
centuries to come. It was a process, In which the 
acceptance of Christianity In the edict of Milan 
formed another significant step, that eventually 
allowed "Rome" the metaphor to outlive "Rome" as a 
political entity. See Kantorowlcz (1957), 82f., 246f. 
On the background to the constitutio Antoninian and 
the shifting meaning of the concept "Roman" In this 
context, see Sherwin-WhIte (1973), 221ff.; 
Wallace-Hadrill (1982b), 48; Garnsey & Saller (1987), 
115. For the later stages of these developments, see 
Dagron (1968), 83-119. 
40. As Aristides gratefully acknowledged, the Hellenlzed 
east did very well out of, the Roman empire, not least 
because there was already In place In the east a 
sophisticated mechanism for diplomatic Intercourse 
between local communities and distant monarchical 
rulers. See Millar (1977), 375-447; Hopkins (1983), 
184-200; Garnsey & Saller (1987), 123-4; Sherwln-Whlte 
(1973), 260f., 402-7 (enthusiasm for Roman Imperial 
rule In E. more than Just gratitude for peace). The 
shift of gravlty, to the east was not merely political, 
but economic and strategic as well (on strategic 
shift, see above, n. 27; on Constantinople as part of 
this shift, below n. 54). 
41. This theme has been explored by Dagron (1968), , 121-46. In the west during the fourth century this 
entailed a plaintive and Introspective outcry, from the 
senatorial aristocracy against the diminution of their 
prlvllages, prestige and power which seriously 
affected the historical and political perspective of 
those who wrote at this time. See Dagron (1968), 
202f.; cf. J. F. Matthews, Western Aristocracies and 
Imperial Court-AD 364-425,, -Oxford, 1975. -, 
42. The legal transfer of sovereign power from the people 
to the emperor: Dlo 53-17.1; Cj 1.17.1.7; Ulplan, 
Diaest 1.4.1. pr., (where this Is-cited'as, proof that 
the emperor's will Is law; cf. DIO-Chrysostum Qr,. 
111.43). This was neither more nor less "fictitious" 
than the parallel notion of senatorial endorsement: 
edict could stand for 5L as easily as, the latter could 
stand for I=.: see Millar (1977), 616; Wallace-Hadrlll 
(1982b), 37-8j, cf. -also above, n. 7. 
43. Suet. &2. -53.1; Dio 55.12.2; cf. Tertul. A2. Ql. 34.1. 
TIberlus-also: Suet. 11. b__27; Tacitus LLa. -2.87; DIo 
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57.8.1; Victor Caes 11.2. These statements make it 
quite clear that, for all that these emperors refused 
the title dominus, many continued to think It fit (or 
wise) to use It: see below, n. 45. Note also, In the 
same vein, Augustus' decision against the title 
"Romulus" as being too regal (Suet. &Lq. 7.2; Dlo 
53.16.7-8); cf. Ovid fslat. 2.142, where Romulus is 
linked to dominus and both are contrasted with 
nAugustus" (cf., below n. 51). 
44. For Imperial recusatlo: Bgranger (1953), 137-69 Ole 
refus du pouvoir! '. ); Wallace-Hadrill (1982b), 36-7 (and 
cf. above, nn. 2,, 3). His deference to his fellow 
senators, his refusal to accept the hyperbolic honours 
they urged upon him and his care to avoid being 
represented merely as a Hellenistic, or Roman, king 
served to underline the extent to which his authority 
already surpassed that of.. both the senate and mere 
kings. This Impression was further reinforced by the 
fact that kings came to receive their diadems from the 
emperor's hands. 
45. DomItlan: Suet. J=. 13; see also Dio 67.4.7 (cf. 
67.13.4); Pliny F=. 45.3; 55.6f.; Victor Caes. 11.2. 
Caligula too: PhIlo leg. ad Gal. 17;, Vlctor Ceas. 3.13; 
Epit 3.8; cf. Suet. Calla. 22.1-- In fact, however, 
this Image of Domitlan '' 
(and Caligula) as aberrant In 
this regard ls'almost, Certainly a myth: It was 
evidently not the title domlnus but his style of 
dominatio that made DomItIan unpopular with the 
senatorial class. The title was applied In the east 
to emperors from the first century and became common. 
currency In the second (even being used by Pliny 
himself In addressing TraJan: Pllny, fa. 10, Passim). 
On the common, use of.. the,, title dominus (kurlos), see 
Neumann (1903), 1307-9; Alfo'*ldl (1935), 91-4; 136ranger 
(1953), 61ff. (cf., above,,, Ch-3. a). Augustan recusatio 
applied to divine honours. too, but here again we can 
be sure (with much'stronger evidence) that such 
honours were constantly paid and,, outside Rome, 
actively If at'flrst, modestly encouraged. For 
Aurellan's. title, see above, Ch. 3. b. 
46. For this reason our own de tailed historical Insights 
Into the policies of Augustus sometimes act as a 
hindrance to our understanding of subsequent 
developments In Imperial Ideology and the relationship 
these bear to the Augustan, paradigm. The Hellenistic, 
and Indeed the-Roman,, Imltatio Alexandri must be 
understood to'. functlon In the same, way. On symbols 
and context, above 6. c.. -, 
47. The glorification of Augustus' victories at Rome In 
such a way as specifically to link them_to the 
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emperor's divine allies surpassed that of any 
subsequent emperor: see Zanker (1988), 183-92; cf. 
below, nn. 48-51. The arguments, of Storch (1972) and 
others, viewing a belief In miraculous victory as a 
symptom of absolutist monarchy, 
-are 
thus 
unsatisfactory; see above, ChA. b. 
48. For the alignment between Imperial virtus and Mars 
see above Ch. 4. b. The, temple of Mars Ultor had 
originally been vowed In revenge of Julius Caesar, but 
by the time of Its final dedication 
, 
It had-come to 
symbolize the culmination of Rome's destiny In the 
, Crassus, - virtus of AugustusP avenger, and humbler of 
Parthla: on the symbolism of the forum of Augustus see 
below, n. 51. 
49. On the Palatine temple, 'constructed adJacent to 
Augustus' grand prlvate/public, house, (another aspect 
of the ambiguity), see Zanker (1988), 50-51; cf. also 
Ch. 1, n. 23 (and see also, the Galllenic, reference, 
above, Ch. 4 n. 86). On the, solarium,. -in, -the form of a 
horologlum the dial of which was, desIgned to point 
directly to, the Ara Pacls, on-his birthday,, see Zanker 
(1988), 144. For solar-theology, as a constant-theme 
of Imperial Ideology note,,, e. g., Seneca A=g. 4; 
Pan. Lat. 3.9.2-3 (cf. Apollo,,, -7.21.476); Euseblus gk laud. Const. 3; -VIta Const. I. 43; -Themistius 
QC 
IV. 5l. c-52. a; CorIppus In laud. Iust. 11.90-97, 
148-51; for third-century-, examples see, above Ch. 4. d; 
and generally Kantorowlcz,, (1963). -,, 
50. The notion of the emperor, as saviour-was-there from 
the beginning*# Propertlus 
' 
(IV. G, -11.45 ff. ) referred 
to the victor of Actlumasý"Salvator mundl"; the 
Hellenistic royal title Eurrie appearslearly on-for 
emperors In the east, (e. g. -postumously-for Augustus, 
M xi. 923; for-Vespaslan In-, AD,, 69, ýP. Fouad 8); see 
Weinstock (1971), 142f.; Dvornlk (1966), 11 478, 
488ff.; cf. above Ch. 3 n. 42. -Augustus was honoured gJ2. 
cives servatos and was granted the-corona clvlca for 
having saved the, lives, of 
- 
the entire. citizenry <RQ 
34.2; Dio 53.16.4; 'see Zanker (1988), '93-4, and fig. 
76a). As Cicero makes, clear (pro Rab. Perd. 27; 
fm. 1.9.1. ) any man whose, AIfe: -(or: -reputatIon) is 
saved In such a manneris. thereby--beholden to his 
saviour as to a father. - Indeed,., ln 2, BC, ý'Augustus 
officially became styled Pater Patriae,, a title which 
lay at the very centre of Augustan Ideology (R2 35; 
Dio 53.18.3; cf. (from 29 BC! ) Horace, Qd. I. 2.45ff. ). 
On Its centrallty,, Its, signlflcance and-its . precedents, see Yavetz, (1984), 13714; von,, Premersteln 
(1937), 166-75; Berlinger (1935), 77780; VeInstock 
(1971), 200-204,250ff.; 
' 
DvornIk (1966), 11 489f., 
494f., 502f., 538ff.; see also Seneca de clem. 1.14 
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(cf. Altman (1938), 203). 'A central feature of this 
"salvation" Ideology was the emperor's provision of 
peace (an emphasis new to Augustus and not drawn from 
Hellenistic kingship): note the emphasis on the temple 
of Janus and the Ara Pacls Augustae (RQ 12.2-13; see 
Zanker (1988), 104,172ff.; Syme (1960), 519f., 
stressing link between the Ideas of Pater and 
Pacifer_). For third-century continuation of these 
themes, see above Ch. 3. a-3. c*, Ch4. c. 
In the Imagery of the Forum, of Augustus and the 
temple precinct of Mars Ultor (as also to a lesser 
extent In the Ara Pacia), Augustus was symbolically 
represented as the "new Aeneas", the "new Romulus", 
the crowning glory of the destiny of both Rome and the 
aens Iulla: Zanker (1988),, 192-215; Gage (1930). 
Although Augustus rejected the title "Romulus" (above, 
n. 43), Suetonlus, AUg. 7.2., citing Ennlus, draws 
attention to the relationship between Rome and the 
title "Augustus". The title Pater Patriae also played 
a central role In this symbolism, prominently 
displayed under the quadrIga In the centre of the 
forum. On the reign of Augustus as a new "Golden Age" 
see Zanker (1988),, 167-192; Wallace-Hadrill (1982a), 
Passim. For the perpetuation of these themes see 
Zanker (1988), 215-38. On the survival of these 
themes In the third century see above Ch. 4. c. 
52. Augustus was proud of his achievements as a second 
founder, justly claiming to have turned a city of 
brick Into a city of marble (Suet. &_q. 28f.; cf. RQ 
19-21.2, "appx. " 2-3. ). '- For his representation as a 
founder In the metaphorical, sense, see above, nn. 
50-51. For Rome as "Colonla Commodiana" (forming part 
of a grand scheme of renaming that extended even to 
the monthLof the year): Dio, 72.15.2; SHA, Comm. 8.6. st 
This was at least In part, a reflection of the 
Hellenistic royal style of naming cities (re-)founded 
by kings (In Imitation of Alexander), a style of 
symbolic representalon which continued throughout the 
Imperial period (Hadrianople and Constantinople being 
only the most famous examples; see below, nn. 54,55). 
53. Coins minted by, C. Lentulus for Augustus In 12 BC 
depict the emperor raising the kneeling res Publica 
(Zanker (1988), 91f. and fig. 74. ). For the Augustan 
Image of restitutor orbis, 'see above n. 50. 
54. On Constantinople as "the culmination of a long 
process", Millar (1977), 53; on the association 
between emperor and state: see above, Ch. 4. c, esp. 
142-4 (cf. App. table A: 13) on the western emperors 
and Roma; cf. Ch. 5 n. 8. 
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55. Price, S. (1984), esp. 239-48; see also Millar 
(1977), 611-20; DvornIk (1966), 11 472-600; Weinstock 
(1971); Alf6ldl, A. (1934) and Alf8ldl, A. (1935); cf. 
Wallace-HadrIll (1982b). 
56. Note, e. g., the use, of thetitles Our Lord and 
Savlour, -and the,, strong, assoclation with Sol/Hellos 
(for Euseblus' analogy between Constantine and Christ 
as the solar charioteer see'above, ', n. 49). See Dvornlk 
(1966), 11 614ff.; cf. above, nn. 45,49,50,52,54. 
The posthumous Image of-IDIvus, Augustus Included, for 
example, the use of the radiate crown,, employed for 
the first time by aýllvlng emperor, under, Nero (above, 
Ch. 3 n. 91). I "I 'ý' ý -I " ý'' I% 
57. Many of the works-referred to, in the notes,. for this 
chapter have achleved, thIs re-evaluation of Augustus: 
In particular see those works listed In Ch. 1, n. 23, 
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